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PREFACE 
 
 

Welcome to PRASA 2007, the 18th International Symposium of the Pattern Recognition Association of South 
Africa. This edition is held in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa and hosted by the School of Computer Science of the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal. This conference is the main annual event of the Pattern Recognition Association of 
South Africa (PRASA).  PRASA is member of the International Association of Pattern Recognition. 

This year, paper submissions and entries were handled by the OpenConf System. Forty-nine submissions were 
received and 27 full papers were chosen after a strict single blind process, which involved at least two referees per 
paper from South Africa and abroad. After the results and comments were received from the reviewers, the technical 
committee advocated selecting the top papers.  

Seventeen papers that were classified as works-in-process were accepted as posters. Abstracts of these are included 
in the proceedings.  

Following tradition, the first day of the conference is devoted to tutorials. This year two tutorials are offered: Dr 
Ernest Fokoué from the University of Kettering (USA) will present a lecture on “Statistical Machine Learning with 
applications in Computer Vision and Bioinformatics”; in the second tutorial Prof. Tshilidzi Marwala of  the 
University of the Witwatersrand will give a lecture on “Missing data estimation using Artificial Intelligence 
Methods”. A keynote speech on “Intelligent Techniques in Aerospace Engineering” will be given by Dr Fola Soares, 
CONTEK research  (USA). 

It is my pleasure to thank all the members of the Programme committee of PRASA 2007.  First and foremost many 
thanks to Fred Nicolls who co-chaired the technical committee and Anban Pillay for preparing the manuscript of the 
present proceedings. All the members of the Technical committee and the reviewers are to be commended for a job 
well done. I would like to thank the School of Computer Science of the University of KwaZulu-Natal for having 
accepted the hosting of this conference. Special thanks go to Soren Greenwood, Jenny Wilson, Anira Balmakhum 
and Hugh Murrell for their help in the administration of the conference. Wayne Chelliah Naidoo is to be 
commended for having  made possible the online management of this event. Thanks must also go to Zygmunt 
Szpak, Jean Vincent Fonou Dombeu and Baird Ndovie for their help in the day-to-day running of the whole process.  
Finally we would like to extend our gratitude to the UKZN Public Affairs department for their assistance. 

I wish everyone a successful, interesting and fruitful PRASA 2007.  
  
Jules-R Tapamo 
PRASA 2007 Programme Chair 
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A naïve, salience-based method for speaker identification in fiction books

Kevin Glass and Shaun Bangay

Department of Computer Science
Rhodes University

Grahamstown
[k.glass;s.bangay]@ru.ac.za

Abstract
This paper presents a salience-based technique for the anno-
tation of directly quoted speech from fiction text. In particu-
lar, this paper determines to what extent a naïve (without the
use of complex machine learning or knowledge-based tech-
niques) scoring technique can be used for the identification of
the speaker of speech quotes. The presented technique makes
use of a scoring technique, similar to that commonly found in
knowledge-poor anaphora resolution research, as well as a set
of hand-coded rules for the final identification of the speaker
of each quote in the text. Speaker identification is shown to be
achieved using three tasks: the identification of a speech-verb
associated with a quote with a recall of 94.41%; the identifica-
tion of the actor associated with a quote with a recall of 88.22%;
and the selection of a speaker with an accuracy of 79.40%.

1. Introduction
1.1. Problem Statement

Dramatic scripts can be automatically generated from fictional
books by extracting portions of text representing speech, pro-
vided that the identity of the corresponding speaker can be es-
tablished. Speaker identification requires that the speech verb
and its associated noun be discovered in order to determine the
identity of the speaker. This paper investigates a novel salience-
based technique for the identification of the speaker of quotes
found in fiction books, without the use of complex machine
learning or logic-based techniques.

1.2. Background

The process described in this paper is a component of a Text-
to-Scene conversion system, where information from natural
language texts is used to populate three-dimensional virtual
worlds. Speech articulated by avatars in a fiction book is con-
verted to audio, using a unique voice for each avatar that is
speaking. However, the speaker of a quote is not always con-
sistently nor explicitly indicated for instances of direct speech.
The speaker may be referred to indirectly, using a pronoun or
descriptive noun. Sequences of unattributed quotes may also
exist that depend purely on the context of the quote to identify
the correct speaker.

A number of clues exist within the surrounding text of a
quote that aid in identifying the correct speaker. The first clue
is the main verb that indicates speech, or the Speech-Verb. If
this verb is correctly identified then one of the arguments of this
verb, namely the Actor of the verb, points (either directly, or by
means of anaphora) to the correct Speaker. The Actor differs
from the Speaker in that the Actor is a token in the text which

is the argument of a verb, while the Speaker is an avatar which
is chosen from a list of avatars participating in the story. The
Actor may be an alias of a Speaker (for example the Speaker’s
first name), but may also be an indirect reference in the form of
a common noun (“the boy”), or pronoun (“he”). In cases where
no verb exists, then the larger context of the quote must identify
the Speaker.

The process of extracting quotes and associated speakers,
henceforth referred to as script extraction, consists of the fol-
lowing phases:

1. Locating the Speech-Verb for the quote;

2. Locating the argument of the Speech-Verb that points to
Speaker (referred to as the Actor);

3. Selecting the Speaker from the list of avatars that are par-
ticipating in the scene.

Fiction books describe people, objects and actions that occur in
a fictional or virtual world. The virtual world is filled with en-
tities including avatars and objects. Fiction text refers to these
entities using textual aliases. Every time an alias for a partic-
ular avatar is encountered in the text, the corresponding avatar
in the virtual world must be identified. Different terms or por-
tions of the text may refer to a single entity. This research as-
sumes the existence of a previously constructed avatar list (cre-
ated manually or automatically using named entity extraction
processes [1, 2]). The gender of each avatar in the list is indi-
cated, and each avatar is associated with a (non-comprehensive)
list of aliases.

1.3. Overview

This paper is structured as follows: script extraction, and the
inspiration behind the salience-based technique is described in
Section 2. A description of the features used for identifying
Speech-Verbs, Actors and Speakers is presented in Section 3,
with the results of each phase presented in Section 4.

2. Related Work
This paper serves as an extension of previous work by Glass
and Bangay [3] which presents a rule-based learning system
for accomplishing the script extraction task. Although the rule-
based system accomplishes the task successfully (achieving re-
call over unseen text of up to 95.17% for locating the Speech-
Verb, 88.18% for locating the Actor, and accuracy of up to
82.85% for selecting the Speaker), it is dependent on the exis-
tence of annotated data for training. This work differs in that no
training is required, and uses only a combination of commonly
available natural language processing tools.

1
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Script extraction from fiction texts is previously examined
by Zhang et al. [4], where the Speaker of each quote is achieved
with accuracies of between 47.6% and 86.7%. A number of
issues are not discussed, for instance how different aliases are
identified as the same Speaker, and how sequences of quotes
with no explicitly identified Speakers are handled.

The salience-based method is inspired predominantly by
work done in the pronominal anaphora resolution domain [5,
6, 7], which is concerned with determining the antecedent or
referent of each pronoun in natural language. In anaphora reso-
lution, salience-based methods function by locating tokens that
are potential candidates for being the antecedent of a pronoun,
and calculating a score for each candidate token according to
certain features, including part-of-speech and other similar in-
dicators. The token with the highest score is selected. A similar
process is employed for script extraction, using salience-based
methods for locating Speech-Verbs and Actors.

In addition to salience-based techniques, a number of hand
coded rules are used for selecting the Speaker of each quote,
based on the features of the Speech-Verbs and Actors identified.
This is also inspired by anaphora resolution literature [8].

3. Clues for Speaker identification
The starting point for the script extraction process involves iden-
tifying quoted speech in the fiction text. These can be readily
identified using the surrounding punctuation. For every quote
identified, the Speech-Verb must be found, and thereafter the
Actor. The Actor is then used to locate the Speaker of the quote.
Parts-of-speech information is provided for each word in the in-
put text, identified by an ensemble of parts-of-speech taggers
[9], as well as parse information provided by the Connexor FDG
parser [10].

3.1. Speech-Verb Annotation

To locate the Speech-Verb for each quote, the surrounding sen-
tences of each quote are scanned for verbs. This results in a list
of candidate tokens that may all possibly act as the Speech-Verb
for the quote under consideration. A number of features are
used to identify which candidate verb is the Speech-Verb. Each
feature is assigned a salience value, and if a candidate exhibits
a feature, then the salience of that feature is added to the total
score of the candidate. The candidate with the highest score is
chosen as the Speech-Verb. The features used are as follows:

• Main verb: salience is immediately awarded to tokens
that are marked as main verbs by the FDG parser.

• Hypernym: a similar method as used by Velardi et al.
[11] is employed, where salience is awarded to verbs that
have communicate, verbalise or breathe as an-
cestors in a hierarchical lexical tree. WordNet [12] pro-
vides this information. All senses of the verb and their
corresponding hypernym trees are scanned for one of
these three ancestors. Breathe is also chosen as one
of the ancestors since verbs such as sigh and gasp are
often used to indicate speech, even though they have no
lexical link with communication.

• Adjacent Sentence: verbs found within the adjacent
sentence are awarded extra salience.

• Proximity to quote: verbs that occur in the preceding
and following sentences are given extra salience based
on their proximity to the quote. That is, words closer to

She shuddered when she heard little Jammes speak of
the ghost , called her a " silly little fool " and
then , as she was the first to believe in ghosts in
general , and the Opera ghost in particular , at once
asked for details :

" Have you seen him ? "

Figure 1: Example Speech-Verb, from The Phantom of the
Opera by Gaston LeRoux

askedcalledheardshudderedshe

subject

(main verb)

Figure 2: Visualisation of verb chain produced by the FDG
Parser

the quotation receive a higher salience than words further
away.

All features are awarded 1 point, with the exception of the prox-
imity feature, which adds an amount proportional to the dis-
tance of the verb from the quote as a value between 0 and 1.

3.2. Actor Annotation

Once the Speech-Verb for each quote is located, the argument of
the identified verb which indicates the Actor needs to be identi-
fied. The Actor identification process is based on the idea that
there exists a dependency between the Speech-Verb and the Ac-
tor that can be identified by the parser. In some instances verb-
chains occur where a number of verbs are linked to one sin-
gle main verb, that has as its subject or object the Actor of the
Speech-Verb. The sentence presented in Figure 1 is an illustra-
tion of one such occurrence, with asked as the Speech-Verb.
Figure 2 presents the verb-chain from the word asked, as de-
rived from the dependencies indicated by the FDG parser. The
chain extends to the main verb of the sentence from which the
actor She can be derived.

The Actor annotation algorithm traverses up the verb-chain
until the root is found. Thereafter the children of the root are
examined for instances containing a subject or object relation,
as identified by the parser. No text occurring inside quotes is
considered.

Errors in the parsing of complex sentences often cause in-
correct dependency structures from the FDG parser. As a result,
a salience-based technique is used to locate the Actor, of which
the verb-dependency is just one feature that is rewarded. This
allows for the Actor to be located where no such dependencies
are identified by the parser, or for the correct Actor to be cho-
sen in cases where the dependencies are incorrect. The process
begins at the Speech-Verb token. From this point tokens are
traversed in both directions from the verb, and assigned ranks
based on a number of features:

• Subject or Object: the token is awarded salience for
being the subject or object of the main verb (at the top of
the verb chain).

• Parts-of-speech filter (noun/pronoun): the token is
awarded salience if it is a noun that is a descendant of the
word: person (using WordNet [12]) or is not a recog-
nised English noun (using the 12dicts English gazetteer
[13]) which means that the token may be a name. In ad-
dition, a point is awarded for pronouns.

2   *   K. Glass and S Bangay 
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• Proper Noun filter: the token is awarded salience for
being capitalised, unless it is the first token of a sentence.
If a token is the first in a sentence, then it must not be
recognised as English to be rewarded. Words that are
marked as prepositional-complements are not awarded
salience (for example Joe, in He said to Joe...).

• Abbreviation filter: often abbreviations such as Mr. or
Mrs. are selected as candidate Actors. Such abbrevia-
tions are identified using an abbreviation gazetteer, and
not awarded salience.

• Distance from verb: salience is awarded to those can-
didates which are closer to the speech verb.

All features are awarded 1 point. The exception is the distance
feature, which increments the score of the candidate by multi-
plying the existing score by 0.1% for each word between the
verb and the Actor token.

3.3. Speaker Resolution

The Actor token identified in the previous section is used to
determine which avatar in the avatar list is responsible for the
speech. However, the Actor token may occur in different forms:

• Direct reference: where the token directly identifies the
Speaker, for example, John in John said, “...”.

• Pronominal anaphora: where the speaker is indirectly
referenced using a pronoun, for example, he in he said,
“...”.

• Nominal anaphora: where the speaker is indirectly ref-
erenced using a noun, for example, man in the man said,
“...”.

• Deictic anaphora [14] (exophora): where no explicit
indication is made in the text to the identity of the
speaker, for example during alternating dialogue be-
tween two avatars. In this case no Actor token is identi-
fied.

Selecting an avatar as the speaker in the case of direct refer-
ence is simply a matter of matching the token with an alias of
an avatar in the list. The three cases of anaphora are more dif-
ficult, since no alias information is present, and an avatar must
be selected based on other information.

3.3.1. Quote Context

A list of avatars present in a scene is required to cater for
anaphoric instances since one of these avatars are most likely
to be the correct speaker in an anaphoric instance. This list is
referred to as the context of the quote, and is implemented us-
ing a sorted-list, based on a priority score that may be boosted
due to certain conditions, and that degenerates with time. The
candidates at the front of the list have the highest scores, and
are most likely to be participating in the current scene.

The context is maintained as follows. The fiction text is
traversed token by token in order from beginning to end. If a
token (or set of tokens) matches an alias of any of the avatar
in the avatar list (direct reference), then the avatar is pushed to
the top of the list with a score of 1.0. The remaining avatars
are demoted by a small amount. Penalties are incurred on the
newly promoted avatar’s score if the token responsible for the
promotion is followed by a possessive ending (for example, ’s
in Joe ’s) or is marked as a prepositional-complement by the
FDG parser (for example Joe, in He said to Joe...). The opera-
tions performed on the scores for each avatar in the context are
summarised in Table 1.

Feature Score Operation

Alias of Character C found scoreC = 1.0

Character C demotion scoreC = scoreC ∗ 0.9

Token indicating C is
Possessive Ending

scoreC = scoreC − 0.3

Token indicating C is
Prepositional-complement

scoreC = scoreC − 0.3

Table 1: Score operations for avatars in the quote context

3.3.2. Resolving the anaphora

If the Actor token is an instance of anaphora, then a hand-coded
decision process is followed to determine which avatar in the
quote context should be selected. The decision process is pre-
sented graphically in Figure 3, which differs from conventional
anaphora resolution algorithms in that it is concerned only with
determining the Speaker of an identified Actor, and not all in-
stances of anaphora in the text. Four variables are defined as
part of this process as follows:

• ACTOR: refers to the Actor identified in previous pro-
cesses. This may be blank if the quote has no associated
Speech-Verb and Actor tokens.

• BEST: refers to the avatar at the top of the quote context
list. This may be blank if the context is empty.

• NEXT: refers to the second avatar in the quote context
list. This is used for instances of dialogue between two
avatars, where the speaker is implied as a result of the
alternation between speaking avatars.

• LAST_SPEAKER: refers to the speaker of the previ-
ously handled quote. This may be blank if the current
quote is the first to be handled.

The most important factor in this process is the existence of the
Actor: either as a direct alias of an avatar, or as an anaphoric
reference. In the latter case, gender-matching is used to identify
the speaker. Where quotes do not have an associated Actor a
two-person dialog is assumed, and an alternation between two
avatars is expected. This model could be expanded to handle
three way dialogue, but anaphoric instances of this is uncom-
mon in fiction text. The decision process also takes into account
errors that may occur in the Actor identification process. For in-
stance, if an Actor is defined, but the corresponding Actor was
responsible for the previous quote as well, then BEST is chosen
instead.

4. Evaluation of Speaker annotation tasks
The processes for annotating Speech-Verbs, Actors and Speak-
ers in fiction text are evaluated using a corpus of manually an-
notated fiction books. Each quote in this corpus is annotated
with a Speech-Verb and Actor (in cases where the quote is not
deictic) and Speaker. Precision and recall values are calculated
for the identification of Speech-Verbs and Actors, where preci-
sion indicates the percentage of correct annotations with respect
to all automatically created annotations, and recall indicates the
percentage of correct annotations with respect to all manually
created annotations. Accuracy is used to measure the success of
the Speaker identification process (since each quote is expected
to have a Speaker).

Since Speaker identification is a three-phased process,
baseline and cumulative experiments are conducted for Actor

A naïve, salience-based method for Speaker identification in fiction books   *   3
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ACTOR defined and BEST defined?

Avatar found in context with 
an alias corresponding to ACTOR

Avatar equivalent to NEXT
and ACTOR is an alias of BEST

A gender-matched avatar
found in context

Choose BEST Choose ACTOR

Choose Gender-matched
Avatar

BEST is the same as LAST_SPEAKER, and 
the previous quote is in a different paragraph. 

BEST defined

LAST_SPEAKER defined

Avatar exists in list that 
 is not LAST_SPEAKER

ACTOR defined

Choose LAST_SPEAKER

Choose NEXT Choose BEST

Choose BEST

Choose First matching
avatar with alias ACTOR

Choose Random
Avatar

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Figure 3: Hand-coded Speaker resolution decision process.

and Speaker annotation. Baseline experiments provide an opti-
mistic indication of precision and recall, by assuming the input
data is 100% correct (although experimental error may occur
due to incorrect manual annotations). In the case of Actor an-
notation, the Speech-Verbs from the manual annotation are used
as input. Cumulative experiments make use of the automated
output of the previous step in order to determine the impact of
errors that may have occurred in previous stages. In the case
of Actor annotation, the Speech-Verbs annotated automatically
are used as input.

The initial salience values used as feature weightings for
locating Speech-Verbs and Actors in Section 3 are heuristically
defined based on our experience with the manual annotation of
the test corpus. Choice of weights represents an experimental
factor that can adversely affect any assessment of the Speaker
identification process. We measure the effect of this factor by
applying a genetic algorithm at each phase to determine opti-
mal salience values that produce the highest recall rates. This
provides an assessment of a performance upper bound for the
technique which is independent of the parameter values. Since
precision and recall are opposing metrics, recall is chosen as a
fitness function for the genetic algorithm to ensure that the max-
imum number of annotations are located correctly. The use of
precision to determine fitness would reduce the number of false
positives, but also reduce the number of annotations found.

4.1. Results of Speech-Verb annotation

Table 2 presents the overall precision and recall for Speech-Verb
annotation over the corpus of 13 fiction books1. In total, this
corpus contains 9961 quotes that have associated Speech-Verbs,
and as the table indicates, 92.90% of the identified Speech-
Verbs are correct. However, the salience-based process is less
accurate in determining which quotes should not be assigned
Speech-Verbs, as is indicated by the low precision rate.

Table 2 also presents the results when using the optimal
weightings for each salience feature as determined by the ge-

1Columns in all tables correspond to the following key: Man. indi-
cates the number of manual annotations; Aut. indicates the number of
annotations made automatically; Corr. indicates the number of correct
automatic annotations; Prec. indicates the precision.

netic algorithm. Note that both precision and recall are im-
proved by at least 1%. Table 3 presents the salience values for
each feature, as determined by the genetic algorithm. The table
indicates that for best recall a verb found in an adjacent sen-
tence to a quote must be awarded the highest salience. The table
also indicates standard deviation over the 13 books regarding
these values, indicating that there is overlap in some of the op-
timal salience weights across different books, but not between
the lowest scoring and highest scoring features.

Man. Aut. Corr. Prec. Recall

Baseline 9961 11090 9254 83.44% 92.90%
Weighted 9961 11090 9404 84.80% 94.41%

Table 2: Results of Speech-Verb annotation using baseline and
weighted salience schemes over corpus of 13 books.

Feature Mean Salience Std. Dev.

Main Verb +3.28 1.80
Hypernym +4.86 2.32

Verb in adjacent sentence +7.69 2.01
Proximity (prev. sent.) +2.43 1.81
Proximity (next sent.) +2.85 2.03

Table 3: Optimal salience values for Speech-Verb annotation,
determined by genetic algorithm.

Figure 4 illustrates the precision and recall values of the
weighted Speech-Verb annotation process across the 13 fiction
books of the corpus. The books are arranged in order of as-
cending sentence length (and readability) from left to right. The
figure illustrates that there is little variation in recall across the
different books, while precision fluctuates dramatically. There
is also no evidence to suggest that the task becomes more diffi-
cult as the sentence-length increases.

The above results indicate that the Speech-Verb of a quote
may be found with very high recall using a salience based
method. The identified features play an important role in the
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Figure 4: Precision and recall of Speech-Verb annotation across
13 books

location of the verb, and the appropriate choice of weightings
for these features are necessary for optimal recall values.

4.2. Results of Actor annotation

Precision and recall rates observed for the process of locating
the Actor of a quote are presented in Table 5. The baseline
process results in a recall rate of 86.59%. As expected this re-
sult is higher than the cumulative recall of 85.10%, since the
input Speech-Verbs are correct. This indicates that the correct
annotation of the Speech-Verb has an impact on the Actor iden-
tification process. However, the use of optimal weightings for
the Actor features results in recall which is higher even than the
baseline, indicating that error in Speech-Verb annotation can be
offset through the use of optimised weightings.

Table 4 presents the optimal salience values determined for
each feature used to locate the Actor of a quote. Surprisingly,
the salience values produced are remarkably similar, all in a
range of between 4.00 and 5.69, and all with a standard devia-
tion of greater than 2.20. However, as Table 5 indicates, these
weightings produce an increase in recall of more than 3%. Pre-
cision, however is not increased using these weights, which is
expected since the genetic algorithm employed makes use of
only the recall value in its fitness function.

Feature Mean Salience Std Dev.

Abbreviation +4.51 2.76
Noun +4.41 2.21

Proper Noun +4.00 2.49
Pronoun +5.08 2.80
Subject +5.24 2.86
Object +5.69 2.50

Distance from verb (penalise) -0.51% 0.26

Table 4: Optimal salience values for Actor annotation, deter-
mined by genetic algorithm.

Individual precision and recall rates for each book in the
corpus are illustrated in Figure 5, where books are arranged
in order from left to right based on the sentence length (read-
ability). The worst performing books in the corpus in terms of
recall are the NA02 and the CF01 books. Poor results for the
NA02 book is explained by the use of multiple speech quotes
in a single sentence, where the location of Actors becomes be-
comes more ambiguous since the number candidates per quote

Man. Aut. Corr. Prec. Recall

Baseline 9955 9548 8620 90.28% 86.59%
Cumulative 9955 10488 8472 80.78% 85.10%

Weighted
Cumulative

9955 10879 8782 80.72% 88.22%

Table 5: Results of Actor annotation using baseline and
weighted salience schemes over corpus of 13 books.
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Figure 5: Precision and recall of Actor annotation across 13
books

increases. Poor results in the CF01 book are explained by the
use of titles, for example, Brother in “Brother Jerome” and
“Brother John”. The actor annotation process incorrectly selects
“Brother” as the Actor instead of the avatar name that follows
it.

The Actor annotation process is shown to produce high re-
call rates given appropriate weightings for the different salience
values. Precision values are markedly lower than the Speech-
Verb task however, and stand to be improved with tuned
weightings, a necessary task since incorrectly assigning Ac-
tors to quotes that should not have Actors negatively affects the
Speaker identification process.

4.3. Results of Speaker annotation

Accuracy is used to evaluate Speaker identification, since every
speech quote is expected to have a speaker, and therefore pre-
cision and recall become equivalent. Accuracy for the Speaker
identification process is presented in Table 6, in which the base-
line experiment scores an accuracy of 81.71%. As with Actor
annotation, the cumulative experiment results in reduced accu-
racy of 79.4% since accumulated errors from Speech-Verb and
Actor identification adversely affect the Speaker identification
process. Note that each Avatar has approximately two manu-
ally defined aliases.

The majority of the error in the Speaker annotation pro-
cess is attributed to the context model which relies on the qual-
ity of aliases defined in the manually created avatar list. The
context model, while accurate in many instances, does not re-
liably select the correct avatar. This is a result of the quality
of the aliases defined in the avatar list: if an alias encountered
in the text is not defined for a specific avatar, then that avatar
will not appear correctly in the context model. Conversely, the
over-definition of aliases may result in more than one avatar
having similar aliases, confusing avatar selection. Given these
problems the accuracy in Table 6 stands to improve given fur-
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Manual Correct Accuracy

Baseline 12221 9986 81.71%
Cumulative 12221 9704 79.40%

Table 6: Results of Speaker annotation using baseline and cu-
mulative schemes over corpus of 13 books.
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Figure 6: Accuracy of Speaker annotation over corpus of 13
books

ther research into the construction of more accurate context and
aliasing techniques.

Figure 6 illustrates the accuracy rates for each individual
book in the corpus. The worst accuracy is achieved over the
BS02 book, explained by a narrative which only introduces a
primary avatar very late in the book, a technique for which the
context model is not designed. However, the Speaker annotation
process is shown to be extremely successful, especially in the
instance of the TZ02 book, obtaining over 99.9% accuracy.

The results presented in this section indicate that Speaker
annotation may be achieved at an average rate of 81.71% accu-
racy, dependent on the type of narrative used in the book. It is
expected that improved results may be achieved through the de-
velopment of a more complex context model, as well as avatar
aliasing scheme.

From Table 6 it is expected that on average, only 20.6% of a
fiction book annotated using this method would require manual
correction. This represents a substantial saving in effort over
the alternative of hand annotating the entire text from scratch,
especially since the process used is performing the task in the
absence of any genre specific training data.

5. Conclusion
Speaker identification is shown to be feasible through the use
only of a salience-based annotation process that does not make
use of complex machine learning or logic-based techniques.
Contributions include the use of a salience-based technique for
script extraction, a process that has not been previously investi-
gated. The primary contribution is a method for creating dra-
matic scripts representing dialogue in fiction text which can
serve as the basis for automatic generation of virtual environ-
ments.

Future work includes the development of other tools to ex-
tract additional information from text to be used to generate vi-
sual representations of the text.
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Abstract
We investigate the factors that determine the performance
of text-based language identification, with a particular fo-
cus on the 11 official languages of South Africa, using
n-gram statistics as features for classification. For a fixed
value of n, support vector machines generally outperform
the other classifiers, but the simpler classifiers are able to
handle larger values of n. This is found to be of overrid-
ing performance, and a Naı̈ve Bayesian classifier is found
to be the best choice of classifier overall.

For input strings of 100 characters or more accura-
cies as high as 99.4% are achieved. For the smallest in-
put strings studied here, which consist of 15 characters,
the best accuracy achieved is only 83%, but when the lan-
guages in different families are grouped together, this cor-
responds to a usable 95.1% accuracy.

1. Introduction
Although text-based language identification (LID) has
been studied extensively, there is still not a general under-
standing of the factors that determine classification accu-
racy. In previous work [1] we identified three crucial fac-
tors, namely: the size of the textual fragment to identify,
the amount and variety of training data and the classifica-
tion algorithm employed. The respective effects of these
various factors on classification accuracy, and their inter-
action, will form the core of the current research study.

In addition, distinguishing languages belonging to the
same phylogenetic families is much harder than iden-
tifying languages that fall outside such families. The
11 official languages of South Africa can be grouped
into a number of language families and sub-families:
Nguni (consisting of, isiZulu, isiXhosa, isiNdebele and
Siswati), Sotho (consisting of Sesotho, Sesotho Sa Leboa
and Setswana), Germanic (English and Afrikaans) and a
pair that falls outside these families (Xitsonga and Tshiv-
enda).

Text-based LID has mainly been studied for the major
languages of the world. The only other research (to our
knowledge) that includes the South African languages in
a text-based LID task was done by Combrinck and Botha
[2]. They reported a substantially lower performance rate
for South African languages in comparison to a set of Eu-
ropean languages. Unfortunately, they do not report error
rates, and do not provide sufficient information to provide

an understanding of the level of success that can be ex-
pected with these languages. Thus, our results are the first
comprehensive investigation into the accuracy achievable
in text-based LID for the South African languages.

2. Background
2.1. Language identification from written text

The general topic of text-based LID has been studied ex-
tensively, and a spectrum of approaches has been pro-
posed with the most important distinguishing factor being
the depth of linguistic processing that is utilized. At the
one extreme of complexity are approaches that attempt
to do a complete parse of text in order to determine not
only the language used, but also the syntactic structure
of the textual fragment. These linguistic models are (by
definition) perfectly accurate. However, they require sub-
stantial resources for their development and can be com-
putationally expensive if a large set of languages has to
be considered.

The opposite extreme of complexity attempts to iden-
tify the language by using simple statistical measures of
the text under consideration. Statistics are gathered from
characteristics such as letter sequences and conventional
algorithms from pattern recognition are used to perform
text-based LID based on these statistics. N-gram statis-
tics is a well known choice for building statistical models
and we discuss this feature in the next section.

2.2. N-grams

An n-gram is a sequence of n consecutive letters. The
n-grams of a string are gathered by extracting adjacent
groups of n letters.

In n-gram based methods for text-based LID, fre-
quency statistics of n-gram occurrences are used as fea-
tures in classification. The advantage is that no linguis-
tic knowledge needs to be gathered to construct a clas-
sifier. The n-grams are also extremely simple to com-
pute for any given text, which allows a straightforward
trade-off between accuracy and complexity (through the
adjustment of n) and have been shown to perform well
in text-based LID and related tasks in several languages.
Increasing the size of n can increase the accuracy of the
classifier (since a larger window of characters is consid-
ered), but beyond a certain level the large number of pos-
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sible n-grams is too sparsely represented in any given cor-
pus, and accuracy decreases thereafter.

The number of possible n-gram combinations de-
pends on the value of n and the number of distinct “char-
acters” in the ortography employed. An increase in the
number of n-gram combinations increases the complex-
ity of the training model which results in long training
times and extensive resource usage. Some classifiers are
affected more than others and we will see that this is an
important factor in classifier selection.

2.3. Text-based language identification approaches

A variety of text-based LID approaches have appeared in
the literature. A collection of simpler methods include:
n-gram rank ordering [3], Naı̈ve Bayesian (NB) [4], nor-
malized dot-product [5], centroid-based [6] and relative
entropy [7].

A range of modern pattern-recognition algorithms
can also be applied. For example: support vector ma-
chines (SVMs) [8], Monte Carlo sampling [9], Markov
models [10], decision trees [11], neural networks [12] and
multiple linear regression [13].

In other approaches, methods such as: A third family
of approaches leans more heavily on linguistic informa-
tion - for example, by building language profiles from
unique character string and most frequent words [14], us-
ing pure linguistic knowledge [15] and using a combina-
tion of linguistic knowledge and statistics [16].

3. Implementation
3.1. Classifiers and feature set

In light of the large number of classifiers that have been
applied to text-based LID, it was not feasible to exper-
iment with all possible combinations. The classifica-
tion algorithms employed were therefore chosen for their
proven performance in published studies, as well as their
ability to clarify theoretical issues, as we discuss below.

The NB classifier was employed in many of the stud-
ies. The classifier achieves good results in various ex-
periments. In only one study was this classifier slightly
outperformed [10]. We therefore consider this classifier
as a good baseline system for comparison with the other
implemented classifiers.

The n-gram rank ordering method [3] is an approach
which is referenced, used and compared in many stud-
ies. The method is mostly outperformed in comparison
tests [6][17]. We have decided to implement a somewhat
similar classifier for comparative purposes. Like the dot-
product, relative entropy and centroid-based classifiers,
this method also classifies based on a similarity measure
between vectors. In our study we call this a difference-
in-frequency classifier.

We employed the SVM from the class of more com-
plex classifiers. The SVM generalizes well in high-
dimensional spaces and showed good results in compari-
son tests for text-based LID [6], and has also performed

competitively in many other pattern-recognition tasks.
The classifier was not implemented from first principles:
an available software module with full SVM functionality
[18] was used.

Based on their simplicity and excellent observed per-
formance, we employed only n-gram statistics as fea-
tures. For either a fixed-length sample or an unbounded
amount of text, the frequency counts of all n-grams were
calculated. The characters that can be included in n-
gram combinations were a space, the 26 letters of the
Roman alphabet, the other 14 special characters found
in Afrikaans, Sesotho Sa Leboa and Setswana, and the
unique combination ‘’n’ , which functions as a single cha-
racter in Afrikaans. No distinction was made between
upper and lower case characters. In total the size of the
character set added up to 42, which results in 42n possible
n-grams. However, many of these combinations are not
present in any of the languages (for example the 3-gram
“aaa”) and therefore the feature space is smaller than this
number.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, increasing the size of
n can increase the accuracy of the classier but beyond a
certain level the accuracy decreases. In preliminary tests
with a NB classifier it was found that n=6 resulted in the
highest accuracy. In addition, the burden on computa-
tion and memory usage grows exponentially with n; we
have therefore restricted our attention to the cases n=3
and n=6.

3.2. Datasets and sample sizes

Texts from various domains in all 11 South African lan-
guages were obtained from Professor D.J. Prinsloo of the
University of Pretoria and using a web crawler [19]. The
data included text from various sources (such as newspa-
pers, periodicals, books, the Bible and government doc-
uments) and therefore, the corpus spans several domains.
All text was encoded in the UTF-8 format to support spe-
cial characters found in Afrikaans (è, é, ê, ë, ı̈, ò, ó, ô, ö, ú,
û, and ü) and the ‘š’ in Sesotho Sa Leboa and Setswana.

Due to the diversity of sources employed, text was not
homogeneous and needed some automatic preprocessing
in order to be used for building models.

Accuracy was evaluated for various amounts of train-
ing text. In the 10-fold cross validation we performed
tests on 200K, 400K, 800K, 1.6M and 2M characters.

Three different character windows were used. Table
1 indicates the average number of words per character
window. The choice of these sizes influences the diffi-
culty of correct classification. A 15 character window
represents 2-3 words, and is expected to be challenging
for statistical methods. For a 100 character window (a
long sentence) classification accuracy improves and at
a 300 character window (paragraph) classification will
hopefully be highly accurate.
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Language Number

of words

Average

word

length

15

charac-

ters

100

charac-

ters

300

charac-

ters

Sesotho 397 891 5.03 2.98 19.89 59.68

Sesotho

Sa Leboa

395 022 5.06 2.96 19.75 59.25

Setswana 384 237 5.21 2.88 19.21 57.64

isiXhosa 249 200 8.03 1.87 12.46 37.38

isiZulu 238 110 8.4 1.79 11.91 35.72

isiNdebele 228 977 8.73 1.72 11.45 34.35

Siswati 222 616 8.98 1.67 11.13 33.39

Tshivenda 377 905 5.29 2.83 18.9 56.69

Xitsonga 368 858 5.42 2.77 18.44 55.33

Afrikaans 335 950 5.95 2.52 16.8 50.39

English 373 057 5.36 2.8 18.65 55.96

Table 1: Word statistics on a 2M character file of each
language. Average word lengths and number of words
per character window are indicated.

3.3. Classifier implementations

3.3.1. Naı̈ve Bayesian approach

For each language a vector of n-gram probabilities is
computed by

lj =
fj
|fj |

, (1)

where fj is a vector of n-gram frequencies calculated
from a language document of class j.

The probability of the test string of size is calculated
in the logarithmic domain. In the next equation the log
likelihood simplifies calculations by adding logarithmic
probabilities and can be expressed as

P (L|D) =
n−α+1∑

i=1

ln lj(ci), (2)

where lj(ci) is the the probability of the n-gram ci in the
language model lj .

After calculating the probabilities for all languages,
the most likely language profile is selected as the lan-
guage of the test string. For unseen n-grams a penalty
value was assigned. We performed tests using various
penalty values and chose the best value based on opti-
mum classification accuracy.

3.3.2. Difference-in-frequency classifier

The same procedure as in the NB classifier Section 3.3.1
was followed to create each language profile lj . For a
test string, a vector x is created in the same manner. Lan-

guage scores are computed with the equation

Dl =
n−α+1∑

i=1

|lj(ci) − x(ci)|, (3)

where lj(ci) is the the probability of the n-gram ci in the
language model lj and x(ci) is the the probability of the
n-gram ci in the test vector x.

For each language the above metric is computed and
this gives an indication of how similar the test string is to
the language model. The language profile with the small-
est difference is chosen as the most likely language for
the string.

3.3.3. Support vector machine

The LIBSVM [18] library provides a full implementa-
tion of several SVMs. As discussed previously, the size
of the feature space grows exponentially with n, which
leads to long training times and extensive resource usage
as n becomes large; we therefore limited our SVM exper-
iments to n=3. A language model was built with samples
of size α from a training set. These samples contained a
frequency count of each n-gram combination in the cha-
racter string. Thus the feature dimension of the SVM is
equal to the number of n-gram combinations. Samples of
the testing set are created using the same character win-
dow as used to build the language model. After training
the SVM language model the test samples can be classi-
fied according to language.

The SVM used a RBF kernel, and overlap penalties
[20] were employed to allow for non-separable data in
the projected high-dimensional feature space. Sensible
values for the two free parameters (kernel width (h=1)
and margin-overlap trade-off (C=180, a large penalty for
outliers)) were found on a small set of validation data.
These “reasonable” parameters were found in a prelimi-
nary investigation and were employed throughout our ex-
periments. Classification is done in a one-against-one ap-
proach in which k(k−1)

2 classifiers are constructed (where
k is the number of classes, thus 55 classifiers were con-
structed) and each one trains from data of two different
classes. Each binary classification is considered to be a
vote for the winning class. All the votes are tallied, and
the test sample is assigned to the class with the largest
number of votes.

4. Results
Our main results are shown in Figure 1, 2 and 3. These
figures represent the error rates obtained with various
classifiers as a function of the amount of training data
for different window sizes.

For the 15 character window the 6-gram NB model
performs best at all but one dataset. The SVM trained
with 3-grams did slightly better than the 6-gram NB
model with the same dataset of 200K characters. How-
ever, for this window size, the differences between the
SVM and the 6-gram NB classifier are quite small. The
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SVM does noticeably better than the 3-gram NB model
for the same datasets (for a 2M character dataset the dif-
ference is 5.13%). The 6-gram difference-in-frequency
model performs worse than the 3-gram NB model and
the 3-gram difference-in-frequency model is significantly
worse everywhere. The accuracies of the competitive
models are still improving when 2M training data are em-
ployed (the largest amount we could employ).
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Figure 1: Classification results on 15 character win-
dow. Error rates are calculated by applying 10-fold cross-
validation on various amounts of text.

For a 100 character window, the outperformance of
the 6-gram NB model compared to the SVM is more
significant than with a 15 character window test. The
average percentage difference is 1.82%, where it was
0.68% in the previous test. Now, the SVM and 3-gram
NB model have very similar performances from 200K to
800K characters and from 1.6M characters the difference
is more evident but less than with the 15 character win-
dow (now only 1.06% at the 2M character set). It was
interesting to find that the NB classifier performed best
for only the smallest dataset. The performance of the
difference-in-frequency classifier cannot be compared to
the NB classifier and SVM. For the case of n=3 there is
not much of a difference in accuracy performance for the
different datasets. Again it seems that the accuracies con-
tinue to improve uniformly with the amount of training
data available, for the competitive classifiers.

Figure 3 contains the results for the largest window
size; here, the improvement in accuracy with increasing
amounts of training data is less uniform, suggesting that
the accuracies of the classifiers may be saturating at these
levels. The 6-gram NB classifier performs best overall. In
this dataset, the 6-gram NB does better than the SVM by
0.52% on average, and at convergence the SVM performs
0.48% better than the 3-gram NB model. As with the 100
character window, the 3-gram NB model slightly outper-
forms the SVM only at the 200K dataset. The difference-
in-frequency classifier was once again outperformed. The
6-gram difference-in-frequency classifier showed an av-
erage 2.77% accuracy deficit when compared to the best
NB classifier with 800K and more training data.

From the results it is obvious that larger test windows
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Figure 2: Classification results on 100 character win-
dow. Error rates are calculated by applying 10-fold cross-
validation on various amounts of text.
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Figure 3: Classification results on 300 character win-
dow. Error rates are calculated by applying 10-fold cross-
validation on various amounts of text.

increase classification accuracy, to the extent that the 6-
gram NB classifier with a 2M training set and a character
window of 300 achieved an error rate of 0.6%. For the
smallest test sample accurate classification was difficult,
and the lowest error rate of 17.11% was found with the 6-
gram NB model trained with the largest dataset. For the
intermediate window of 100 characters, the 6-gram NB
again performed best, with a 1.53% error rate for a 2M
character training set.

The size of the training set improved the accuracy in
most cases. Except for the largest window sizes, the best
classifiers continued to improve even when 1.6M train-
ing characters per language are available. For small win-
dows, the SVM is apparently more efficient in its use of
the training data than the NB classifier (i.e. for the least
amount of training data the n=3 SVM and n=6 NB clas-
sifier are almost equally accurate, but for larger training
sets the NB classifier improves more rapidly).

It is also interesting to track the classifiers’ perfor-
mance across different window sizes for a fixed amount
of training data. Figures 4 and 5 represent these results
using the smallest and largest training sets. For the small
training set and a 15 character window the SVM performs
best, but it is slightly worse than the 6-gram NB model
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at the larger windows. For the larger dataset the 6-gram
NB model outperforms all the classifiers for all character
windows. The SVM outperforms the 3-gram NB model
at all character windows and training-set sizes. Though
the performance of the difference-in-frequency classifier
is consistently the worst, it demonstrates the same broad
patterns of change with n, and training-set and window
sizes.
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Figure 4: Error rates for different characters windows.
This results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation
on 200K characters of text.
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Figure 5: Error rates for different characters windows.
This results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation
on 2M characters of text.

4.1. Confusion within language families

We found significantly higher error rates on the smallest
(15-character) window. To understand the results better
we analyzed the confusions between languages [21] and
found (predictably) that the vast majority of errors result
from confusions within the Sotho and Nguni language
families.

We then created a confusion matrix based on the con-
fusable language families in Table 2. (Since Germanic
languages were reasonably discriminated, we did not
group them together.) The overall performance increases
drastically and this indicates that language families can
successfully be classified with only 15 input characters.

Sotho family Nguni family TV XT AF EN

3837 423 160 208 72 157 Sotho Family

541 51096 237 375 107 317 Nguni Family

289 440 12158 270 15 46 TV

339 478 250 12028 22 78 XT

58 92 9 11 12876 232 AF

91 165 21 45 177 12608 EN

Table 2: Confusion matrix for the SVM classifier trained
with 200K characters, for n=3 and a window size of 15
characters. Nguni and Sotho languages are merged into
families. TV=Tshivenda, XT=Xitsonga, AF=Afrikaans
and EN=English.

Sotho family Nguni family TV XT AF EN Overall

2.59 2.99 8.02 8.44 3.03 3.81 4.88

Table 3: Error rates across language families, calculated
from confusion matrices in Table 2.

5. Conclusion
All the classifiers showed improvement at larger train-
ing sets. From the smallest data set to the 1.6M dataset,
a considerable reduction in error rate occurred in most
cases. Error rates between the 1.6M and 2M data sets are
more similar, but a statistically significant improvement
is again present (except for the 300-character window).

Overall, we found that the 6-gram NB classifier per-
formed best except for one experimental condition: the
3-gram SVM did slightly better than this classifier with
a 200K dataset and a 15 character window. Also, for the
other training sets and the 15 character window, the 6-
gram NB did not do substantially better than the SVM.

The SVM performed better than the other two 3-
gram classifiers except under two circumstances: the 3-
gram NB classifier did somewhat better with the smallest
dataset using a 100 and 300 character window.

The difference-in-frequency classifier proved to be
inferior to the other two methods. The classifier also
showed that the 6-gram statistics improves accuracy over
the smaller n-gram size.

Besides its excellent accuracy, another significant ad-
vantage of the NB classifier is that new language doc-
uments can simply be merged into an existing classifier
by adding the n-gram statistics of these documents to the
current language model. For the SVM a whole new clas-
sifier would need to be trained.

The poor performance on 15 character window was
analyzed using a confusion matrix. The results indicated
clearly that confusion is found within language fami-
lies (Nguni and Sotho), which results in high error rates.
A confusion matrix was then created where all the lan-
guages in a family were merged, which drastically im-
proved the classification accuracy. For the larger charac-
ter windows the confusion within language families be-
came significantly less. Thus for the smallest character
window it is possible to identify the language families by
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examining where there is a notable uncertainty between
languages in the confusion matrix. For the larger charac-
ter windows the classifiers found it much easier to dis-
criminate between languages within a family.
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Abstract

We explore pattern recognition techniques for verifying the cor-
rectness of a pronunciation lexicon, focusing on techniques that
require limited human interaction. We evaluate the British En-
glish Example Pronunciation (BEEP) dictionary [1], a popular
public domain resource that is widely used in English speech
processing systems. The techniques being investigated are ap-
plied to the lexicon and the results of each step are illustrated
using sample entries. We find that as many as 5553 words in
the BEEP dictionary are incorrect. We demonstrate the effect
of correction techniques on a lexicon and implement the lexi-
con in an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system.

1. Introduction
Strik and Cucchiarini [2] warn that when constructing an auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) system to be used as a base-
line when researching improvement techniques, one must keep
in mind that the data used to build the system may contain er-
rors. If these errors are not corrected in the baseline system but
are found and corrected in the process of using the system for
research, the results from the improvement technique may be
overestimated. It is important to validate the baseline system
prior to further experimentation, in order to be confident that
the method that has been developed for the purpose of improv-
ing an ASR system is causing, at the very least, the majority of
the improvement observed.

Pronunciation lexica are used to train speech technology
systems by describing the pronunciation of words according to
manageable units, typically phonemes. These lexica provide
the mapping from the orthographic (written) form of a word to
its pronunciation, which is useful in both text to speech (TTS)
and automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. A pronunci-
ation lexicon is also used to generate generalised grapheme to
phoneme rules, for the purposes of providing pronunciations for
words that do not appear in the lexicon.

Because the pronunciation lexica are so fundamental to
speech technology systems, much care must be taken to select a
lexicon that is as free of errors as possible. For ASR systems, in-
correct pronunciations in the lexicon may lead to the incorrect
training of the system and consequently to a system that does
not function to its full potential. For rule extraction algorithms
the correctness of the lexicon is equally important, as each er-
roneous entry can cause an incorrect grapheme to phoneme rule
to be generated, thereby compromising the pronunciation pre-
diction accuracy of the set of rules.

The development of a pronunciation lexicon tends to fo-
cus on word coverage. The inclusion of entries with erro-
neous spelling allows a speech recognition system to learn the
phonemes of a word without the need for correction of spelling

errors in speech transcriptions. Therefore, entries with erro-
neous spelling are often included in the lexica to assist with the
convenience of building speech technology systems. However,
the decision of how erroneous the spelling of a word needs to
be in order to be included in the lexicon is not left up to each
individual user, but rather the larger group of users. Due to this,
a single researcher working on a specific task in speech technol-
ogy may need to filter the lexicon that is designed to be practical
for a larger group of researchers in order to make it suitable for
their field of research.

Because pronunciation lexica are often compiled from
many sources and because automatic means of lexicon exten-
sion are sometimes used, the entries in the lexicon can become
flawed. In large lexica, although a high percentage of the entries
are correct, the incorrect entries can detrimentally influence a
speech technology system that is developed using the lexicon.
If one would like to implement the lexicon to its full potential,
the removal of the erroneous entries is required.

This study focuses on the implementation of mechanisms
to identify incorrect entries in a lexicon that require limited hu-
man intervention. However, the automated correction of these
entries is not yet investigated and erroneous entries are simply
removed from the lexicon. Section 2 provides the general back-
ground of the pattern recognition techniques that were imple-
mented to gain more information about the lexicon. Section 3
describes the techniques used in the context of analysis of a dic-
tionary. Section 4 provides a description of the lexicon selected
for this study as well as an outline of the process followed in the
experiments. Section 5 provides the results of each technique
that was implemented and provides samples of entries that are
filtered out using that technique. Section 5 also describes the
ASR system that was developed for the purposes of gauging the
improvement that the filtering provides. Section 6 concludes
with a description of potential further work.

2. Background
Our dictionary analysis approach builds on published tech-
niques related to (1) grapheme to phoneme (G2P) alignment,
(2) grapheme to phoneme rule extraction and (3) variant mod-
elling.

2.1. Grapheme to phoneme alignment

Many grapheme to phoneme rule extraction algorithms first re-
quire that grapheme to phoneme alignment be performed. Each
word in the training dictionary is aligned with its pronunciation
on a per-grapheme basis, as illustrated in Table 1 where φ indi-
cates a null (or empty) grapheme or phoneme. The alignment
process involves the insertion of graphemic and phonemic nulls
into the lexical entries of words. A graphemic null is inserted
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Table 1: Grapheme to phoneme alignment example

R O S E → / R OW Z φ /
R O W S → / R OW φ Z /
R O O T → / R UH φ T /
M A X φ → / M AE K S /

when more than a single phoneme is required to pronounce a
single grapheme. A phonemic null is inserted when a single
phoneme is required to realise more than one grapheme.

Viterbi alignment [3] is typically used to obtain these map-
pings, where the alignment algorithm makes use of the proba-
bility of each grapheme being mapped to a particular phoneme.
We use the alignment technique described in more detail in
[4]: Initial probabilities are calculated by selecting the entries
in a dictionary that have the same phonemic and orthographic
lengths. Once these probabilities are calculated, iterative forced
Viterbi alignment is performed on the lexicon. Graphemic
null generator pairs are extracted in order to be able to insert
graphemic nulls while predicting unknown words.

2.2. Grapheme to phoneme rule extraction

Various automatic rule extraction techniques exist, including
decision trees ([5]), pronunciation-by-analogy models ([6]),
Dynamically Expanding Context (DEC) ([7]) and IB1-IG, a k-
nearest neighbour classifier ([8]).

In our analysis we utilise the Default&Refine algorithm for
the extraction of grapheme to phoneme rules [9]. This algorithm
makes use of two observations: Graphemes are usually realised
as one phoneme more often than all others, and that graphemes
have different realisations as phonemes based on their context
in a word. The algorithm extracts G2P rules for each grapheme
independently. The following process is applied: All the re-
alisations of a grapheme are considered and the rule that cor-
rectly predicts most of the realisations is selected as the default
rule. The rule containing the smallest possible context that cor-
rectly predicts most of the left over occurrences of a grapheme
is now selected. This process is applied iteratively until all real-
isations of a grapheme are correctly predicted. During predic-
tion, a grapheme’s context is tested against rules, starting from
the rule with the largest context, until a match is found. The
final rule does not have a context and therefore matches every
context in which the grapheme can occur.

2.3. Variant modelling

Most of the G2P rule extraction mechanisms mentioned above
can only train on words having single pronunciations (rather
than more than one pronunciation for a single word). Pseudo-
phonemes and generation restriction rules have been developed
as a way to model varying pronunciations of words as a single
pronunciation [10]. Pseudo-phonemes are used to represent two
or more phonemes which can appear in a certain place in the
pronunciation of a word. When two or more pseudo-phonemes
appear in a word, generation restriction rules are applied to limit
the combinations of phonemes that can be generated from the
set of pseudo-phonemes. The rules ensure that if the pseudo-
phonemes are removed and the lexicon is expanded, nothing
will have been added or removed from its original form.

3. Approach
There are two ways in which a lexicon can be verified: direct
observation and indirect analysis. Direct observation of a lexi-
con is the analysis of a lexicon through direct observation of its
behaviour. This process involves measuring the lengths of the
orthographic and phonemic representations, looking at different
words that have duplicate pronunciations and the examination
of the lexicon for distinguishable errors in both the orthographic
and the phonemic transcriptions. Indirect analysis requires the
implementation of techniques to transform the lexicon into dif-
ferent formats, each of which allows different errors to become
more distinguishable. Indirect analysis techniques include the
alignment of the lexicon, extraction of grapheme to phoneme
rules and the implementation of pseudo-phonemes along with
generation restriction rules.

A number of methods have been implemented in an attempt
to isolate the incorrect entries in a lexicon. Each general method
is explained below along with the ways in which it was applied
in order to implement verification on the lexicon.

3.1. Word pronunciation length relationships

The relationship between a word’s orthographic and phonemic
representation can be an indicator of whether a word’s spelling
or pronunciation is wrong. The extraction of words whose or-
thographic and phonemic transcriptions differ above a certain
threshold can allow one to obtain a manageable list of possible
erroneous entries from a lexicon.

3.2. Alignment analysis

The alignment of a word to its pronunciation gives one further
insight into the length relationship of a word and its pronuncia-
tion, and in addition identifies words which do not match their
pronunciation. During alignment, graphemic and phonetic nulls
are inserted in order to align every grapheme to a phoneme. Po-
tential errors can be flagged at this stage through the analysis of
the placement and number of nulls inserted into both the ortho-
graphic and phonemic representations of a word.

3.3. Grapheme to phoneme rules

Grapheme to phoneme (G2P) rules are extracted for one
grapheme at a time and are sorted such that the number of oc-
currences that gave rise to any one of the rules is easily obtain-
able. By inspecting the rules that are generated by the smallest
number of occurrences, one can gain insight into potential er-
rors because outlying pronunciations would be flagged. This
analysis does assume a certain level of accuracy in the lexicon,
as with a high error rate most pronunciations would be erratic.
However, it is not dependent on phoneme or grapheme ubiquity
as the least likely pronunciation is selected regardless of number
of total occurences.

3.4. Duplicate Pronunciations

Words that have the same pronunciation as other words usu-
ally have similar orthographic length. For example, the words
CAUSE, CAWS, CORES and CORPS have the same pronunci-
ation and their spelling consists of four to five letters. One way
to isolate problematic entries is to search for words that have the
same pronunciation and to compare their orthographic lengths.
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3.5. Variant analysis

The generation restriction rules that accompany words which
contain more than one pseudo-phoneme can allow one to flag
possibly incorrect entries in the lexicon. When pronunciation
variants do occur in a lexicon, they usually differ by one or two
phonemes. If restriction rules are being generated for more than
three sounds, it can mean one of three things: (1) The entries
are correct and the word truly does allow for vastly different
pronunciations, (2) the alignment of the word has not aligned
graphemes to the correct phonemes, or (3) that some of the vari-
ants are incorrect. Once a list of generation restriction rules
is obtained, the list of multiple pseudo-phonemes occurring in
words is short enough to be evaluated manually.

4. Experimental Setup
4.1. Dictionary

The BEEP dictionary [1] has been selected for the evaluation
of this study. It is a freely available online English pronunci-
ation dictionary that is comparable with other available online
lexicons with regard to its size and content [11]. It was com-
piled through the amalgamation of several public domain lexi-
cons and has not undergone a strict quality control process.

4.2. Process

A series of steps is followed for the verification of the BEEP
dictionary.

4.2.1. Pre-processing

For pre-processing, unusual punctuation patterns are removed.
These are removed temporarily, as the entries are not erroneous,
but make dictionary analysis difficult.

4.2.2. Removal of systematic errors

Through inspecting the result of an initial alignment of the dic-
tionary, a list of systematic errors was compiled, specifically
with regard to repeated phonemes. It was found that in words
where a letter was repeated, the phonemic representation of
which was usually repeated as well, even where such repetition
does not occur. This phenomenon was found to occur frequently
in the lexicon but could not be explained by naturally occurring
phenomena in speech.

4.2.3. Spelling verification

In an attempt to verify the spelling used for words in the lex-
icon, a word list was extracted and the spelling checked auto-
matically. However, the list of incorrect spelling contained over
146 000 words, and after a general manual inspection was found
to be invalid and discarded. Checking the spelling of the BEEP
dictionary may be beneficial, however, the program that would
perform the checking would require a more comprehensive cov-
erage of English words.

4.2.4. Lengthened pronunciations

One of the methods that can be used to isolate errors in the lex-
icon is checking for which entries the phonemic representation
of the word is longer than the orthographic representation. In
order to make this method function correctly, the list generated
has to be refined by identifying where graphemic nulls should
be inserted and taking that into account.

4.2.5. Graphemic null analysis

The graphemic nulls identified in Section 4.2.4 were investi-
gated further. The list consisted of sequences including the
letter ’X’ always needing a graphemic null and the letter ’U’
needing a graphemic null in certain situations (such as the word
ACUTE having the pronunciation / AX K Y UW T / ). However,
the graphemic nulls that were in the list were not always ap-
plicable, and with manual verification the phonemes / OW AX /
were found to be invalid in situations where a word didn’t con-
tain the letter sequence ’ower’ (an example of valid use of the
phonemes being the word BESTOWER with the pronunciation
/ B IH S T OW AX R / ).

4.2.6. Lengthened spelling

The lexicon was then analysed to isolate the orthographic rep-
resentations of words that were more than a selected threshold
longer than their phonemic representations. These words would
require investigation as lengthened spelling may indicate an er-
ror.

4.2.7. Duplicate pronunciations

For the purpose of this test, the lexicon was traversed, specifi-
cally looking for words that had the same phonemic representa-
tion but orthographic representations varying in length.

4.2.8. Alignment

Alignment looks for probabilities of graphemes being realised
as certain phonemes, and aligns them accordingly. It can thus
be a strong source of information in the search for incorrect
entries in the lexicon. For the purpose of flagging incorrect en-
tries, two methods were attempted: listing entries with a high
total number of nulls and listing entries with a high number of
consecutive nulls.

4.2.9. Pseudo-phonemes

Generation restriction rules of pseudo-phonemes are inspected
as described in Section 3.5. Variants that required more than
three pseudo-phonemes were investigated with the expectation
that one or more of the variant pronunciations would be incor-
rect.

4.2.10. Grapheme to phoneme rules

The G2P rules are implemented using the Default&Refine algo-
rithm. This algorithm allows one to see how many instances of a
grapheme each single rule is extracted from. By selecting rules
that are extracted from single instances, entries with anomalous
pronunciations can be isolated. Rules were extracted from the
BEEP dictionary, and rules that were extracted from single in-
stances of a grapheme were extracted. These rules were used to
find the instances which gave rise to them.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Dictionary analysis

The summary of how many entries were removed by each lex-
ical verification technique can be found in Table 2. The table
also indicates whether a verification required is automated (re-
quiring no human intervention) or semi-automated (requiring
validation of the list of possible errors by a human). Where
validation is required, the size of the list requiring validation is
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also reported. All of the steps listed in this section were im-
plemented in sequence. With the exception of pre-processing
the sequence of implementation was not considered significant.
Thus, the erroneous entries found in one step may have been
identified in a later steps, but were removed before its execu-
tion.

5.1.1. Pre-processing

Unusual punctuation removal involved the removal of punctu-
ation which does not occur in general English writing. This
process also removed many acronyms from the dictionary. Ex-
amples of removed words are: VICU ∼ NA and W. R. A. C..

5.1.2. Removal of systematic errors

Entries whose pronunciations contained the same phoneme suc-
cessively were investigated. 5711 instances were originally
identified, but minor inspection revealed that some repeated
phonemes were legitimate (such as the transcription for AC-
COMPANYING being / AX K AH M P AX N IH IH NG / ), and
those entries were left in the lexicon. In total 4730 entries were
removed from the lexicon. Examples of removed entries are:
ADMITTER, which was transcribed as / AX D M IH T T ER
/, and CHIPPIE, which was transcribed as / CH IH P P AY /.
The separate counts of each of the occurrences removed can be
found in Table 3.

Table 3: Table showing number of lexical entries taken out due
to repeated phonemes

Double Phoneme Number Removed
AX AX 959
T T 942
N N 586
L L 479
P P 391
D D 275
S S 246
M M 199
K K 182
R R 178
B B 156
G G 56
EY EY 23
F F 14
IY IY 11
SH SH 9
CH CH 8
AA AA 7
OW OW 6
Z Z 3

5.1.3. Spelling verification

No words were removed using spelling verification as a dictio-
nary containing enough English words to allow it to accurately
assess the spelling in the BEEP dictionary was not found.

5.1.4. Lengthened pronunciations

For this test, entries whose phonemic representations that were
longer than their orthographic representations were identified

and investigated for errors. This function yielded a list of 1284
entries. The list was found to contain many proper noun entries,
some of whose pronunciations were suspicious but could not be
categorised as incorrect. The list was manually filtered down
to 253 entries that were removed form the lexicon. Examples
of entries removed include the word APRICATION having the
pronunciation / EY P R IH V AE R IH K EY SH N /, and the
word EFFECTIVITY having the pronunciation / IH F EH K T
AX B IH L IH T IY /.

5.1.5. Graphemic null analysis

Once erroneous phonemic sequences were identified in the
graphemic null list, the entries whose pronunciations contained
the phonemic sequence were written to a file. This list contained
362 entries, but was manually filtered to 189. Examples of the
removed entries are the word DELEGATOR having the pronun-
ciation / D EH L IH G AA T OW AX / and the word VENTOR
having the pronunciation / V EH N T OW AX /.

5.1.6. Lengthened spelling

For this test, words whose orthographic length differed from
their phonemic length by more than a threshold value were in-
vestigated. The threshold value was tested iteratively. A thresh-
old of four yielded a list of 1366 words, which was judged to
contain too many correct entries. A threshold of six yielded a
list that contained less than 50 entries. Therefore, orthographic
representations that were a threshold of five characters longer
than their pronunciation were flagged as possibly erroneous. A
list of 209 entries was extracted , which was analysed manually
and filtered down to a list of 69 entries that were removed from
the lexicon. Examples of the words removed form the lexicon
are the word PRESENTIMENTAL having the pronunciation / P
R IH Z E N T L / and the word SEMITRANSPARENT having
the pronunciation / S EH M IH T R AX N T/.

5.1.7. Duplicate pronunciations

For this test, words whose pronunciations were identical were
analysed by comparing their orthographic length and extracting
ones that differed by more than a set threshold. The algorithm
that was implemented for this experiment calculated the mean
length of all the orthographic representations and worked out
by how much the length of each of the orthographic representa-
tions differed from the mean. The threshold for this value was
iteratively tested, and the most applicable value was found to
be 1.5. A value of two yielded less than 50 entries, and a value
of one yielded too many entries to be manually verified. The
list of duplicated pronunciations contained 305 sets of words.
A set of words would contain between two and four words with
identical pronunciations. This list was manually analysed and
a list of 95 erroneous entries was extracted that were removed
from the dictionary. Examples of words that contained pronun-
ciations for other words include the word NONRESPONDENT
having the pronunciation / N OH N R EH Z IH D AX N T / and
the word DISTINGUISED having the pronunciation / D IH S G
AY Z D /.

5.1.8. Alignment

A list of entries with a high number of total nulls inserted by
alignment was extracted using different thresholds of how many
nulls an entry needed to contain in order to be added to the list.
Setting the threshold to four nulls yielded a list of over 10 000
entries, a sample of which was verified as mostly correct con-
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Table 2: Table illustrating verification process

Verification applied Verification type # listed possible errors # removed % possible errors verified # entries remaining
None N/A 0 0 0% 257 059
Punctuation Removed Automated 576 576 100% 256 483
Repeated Phonemes Automated 4730 4730 100% 251 753
Lengthened Pronunciations Semi-automated 1284 253 19.7% 251 500
Incorrect Graphemic Nulls Semi-automated 362 189 52.2% 251 311
Lengthened Spelling Semi-automated 209 69 33% 251 242
Duplicate Pronunciations Semi-automated ' 305 80 ' 26.22% 251 162
Alignment Errors Semi-automated 9 9 100% 251 153
Consecutive Phonemic Nulls Semi-automated 204 84 41.18% 251 069
Singular G2P Rules Semi-automated 1450 89 ' 6% 250 980
Generation Restriction Semi-automated ' 90 50 ' 55.56% 250 930
Punctuation Replaced Automated -576 -576 100% 251 506

Total 9219 5553 60.23% 251 506

tent. The threshold then was steadily increased to 7 nulls. This
threshold yielded a list of 82 entries, however, after verification
this list was discarded because all incorrect entries listed in it
would be removed by checking entries for successive nulls as
was done in the following experiment.

Listing the entries with a high number of successive nulls
inserted by alignment gives one insight into where the align-
ment algorithm experienced difficulty in aligning a grapheme
to the correct phoneme. The best threshold for the number of
successive nulls was investigated to yield a list of possibly er-
roneous entries that was short enough for manual verification.
Initially set to three nulls, a list of over 3000 entries was gen-
erated. Through verification this list was found to contain too
many correct entries and thus discarded. The threshold was then
set to four successive nulls, and a list of 204 entries was gener-
ated, and filtered down to 71 entries through verification. The
list of incorrect entries was then removed from the lexicon. Ex-
amples of the removed entries are the word ANTISEPTICISM
being aligned to the pronunciation / AE N T IH S 0 0 0 0 IH Z
AZ M / and the word SUBMERSIBILITY being aligned to the
pronunciation / S AX 0 0 0 0 0 0 B IH L IH T IY /.

5.1.9. Pseudo-phonemes

A list of 90 generation restriction rules containing more than
three pseudo-phonemes was generated. A list of 49 entries was
extracted from these manually and removed from the lexicon.
Examples of the removed entries include the word INAPPRE-
CIABLE having the pronunciation / IH N AX P R OW P R IA T
/ and the word UNATTACHED having the pronunciation / AH
N AX T EH N D IH D /. This method was found to have the
most accurate prediction of incorrect entries due to its manual
verification percentage being 55.56%.

5.1.10. Grapheme to Phoneme Rules

Grapheme to phoneme rule extraction was implemented and
the rules extracted were analysed. The last 50 rules for each
grapheme were analysed, where the set of graphemes included
three punctuation marks. This process yielded a list of 1450 en-
tries. This list was verified manually and finally, a list of 52 en-
tries was removed from the lexicon. Examples of entries found
include the word HYDROPOLITICS having the pronunciation
/ H AY D R AX P OH N IH K S / and the word UNPRECIPI-
TATED having the pronunciation / AH N P R EH S IH D EH N

T IH D /.

5.2. Effectiveness of error analysis

Error analysis was performed in order to determine the effec-
tiveness of implementing the above techniques on the BEEP
dictionary. 200 entries were randomly selected from the fi-
nal and initial lexica and analysed independently by two re-
searchers. The goal of the exercise was to obtain an estimate
of the number of incorrect entries in both, however, more infor-
mation is required to conclusively categorise entries as either
correct or not. It is not a simple task to determine whether a
word or pronunciation is correct or not. Some esoteric words
were not known to the lexical verifiers and were not included in
any word list consulted. Proper nouns included in the lexicon
were exceedingly difficult to evaluate because some seemingly
incorrect proper nouns may actually be correct. Thus the cate-
gory of incorrect was expanded to three categories: Conclusive,
Proper noun and Questionable.

For the unfiltered BEEP dictionary, 32 entries were selected
as being erroneous. The Conclusive category contained 14 en-
tries, including the word BUMPTY with the pronunciation / B
AH M P IY T IY W AY /. The Proper noun category contained 10
entries, including the word BUZZY’S, with the pronunciation
B AH Z W AY Z. The Questionable category contained 7 words,
including the word CHADLIN, with the pronunciation / CH AE
D L I N /. In total 16% of the initial lexicon was found to be
incorrect.

For the filtered lexicon, 19 entries were selected as being
erroneous. The Conclusive category contained 5 entries, includ-
ing the word TOURNANT’S having the pronunciation / T AO N
AX M AX N T S /. The Proper noun category contained 7 entries,
including the word MESSA’S, having the pronunciation / M EH
S EY Z /. The Questionable category contained 6 words, includ-
ing the word RESCURE, having the pronunciation / R EH S K
Y UA /. In total, 9.5% of the filtered lexicon was found to be
incorrect.

5.3. Implications for ASR

An ASR system was implemented to test the functionality of
the G2P verification process. The system was implemented
using the toolkit HTK [12]. It makes used of 39 normalised
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), which includes
delta and acceleration coefficients. It makes use of 3 state Hid-
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den Markov Models (HMMs) to model triphones, using a 17
part Gaussian mixture to model observation probabilities. The
acoustic data, whose duration is over nine hours long, is tele-
phone speech data from South African call centres. The testing
process implements ten fold cross-validation.

For possible improvement of the ASR system, a lexicon
built using BEEP but containing only 1511 entries that appear
in the data was verified. To illustrate the reduction in human
interaction, the G2P rule extraction technique described in Sec-
tion 5.1.10 was implemented to isolate entries for manual atten-
tion. The focus of this lexical verification was the removal of
erroneous pronunciation variants and the correction of incorrect
pronunciations. 498 entries were flagged (a third of the total
lexicon), of which 33 entries were removed and 3 entries were
corrected.

Without lexical verification, the accuracy of the ASR with
an n-word recognition vocabulary and a flat language model
(no statistical language model was used) was calculated to be
51.53% at word level. The accuracy did not increase signifi-
cantly with verification (the exact accuracy increased 0.02%),
even though 2.18% of the lexicon was removed.

6. Conclusion
This study focused on identifying algorithms to cater for semi-
automated lexical verification. Several methods were imple-
mented and their effectiveness analysed. We found that the
techniques that identified the most errors were:

• Searching for repeated phonemes and removing en-
tries whose pronunciations contain incorrect repetitions.
4730 entries were removed using this method. However,
this method is quite lexicon specific and may not gener-
alise well to other lexica.

• Pronunciations that were longer than their orthographic
representation provided a good source of incorrect en-
tries. 253 entries were identified and removed. This
method can be applicable to other lexica in English but
may, however, be language specific and not perform as
well with lexica in other languages.

• Identifying erroneous graphemic nulls found many in-
correct entries. 189 entries were identified and removed
from the lexicon using this technique. The analysis
of graphemic nulls may generalise well to other lexica,
however, the specific nulls that were identified may not.

In addition, the most efficient techniques (identifying the largest
number of verified incorrect entries as a percentage of the word
list requiring manual verification) were found to be:

• The analysis of the generation restriction rules that
accompany the implementation of pseudo-phonemes,
concentrating on groups of more than three pseudo-
phonemes, was very efficient at identifying truly erro-
neous entries in the lexicon. This method achieved
55.56% accuracy with its list of potential errors. This
method is likely to generalise well to other lexica, but is
only efficient when one is looking for incorrect pronun-
ciation variants.

• Identifying erroneous graphemic nulls was very efficient
as well, achieving a 52.2% accuracy with its predictions.

• Searching for number of consecutive nulls in pronuncia-
tions after alignment is performed on a dictionary is also
an efficient technique at finding errors in the lexicon.

This technique was 41.18% successful in its prediction
of incorrect entries.

In total, 5 553 words were removed from the BEEP dictionary.
This result was unexpected, as BEEP is a popular dictionary,
frequently utilised in a variety of speech technology applica-
tions.

Further work includes making use of error analyses of our
ASR to determine whether additional consistency checks can be
implemented. Once a reliable dictionary has been obtained, we
would like to use it as the platform for an analysis of pronunci-
ation variance in South African English.
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Abstract
This paper evaluates six commonly available parts-of-speech
tagging tools over corpora other than those upon which they
were originally trained. In particular this investigation mea-
sures the performance of the selected tools over varying styles
and genres of text without retraining, under the assumption that
domain specific training data is not always available. An inves-
tigation is performed to determine whether improved results can
be achieved by combining the set of tagging tools into ensem-
bles that use voting schemes to determine the best tag for each
word. It is found that while accuracy drops due to non-domain
specific training, and tag-mapping between corpora, accuracy
remains very high, with the support vector machine-based tag-
ger, and the decision tree-based tagger performing best over dif-
ferent corpora. It is also found that an ensemble containing
a support vector machine-based tagger, a probabilistic tagger,
a decision-tree based tagger and a rule-based tagger produces
the largest increase in accuracy and the largest reduction in er-
ror across different corpora, using the Precision-Recall voting
scheme.

1. Introduction
1.1. Problem Statement

We investigate the performance of “off-the-shelf” parts-of-
speech taggers over a variety of different corpora. In particular
we investigate the previously un-investigated problems of:

• how well commonly available parts-of-speech taggers
perform over test-data other than that upon which they
are trained, to access the expected performance without
retraining the tool for a specific domain;

• whether combining commonly available parts-of-speech
taggers into vote-based ensembles leads to a reduction in
error, and if so, the determination of the set of tools that
produce the best results, as well as the determination of
the type of voting scheme that most reduces error.

1.2. Background

The process described in this paper is a component of a Text-to-
Scene conversion system, where information extracted from fic-
tion books is used to populate three-dimensional virtual worlds
with objects and movements. Descriptions of dramatic scenes
occur frequently in fiction books, describing scene contents
and layout, and the movements and actions of the entities in
the scene. Identifying the parts-of-speech associated with each
word in the text is an important part of accomplishing this task.

For example a word that corresponds to an Object that appears
in a scene must be used as a noun in the sentence.

Many “off-the-shelf” tools are available for the common
natural language processing task of morpho-syntactic classifi-
cation, otherwise known as word-class disambiguation or parts-
of-speech tagging. In general these tools are concerned with
assigning the correct class (noun, verb, adjective) or tag to each
word in the input text. The majority of these tools employ auto-
mated classification techniques to achieve this goal, and require
training over a corpus of natural language known to be accu-
rately tagged with parts-of-speech.

The standard training corpus for this task is the Wall Street
Journal section of the Penn Treebank [1], and this is also the
standard benchmark for determining the accuracy of each tool.
However, while such evaluations provide best-case indications
of the accuracy of these taggers, they do not indicate the results
that should be expected using these tools over various styles and
genres of natural language text. Practical use of parts-of-speech
tagging tools should not assume that domain specific training
is feasible. As such we evaluate the performance of a suite of
available parts-of-speech taggers over different styles and gen-
res of natural language text, with the restriction that no retrain-
ing is performed and using only the trained models distributed
with the tools.

It is expected that parts-of-speech tagging tools may not
perform at reported rates of accuracy when used over different
styles and genres of natural language, specifically without the
ability to retrain each tool. It is expected that this error may be
countered through the use of ensembles of parts-of-speech tag-
ging tools, where the word-class for each token is determined by
allowing each tagger in the ensemble to vote for their preferred
candidate. The combination of tagging tools that produces the
largest reduction in error needs to be determined, as well as the
method for performing voting.

This paper investigates the success of different parts-of-
speech tagging techniques over not only the Wall Street Jour-
nal, but other corpora such as the Lancaster/Oslo-Bergen (LOB)
corpus [2] and the Brown corpus [1, 3], both containing English
from a variety of sources ranging from technical writings and
newspaper articles to excerpts from fiction books. In addition,
the LOB corpus makes use exclusively of British English, while
the Brown corpus consists only of American English.

1.3. Overview

This paper is structured as follows: existing evaluation and
combination research is described in Section 2, while a descrip-
tion of the techniques used to evaluate and combine parts-of-
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speech taggers over multiple corpora is given in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 presents the results of the validation and combination ex-
periments, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. Related Work
Evaluation of parts-of-speech tagging tools over different cor-
pora is described in existing work [4, 5]. In these experiments
each tagger is retrained specifically for each corpus, eliminating
experimental error which may results from language and tag-set
differences between taggers and corpora. As such these studies
do not provide a view of expected accuracy where retraining is
not possible.

Initial work by the same authors [6] tests available parts-of-
speech taggers (and ensembles thereof) over the limited SU-
SANNE [7] corpus, finding a definitive decrease in individ-
ual tagger accuracy, and limited success with simple voting
schemes with tagger ensembles. However, van Halteren et
al. [8, 4] and Marquez et al. [9] show that the correct use of
voting schemes with ensembles may indeed result in accuracies
higher than any one tagger in the ensemble.

The primary problem with using multiple corpora and mul-
tiple “off-the-shelf” parts-of-speech tagging tools is the use of
differing (and often conflicting) tag-sets. Table 1, presents the
details of the corpora used for testing in this paper. As indicated,
the tagging scheme of the Penn Treebank contains a total of 48
different tag categories (36 excluding punctuation), while the
LOB corpus employs a set of 153 tags, and the SUSANNE 353.
It cannot be guaranteed that a parts-of-speech tagger uses the
same set of tags of each corpus, which makes direct evaluation
of a tagger over different corpora impossible.

Tokens Tokens
(excl.
punct.)

Full
Tag-set

Tag-set
(excl.
punct.)

SUSANNE 50 325 42 889 353 341
WSJ 1 288 623 1 114 957 48 36
Brown 1 170 775 1 015 425 48 36
LOB 1 157 220 997 906 153 141

Table 1: Size, content and tag-sets for four test corpora.

Solutions have been proposed for mapping tag-sets onto
one another, either manually or automatically [10, 11, 12] but
this is difficult since in many cases tagging schemes are not
mappable. For instance, mappings of type 1 : n and n : m
occur, where in the former case, a single tag type in one scheme
maps to n tag types in another tag-set [10].

This research differs from existing work in that a set of tag-
gers is evaluated over multiple corpora without retraining for
any specific tag-set. Instead an independent tag-set is created to
which the other tag-sets are mapped. The set of tagging tools
used in this study have not previously been evaluated in this
manner, and have not been previously combined into ensem-
bles.

3. Evaluation and combination over
multiple corpora

For the experiments in this paper, six different taggers are cho-
sen, each using a different class of classification technique1.

1At time of writing, the Association of Computational Linguistics
list the POS Tagger, Stanford Tagger and SVMTool as the top three

This is based on the premise that although each tagger uses the
same contextual information regarding the current word to de-
fine its tag, each one makes use of it in a different manner. Table
2 lists the taggers used for this research, the underlying classifi-
cation mechanism and the reported accuracy of each. Note that
the reported accuracies of each tagger cannot be fairly com-
pared in this manner since many are evaluated using different
corpora, and different tag-sets. Information regarding classifi-
cation techniques is summarised by Glass and Bangay [6], or in
the accompanying publication for each tagger.

Name Type Reported
Accuracy

QTag [13] Probabilistic 98.39%
TreeTagger [14] Decision Tree 96.36%
Brill Tagger [15] Rule-based 97.20%

Stanford Tagger [16] Maximum Entropy 97.24%
SVMTool [17] Support Vector Machine 97.20%

POS Tagger [18] Bidirectional Perceptron 97.33%

Table 2: Freely available parts-of-speech taggers, and the accu-
racy reported for each.

To overcome the obstacle of different tag-sets used by the
corpora presented in Table 1, a coarse independent tag-set is
created to which the other tag-sets are mapped. Creating this
map is non-trivial, and in many cases tags cannot be accurately
mapped onto the coarse set accurately. Avoiding these cases is
impossible, and where such flawed mappings are easily identi-
fied, any sentence in the corpus containing such a tag is removed
from the test corpus (we found that this problem only occurs
with the SUSANNE corpus, which explains why it is reported
as having 50 325 tokens in Table 1, as against its actual 130
000). In some cases detection of 1 : n or n : m mappings are
less obvious, especially given the lack of expert knowledge of
each tagging scheme. These cases are ignored, and assumed to
be a part of experimental error under the assumption that major-
ity of a corpus falls under well-mapped tags. The coarse tag-set
developed for this research is a simplified version of the tag-set
applied in the Penn Treebank, and is presented in Table 3.

All taggers in Table 2 make use of the Penn tag-set, with
the exception of QTag, which uses a modified version of the
LOB tag-set. As a result, tags assigned by these tools are also
mapped to the coarse tag-set presented in Table 3.

Two different experiments are performed using the six tag-
gers over each corpus presented in Table 1:

• Validation: to validate the reported accuracies of the
discussed parts-of-speech taggers on a variety of cor-
pora, without retraining.

• Combination: to determine if a higher accuracy can be
achieved by combining this novel collection of parts-of-
speech taggers into a voting system.

3.1. Validation of Tagger Accuracy

The aim of this experiment is to validate the accuracy of each
of the above mentioned parts-of-speech taggers over the various
presented corpora. Taggers are not retrained, and use the models
with which they are distributed.

parts-of-speech taggers available. Source: http://aclweb.org/
aclwiki/ [accessed on 26 September 2007].
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Tag Description

1. CC Co-ordinating Conjunction
2. CD Cardinal Number
3. DT Determiner
4. EX Existential there
5. FW Foreign word
6. IN Preposition/subordinating conjunction
7. JJ Adjective
8. MD Modal
9. NN Noun

10. NNP Proper Noun
11. PRP Pronoun
12. RB Adverb
13. RP Particle
14. TO To
15. UH Interjection
16. VB Verb
17. VBD Verb, past tense
18. VBG Verb, gerund or present participle
19. VBN Verb, past participle
20. VBZ Verb, third person singular present
21. WDT Wh-determiner
22. WP Wh-pronoun
23. WRB Wh-adverb
24. @COPY@ Punctuation

Table 3: Coarse tag-set, adapted from the Penn [1] tag-set.

A gold standard is created by mapping the original tags
in each corpus to the coarse tag-set. Initially each corpus is
stripped of tags, the result of which is passed through each
parts-of-speech tagger. The output of each tagger is also
mapped to the coarse tag-set for validation. Each tag in the
automatically tagged corpus is compared to the corresponding
tag in the gold standard, and accuracy refers to the percentage
of correct tags with regard to the total number of tokens in the
corpus. Note that tagging of punctuation is not included in any
validation.

3.2. Combination of parts-of-speech taggers

The purpose of this experiment is to determine if more accurate
tagging can be achieved by combining the different parts-of-
speech taggers into voting systems. In particular, the experi-
ment must determine which type of voting scheme results in
the largest reduction in error, as well as which combination of
parts-of-speech taggers produces the highest accuracy.

A number of voting schemes are investigated, in which the
tag suggested for a word by each tagger in the ensemble is
weighted in a different manner:

1. Simple Vote: the tag which is selected by majority of
the taggers is chosen. In the case of a tie, a random tag
from those suggested by the tied parties is chosen.

2. Weighted Vote: each tagger contributes a specified
weighting in support of a particular tag. The tag with
the highest cumulative score is chosen. The following
weighting schemes are evaluated:

(a) TotAccuracy: each tagger has a weighting equiva-
lent to its overall accuracy, determined as a result

of the validation experiments described in Section
3.1.

(b) TagPrecision: according to the weighting scheme
defined by van Halteren et al. [4], a tag specific
weighting scheme may be employed by making
use of the precision of the specific tagger, with re-
gards to any particular tag. Precision for any tag χ
is the percentage of of tokens tagged χ by the tag-
ger that are also tagged thus in the gold standard:

precision =
number χ tags correct

number χ tags assigned by tagger

Precision values for each tag assigned by a specific
tagger are calculated as a byproduct of the valida-
tion experiments described in Section 3.1.

(c) Precision-Recall: according to the weighting
scheme defined by van Halteren et al. [4], a tag-
specific weighting scheme may be employed that
not only takes into account how successful a par-
ticular tagger is at tagging a certain tag of type χ,
but also the error that the other taggers in the en-
semble experience when assigned a tag of type χ.
Error can be derived from a tagger’s recall rate,
where recall for any tag χ is the percentage of to-
kens tagged χ in the gold standard that are also
tagged χ by the tagger:

recall =
number χ tags correct

number χ tags in gold standard

Recall values for each tag assigned by a specific
tagger are calculated as a byproduct of the valida-
tion experiments described in Section 3.1. Error is
calculated as (1 − recall), and measures how of-
ten a tagger fails to recognise a specific tag. The
weighting assigned by tagger τ for tag χ in this
scheme is therefore calculated as follows (where
S is the set of taggers in the ensemble):

weightτ
χ = precisionτ

χ +
X

∀λ∈S/τ

errorλ
χ

where the set S/τ is the set of taggers, excluding
tagger τ .

3. Ranked Vote: each of the taggers is given a rank (be-
tween 1 and 6) based on the performance in Section 3.1,
with the best scoring tagger assigned a rank of six. Tag
scores are calculated by adding the ranks of the tag-
gers which voted for each specific tag. The tag which
achieves the highest score is chosen.

As indicated by van Halteren et al. [4] second level learners
(machine learning techniques that learn models of optimal tag
selection from an ensemble of parts-of-speech taggers) may be
used on top of an ensemble of taggers for improved results, but
these techniques do not perform well when there is a lack of
training data. As such second level learners are not incorporated
into this experiment.

The validation experiment in Section 3.1 results in tagged
corpora for each parts-of-speech tagger. These files are used
as input into the combination experiments. Initially a plain-text
version of each corpus is created. This file is traversed in paral-
lel with the various automatically tagged corpora, token by to-
ken. The tag assigned to a specific token by each tagger is used
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in the voting schemes described above in order to determine the
most suitable tag. It is also expected that certain ensembles of
taggers will perform better than others, and so every possible
combination of the six taggers is evaluated.

Accuracy is used as a metric for evaluating ensembles of
taggers (see Section 3.1). Additionally an improvement in error
is also calculated as follows (based on the metric defined by van
Halteren et al. [4]):

err =
correctensemble − correctbest

total − correctbest
∗ 100

This metric indicates the reduction in error (as a percentage)
achieved using an ensemble from the error produced using the
best performing tagger in the ensemble (calculated in Section
3.1). For instance, if an ensemble contains two taggers where
the best accuracy of the two is 99.0%, then assuming the en-
semble results in an accuracy of 99.5%, the percentage error
reduction is 50%.

4. Results
4.1. Validation of Tagger Accuracy

Table 4 presents the accuracy results for the different parts-of-
speech taggers. Note that the accuracies do not correspond to
those reported in the literature for each tagger, and this is ex-
plained by the following points:

• Different test data: majority of the taggers were trained
and tested over the WSJ section of the Penn Treebank,
which represents only one fifth of this corpus. Results
are expected to decrease as a result of larger test-beds,
as well as differences in style and genre of language,
and most importantly type of language (American ver-
sus British English).

• Different tag-sets: it is expected that a reduced tag-set
such as the coarse tag-set would make the tagging task
simpler, and in the case of the SVM tagger, a higher ac-
curacy than reported results, since the coarse tag-set is a
direct derivative of the Penn Tag-set, used by the SVM
tagger. However, mapping from other tag-sets such as
LOB and SUSANNE is likely to introduce error, which
explains why all taggers produce lower accuracy scores
over these corpora.

It is unclear which of the above points contribute to the majority
of decrease in accuracy. However, the figures in Table 4 reflect
very high accuracies in spite of these expected errors. The re-
duced accuracies over the LOB corpus are primarily attributed
to the differences in lexicon between American and British En-
glish. Overall, the SVM tagger performs particularly well over
all corpora, correctly tagging over 90% in all cases, and over
98% over the Wall Street Journal. As expected, an increase
in accuracy results here because of the reduction in the size of
the tag-set. The TreeTagger also performs very well, with only
slightly reduced results.

It is worth noting that all taggers are trained on the WSJ, but
not all produce equivalent or higher tagging accuracy over this
corpus. This is attributed to the fact that the taggers are tested
only on 20% of the corpus, using the remainder as training data.
The results in Table 4 however reflect each taggers performance
over the entire corpus.

Table 5 presents the top three contributors of error for each
tagger over the LOB and Brown corpus2. For example, 7.71%

2The other two corpora are omitted due to space restrictions.

Report WSJ LOB Brown SUS

QTag 98.39 70.40 72.87 72.51 76.077
Tree 96.36 96.94 91.67 94.45 91.15
Brill 97.20 93.10 88.67 92.55 88.45

Stanford 97.24 91.53 80.21 89.89 85.92
SVM 97.20 98.17 92.17 95.10 90.19
POS 97.33 83.36 82.59 84.74 83.02

Table 4: Accuracy results of various taggers over the different
corpora

LOB Brown

QTag IN/CD 7.71% NNP/NN 9.21%
PRP/NN 7.67% IN/CD 7.54%
NNP/NN 6.59% PRP/NN 5.99%

Tree IN/TO 13.56% NNP/NN 8.12%
VB/VBG 7.25% NN/JJ 4.84%
NNP/JJ 3.95% NN/NNP 4.82%

Brill IN/TO 10.00% IN/DT 8.92%
IN/DT 6.85% VBD/VBN 7.67%
RP/IN 5.90% VB/NN 6.57%

Stanford NN/@COPY@ 9.88% VBD/VBN 14.02%
IN/@COPY@ 6.39% VB/NN 8.86%

VBD/VBN 6.21% JJ/RB 5.44%

SVM IN/TO 14.43% NN/NNP 8.34%
VB/VBG 7.49% NN/JJ 7.66%

NN/JJ 4.58% JJ/NN 4.64%

POS NNP/NN 21.14% NNP/NN 27.02%
VBD/VBN 7.50% VBD/VBN 9.05%

VB/NN 6.67% VB/NN 6.48%

Table 5: Indication of the top three largest contributors to error
for each tagger over the LOB and Brown corpus

of the total error encountered by QTag over the LOB corpus is
caused by the incorrect assignment of CD instead of IN. It is ev-
ident from the table that each tagger has difficulties with certain
tags across the two copora. For instance, in many cases NNP
and NN tags are confused. Other major causes of confusion are
NN and JJ, as well as VBD and VBN. These errors may be a
result of the tag-set mapping to the coarse set, or a result of the
initial training of the taggers. It is worth noting that in the case
of the POS tagger, the top three errors are all caused by the same
incorrectly assigned tags. This may be due to a mapping error,
but is unlikely since the same mapping is used for this tagger
as is used for the Stanford and SVM taggers (all three taggers
use the Penn tag-set). If there were a mapping error, these three
errors would be very pronounced in all three taggers.

This experiment confirms that the parts-of-speech taggers
perform with a high level of accuracy over multiple types and
styles of text. While accuracy is reduced in all cases, the pre-
trained taggers are still capable of producing accuracies of over
90%. It remains to be determined whether ensembles of taggers
may be produced to improve overall accuracy.

4.2. Combination of parts-of-speech taggers

Table 6 presents the top results achieved by different ensem-
bles over the four test corpora. In particular, the table lists the
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Figure 1: Precision and recall value for each tag using the SRPT
ensemble over the LOB corpus. Maximum and minimum val-
ues over all 4 corpora are indicated using error-bars.

ensemble that achieves the highest accuracy (Acc.), as well as
the ensemble that achieves the highest reduction in error (Err.).
Note that for each corpus a decrease in error is achieved us-
ing an ensemble, and in all cases a higher accuracy is achieved
from using an ensemble than from using any one of its individ-
ual component taggers. Table 6 also shows that a reduction in
error of over 32% can be achieved using ensembles. In the case
of the Brown corpus, the same ensemble achieves the highest
accuracy as well as the highest improvement in error. Thus for
illustrative purposes, the srpt ensemble is also shown.

It is evident from Table 6 that not all ensembles produce
an improvement. In many cases the accuracy of an ensemble is
reduced from the highest individual accuracy of its component
taggers. This is always the case for the simple voting scheme.
However, the Precision-Recall voting scheme suggested by van
Halteren et al. [4] consistently produces the most reduction in
error and an increase in accuracy over all the component tag-
gers, over all corpora.

Table 6 also provides evidence in support of the consistently
best ensemble. In particular the ensemble containing the SVM
tagger, the Rule-based tagger, the Probabilistic tagger and the
Tree tagger (srpt) provides the best improvements, and high-
est accuracies over the LOB and SUSANNE corpus. The same
ensemble, excluding the Probabilistic tagger (srt) produces
the highest increase in score and error reduction over the Brown
corpus. However, including QTag into the ensemble results in a
comparably high accuracy and increase in error reduction.

Assuming future processing will use the best performing
ensemble of taggers, it is useful to determine expected levels
of success regarding the assignment of individual tags. Fig-
ure 1 presents the mean precision and recall value for each tag
in the coarse tag-set obtained using the srpt ensemble with
the Precision-Recall voting scheme, over the four different cor-
pora. The maximum and minimum values are also indicated us-
ing error-bars. The figure indicates high levels of precision and
recall over majority of the tags. However, the ensemble pro-
duces poor results over foreign words (FW), particles (RP) and
interjections (UH), where error bars reach 0% in some cases,
indicating that none of these tags were correctly assigned over
one of the corpora. Hence future processes of the Text-to-Scene
conversion system should not rely on the accurate identification
of these classes of words.
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This experiment demonstrates that error resulting from sin-
gle parts-of-speech taggers can be significantly reduced using
the correct ensemble of parts-of-speech taggers, and the cor-
rect choice of voting scheme. In particular, the srpt ensem-
ble is recommended for parts-of-speech tagging tasks, using the
Precision-Recall voting scheme defined by van Halteren et al.
[4].

5. Conclusion
It is concluded that parts-of-speech taggers perform well with-
out any further training beyond what is shipped with the soft-
ware. This section shows that, in particular, the SVM tagger
performs consistently well over different types and styles of
text. The result of this research is the choice of the srpt en-
semble of parts-of-speech taggers, consisting of the pre-trained
SVMTool, Brill Tagger, QTag, and Tree-Tagger software. In ad-
dition, the Precision-Recall voting scheme defined by van Hal-
teren et al. [4] is chosen as the scheme most likely to reduce
error encountered by individual taggers in the ensemble.

Contributions of this work include extension of the work of
van Halteren et al. [4] by testing ensembles of taggers over dif-
ferent corpora, without retraining, and confirms that ensembles
of “off-the-shelf” taggers are also capable of producing more
accurately tagged text. In addition, the work presented here ex-
tends the previous research presented by Glass and Bangay [6]
by evaluating novel set of taggers and ensembles over different
corpora, including the Wall Street Journal and Brown sections
of the Penn Treebank, as well as the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen cor-
pus.
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Abstract

When doing research into or building systems involving
spoken language, one invariably relies on relevantly annotated
speech data for analysis and incorporation into such systems.
We investigate methods and parameters for a baseline phonetic
segmentation system on a few South African languages with
the intention of determining how accurately we can apply basic
methods and characterising typical deficiencies with the goal of
defining further refinement strategies. An HMM-based system
with a single mixture per triphone is found to work well, though
the accurate segmentation of plosives remains a challenge. Sug-
gestions for addressing this challenge are presented.

1. Introduction
Modern techniques for the development of spoken language
technologies such as speech recognition and synthesis are re-
liant on large sets of speech data in the form of annotated au-
dio recordings. For purposes such as speech synthesis or data
modelling, these annotated corpora are typically described by
labels that define the temporal locations of phones, which rep-
resent the acoustic realisations of the smallest meaningful units
of speech, namely phonemes. Data in this form can be used to
construct language based systems (including speech recognition
and synthesis systems) through the training of statistical models
or the definition of acoustic databases, as well as aid language
research in general.

The accuracy and consistency of phonetic labels are crucial
to the eventual quality of systems dependent on speech data. La-
bels that accurately isolate phones in training data used in statis-
tical models such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are use-
ful as bootstrap data aiding in the initialisation of these models.
This can have significant positive effects on the performance
of speech recognition systems [1, 2, 3]. Other applications that
use labeled corpora in a more direct form, such as concatenative
speech synthesis systems, where an acoustic segment inventory
is compiled, also require highly accurate and consistent bound-
ary placement between phones in order to achieve acceptable
quality output [2, 4].

Despite numerous attempts at developing accurate auto-
matic segmentation techniques described in the literature, man-
ual segmentation is still a popular solution when building spo-
ken language systems of high quality. This is problematic in that
it severely impedes the process of building new systems due to
the time consuming and expensive nature of manual segmenta-
tion [5]. It is thus prudent to consider how existing automatic
methods can be further extended or improved to enhance their
performance and applicability, especially under non-ideal cir-
cumstances (which is often the case in the developing world)
such as limited data, speaker and language idiosyncrasies as

well as suitability for differing applications (e.g. those men-
tioned above).

We aim to develop an accurate segmentation procedure with
application in various spoken language systems and research in
the South African context, by evaluating the applicability and
feasibility of current methods and investigating improvements
in design that could increase performance and robustness.

A popular approach to achieving highly accurate segmenta-
tion is to imitate the expert human labeling procedure where a
labeler places approximate boundary locations first and subse-
quently refines these boundaries by taking into account more of
the available features of the waveform or applying certain con-
ventions for labeling specific classes of boundaries [6, 7]. This
has led to a two stage design whereby an algorithm/model is
first used to isolate phone locations (with approximate bound-
aries) and a subsequent algorithm/model is employed to update
these initial boundary locations.

The first stage (boundary estimation) has traditionally been
attempted with ideas adopted from the speech recognition field,
including the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm (DTW) and the
Viterbi algorithm (using HMMs) [8, 9, 10, 11].

In this paper we investigate methods and parameters for an
appropriate boundary estimation stage on a number of manually
labeled corpora (designed for the building of concatenative TTS
systems in local languages).

1.1. Choosing a system for boundary estimation

For the purposes of boundary estimation, the popular DTW and
HMM based methods were considered, both of which are im-
plemented in Festvox [12]. These methods are suitable for seg-
menting speech with known orthographic transcriptions. DTW
based segmentation is considered more accurate [10, 11], but re-
quires the existence of a signal with similar acoustic properties
(to the signal to be segmented) of which the phone boundaries
are known. This is generally achieved by synthesizing a signal
using the relevant transcriptions, but can be problematic when
having to segment speech in a new language which is acousti-
cally or phonetically very dissimilar to existing languages for
which TTS systems exist. Although HMM based segmentation
lacks accuracy when compared to DTW under ideal conditions,
it is considered to be more robust in that mostly fine errors oc-
cur during segmentation as opposed to large errors in bound-
ary placement which occur more often with DTW alignment
[10, 11].

To investigate these claims, we experimented with the seg-
mentation of South African English speech data by a female
speaker, using the existing systems in the Festvox package. In
this experiment we counted the number of labeling errors that
caused the corresponding diphone to be unusable in a concate-
native speech synthesis system. We found the HMM based seg-
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mentation to make no such serious errors, while segments from
the DTW process contained errors making up more than 1% of
all the segments considered (20300 in total), with as much as a
3% catastrophic error on some phones. Although this is a rather
crude comparison, the situation tested, that of segmenting En-
glish speech is considered the most ideal practically possible
scenario for DTW alignment, because of the existence of a fe-
male English voice that was used to generate the synthetic sig-
nal. Segmentation quality of speech in different languages is ex-
pected to be even worse as a result of acoustic and phonetic dis-
similarities. Informal listening tests conducted on speech syn-
thesis systems built using the two sets of alignments also indi-
cated that the segments (containing fine errors) identified by the
HMM-based system is preferable over the DTW-based align-
ments. Since text for recording speech databases in developing-
world languages is often carefully chosen for optimal diphone
coverage (in order to minimise database size and hence the costs
involved in this process), even a 1% loss in diphones is some-
times unacceptable. We thus chose to continue further research
into boundary estimation employing HMM-based methods.

2. Experimental setup
In order to determine how HMM-based techniques can be suc-
cessfully applied to boundary estimation, a phone recogniser
was implemented using HTK [3] and integrated into the Festvox
voice building framework.

2.1. System design

The HMM training procedure follows conventions for building
speech recognition systems described in [3], including the pos-
sibility of context dependent phones (triphones) and splitting of
Gaussian mixtures. Segmentation is achieved by firstly train-
ing models, using all the speech data and available transcrip-
tions and subsequently applying these models in forced align-
ment with the transcriptions in order to determine phone bound-
aries. The essential components and functions of the segmenta-
tion system is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Segmentation system

2.2. Speech corpora

For the purpose of testing the above system, we applied it
to three sets of recordings in three South African languages,
namely Afrikaans, isiZulu and Setswana. These recordings
were manually labeled with the aim of building concatenative
TTS systems. We use these manual labels as a reference with
which to compare the automatically obtained segments for var-
ious sets of parameters. The data set sizes are small, but are
typical of the sizes that are currently being used to develop TTS
systems for local languages [13], using careful text selection
strategies to ensure diphone coverage (Table 1).

Language Gender Utterances. Duration Phones
Afrikaans Male 134 21 mins. 12336
isiZulu Male 150 19 mins. 8569
Setswana Female 332 44 mins. 26009

Table 1: Reference data sets

2.3. Measures of comparison

Considering the fact that we are interested in the quality of seg-
mentation for general purposes, we employ two measures of
comparison between automatic and reference labels. Firstly, the
traditional boundary accuracy (where boundaries falling within
a certain threshold of the reference are counted as correct) and
secondly the “Overlap Rate” (O.R.), which involves calculating
how much segments overlap in time, in a duration-independent
way [10]. Briefly, the O.R. is given by:

O.R. =
C Dur

M Dur
(1)

=
C Dur

R Dur + A Dur − C Dur
(2)

where C Dur, M Dur, R Dur and A Dur are the common,
maximum, reference and automatic durations respectively (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: “Overlap Rate” definition [10]

It is important to note here that the phonetic sequence is known
and as such, it is known exactly which reference segment to
compare with a particular automatic segment. Thus even when
no overlap occurs or when multiple segments overlap with
incorrect reference or automatic segments, this merely results
in C Dur = 0 and thus O.R. = 0.

With respect to the traditional boundary accuracy measure, we
used the conventional 20ms threshold throughout.

2.4. Factors in HMM-based segmentation

Using the above system, corpora and measures, it is possible to
evaluate factors impacting the accuracy and robustness of seg-
mentation. Factors of particular interest include the following:

• Feature vectors used and parameters concerning how
they are extracted,
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• HMM model parameters, such as context dependent or
independent models, number of Gaussian mixtures and
topology,

• Speaker and gender effects on accuracy,

• Segmentation performance over different languages,

• Segmentation accuracy for particular phone and bound-
ary categories, and

• Typical problems with HMM-based segmentation.

As a starting point we select system parameters that have been
proven to work well in the domain of speaker independent
speech recognition [14] and use these parameters as a baseline
for comparison.

3. Results
In this section we describe some typical difficulties experienced
when applying HMMs to segmentation, showing how these dif-
ficulties affect segmentation accuracy. Furthermore, we present
practical advice concerning operating parameters and condi-
tions for accurate segmentation.

All results in Section 3.1 are calculated from the most suc-
cessful parameters determined in Section 3.2. Thus, three state
left-to-right, single Gaussian mixture, context-dependent mod-
els (triphones) trained with MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient) feature vectors incorporating delta and acceleration
coefficients extracted every 5ms and using a 10ms window size.

3.1. Typical errors during segmentation

3.1.1. Phone isolation

Using the “Overlap Rate” previously described, it is possible
to judge how well each phone is isolated . Figure 3 shows the
accuracies for particular phonetic categories. From these re-
sults, it is evident that fricatives, nasals and vowels are isolated
more accurately than plosives, silences and trills. This is pos-
sibly attributable to the nature of the feature vectors used (Sec-
tion 3.2.1), causing models for spectrally more distinguishable
segments to be more successful. Another possibility is that the
successful training of models for these “problem phones” is less
easily achieved from the “flat start” approach to HMM initiali-
sation that is commonly used.
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Figure 3: Overlap rates for different phonetic categories

3.1.2. Phone transitions (Boundaries)

Another important aspect of the segmentation accuracy is how
close boundaries are placed to the actual transitions between
phones. By looking at boundary placement accuracies, we have
identified problematic cases. Some of the results are not sur-
prising when one considers that the nature of certain transitions
cause difficulties even for human labelers. These difficulties are
most often overcome during manual labeling by simply defining
clear conventions which determine where boundaries are placed
when the transition cannot be easily perceived. Table 2 shows
some examples of transitions that are of particular interest.

Transition Afrikaans Setswana isiZulu
short vowel - short vowel 47,06% 47,99% 43,75%
nasal - nasal NA 19,19% NA
closure - plosive 59.62% 62.51% 82,79%

Table 2: Boundary accuracies for classes of phone transitions
that are not segmented well

It is also interesting to note that there are some transitions which
are considered easy by human labelers that are not always well
placed (e.g. transition between closures and plosives). In con-
trast with these problematic cases, there are also some transi-
tions which are consistently accurately identified (Table 3).

Transition Afrikaans Setswana isiZulu
fricative - short vowel 90,58% 86,46% 90.07%
silence - short vowel 89,74% 73,72% 95,92%

Table 3: Boundary accuracies for classes of phone transitions
that are segmented well

3.2. Practical segmentation parameters

In this section we present results to experiments that were per-
formed with parametric variation of the segmentation process.
We focused on the feature extraction and HMM training proce-
dures (see Figure 1) as well as an analysis of the errors made by
the system.

3.2.1. Feature vectors

During the feature-extraction phase, the speech signal is
parametrised into a sequence of feature vectors by windowing
the signal at regular intervals and calculating a relevant repre-
sentation for each window. HTK provides a number of options
for specifying how parametrisation is done, including feature
vector type, window and step sizes.

Taking into account that the segmentation system trains and
applies the HMM models on a single speaker only, our first con-
cern was the applicability of the window and step sizes that are
commonly used for speech recognition purposes. Window sizes
of around 20 to 25ms with a step size of 10ms have been shown
to work well for speaker-independent speech recognition, but
are not necessarily optimal for our purposes. Figures 4 and 5
show the results obtained when stepping through various win-
dow sizes. In each case the step size is equal to half the window
size so that consecutive windows overlap 50% in time.

These results seemed to indicate that all of the data sets
benefited from higher resolution feature extraction. Table 4 (on
the final page) shows why this could be the case. Our conven-
tional three-state, left-to-right HMM topology imposes a min-
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Figure 4: Phone overlap rates for the three languages using
varying window/step sizes
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Figure 5: Boundary accuracies for the three languages using
varying window/step sizes

imum phone duration constraint of 3 times the step size (that
is a minimum phone duration of 30ms for commonly used step
sizes). This is obviously not appropriate for all phone types.

We also experimented with different feature representations
including Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPCs) and Mel Fre-
quency Cepstral Coefficients and found MFCCs with delta and
acceleration coefficients to give much better performance (this
is consistent with literature on speech recognition [14]). Tech-
niques like Cepstral Mean Normalisation (CMN) had little ef-
fect on the outcome. This is a sensible result when one consid-
ers that all models are trained and applied on a single voice and
channel.

3.2.2. Models

Concerning the training of HMM models, we firstly evaluated
the techniques and factors classically used in speech recogni-
tion, to ascertain the validity of these methods in the segmenta-
tion domain. These include:

• Effects of training data set size on accuracy,

• Context independent and context dependent HMMs, and

• Number of Gaussian mixtures per state.

It is interesting to note that some of the factors that have
great impact on speech-recognition performance (especially
for the speaker independent case), have smaller effects in
the segmentation scenario (training and applying HMMs on
the same set of data by only a single speaker and defining
phone overlap as performance measure). The results of our
investigations are briefly discussed below.

Size of the data set
An important factor when training statistical models is the
size of the training set. For speaker-independent speech
recognition, a significant number of training samples of each
phone is necessary to obtain accurate recognition rates. In our
scenario, we were able to get decent segmentation accuracy
even with very little data (Table 5). Segmentation consistency
did, however, gradually improve with the addition of more
training samples.

Set size
Afrikaans Setswana isiZulu

O.R. total O.R. total O.R. total
time time time

large NA NA 64.41 2642s NA NA
medium 62.44 1234s 64.05 1347s 69.96 1132s

small 63.05 643s 65.09 625s 69.82 569s
very small 59.50 336s 62.46 284s 65.60 273s

Table 5: Phone overlap rates for different data set sizes

Context dependent phones
The use of context-dependent phones (i.e. triphones) is a
common technique in speech-recognition systems to build
more accurate models of phonetic segments. This is because
the spectral features can vary greatly depending on the context
in which a phone was realized. The use of triphone models for
segmentation proved to be slightly more accurate and resulted
in greater overlap consistency than monophones (Table 6),
despite the small amount of available training data.

Models Afrikaans Setswana isiZulu
O.R. σ O.R. σ O.R. σ

Monophones 60.58 24.66 61.59 24.61 65.49 23.60
Triphones 61.80 23.86 62.24 23.93 66.31 22.69

Table 6: Comparative phone overlap rates for context depen-
dent and context independent models (average O.R. over differ-
ing window/step sizes)

Gaussian mixtures per state
When one trains HMMs for speaker independent speech recog-
nition, it is usually beneficial to perform splitting of Gaussian
mixtures per state in order to better model diverse qualities in
phone realisation by different speakers. Figure 6 shows that
mixture splitting does not hold any benefits in our context and
only leads to overly complex models which reduce the speed
of the training and segmentation. This is not unexpected for a
speaker-specific context-dependent model (which might show a
lack of diversity that could benefit from multiple mixtures), but
emphasizes the contrasting requirements of speech recognition
and segmentation.
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Category Afrikaans Setswana isiZulu
< 30ms total < 30ms total < 30ms total

plosives 51.1% 1923 42.7% 2433 48.8% 762
short silences 13.5% 2313 9.3% 3670 31.4% 1156

trills 18.6% 706 7.4% 499 4.8% 21
approximants 5.0% 480 6.1% 2208 1.4% 691

fricatives 2.5% 1634 0.1% 1778 0.0% 622
nasals 0.5% 1049 0.0% 2276 0.4% 907

vowels 0.5% 3863 0.5% 10832 0.1% 3137
silences 0.0% 368 0.1% 743 0.0% 878

affricates NA 0 0.4% 1335 0.0% 69
aspirated stops NA 0 3.0% 235 4.7% 254

clicks NA 0 NA 0 2.8% 72
TOTAL 12.3% 12336 6.2% 26009 8.9% 8569

Table 4: Proportions of phones with durations of less than 30ms
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Figure 6: Phone overlap rates for the three languages for in-
creasing number of Gaussian mixtures per state

HMM topology
In view of the phone durations summarized in Table 4, the defi-
nition of suitable HMM topologies that better suit certain phone
types might present a sensible option. In a few trial runs we
were able to increase the phone overlap rate by defining two-
state HMMs for phones with shorter durations; however, to ob-
tain consistent improvements it is necessary to elucidate all the
important factors during training and segmentation.

4. Conclusion
With the focus on defining a system to serve as a basis for
refinement and research towards robust and accurate phonetic
segmentation, we investigated the feasibility of typical methods
for boundary estimation. The advantage in robustness of
HMM-based methods over DTW was verified and led to the
further examination of important factors when segmenting
speech with HMMs.

A number of interesting results are presented here with regards
to segmentation accuracy under various practical conditions.
Amongst others, it was shown that performance trends tended
to stay consistent across languages and speakers, especially
gender (refer to Figures 4, 5 and 6 as well as Table 6). This
makes it possible to define practical parameters that are suitable

for segmentation in the general case presented here. The
increase in segmentation accuracy associated with extracting
features at a higher time resolution and the identification of
phone types which benefit from this is an important result that
can be used to good effect during segmentation and further
research in this area (e.g. by defining appropriate HMM
topologies). From the results obtained for training data sets
of different sizes, it is evident that robust segmentation can
be achieved even on very small amounts of available data
(somewhat smaller than what is generally deemed useful
for building language based systems and spoken language
research).

In the literature, accurate segmentation has been achieved by
using elaborate statistical methods such as explicit boundary
models [6, 15] and multiple segmentation machines with sta-
tistical candidate selection [4]. These techniques require large
amounts of data and – more importantly – significant amounts
of manually labeled data for training. We believe that a more
appropriate and indeed cost-effective approach toward bound-
ary refinement (at least in the South African context where data
scarcity is a problem) involves using the known phonetic se-
quence and the signal properties of specific phonetic categories.
This could be done by optimising the HMM-based procedure,
applying boundary correction strategies (using features such as
signal energy and fundamental frequency more directly) or ap-
plying “convention” rules in much the same way that human
labelers do. In this paper we have shown that cases that would
benefit from such strategies do indeed exist and we plan to con-
tinue research in this area.
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Abstract
This paper presents another approach to segmenting a scene
of rocks on a conveyor belt for the purposes of measuring
rock size. Rock size estimation instruments are used to
monitor, optimize and control milling and crushing in the
mining industry. We propose a joint analysis of range and
intensity images of rocks where sections extracted from
range images are used to guide a Model-driven intensity
image segmentation process. The models contain rock
shape and edge probability information which can be used
to extract intensity edges of relevance in terms of orienta-
tion and position. Conventional polynomial fitting is used
to extract the underlying rock shape as a final segmenta-
tion. Preliminary results on a small laboratory data set us-
ing qualitative and quantitative measures of performance
are promising.

1. Introduction

A rock-sizing instrument designed to operate in the harsh
mining environment has benefits of monitoring, optimiza-
tion and control of blasting and comminution. Image pro-
cessing in particular, has been widely accepted as the anal-
ysis method of choice for the estimation of rock-size be-
cause of: the non-intrusive nature of the measurement pro-
cess; the capability of measuring continuously and in real
time; the repeatability of measurements given the same
scene and lighting conditions; and the absence of moving
mechanical parts which implies little or no maintenance.

Intensity image analysis, in particular, has been a re-
search area of focus for many of the recent academic [2,
3, 4] and operational [1, 5, 6] systems, mainly because
of financial viability coupled with the sensitivity of the
imaging sensor to shadows which are formed around the
individual particles. These shadows are detected and com-
pleted as rock outlines during rock scene segmentation.
However, limitations of intensity sensors are well docu-
mented [7, 3]: the loss of a dimension due to the projective
nature of the sensor; and the loss of small particles due to
the limitation in the sensor’s resolution, etc. These limita-

tions introduce errors into the measurement process which
are further increased by errors that can be attributed to the
environment under imaging: poor lighting; color density
and texture variations.

Lighting conditions have been controlled through the
elimination of natural lighting and proper design of syn-
thetic lighting [3]. We present a methodology that avoids
problems associated with texture and color density varia-
tions during rock edge extraction. The methodology uses
range sections as models or a priori knowledge for model-
based intensity edge detection. Experience and previous
work [3] has shown that the human visual system (HVS) is
more than capable of rock-scene segmentation and there-
fore serves as an inspiration to the adopted methodology.
The HVS is known to use a priori knowledge or templates
as part of object identification and recognition. In this
work, rock sections are extracted from a range image as
a pre-attentive process that forms models in memory. The
information of interest from a model in the form of bound-
ary shape and edge probability is used to guide intensity
image segmentation. In order to obtain smooth and con-
tinuous shapes of rock boundaries, a statistical analysis
of the detected edge pattern is performed. The statistical
analysis involves outlier removal and polynomial curve
fitting.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the ex-
traction of range sections from a range image is described
in section 2; template-based edge detection is presented in
sections 3; Results of the work are presented in section 4;
and conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Extraction of Range Sections

Segmentation of range data is an important part of range
image perception and understanding. The general prob-
lem of range image segmentation is that of partitioning the
range image into disjoint surfaces representing individual
objects or a single object. The problem has seen many so-
lutions such as the HK map iterative region growing[10],
the effective jump-diffusion method[11], scan-line group-
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ing [14], methods using mathematical morphology opera-
tors [12, 13] and others.In this work, the objective is to
extract rock sections from a range image as they contain
shape and edge probability information.

In [8, 9, 14], intensity and range data are fused in var-
ious ways to improve scene segmentation for various pur-
poses. In this work, range segmentations are used to im-
prove intensity image segmentation, see section 3. We ex-
tract range sections through a rock model extraction pro-
cess, which is based on morphological operators as shown
in figure 1. Specifically, gray-scale reconstruction, water-
shed and distance transforms are used, as shown in figure
1. In essence, the gray-scale reconstruction extracts the
smallest sections as markers which are used for recover-
ing optimum sections through a watershed process.

The first watershed is used to estimate a range thresh-
old that separates foreground and background sections based
on a discrepancy between trough and surface range values.
The second watershed combined with the distance trans-
form spatially splits connected sections that result from
the previous process. Due to the nature of the distance
transform, connected sections will have cone shaped struc-
tures whose peaks are centered at the centroids of the sec-
tions with local minima or saddle points between these
peaks. This allows for a watershed transform to create
boundaries at the saddle points and hence splitting con-
nected sections.

Figure 1: A block diagram representation of rock model
extraction.

3. Model-driven edgedetection

Perception and understanding of intensity data often re-
quires image segmentation. The segmentation of intensity
rock-scenes can be difficult without a priori knowledge
about rocks because of noise, texture and color density
variations on rock surfaces. Crida[3] used elliptical mod-
els of rocks as a priori knowledge for focused intensity
edge detection. He used elliptical probability masks and
edge orientations to limit the search for edge pixels. In

Figure 2: Intensity, range and rock sections

this work, a similar approachis taken, except rock sec-
tions from a range image are used to produce probability
masks and edge orientations for rock template-based edge
detection. The edge detection is local by nature and there-
fore focuses attention to a predefined region-of-interest.

Figure 3: A block diagram representation of focused in-
tensity edge detection.

Once a rock isidentified and sectioned in a range im-
age, the position and size of the sectional area is used
to define a window around the corresponding intensity
rock. As shown in figure 3, the boundary orientation of
the section is used to perform directed edge detection,
where edge templates are effectively aligned with the seg-
ments of the boundary. The edge probability, defined as
the marginal band around the boundary that is most likely
to contain actual intensity edges, is used to remove spu-
rious edge responses through a masking operation. The
result is optimized through a search for maximum edge re-
sponses along each radial line, outlier removal and curve
fitting to obtain a continuous rock boundary.

3.1. Edge detection, masking and optimization

The intensity rock is subjected to a non-linear edge detec-
tion method that computes edge-responses based on a [3-
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by-3] kernel matrix whose elements depend on the pixel
position and orientation of the boundarymodel at that
point. The practical implementation involves predefining
a set of possible kernels for a number of arc intervals of
a circle. Each arc interval is assigned a specific kernel
matrix.

The probability mask is used to spatially eliminate spu-
rious edge responses. Its’ creation involves a dilation of
the sections boundary by predefined amount, distance trans-
formation and normalization. This process assigns high
probabilities to pixels on the central path of the marginal
band. The masking is achieved by multiplying the edge
response with a probability mask to produce a masked re-
sponse with less spurious pixels. The masked response
is then optimized by searching for pixels with maximum
edge responses. Figure 4 shows input intensity, edge re-
sponse, probability mask, masked response and optimized
response sub-images.

Figure 4: Image data: intensity, boundary model, prob-
ability mask, edge response, maskedresponse and opti-
mized response

3.2. Rock shape extraction

It is desirable to have a smooth and continuous curve to
model the set of detected rock pixels. In this work, the de-
tected pixels are transformed from an image to an angular-
series representation. The independent variable becomes
angle in radians and the dependent variable is the radial
distance from the center of the section. The angles range
from zero to2π radians and the distance signal wraps
around at the zero and2π radians interface. A circle of
radiusr in an image becomes a DC signal ofr volts in
the angular-series representation. An ellipse becomes an
approximately sinusoidal signal with a DC offset equal
to the average of the principal components and amplitude
equal to the difference in principal components, as shown
in figure 5.

In general, however, ore can consist of particles with
sharp and pointed edges producing irregular and complex
angular-series. We use anN th order least squares polyno-

Figure 5: A sinusoidal signal as an approximation to an
elliptical shape.

mial as a first approximationto the angular-series points
and hence extract the underlying shape of the projected
rock. The least squares formulation determines coeffi-
cientsc = [cN , cN−1, cN−2, ..., c1]T from the general vec-
tor equationy = Ac as being(AT A)−1AT . This is known
as the pseudo-inverse of matrixA. A single row of the ma-
trix A has the form[xNxN−1xN−2...1]. Least squares is
known to perform well provided that there is an effective
pre-processing for removing outliers in the data. Because
it is not possible to completely remove outliers, it maybe
necessary to investigate other curve fitting methods such
as Radial Basis functions and robust estimation methods
which are known to be less sensitive to outliers.

4. Methodology

The system’s performance is evaluated in terms of a vi-
sual measure of error from images coupled with numer-
ical errors between automatically extracted rock-shapes
and hand segmented sub-images. Numerical differences
in enclosed areas between the segmentations of the sys-
tem and the human visual system are computed by image
subtraction of the system output from the hand segmented
images. The overall error is divided into over-estimation
and under-estimation errors. The percentage error is com-
puted relative to the HVS segmentations. Table 1 shows
the user input parameter set that is used during the exper-
iments and figure 2 is the input data-set to be used by the
focused intensity segmentation algorithm.

5. Results

This section presents results on a data-set of 8 sub-images.
The results are divided into visual and numerical cate-
gories based on performances with settings of table 1. The
visual data in the form of the input intensity image, ex-
tracted model, angular series and segmented rock are shown
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Table 1:The user-input parameter set

Parameter value
Polynomial orders 11 and 15

Probability mask width 60% of radial distance
2-tail outlier search regions 50% of range

Intensity Gaussian filter[size, σ] [9, 0.5]

in figures 6 to 13. Polynomial fitting results with polyno-
mials of order 15 and11 are shown. The results show, as
predicted, that the order 11 polynomial imposes smooth-
ness on the model, while the15th order can model the in-
tricate complexities of rock shapes. The15th order poly-
nomial is used for comparisons to hand segmented sub-
images.

Table 2:Segmentation error with respect to HVS segmen-
tation results

Image under-estimation over-estimation overall
image 1 1.85% 4.09% 5.93%
image 2 9.95% 2.96% 12.9%
image 3 2.04% 6.55% 8.59%
image 4 24.81% 0.24% 25.5%
image 5 1.07% 3.17% 4.24%
image 6 18.83% 1.82% 20.65%
image 7 0.92% 4.92% 5.84%
image 8 5.14% 1.66% 6.80%

Table 2 shows the numerical results of a comparison to
hand segmented sub-images in termsof over-estimation,
under-estimation and overall errors. Results show that the
worst performance is produced on image 4 of figure 9,
with an overall pixel error 25.5% and an under-estimation
component of 24.81%. This image appears not to have
clear indications of rock edges of interest. The system
performs best on image 5 of figure 10, with a minimum
overall error of 4.24%. This image appears to have very
good edge information about the rock of interest. Image 3
of figure 8 exposes the effect of the sensitivity to outliers
of the least squares method. As a result the overall error of
8.59% has an over-estimation component of 6.55%. Even
though, the overall average error of 11.31% is promising,
it is not a reliable measure of the system’s performance as
the number of images is not sufficient.

6. Conclusions

Based on the above findings and results, the following
conclusions can be drawn.

• A methodology for rock-scene segmentation that com-
bines intensity and range image analysis to reduce
the effects of texture and color density variations is
presented.

• Post-processing in the form of outlier rejection and
angular-series analysis ensures that the underlying
rock-shape is extracted with good boundary accu-
racy. However, the least squares estimator of the
fitting is sensitive to outliers and therefore other es-
timators must be investigated.

• A quantitative performance metric and more data
are required for a more convincing performance eval-
uation.

Figure 6: Rock image 1 results

Figure 7: Rock image 2 results
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Figure 8: Rock image 3 results

Figure 9: Rock image 4 results.

Figure 10: Rock image 5 results.

Figure 11: Rock image 6 results.

Figure 12: Rock image 7 results.

Figure 13: Rock image 8 results.
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Abstract— This paper explores a comparative study of both 

the linear and kernel implementations of three of the most 

popular Appearance-based Face Recognition projection classes, 

these being the methodologies of Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Independent 

Component Analysis (ICA). The experimental procedure 

provides a platform of equal working conditions and examines 

the ten algorithms in the categories of expression, illumination, 

occlusion and temporal delay. The results are then evaluated 

based on a sequential combination of assessment tools that 

facilitate both intuitive and statistical decisiveness among the 

intra and inter-class comparisons. The ‘best’ categorical 

algorithms are then incorporated into a hybrid methodology, 

where the advantageous effects of fusion strategies are 

considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 human face is an extremely complex, dynamic and 

deformable object with features that can vary 

considerably and rapidly over time. Skin coverage offers 

a non-uniform material that is often difficult to model [1] and 

that can change in response to the effects of emotion, 

temperature, reflectance properties and perspiration levels, 

thus creating a large variety and variability within the 

configurations of facial expression. Another avenue includes 

time-varying changes by measure of growth, facial hair, 

effects on the skin due to aging and skin colour changes 

attributed to ultraviolet exposure. A further complexity is 

introduced by artefact related changes such as change due to 

injury and fashion-related issues such as cosmetics, jewellery 

and hairstyles [1].  Appearance-based analysis, which is one 

of the oldest approaches, is still said to give the most 

promising results [2]. Among the most popular publicly 

available subspace approaches are the classes of Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component 

Analysis (ICA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).  

When looking at the performance of all these algorithms, it 

is interesting to note the often ‘contradictory’ and confusing 

claims that have been made in the literature. Bartlett et al. [3] 

and Liu et al. [4], for example, claim that ICA outperforms 

PCA, while Baek et al. [5] claim that PCA is better. 

Moghaddam [6] states that there is no significant difference. 

Beveridge et al. [7] claim that in their tests LDA performed 

uniformly worse than PCA, Martinez [8] states that LDA is 

better for some tasks, and Belhumeur et al. [9] claim that LDA 

outperforms PCA. While all these claims may in fact hold a 

good degree of truth, one should bear in mind that there were 
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differing control factors surrounding each conclusion i.e. the 

actual task statement, the subspace distance metrics, 

dimensionality retention and the non-standardized database 

choices etc [10]. All these conclusions have led to much 

debate and confusion over the years, particularly for an 

individual who is new to the field of FR and subspace 

methodologies and who seeks a good comparative 

understanding of the available techniques. Very rarely are all 

the classes compared in the same investigation and almost 

never are all of their implementations considered. This paper 

serves to provide a platform of equal conditions upon which 

the popular appearance-based subspace techniques can be 

fairly and properly benchmarked 

This investigation will compare the appearance-based 

methodologies of PCA, LDA and ICA in both linear and 

kernel projections. Also both ICA architectures I and II [11] 

as well as both the InfoMax and FastICA implementations will 

be reviewed. The four popular and most widely used distance 

measures of L1 (City Block), L2 (Euclidean), Cosine and 

Mahalanobis have been chosen as the comparative 

classification metrics. The performance effects of 

illumination, expression, occlusion and time variations will be 

compared across all the techniques to conclusively yield the 

‘best’ algorithm in each category. 

While it may also be true that a robust classifier could be 

designed to effectively handle any one of the performance 

influencing factors, it is extremely difficult for an 

appearance-based technique to robustly deal with all the 

influencing variations [12]. Each individual classifier has a 

different sensitivity to different changes in facial variation and 

as was reported by Phillips et al [11], appearance-based 

methods show different levels of performance for different 

subsets of images. In their analysis of ICA and PCA, Bartlett 

et al [3] also reported that when incorrect classifications were 

made, it was very rare that the algorithms assigned the same 

incorrect identity class. The above findings strongly suggest 

that different classifiers contribute different and hence 

complementary information about the classification task. A 

fusion scheme involving the different face classifiers, which 

integrates multiple sources of evidence is therefore more 

likely to yield an overall improvement in both the efficiency 

and accuracy of the identification system. And while this may 

not solve the problem regarding influencing factors, it will 

definitely alleviate the impact they have on performance 

levels. It is for this reason that this investigation will also 

propose a hybrid formulation that combines the ‘best’ 

algorithm from each category. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A two dimensional image, Γ(x,y) of size m (rows) by n 

(columns) pixels can generally be represented by 

concatenating the raster ordered values to create a vector in an 
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N dimensional image space  (R
N=m x n

 ). This image space, 

however, constitutes a rather high-dimensional space and 

recognition therein would be deemed computationally 

infeasible. If, however, an image of an object (say a face) is 

considered to be a point in the image space, then a set of M 

facial images can be represented as a set of points (samples of 

probability distribution) in the same confined subspace [13]. 

Theoretically it is common to model this subspace as a 

lower-dimensional principle manifold, embedded in a higher 

dimensional image space, wherein the intrinsic dimensionality 

is determined by the number of degrees of freedom within the 

face space. The goal of subspace analysis is thus to extract the 

principle modes of the underlying manifold, while retaining as 

much information (energy) from the original images as 

possible [2]. By doing this, subspace methodologies ensure 

that computational efficiency and hence the successful 

viability of face recognition algorithms can be achieved.  
 

A. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

Given an s-dimensional vector representation of each face 

in a training set of M images, PCA tends to find a 

t-dimensional subspace whose basis vectors correspond to the 

maximum variance direction in the original image space. This 

new subspace is normally lower dimensional (t << s). All 

images of known faces are projected onto the face space to 

find sets of weights that describe the contribution of each 

vector. To identify an unknown image, that image is projected 

onto the face space as well to obtain its set of weights. By 

comparing a set of weights for the unknown face to sets of 

weights of known faces, the face can be identified.  
 

B. Independent Component Analysis and Linear 

Discriminant Analysis 

 PCA considered image elements as random variables 

with Gaussian distribution and minimized second-order 

statistics. Clearly, for any non-Gaussian distribution, largest 

variances would not correspond to PCA basis vectors. 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [3] minimizes both 

second-order and higher-order dependencies in the input data 

and attempts to find the basis along which the data (when 

projected onto them) are – statistically independent. Bartlett 

et al. [3] provided two architectures of ICA for face 

recognition task: Architecture I (ICA1) - statistically 

independent basis images and Architecture II (ICA2) - 

factorial code representation.  

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [9] finds the vectors in 

the underlying space that best discriminate among classes.  

 

C. Kernel Methods 

 Variations in face images due to viewpoint, illumination 

and expression changes have been proven to be highly 

complex and nonlinear in nature [5] and it has been observed 

that variations between face images of the same person due to 

illumination and pose are almost always greater than image 

variations between the different persons [14]. From a 

classification viewpoint linear approaches, which only 

describe information based on second order statistics [15], are 

therefore said to be suboptimal in terms of accurate data 

representation.  Complete pattern variation is said to be 

captured within the non-linear relations between neighbouring 

(three or more) pixels [15]. These relationships are 

represented in terms of higher order statistics that are crucial 

in fully representing complex patterns [16].  

First introduced by Aizerman et al [17], the ‘kernel trick’ 

was used to map the input space to, by means of a nonlinear 

function expressed as dot products, to a convenient feature 

space (Hilbert space) in which the input data is nonlinearly 

related [15]. It was not until recently that Schölkopf et al [18] 

extended the classical PCA algorithm to Kernel Principal 

Component Analysis (KPCA) that was shown to be able to 

extract non-linear features and in doing so provide better 

recognition results than PCA.  
 

D. Hybrid Methods 

 In classifier fusion, the outputs of individual classifiers 

are combined by a second classifier according to a pre-defined 

combination rule. Classifier combination can essentially be 

implemented at three levels [19]: Fusion at the a) Feature 

Extraction level b) Confidence or Matching score level and        

c) Decision level. 

The use of classifier fusion has produced many 

combination techniques over the years. One popular approach 

has been the idea of bagging [20], which manipulates the 

training-data with sub-sampling. Another common algorithm, 

boosting [21], also manipulates the training data, but with 

emphasis on the training of samples that are difficult to 

classify 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

In refining the nature of the tasks being evaluated and 

considering the most influential factors that will adversely 

affect recognition rates, one establishes five main areas of 

focus [22]: Viewing Angle, Illumination, Expression, 

Occlusion and Time Delay. The AR Database [23] provided 

the most efficient publicly available source of subject 

samples, which overlapped most of the desired categories and 

effectively facilitated testing. The database contains over 

3000 images of 136 individuals (76 males and 60 females. The 

subjects were recorded over two sessions with a two week 

interval between shoots. During each session 13 images per 

subject under varying conditions, 1 neutral and 3 per variant 

of expression, illumination and occlusion (with lighting 

changes).   

Each database image was cropped and resized to 

dimensions of (125 x 165 x 3) and then pre-processed as 

shown in Figure 1. The preprocessed database formulated a 

baseline system [5] which was then divided into gallery and 

probe sets. 110 subjects (55 males and 55 females) were 

randomly selected, yielding a database of 2860 images. Since 

it is desirable to have no overlap between the training and 

testing images, subject images were divided into as follows: 

the Training Set comprised of the neutral expressions of both 

the 1st and 2nd sessions. This offered all the necessary facial 
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and temporal information and effectively facilitated a realistic 

investigation of geometrical changes for a small sized training 

set i.e. expression, illumination and occlusion over time given 

that few training samples may be available. 

 The Test Set was divided into four categories: 

Expression, Illumination, Upper Occlusion and Lower 

Occlusion. Each test set contained 6 images per class/subject 

(3 per session, 660 images in total per category). In order to 

achieve a good degree of confidence in the results, each probe 

set was further subdivided into 10 probe sets comprising 2 

random images per subject (220 images per probe set). 

Although temporal changes are inherently considered in each 

category due to the session 1 and 2 images, it was also decided 

to directly compare the effects of time only. A further Time 

probe set was created, using only the neutral images i.e. 

images from the 2nd session are tested against the neutral 

images from the 1st session.  
 

  
Fig. 1.  Depiction of Pre-processing Procedure 

 

The subspace evaluation is then divided into two aspects, the 

training and testing. Training each algorithm followed the 

procedure in Fig. 2, whereby all the training images are 

arranged into a column-wise input matrix and sequentially 

projected into the subspace to yield the projection database. 

Before any projection or testing could begin however, one 

needed to obtain a region of dimensional optimality for each 

algorithm i.e. subspace dimensionality selection. Within this 

paper this region has been defined as a ‘Region of constant 

differentiability, between the similarity measures, which 

offers comparable accuracies amongst the different 

algorithms while simultaneously contributing toward 

effective algorithmic generalisation and computational 

efficiency’. 

Having no closed form expression to explicitly determine 

this region, the FERET heuristic was adopted that suggests 

selecting 40% of the dimensionality would retain 

approximately 96% of the energy spectrum (signal 

information) [10]. The upper limit of subspace dimensionality 

is of course predefined by either the number of training images 

less one  (M – 1)  in the case of PCA and ICA variants or the 

number of classes less one (C -1) for LDA algorithms. This 

was applied to the AR Database where it was found that 

optimal dimensional retention for PCA and ICA lied between 

116 – 199 and between 72 – 74 for LDA. 

The testing procedure facilitates the zero-mean Probe 

Matrices being projected into the same respective subspaces, 

after which the resulting basis vectors are then compared, 

using the nearest neighbour approach, to the centroid vectors 

of class. Each probe image is finally classified with a class 

label, the results of which are then put forth to the evaluation 

phase, where the comparative assessment will be based on the 

combinatorial results of three successive tools. Firstly the 

binomial cumulative probability of correct class assignment 

will be presented in traditional tabular format. This will be 

followed by the FERET testing protocol using Cumulative 

Match Scores (CMS) curves also known as rank score [24] 

and will offer intuitive insight into which algorithm 

performance throughout the rank spectrum. Finally statistical 

measures are also applied in the form of McNemar’s 

Hypothesis Protocol [25] that offers the practical insight 

pertaining to what point does the difference in performance 

results actually become significant. 
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Fig. 2. Generic Training Model 

 

Bearing in mind the significant image space, N = 20 625, one 

would like to boost computational efficiency as effectively as 

possible. Upon initial investigation, in terms of computational 

resource and time demand, the classical algorithms of PCA 

and LDA were found to handle this image space very poorly. 

It was decided, in an effort to significantly reduce the 

computational load, that the kernel implementations of KPCA 

and KDA (GDA) will be used to compare both the linear and 

non-linear projections variants.  

Among the non-linear kernel functions, there are many 

types, the most popular being the Gaussian (RBF) kernel, the 

Polynomial kernel and the Sigmoidal function. All these 

functions were investigated and it was found that the Gaussian 

and second degree Polynomial kernels, empirically achieved 

the lowest error rates. The final results for the classes of PCA 

and LDA will hence be assessed amongst three variants: 

linear, RBF and 2
nd

 degree polynomial. Looking at the class of 

ICA, it has already been mentioned that the Kernel 

implementation is not feasible for large input spaces; the 

results will therefore be evaluated demonstrating the 

algorithms of InfoMax and FastICA in combination with both 

Architectures I and II.    

Upon establishing the ‘best’ projection-metric 

combinations for each evaluation category, these approaches 

will then be combined to realize a fusion strategy that will 
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effectively demonstrate the advantageous results of hybrid 

formulations. Ross and Jain [19] reported their conclusive 

findings which indicate that the approach of classification 

before fusion actually performs poorer than the confidence 

score level. The matching score level was found to offer the 

best tradeoffs in terms of information content and ease of 

fusion [19]. It was therefore selected as the most appropriate 

level of fusion for this particular application. The similarity 

measures from the relevant metric of each algorithm will be 

taken as inputs to the combinational classifier. Normalisation 

of both the differing metric measures is performed employing 

the MinMax scheme, resulting in a common range of [0,100]. 

In combining the different metric measures, the weighted 

sum rule is selected as the fusion rule. Despite its simplicity, 

the sum rule often outperforms other combination schemes 

and because of its linear model it is proven to be more tolerant 

to noise signals, unlike the product rule that severely 

magnifies any noise contributions. The combined matching 

score will be calculated as follows: 
 

LDAFAFAcomb SwSwSwS ''' 32211 ++=            (1) 
 

The weights associated with each classifier’s matching score 

are defined by a confidence function to represent the 

contributional degree of each classifier. This paper proposes 

two methods that establish these weight values: 

1) Method 1: This approach is an intuitive generalisation, 

whereby the weightings are defined as per class performance 

level in each of the five relevant evaluation categories. If 

LDA, for example, performs well in the categories of 

Expression and Time Delay, it will obtain two fifths or 40% of 

the weighting; similarly if FA1 outperformed the other 

algorithms in both occlusion categories it will also receive 

40% of the weighting; with the remaining 20% going to the 

algorithm performing best in the category of illumination. 

2) Method 2: Because recognition accuracy of each 

component classifier is directly related the confidence one has 

in its abilities, one can generate a confidence function as a 

weighting function. Letting ri be the recognition accuracy of 

each classifier, the sum of recognition accuracies is given by: 

     ∑
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where q is the number of classifiers being combined. The 

associated weightings are then given by: 
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Once the hybrid matching score has been calculated, final 

classification and evaluation is performed. 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Using the described methodology the relative performance 

levels of the three most popular classes of appearance based 

subspace methodologies i.e. PCA, LDA and ICA were 

investigated. In conjunction with the assessment process one 

also sort to find the best metric combination that offered the 

best task specific advantage. One first considered the rank-1 

performances of each algorithm and confirmed their 

performance in accordance with the highest CMS metric 

curves that offered the highest accuracy levels across the rank 

spectrum; this either confirmed the rank-1 choices or revealed 

a metric that offered a better overall performance. 

Having found the best projection-metric combination for 

each algorithm, one then wanted to establish the ‘best’ 

algorithm within each subspace class. Although the respective 

CMS curves offered a meaningful and sometimes very 

convincing indication of superiority order, it was felt that a 

deeper analysis would offer greater performance distinction. 

This was accomplished by employing McNemar’s Hypothesis 

Protocol that aided one in making a decision that is not only 

intuitively correct but statistically sound as well. This 

combinatorial approach offered much more significant insight 

into the relative performance of each variant within the classes 

and also brought forth the best alternative that one could or 

should consider for inter-class comparisons.   

The inter-class assessments, rank-1 results, were carried out 

in much the same fashion as the intra-class tests were, the 

CMS curves were used as the primary tool for obtaining an 

intuitive indication as to which class performed better and this 

was confirmed, regionally clarified or nullified by the findings 

of McNemar’s evaluation. The CMS charts, Decision Graphs 

and Confidence Probabilities were then cohesively used in 

revealing any significant, task specific, advantage that one 

class may offer over the next.    
 

In the class of PCA, the following was categorically found: 

1) Expression: There is no statistical difference between 

any of the variants, so given the non-rigidity of the facial 

object, one would still expect a similar performance from the 

linear and non-linear implementations. The CMS curves do, 

however, indicate that it is the polynomial variant that offers 

the slight advantage in recognition rate. Based only on this 

intuitive deduction, the greater confidence is placed in the 

polynomial approach. Considering the metric combinations, 

one found that the best rank-1 results were obtained with the 

L1 measure and the best overall performance is offered by the 

L2 measure followed by cosine. 

2) Illumination: The polynomial approach offered the best 

CMS accuracy levels, particularly in early ranks, where it was 

found to be statistically superior in ranks 1 and 2. The L1 

measure was found to offer both the best rank-1 and overall 

performance that was closely followed by the L2 metric. 

3) Lower Occlusion: These results were by far the lowest 

achieved and in some ways can even be considered as 

coincidental. Performance conclusions were reached simply 

on available evidence but one should leave room for further 

investigation. From current results, the linear and RBF 

implementations offered the best performance, with no 

statistical difference between the two. The CMS curves 

suggest that early rank advantage is given by the linear variant, 

while the RBF algorithm claims supremacy after rank-30. The 

Mahalanobis measure, surprisingly, offered the best metric 

results for this measure and was closely followed by the 

City-Block (L1) similarity measure. 
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4) Upper Occlusion: The polynomial variant again found 

intuitive and statistical superiority across most of the rank 

spectrum. The best results were found by employing the L1 

measure at rank-1 and the Euclidean (L2), followed by the 

Cosine metrics for overall performance. 

5) Time Delay: The polynomial algorithm, combined with 

the L1 metric, once again found early rank supremacy. 

 

On average one could recommend that the best PCA 

performance levels are offered by the Polynomial algorithm in 

combination with the metrics of L1, followed by L2. 

 

In the class of LDA, the results were as follows: 

1) Expression: Both non-linear variants of RBF and 

Polynomial offered equal statistical advantage over the linear 

approach. The CMS curves were indicative of marginal 

polynomial superiority and it was therefore selected for 

inter-class evaluation. The best metric results were reached 

using the Mahalanobis (Mah) measure, followed by cosine 

and Euclidean. 

2) Illumination: The non-linear approaches again show 

early rank supremacy with the polynomial approach being 

statistically better than RBF at ranks 1 and 2. The 

Mahalanobis distance measure was also the best metric 

measure, followed by L2. 

3) Lower Occlusion: The linear variant, without question, 

offered the best statistical and intuitive results across the 

spectrum. This conclusion however should be considered 

while also bearing in mind that the performance levels of 

appearance based methods are extremely sensitive to 

occlusion, specifically lower facial concealment. The best 

metric was again found to be the Mahalanobis measure, 

followed by cosine. 

4) Upper Occlusion: The best performance was without a 

doubt offered by the polynomial approach in combination 

with the Mahalanobis metric. 

5) Time Delay: There exists no statistical difference 

between any of the variants when it pertains to temporal face 

identification. CMS intuition does, however, suggest the 

marginally better performance being offered by the 

polynomial algorithm. Again the Mahalanobis measure offers 

the best results, followed by the cosine metric. 

 

Overall one could suggest that better performance levels were 

obtained by the non-linear variants, specifically the 

Polynomial approach in combination with the Mahalanobis 

similarity measure. 
 

In the class of ICA: 

1) Expression: There was no statistical difference found 

between any of the ICA variants. Architecture II, in both the 

InfoMax and FastICA implementations, offered the best CMS 

advantage and FA2 was selected solely on the fact that 

FastICA is computationally less costly than the InfoMax 

alternative. The best combinational metric was provided by 

the Cosine (Cos) measure. 

2) Illumination: Again there was no statistical difference 

between any of the algorithms and FA1 is selected purely on 

CMS intuition as the alternative that offers the most promising 

recognition rates. The Cosine metric again, also provides for 

the best combinatorial results. 

3) Lower Occlusion: Architecture I was found to achieve 

the best statistical and intuitive early rank results. There was 

no clear distinction between the FastICA and InfoMax 

implementation, and again the FastICA variant was selected 

due to computational advantage. The Cosine metric proved 

clearly superior once again. 

4) Upper Occlusion:  The FastICA variants were found to 

perform much better than their InfoMax counterparts, with 

Architecture I reigning supremely and providing distinct rank 

2 and 3 superiority over Architecture II. The cosine metric by 

far offers the best results. 

5) Time Delay: Statistically, there was no significant 

difference between any of the approaches. FA1 was however, 

again selected for inter-class evaluations based only on 

intuitive CMS performance. Cosine, once again offers the best 

metric results. 

 

An overview of the ICA class shows that in the categories of 

expression, illumination and time delay, there is no significant 

statistical difference between any of the architectures and the 

choice of employing either the InfoMax or FastICA 

implementations does not affect the overall performance 

rankings. In the case of Occlusion, however, Architecture I 

proved the most successful, reiterating the advantage that 

spatially localised vectors can offer over global (overlapping) 

feature vectors. In selecting the best metric combination for 

ICA, the Cosine measure was without a doubt the best 

distance measure in all categories 

In performing the Inter-class assessments the results were 

as follows: 

1) Expression: LDA and ICA came out as the top classes, 

but only being superior to PCA at rank-1; other than that there 

was no statistical difference between any of the classes. 

Intuitively one could claim that PCA offers the best CMS 

result, followed by LDA and lastly ICA, however, this 

intuition would fall short of true performance conclusions, 

which in this case is similar for all the classes. 

2) Illumination: LDA and ICA both claim statistical 

superiority over PCA for the first 7 ranks; ICA however, 

outperforms LDA for the first 3 ranks leading one to the 

conclusion that ICA is the best class to apply for the task of 

illumination changes. 

3) Lower Occlusion: While LDA may have outperformed 

PCA for the first 40 ranks, it was ICA (Arch I) that reigned 

statistically and intuitively supreme throughout the rank 

spectrum. 

4) Upper Occlusion: ICA (Arch I) again performed the best 

amongst the three classes. PCA in this category, however, was 

found to statistically outclass LDA in both early and late rank 

evaluations. 
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5) Time Delay: Both LDA and ICA outperformed PCA for 

the first ten ranks. There was no statistical difference between 

these two classes; however, intuitive analysis would suggest 

that it is LDA that offers the best performance. 

 

In summing up the class results, while it is true that the 

specific nature of the task may greatly influence the 

performance level of any algorithm, on average one could 

confidently recommend that the class of ICA is perhaps the 

most flexible and widely adaptable subspace methodology 

that could be applied, followed by the classes of LDA 

(non-linear) and PCA (non-linear), respectively. 

Two classes of subspace methods stood out, those being the 

classes of ICA and LDA. The hybrid formulation will thus 

seek to combine and exploit the powerful data representation 

of ICA and the unique class discriminality of LDA. Of course 

the best projection-metric combination from each class is 

selected so as to develop the most advantageous hybrid 

performance available. In the LDA class, the polynomial 

approach in combination with the Mahalanobis similarity 

measure was selected. In the class of ICA, in the categories of 

Expression, Illumination and Time delay, it was observed that 

there were no statistical differences between any of the 

variants, however FA2 (Cosine) did seem intuitively better in 

the category of Expression and FA1 (Cosine) did come out 

very strong in the categories of Illumination and Time delay; 

also in the occlusion categories FA1 was clearly the superior 

algorithm. It was therefore decided to combine both ICA 

architectures, Arch I and II, using the computationally more 

efficient FastICA implementation. By incorporating both 

architectures, one hoped to harness the advantages offered by 

both spatially localised and global independent components. 

Looking at Table I, it is observed that the Hybrid algorithm 

performs exceptionally well, having the best overall 

recognition rate performance in four out of the five categories; 

only in the category of Time Delay did LDA perform better, 

but only by a tiny magnitude. 

 

Comparing the Hybrid weighting approaches, although 

very different, both methods performed very well, with 

method 1 finding superior claim in the categories of 

Expression and Illumination and method 2 being the better 

performer in the Occlusion categories. Both performed 

equally well in the category of Time Delay. Statistically there 

is no significant difference between the results of either 

approach. 

 

Turning to McNemar’s analyses, the categorical results were 

as follows: 

1) Expression: Statistically there is absolutely no significant 

difference between the Hybrid results and any of the 

constituent algorithms. The only advantage that is offered by 

the Hybrid formulation, over the ICA algorithms, is the 

marginal superiority in CMS accuracy levels. 

2) Illumination: Comparing the Hybrid and ICA 

algorithms, one again finds no statistical difference between 

the algorithms. When comparing the results to LDA however, 

one finds that the Hybrid offers a CMS advantage for the first 

15 ranks and is statistically superior for the first 4 ranks. 

3) Lower Occlusion: Again there is no significant 

difference between the Hybrid and ICA results, but the higher 

CMS curve and low p-values between ranks 1-9 and 20-40 do 

indicate a higher confidence in the Hybrid performance. 

When comparing the results to LDA, as one would expect, the 

Hybrid formulation displays 100% confidence in statistical 

superiority throughout the rank spectrum. 

4) Upper Occlusion: The results mimic those found in 

lower occlusion, whereby no significant difference exists 

between the Hybrid and ICA algorithms and the Hybrid 

approach offers complete statistical and intuitive superiority 

over LDA. 

5) Time Delay: Statistically there is no difference between 

any of the algorithms. The Hybrid approach only offers a 

small early rank accuracy level advantage over the ICA 

constituents. 

In summary, this investigation has proposed an integration  

 

scheme, which combines the output matching scores of the 

best categorical subspace methodologies. This was done in an 

TABLE I 

RANK-1 COMPARATIVE HYBRID RESULTS 
RRaannkk  11  HHyybbrriidd    RReessuullttss  CCMMSS  RReessuullttss  

                          

                                
                          FA1               FA2              LDA                       Hybrid 

 

Highest       

Curve 
 

 

Same as 

rank-1 
 

CATEGORY    
 

Method 1 
 

Method 2   
  

Expression 

Illumination 

Lower Occ 

Upper Occ 

Time Delay 

 

79.59% 

84.14% 

27.86% 

51.59% 

90.00% 

 

80.05% 

82.23% 

28.27% 

49.63% 

90.00% 

 

83.05% 

75.18% 

5.54% 

27.91% 

90.91% 

 

83.5% 

85.5% 

17.5% 

51,59% 

90.00% 

 

82.36% 

84.95% 

27.77% 

52.81% 

90.00% 

 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

LDA 

 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 
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effort to establish a combinatorial algorithm that yields 

improved recognition accuracies in the realm of face 

identification. The experimental results, although not vastly 

superior are nonetheless very encouraging and highlight the 

fact that combinational strategies can in general lead to more 

accurate face recognition levels than those achieved by 

individual classifiers.  Although the proposed approach only 

explores one aspect of hybrid synthesis and the results are not 

statistically superior to the best categorical constituent 

algorithms, the framework has been made scalable so that 

future investigations can easily incorporate and improve other 

face recognition modules in the quest to realise a truly 

superior performing hybridised subspace methodology. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This research investigation presented a rather rare 

comparative study of three of the most popular 

appearance-based face recognition projection classes, PCA, 

LDA and ICA along with the four most widely accepted 

similarity measures of City Block (L1), Euclidean (L2), 

Cosine and the Mahalanobis metrics. Although comparisons 

between these classes can become fairly complex given the 

different task natures, the algorithm architectures and the 

distance metrics that must be taken into account, an important 

aspect of this study was the completely equal working 

conditions that were provided in order to facilitate fair and 

proper comparative levels of evaluation. In doing so, one was 

able to realise an independent study that evaluated the linear 

and kernel variants of the respective classes and provided both 

intuitive and statistical evidence into their comparative 

standings. This work significantly contributes to prior literary 

findings, either by verifying previous results, offering further 

insight into why certain conclusions were made or by 

providing a better understanding as to why certain claims 

should be disputed and under which conditions they may hold 

true. By firstly exploring previous literature with respect to 

each other and secondly by relating the important findings of 

this paper to previous works one is able to meet the primary 

objective in providing an amateur, in the field of face 

recognition, with a good understanding of publicly available 

subspace techniques. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present a detailed Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU)-based implementation of the well known Canny edge 

detection algorithm.  The aim of the paper is to provide an 

overview on our approach to implement the Canny edge 

detection algorithm, as it encompasses a set of image processing 

techniques.  The result is an algorithm that can be applied in 

real-time applications. A basic understanding of the hardware 

architecture and available tools are required to successfully map 

computer vision and image processing techniques to the GPU. 

We describe some of the benefits associated with this platform 

while looking at possible development pitfalls, solutions and 

performance results. 

1. Introduction 

Processing images require a substantial amount of 

computational resources due to the ever increasing size of 

images.  Therefore, image processing tasks often consume a 

large number of processing time on the Central Processing Unit 

(CPU), especially if multiple operations have to be performed 

on an image.  This problem becomes even worse when the input 

is not just a single image, but a video stream. 

Until recently image processing tasks were generally done on 

the CPU, but when GPUs with 32 bit floating point arithmetic 

and programmable fragment and vertex shaders were introduced 

in 2003 [1], it became possible to do image processing on the 

GPU.  Suddenly higher computational power became widely 

available at a lower cost [2].  This is shown in Table I. 

 

Table I: Computational power comparison between CPU 

and GPU [2] 

 3.0 GHz Intel 

Core2 Duo 

NVIDIA GeForce 

8800 GTX 

Computation 48 GFLOPS 330 GFLOPS 

Memory bandwidth 21 GB/s 55.2 GB/s 

Price (2007) $874 $599 

 

 

It is expected that this advantage will not diminish soon.  The 

average annual GFLOPS growth of GPUs is 1.7× (pixel shaders) 

to 2.3× (vertex shaders) compared to the 1.4× annual growth of 

CPUs [2].  The growth from 2003 to 2007 can be seen in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Computational power growth [2] 

 

It is clear that there may be an advantage to adapt image 

processing algorithms, (be it existing or new) for the GPU.  In 

this paper we provide an introduction to image processing on 

the GPU by implementing the Canny algorithm step-by-step. As 

far as we are aware, this is the first published implementation of 

this algorithm.   

GPUs were originally developed for games processing, with 

mostly visual rendering as the main objective and within the 

ambit of games programmers.  However, it did not take long for 

researchers to discover that the GPU as stream processing unit 

could be applied to more than just gaming. General purpose 

computing on GPUs (GPGPU) has found its way into fields as 

diverse as oil exploration, scientific computing [14], image 

processing [23,13], medical and biological processing, audio 

and signal processing, database processing, and even stock 

options pricing determination [10].  The web site referenced in 

[10] provides a good starting point for interested readers, as well 

as the book references in [5-7].   

A caveat in the general acceptance of GPU’s as general 

purpose stream processors have been the different skills set that 

is required of programmers, and the fact that to fully realise the 

processing speed benefits, existing algorithms need to be 

adapted for a massive parallel streaming architecture.  However, 

as the architectures of both NVidia and ATI have opened up, 

more and more applications have appeared in the press, the 

latest commercial application being a virus detection programme 

[11], with reported speed increases of 21 times compare to a 

top-of-the range CPU.  Further proof that GPGPU will become 

more prevalent, is the fact that NVidia has launched the Tesla 

range specifically for GPGPU with more than 1.8 TFLOPS of 

raw processing power [12]. 
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Several papers have appeared that consider the GPU as a 

general purpose processor. In [22], a general application 

overview is provided, while a good architecture and application 

overview is provided in [1]. In most reported applications, 

processing speed increases up to 100 times are possible, 

provided the application is suitable to the architecture. 

Examples of specific algorithm implementations include Genetic 

Programming [15], Frequency and histogram estimations (FFT) 

[17, 18, 19], Linear algebra operators [20], Dense Matrix 

Algebra [21] and Shortest path problems [24]. This is by no 

means a exhaustive list as a casual glance at the SIGGRAPH 

proceedings will testify.  An interesting application in the 

telecommunications domain is that presented in [16] to 

accelerate high-fidelity network simulations. 

In the next section we will provide a high level discussion of 

the GPU architecture.  Thereafter, we provide a summarised 

overview of the original Canny edge detection algorithm. A 

detailed discussion of our GPU Canny algorithm 

implementation will follow next.  We present speed and 

operational results for this implementation.  The paper will 

finish with concluding remarks. 

2. GPU Architecture 

 
Figure 2: Balancing processing Power 

 

The graphics processing unit (GPU) or dedicated graphics 

microprocessor is an essential integrated part of the computer 

system; its purpose is to lighten the workload of the central 

processing unit (CPU) and the physics processing unit (PPU) 

where applicable since the PPU is only an add-on processor 

responsible for all physics calculations performed in Computer 

games and scientific applications. 

Fig. 2 depicts the interconnectivity of the available 

processing resources of a general computer system. In real-time 

and scientific applications this communication and sharing of 

workload is of utmost importance to provide maximum 

throughput and execution of complex problems. Balancing and 

distributing the processing work over all available hardware 

resources promotes the efficient use of hardware.  

One important programming design consideration in the 

above architecture is the moving around of large amounts of 

data between the dedicated GPU memory and CPU memory. 

Sometime one may accept slower execution speed for a specific 

part of an algorithm rather then incurring the cost of moving a 

large image between different memories. 

The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a dedicated 

processing device that allows for fast parallel execution of 

complex high-end rendering operations and algorithms.  In the 

past, these powerful processors were dedicated solely for 

graphical rendering operations, but since then the introduction 

of programmable pipelines provided the ability to override the 

fixed functionality of the hardware.  A new application concept 

has arisen which turns the massive floating-point computational 

power of modern graphics accelerators’ shader pipelines into a 

general purpose graphics processing unit. 

A parallel processing pipeline is well suited for the rendering 

process, because it allows the GPU to function as a stream 

processor. This is because all vertices, geometries and fragments 

can be thought of as independent of each other.  This allows all 

stages of the pipeline to be used simultaneously for different 

vertices or fragments as they work their way through the 

pipeline.  Multiple vertices, fragments and operations can be 

processed at the same time. 

GPU hardware can be integrated into the motherboard but the 

most powerful class of GPUs typically interface with the 

motherboard by means of expansion slots such as PCI Express 

(PCIe) or an Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP).  The GPU can 

usually be replaced or upgraded with relative ease, assuming the 

motherboard is capable of supporting the upgrade. 

One does not have to be limited to the use of only one 

graphics card, because using technologies such as NVIDIA’s 

Scalable Link Interface (SLI) or ATI’s competing Crossfire 

Technology, multiple cards can be configure to run together.  

This in turns allows for increased processing power and the 

ability to divide the work balance.  In Fig. 3 the architectural 

diagram of a typical GPU is shown. 

The stream processor of the GPU consists of three concurrent 

processing phases, i.e. the vertex shader, geometry shader and 

fragment shader.  Each of these can be programmed individually 

by custom short programs called “shader programs” which can 

include (except for the input image texture) additional image 

textures and attributes as input. 

The vertex processor is responsible for computing vertex 

shader programs.  It replaces part of the geometry stage of the 

graphics pipeline by providing the ability to transform and 

manipulate individual incoming vertices [3] or polygon corners. 

The geometry processor differs from other well known shader 

processors which replace well known fixed pipeline tasks.  This 

processor processes complete geometric primitives that form the 

basis structure of an object or model in your virtual 

environment. 

The fragment processor discards, declares or determines what 

colour a pixel fragment should be by processing the 

corresponding fragment program for each rendering pixel [4]. A 

fragment is considered to be all data needed in the process of 

generating a pixel in the frame buffer.  

The new generation of GPUs consist of a number of 

processors which are multipurpose processors in nature and can 
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run the same set of shader program pairs on multiple vertices, 

primitives and fragments simultaneously. 

During the rendering phase of applications, the image 

processing tasks starts out as models or geometric shapes. These 

shapes can be broken down into vertices, facets and their 

connectivity information.  This data is used to reconstruct or 

render the virtual world.  Firstly, vertices are processed, 

translated and transformed by the vertex processor, which in 

turn allows the geometric processor to statically or dynamically 

link related vertices.  Finally the fragment processor takes over 

and declares each pixel fragment’s colour information. After this 

the information is passed to a frame buffer.  

 

 
Figure 3: Architectural overview of the GPU 

 

The instruction set of a graphics processing unit consists of 

special mathematical operations usually used in the high-end 

rendering process, but which is still applicable to other scientific 

fields. To harness the stream processing power of the GPU, one 

must first break down and map complex real world problems to 

the rules and constraints of the GPU architecture. 

Some problems and algorithms map better to the GPU 

argitecture, two key attributes of computer graphics 

computations are parallelism and independence. Streams of 

vertices and pixels are processed simultaneously while the 

computations on elements have little or no dependence on each 

other. GPU data communication promotes the “gathering” of 

data rather then the “scattering” of information since 

“gathering” only needs the ability to randomly read from data 

stores or textures while “scattering” requires the ability to write 

to random data locations which is currently not possible on the 

current GPU architecture [6]. 

The GPU shader pipelines can be programmed using three 

different high level shading languages eg. GLSlang (GLSL), C 

for Graphics (CG) and High level shading language (HLSL).  

GLslang was developed by the OpenGL ARB to provide 

engineers and developers more control and flexibility over the 

graphics pipeline without resorting to hardware specific 

languages or assembly languages.  GLSL shaders do not 

compile to standalone application but are code strings that are 

passed to the hardware for interpretation and execution.  These 

small hardware programs are not platform specific and can run 

on a various number of platforms such as cell phones, gaming 

consoles and personal computers that support the GLSL API 

framework [8]  

Results and output can be obtained from the GPU by 

rendering to a single image texture, screen, depth target and by 

doing an occlusion query.   

3. Canny Edge Detection Algorithm 

The canny edge detection algorithm was developed by John F. 

Canny [9] as a means to detect edge lines and gradients for the 

purpose of image processing. This algorithm provides good 

detection and localization of real edges while providing minimal 

response in low noise environments.  This algorithm is well-

known and explained in any introductory text on image 

processing.  The main stages of the Canny Algorithm are as 

follows: 

• Noise reduction by filtering with a Gaussian blurring filter; 

• Determining the gradients of an image to highlight regions 

with high spatial derivatives; 

• Relate the edge gradients to directions that can be traced; 

• Tracing valid edges; and 

• Hysteresis thresholding to eliminate breaking up of edge 

contours. 

4. Implementation 

A SHADER PROCESS EXAMPLE 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4: (a) Black and white filter process overview; (b) CPU 

implementation; (c) GPU vertex shader example; (d) GPU 

fragment (pixel) shader example 

 

In Fig. 4 (a) is shown the process of converting a color image to 

its black and white presentation. An input image and the 

threshold are passed to the GPU. These input parameters will 

then be used by the Vertex and Fragment shaders to process the 

resulting black and white image. The end results are obtained by 

rendering to a texture of the same dimensions.  

 A CPU implementations is shown in Fig 4 (b) of this filter 

process. Comparing the CPU implementation with the 

corresponding GPU implementation in Fig. 4 (d), one finds that 

the GPU version does not have any loops to process every pixel 

in the image. Each fragment programme is automatically 

executed for every pixel. 

To process a pixel coordinate, it needs to be enabled in the 

vertex shader programme.  The vertex fragment program in Fig. 

4 (c) enables the 1st texture coordinate channel and transforms 

each individual vertex that was queued for rendering to the  .   

Fragment or pixel processing takes place in Fig 4 (d). The 

current pixel’s color is extracted from the input image of Lena 

and then converted to a luminance value. This value is 

compared to the threshold and the appropriate output fragment 

is chosen and rendered. 

 

CANNY SETUP 

 

In Fig. 6 the Canny edge detection algorithm is broken down 

into smaller processing steps, a daisy chain approach is followed 

where the output of one step is passed to another step for 

processing. This allows complex problems to be solved by only 

processing simple individual steps to reach the end results.  

 

 
Figure 5: Default vertex shader program 

 

 
Figure 6: GPU implementation of the Canny edge 

detection algorithm 

 

The small vertex program in Fig. 5 was executed in 

conjunction with the preceding fragment shader programs. This 

program is only responsible for the activation of the first texture 

coordinate channel and the transformation of the vertex to clip 

space where vertices that are not visible or out of view from the 

view frustum are clipped away to reduce the processing of 

invalid vertices, its function is similar to the fixed vertex 

functionality of the OpenGL API.  This vertex shader must be 

executed for every fragment shader to follow without any 

change. 

 

GENERATE GAUSSIAN KERNEL 

 

 
Figure 7: Fragment shader program that generates a Gaussian 

kernel 

 

The Gaussian kernel generation shader in Fig. 7 uses the 

input sigma attribute to calculate the corresponding Gaussian 

kernel using the equation  

and store it in an output texture. Where this would normally be a 
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5x5 or 7x7 kernel window, it is now stored to a texture of a pre-

selected size. This will be used as the Gaussian kernel in the 

next step. 

This texture can be changed according to the accuracy 

required for the filter kernel.  A large texture is not necessarily 

required, since automatic interpolation occurs for filter 

coefficients requested between neighbouring pixels. 

The OpenGL command gl_TexCoord returns the current 

pixel coordinate. The resulting pixel colour in the output image 

is stored with the command gl_FragColor. 

 

FILTER WITH GAUSSIAN KERNEL 

 

Again, the following fragment shader programme is executed for 

each pixel in the input image (input_Image) using the filter 

kernel (filter_Image). 

 

 
Figure 8: Fragment shader program that filters an image using 

a filter kernel 

 

An input image has coordinates of 0 to 1 in the x and y 

directions with all coordinate references internally represented 

as single precision floating point values.  Therefore, a value 

(tex_Offset) is required to represent the width (and height) of a 

single pixel. The size of the input image is required as an input 

parameter to derive this pixel size value. 

The OpenGL command texture2D retrieves the pixel colour 

at a coordinate. 

 

DETERMINING EDGE GRADIENT MAGNITUDE  

 

 
Figure 9: Fragment shader program that determines the 

magnitude of the largest edge gradient 

 

The edge gradients are calculated in Fig. 9, the magnitude of 

the gradient is considered to be the edge response and the 

algorithm was slightly modified to allow the detection of edges 

on colour images without converting to a greyscale image first 

[9]. 

 

THRESHOLDING 

 

 The final stage of the edge detection algorithm is the 

thresholding of the edge magnitudes; this can be accomplished 

in several ways depending on the application’s  needs. In this 

implementation, only a simple black and white thresholding 

schema was used to discard small edge magnitudes while 

maintaining and enhancing selected edges. 

5. Results and Discussion 
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Figure 10: Speed of Canny algorithm on GPU 

 

Fig. 10 depicts the average speed in frames per second (FPS) for 

this algorithm on a NVIDIA Geforce 8800 GTX graphics 

processing unit. Even on the highest tested resolution the results 

were still enough to allows the Canny edge detection algorithm 

to be computed approximately 80 times per second. This allows 

for real-time processing of high definition video applications.  
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Figure 11: GPU Processing passes for Canny algorithm on 

NVIDIA 8800 GTX 
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The GPU hardware we used for testing purposes had 128 

stream processors available which it used to simultaneously 

compute 128 individual pixels at a time for each processing 

pass. Fig. 11 emphasises the dramatic increase of processing 

complexity due to the enlarging of image resolutions.  

The processing complexity was calculated by the 

mathematical function depicted in the following formula:  

 
The results demonstrate that the GPU is a liable option for 

the processing of hardware intensive operations and algorithms.  

We do not discourage the use of the CPU as the main processing 

unit, but rather encourage the use of this incredible processor as 

a helping hand in the conquest for real-time image processing 

and scientific calculations.  

Segmentation of processing problems and algorithm still pose 

a big threat, since proper understanding of the imbedded GPU 

architecture is required to efficiently take full advantage of the 

available hardware. It is clear that certain classes of computer 

vision and image processing techniques are well suited to this 

parallel processing architecture. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we present a detailed Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU)-based implementation of the well known Canny edge 

detection algorithm.  We provided code snippets of our 

implementation together with explanations of important 

constructs and issues.  We believe that the lack of 

implementation detail associated with GPU development is a 

shortcoming in the existing body of knowledge which hampers 

further development.  We presented graphs depicting the 

execution speed achieved by our implementation, which shows 

that the complex Canny algorithm may be used in real-time 

video applications. 
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Abstract

Diabetic Retinopathy is the most common cause of blindness
in the working population of the western world and is very
common among people who suffer from diabetes. Fortunately,
during a clinical examination an ophthalmologist is able to
determine the onset of the disease by taking certain features of
the retinal vessels of the fundus into account. These features
include the narrowing of vessels and their general structure.
The clinical examination involves retinal imaging whereby
a photo of the back of the inside of the eye is taken. The
ophthalmologist then usually digitises the image by manually
selecting what parts of the photo constitute vessels, so that
certain statistics such as the thickness of the vessels can be
calculated by a computer program. Labelling all the vessels
however is a tedious and time consuming process. Our work
focuses on using image processing techniques in order to
develop a computer program that can automatically detect
and segment blood vessels in these images, thereby saving
the ophthalmologist considerable time. We make use of a fast
level set method without solving partial differential equations
to extract the contour of the vessels in the retina and overlay
the contour over the original input image. This further aids the
work of an ophthalmologist because it highlights the vessel
structure.

Keywords: Fast level-set, Vessel segmentation, Active
contours, Retina

1. Introduction
The automatic segmentation of blood vessels in retinal fundus
images is an active and challenging area of research. Automatic
segmentation of retinal vessels is the first step towards the de-
velopment of an automatic retinal screening system. Such a
system is in great demand because common causes of visual im-
pairment such as glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy can often
be prevented if they are diagnosed at an early stage. Currently
the number of patients that can be screened is limited by the fact
that a manual examination by an ophthalmologist is a very time
consuming process.

The reason why the automatic segmentation of blood ves-
sels plays such a great role in the development of an auto-
matic retinal screening system is because certain features of the
vessels such as the inter-connectivity of the vessels, the thick-
ness and color of the vessels as well as pathologies that appear
around the vessels all aid in the diagnosis of diseases. Many
algorithms for optic disk detection [1], pathology detection [2]
and computer aided screening systems [3] all depend on the ex-
traction of the retinal vessels.

Researchers have approached the problem of automatically
segmenting retinal vessels from different angles using a myr-
iad of techniques. The bulk of previous work can be roughly
categorized into multi-scale analysis [4], matched filters [5],
mathematical morphology schemes [6], adaptive thresholds [7],
tracking based approaches [8] and deformable models [9]. In
our work we focus on the deformable model approach because
in addition to segmenting the retinal vessels we extract the con-
tour of the segmented vessels and overlay the contour over the
original image. This aids an ophthalmologist in the diagnosis by
highlighting the vessel structure on the original image. It also
makes the validation of the segmentation easier since the medi-
cal doctor can see the outline of the structures that the algorithm
has labelled as being vessel.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In section 2
we present a brief overview of vessel extraction methods with
focus on deformable models. In section 3 we introduce the fast
non partial differential equation based level-set approach devel-
oped in [10] and in section 4 we explain how we built the speed
function that we used to deform our active contour and achieve
a vessel segmentation. We present our final results in section
5 and conclude with a discussion on future work and current
limitations in section 6.

2. Background
Much has been published on the topic of automatic vessel seg-
mentation and as we have already mentioned, researchers have
applied a wide variety of techniques to extract vessels. A good
review of vessel segmentation methods can be found in [11]
[12] and [13]. Our focus in this paper is on using geometric
deformable models to segment retinal vessels. Geometric de-
formable models work by evolving a curve over time according
to three forces: internal forces, external forces and user-defined
constraints. The external force is the most important force and
is usually synthesized from the image itself. It determines the
regions over which the curve will flow very fast and the regions
at which the curve will slow down and come to a stop. To seg-
ment an image a closed contour has to be placed on the image
and then as the curve evolves the area inside the curve is con-
sidered to be the segmented region. The curve is evolved over
time by embedding it in a higher dimensional scalar function
known as the level-set function, and solving partial differential
equations that govern the evolution of the curve. A good intro-
duction to the level-set method can be found in [14].

Even though geometric deformable models have been used
in many medical images to segment regions of interest, they
have so far performed quite poorly in segmenting retinal ves-
sels. The greatest challenge in segmenting retinal vessels lies
in the segmentation of thin vessels. This is because some ves-
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sels are only one pixel thick and they may vary from the back-
ground by as little as four gray-levels [15]. As a result of this
it is very difficult to build an accurate speed field such that the
contour is attracted to the thin vessels. Typically the contour
leaks into the background as the speeds defined over the thin
vessel and the background are too similar. In [16] the authors
attempt to address the problem by incorporating a soft shape
prior (used-defined constraint) into the evolution of the contour.
They present promising results where some leakages are suc-
cessfully contained. A different approach to preventing contour
leakages and detecting vessels with poor contrast is introduced
in [17]. The authors extract edge information including orien-
tation and clearness to aid in the evolution of the contour based
on weighted local variance. They show that their method is
suitable for segmenting vessels that have blurry and low con-
trast boundaries. However both of the above approaches are
still fairly computationally expensive.

In our work we focus on incorporating a fast non partial
differential equation based deformable model for the segmenta-
tion of retinal vessels. We follow this route since to our knowl-
edge no one has as yet attempted to use a fast non-PDE based
deformable model to segment retinal vessels and we find the
computational complexity of the model particularly appealing.

3. A fast level-set method without solving
PDEs

One of the main drawbacks of using geometric deformable
models is the computational burden of solving the partial differ-
ential equations that govern the evolution of the curve. The fast
level set method without solving PDEs proposed in [10] takes
advantage of the fact that for image segmentation we are usu-
ally less interested in knowing precisely how the curve evolves
at each iteration but are more concerned with the final segmen-
tation. In their proposed framework a curve C is represented
implicity as the zero level-set of a higher dimensional scalar
function which is defined over a fixed grid. The function used in
this method has a negative value inside the curve and a positive
value outside the curve. This resembles the traditional level-set
method. Their method assumes that the grid is sampled uni-
formly and that the sampling interval is one. This means that
we can simply consider the pixels of the image as being the
points on the grid. With this implicit representation two lists of
neighboring grid points (pixels) LIn and LOut are defined for
a curve C as,

LIn = {x|φ(x) < 0 and ∃ y ∈ N(x), φ(y) > 0} (1)

LOut = {x|φ(x) > 0 and ∃ y ∈ N(x), φ(y) < 0} (2)

where N(x) is a discrete neighborhood of x defines as,

N(x) = {y ∈ D|
k∑

k=1

|yk − xk| = 1}, ∀x ∈ D (3)

and φ is the level set function.
Following this definition, a list of neighboring grid points

that lie inside the curve C is given by LIn and a list of neigh-
boring grid points that lie outside the curve C is given by LOut.
By considering these two lists of points, one can implicitly de-
termine where the curve C is. This means that to evolve the

curve one can do so by updating the two lists LIn and LOut us-
ing simple operations such as insertions and deletions. The de-
cision of inserting or deleting a point from either LIn or LOut

depends on the sign of the speed function at that point.
The method can be implemented using an array for the

level-set function φ, another array for the speed function F and
two lists for LIn and LOut. Pixels which are not in LIn or
LOut are classified as interior or exterior points depending on
whether they lie inside or outside the curve respectively. With
this in mind, the level-set function φ can be approximated to a
signed distance function as follows,

φ(x) =





3 if x is outside C and x /∈ LOut

1 if x ∈ LOut

−1 if x ∈ LIn

−3 if x is inside C and x /∈ LIn

(4)

To understand the details of the algorithm, two procedures
have to be defined: switch in(x) and switch out(x). The proce-
dure switch in(x) for a point x ∈ LOut is defined as follows:

1. Delete x from LOut and add it to LIn. Set φ(x) = −1

2. ∀y ∈ N(x) satisfying φ(y) = 3, add y to LOut and set
φ(y) = 1.

By applying the switch in(x) procedure to any point in LOut,
the boundary is moved outward by one grid point at that loca-
tion. On the other hand applying the switch out(x) procedure
at a point in LIn, the boundary is moved inward by one grid
point at that location. The procedure switch out(x) for a point x
∈ LIn is defined as follows:

1. Delete x from LIn and add it to LOut. Set φ(x) = 1

2. ∀y ∈ N(x) satisfying φ(y) = −3, add y to LIn and set
φ(y) = −1.

To evolve the curve at every iteration the speed of all points in
LOut and LIn is computed and the sign of the speed is stored in
the speed array F . Thereafter all the points in LOut are scanned
and the switch in(x) procedure is applied to a point if F > 0.
This takes care of all the points on the curve with a positive
speed and moves them outward by one grid point. After this
scan, some of the points in LIn become interior points due to
the newly added inside neighboring grid points and so they are
removed from LIn. The points in LIn are then scanned and a
switch out(x) procedure is applied to a point if F < 0. This
takes care of all the points on the curve with a negative speed
and moves them inward by one grid point. After this scan, some
of the points in LOut will become exterior points and so they are
removed from LOut. Finally a stopping condition is checked
and if it is satisfied the evolution of the curve stops, otherwise
the iterative process continues. A more thorough discussion on
the algorithm including some test results can be found in [18].

4. Building a speed field
From our investigation it is clear that the evolution of the curve
depends primarily on the speed field that is defined over the im-
age that we are trying to segment. A point on the curve either
moves outwards or inwards depending on the speed that is de-
fined for it. In order to extract the contour of the vessels we
need to ensure then that the speed field will resemble our final
segmentation of the vessel structure. In the next section we will
describe the process that we followed to build our speed field.
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Figure 1: Extracted Green Channel of the Image Before Lapla-
cian Filter.

4.1. Extracting the green channel for maximum contrast

Our first step was to enhance the contrast between the vessel
structure and the background. The green channel of the image
usually contains the best contrast between the vessel structure
and the background [19]. For this reason we extracted the green
channel for all our input images and used them in the subse-
quent steps (see Fig. 1).

4.2. Sharpening the image

We sharpened the image to enhance the appearance of edges
which represent vessels. We used an unsharp mask which is the
process of subtracting a blurred version of the image from the
image itself.

4.3. Detecting edges

A ‘Laplacian of Gaussians’ filter was applied to the image to de-
tect edges (see Fig. 2). The laplacian highlights gray-level dis-
continuities in an image and deemphasizes regions with slow
varying gray levels, however it is also very sensitive to noise.
The ‘Laplacian of Gaussians’ filter reduces the response to
noise by smoothing the laplacian convolution mask. The 2D
‘Laplacian of Gaussians’ function centered on zero and with a
standard deviation of σ has the form:

LoG(x, y) = − 1

πσ4
[1− x2 + y2

2σ2
] exp

− x2+y2

2σ2 (5)

4.4. Thresholding the edge response

To determine what gray values represent the background and
what gray values represent the vessels that we are trying to seg-
ment, we made use of a mixture of gaussian threshold algo-
rithm. The mixture of gaussian threshold algorithm assumes
that the foreground and the background can be modelled by two

Figure 2: Resulting Image After the Laplacian Filter is Applied.

gaussian distributions and it calculates the threshold as the in-
tersection of these two distributions (see Fig. 5). We compared
this automatic thresholding algorithm to automatic threshold-
ing based on the entropy of the histogram [20] and the Otsu
thresholding [21] technique and found in our experiments that
it performed best on our images. A more detailed explanation
of the mixture of gaussians threshold algorithm can be found in
[22].

4.5. Connected component analysis

After thresholding our edge response (see Fig. 3) we make
use of connected component analysis to remove small compo-
nents from our speed field and the large circular disk component
which does not constitute a vessel. We also fill any holes that
appear in the connected components. An example of our final
speed field for an input image can be found in Fig. 4. Black
regions constitute a fixed negative speed and white regions con-
stitute a fixed positive speed. We use this binary speed field to
flow our active contour over the input image to extract the final
vessel contours.

5. Results
Since we are using a binary speed field, the accuracy of the fi-
nal contour depends entirely on the speed field. This means
that to validate the results of our extracted contour we can con-
sider the speed field as being our segmented vessels and we
can compare it against a ground truth segmentation for a par-
ticular test image. We made use of the DRIVE database [23]
which has been established to facilitate comparative studies on
segmentation of blood vessels in retinal images. The database
contains gold standard manual segmentations done by an expert
in the field against which we compared our results. We tested
our algorithm on all twenty images and achieved the following
results:
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Figure 3: Resulting Image After Thresholding on Edge Re-
sponse.

Table 1: Vessel Segmentation Results
Method Average Accuracy
Human Observer 0.9473
Staal [23] 0.9442
Niemeijer [24] 0.9416
Zana [25] 0.9377
Our Approach 0.9299
Jiang [26] 0.9212
Martinez-Perez [27] 0.9181
Chaudhuri [28] 0.8773
All Background 0.8727

• The highest accuracy of our algorithm was 0.944 with a
sensitivity of 0.678 and a specificity of 0.975.

• The lowest accuracy of our algorithm was 0.887 with a
sensitivity of 0.755 and a specificity of 0.905.

An example of the kind of results we achieved can be found
in Fig.6-9

On average only about 12.3% of pixels in one retinal im-
age in the DRIVE database are vessels [23], so it is possible
to achieve an accuracy of approximately 0.87% over the entire
test-set, just by naively labelling every pixel in the retinal im-
age as being part of the background. This means that finding
a good measure to evaluate the segmentation result is difficult.
The current accepted norm is to use sensitivity and specificity
as we have done.

Our method compares favorably with other published algo-
rithms displayed in Table 1, achieving the second best segmen-
tation result of the non-supervised methods. The best segmen-
tation result was achieved by a human observer who received
limited training from an expert. The second and third best re-
sults were achieved by Staal et al [23] and Niemeijer et al [24]
respectively. Both used supervised pixel classification methods
which were trained on the DRIVE training set.

Figure 4: Resulting Speed Field After Connected Component
Manipulation.

Figure 5: The Mixture of Gaussians Algorithm Sets the Thresh-
old at the Intersection of the two Gaussian Distributions.

6. Limitations and future work
One of the main challenges in this field of research remains the
extraction of thin vessel structures. Currently our algorithm still
fails to identify many of these thin vessels, especially in noisy
images. However one of the positive aspects of our approach is
that it very rarely results in an over-segmentation of the vessel
structures. This means that most of the pixels that are labelled
as being vessels are in fact vessels. To address the challenge of
thin vessel segmentation we propose separating the problem of
detecting thin and thick vessels. Our algorithm already detects
thick vessels with very good accuracy and we suggest using the
knowledge that thin vessels branch off thick vessels to incorpo-
rate a shape prior tailored to very thin vessels and letting it flow
from a few select points of the thick vessels’ contours.

7. Conclusions
We have successfully incorporated the fast level set method
without solving PDE’s to extract the contour of vessels in retinal
fundus images. We have demonstrated how a binary speed field
for the fast level set method could be built, and we have tested
our algorithm on a publicly available database with promising
results. By overlapping the extracted contour over the color reti-
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Figure 6: Original Retinal Fundus Image.

Figure 7: Final Extracted Contour Overlayed Over the Original
Image.

nal fundus image we aid an ophthalmologist by highlighting the
vessels, and our speed field which represents a vessel segmen-
tation can be considered as the first step towards an automatic
retinal vessel screening system.
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Figure 8: Gold Standard Ground Truth Segmentation.

Figure 9: Our Segmentation Overlayed Over the Ground Truth.
(Yellow regions indicate a perfect match, red regions indicate
vessels that have been missed and green regions indicate pixels
that have been incorrectly labelled as vessels.)
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Abstract
This study takes a look at different DRR generation methods
for use in intensity based 2D/3D Image Registration. A specific
emphasis is placed on whether the methods are trivially paral-
lelisable with the aim to take advantage of hardware systems
with more than one CPU. The ray casting algorithm and light
field rendering are found to be suitable for this purpose. A dis-
cussion on the parallelisation of algorithms using OpenMP is
presented and followed by performance measurements for the
ray casting algorithm. A significant performance increase in
the ray casting algorithm is achieved.

1. Introduction
Radiotherapy requires that patients be positioned accurately for
treatment. An intensity based 2D/3D Image Registration (IR)
process can be used as a final step in the positioning of the pa-
tient. An X-ray of the patient, called a portal radiograph (PR),
is acquired and compared to numerous Digitally Reconstructed
Radiographs (DRRs). Figure 1 shows a typical DRR. DRRs
are generated from data obtained during a CT scan. The data
is referred to as theCT cube1. The DRRs generated by the IR
process represents multiple orientations of the CT data relative
to the X-ray imaging system used to take the PR. The IR pro-
cess searches for a rigid transform that produces a DRR most
similar to the PR. The optimal transformation is used to align
the CT coordinate system with that of the operating room. The
time required for IR is dependent on

1. the time it takes for one objective function evaluation,
which is dependant on the time it takes to calculate a
DRR and the time it takes to measure how well the DRR
and PR match.

2. the number of objective function evaluations required by
the minimisation algorithm.

Van der Bijl [1] showed that the number of objective func-
tion evaluations (and therefore DRR calculations) required can
be a few hundred. This study aims to reduce the time required
to generate DRRs whilst maintaining an acceptable level of ac-
curacy. A reduction in time reduces the chances of the patient
moving and shortens any discomfort that might be experienced.

2. Discussion
2.1. DRR generation methods

A graphical illustration of DRR generation is given in Figure 2.
Various methods to generate DRRs have been investigated:

1It doesnot always have the dimensions of a cube.

Figure 1:A Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph generated us-
ing the ray casting method.

Ray casting Let ρ(i, j, k) denote the voxel density or atten-
uation coefficient in a 3-dimensional CT volume and
l(i, j, k) the length of the intersection of an X-ray with
that voxel, then the radiological path is defined as

d =
X

i

X

j

X

k

l(i, j, k)ρ(i, j, k)

The radiological path is an approximation of the physics
involved when an X-ray image is generated. Computing
DRRs using the radiological path definition isO(n3) and
very inefficient. Only a few voxels actually contribute to
a path, since mostl(i, j, k) values will be zero. Siddon
[2] proposed viewing CT voxels as the intersection of
equally spaced, parallel planes. The intersection of the
ray with the planes is then calculated, rather than the in-
tersection of the ray with the different voxels. Determin-
ing the intersection of a ray with equally spaced, parallel
planes is a simple problem. One needs to calculate the
intersection with the first plane and the rest follows at
fixed intervals because the planes are equally spaced.
An optimised version of Siddon’s algorithm was pro-
posed in [3]. The new algorithm reduces computation
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Figure 2:A 2D view of DRR generation. The DRR is the set of
values for the radiological paths from the source to the pixels
on the image plane.

by eliminating the need to explicitly compute the voxel
indices for every interval. Also, it removes the need to
allocate memory for the different arrays containing the
intersection points.

Ray casting is classified as in image-order algorithm as
it iterates over the pixels in the image that is generated.

The ray casting method is used as a benchmark of DRR
quality, but it is too slow for real-time computations [4]
and in its standard form slower than most other algo-
rithms [4][5][6].

Splatting and voxel projection algorithms Splatting algo-
rithms form part of the object-order class of algorithms.
It operates by iterating over the voxels in the CT data.
This class of algorithm computes the contribution of a
voxel to the image. It uses a filter that distributes the
voxel’s value to a set of pixels. Splatters are also called
forward projection algorithms since voxels are projected
directly into the image, in the same direction as the light
rays. Accurately computing the voxel footprint2 and
the resampling weights is expensive because it is view
dependent. The footprint must be scaled, rotated and
transformed depending on the viewing transformation.
In a perspective projection every voxel has its own
footprint. In theory, the splatter can produce exactly the
same image as a ray caster. However, it is difficult to
implement an algorithm that is both efficient and that
produces high quality results [6].

Shear-warp factorisation Shear-warp factorisation is another
object-order rendering algorithm. It has the advantage
that rows of voxels in the data volume are aligned in par-
allel with rows of pixels in an intermediate image. This
step is called shearing. An intermediate image is created
using a scanline based algorithm that traverses the data
volume and intermediate image in synchrony. The inter-
mediate image then gets warped to form the final image.

2The polygon that is formed when projecting the voxel onto the im-
age plane.

t

su

v

R ≡ pi(u, v, s, t)

Figure 3:The light field coordinate system.

The arbitrary nature of the transformation from object
space to image space complicates efficient projection in
object-order volume rendering algorithms. This compli-
cation can be avoided if the data volume is transformed
to an intermediate coordinate system for which there is
a very simple mapping from the original (object) co-
ordinate system and which allows efficient projection.
Lacroute and Levoy [6] called this intermediate coordi-
nate system thesheared object space. By construction
all viewing rays in sheared object space are parallel to
the third coordinate axis.
A simple algorithm based on the shear-warp factorisation
operates as follows:

1. Transform the volume data to sheared object
space. This is done by translating and resampling
each slice. For perspective transformations each
slice is also scaled.

2. Composite the resampled slices in front-to-back
order using the ”over” operator. This generates an
intermediate image in sheared object space.

3. Transform the intermediate image to image space
by warping it. This produces the final image.

Cylindrical harmonics Wang, Davids and Vemouri [7] pro-
posed an algorithm based on the construction of pro-
jections of each harmonic in a cylindrical harmonic ex-
pansion of the CT data. After constructing a DRR from
an arbitrary projection point, rotated DRRs can be effi-
ciently computed. Only the weighted superpositions of
the basis projections needs to be recomputed [8].

Light fields Light fields is a method that was originally pro-
posed by Levoy and Hanrahan [9]. It can be described as
a way of parameterising the set of all rays that emanate
from a static scene. Each ray is identified by its inter-
section with two arbitrary planes in space. It is conven-
tion that the coordinate system on the first plane is(u, v)
and that this plane is called thefocal plane. The second
plane has a coordinate system(s, t) and is called theim-
ageplane. It follows that every ray in this space can be
represented as a point or pixel valuepi = (ui, vi, si, ti)
in 4-dimensional space (see Figure 3).
A light slab is the shape that is created when the focal
plane and the image plane are connected. This represents
all the light that enters the restricted focal plane and exits
the restricted image plane.
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If one can generate infinitely many rays inside a light
slab, one can recreate almost any image with a focal
point inside the light slab. This is done by finding the
associated rays and their corresponding pixel values (see
Figure 4). In practice one cannot generate infinitely
many rays and are thus constrained to generate a large
number and compute the missing rays using some form
of interpolation.
Russakoff et al ([5]) points out three principle drawbacks
when using light fields:

1. The 4D space must be densely sampled to create
good images.

2. The static scene must be free of occluding objects.

3. The illumination of the scene must be fixed.

When dealing with DRR generation, only the first draw-
back applies.
A pixel value in a general light field is an indication of
the amount of light reflected off the first surface a ray in-
tersects with. When evaluating DRRs, however, the pixel
values are the sum of the CT attenuation coefficients that
the ray encounters from the projection point to the image
plane.
To accommodate the generation of DRRs, we can asso-
ciate each pointpi = (ui, vi, si, ti) with a scalar func-
tion pi 7→ q(pi) which maps a point to the sum of the
CT attenuation coefficients encountered along the ray
Rpi

.
In order to trace a ray through the CT data and maintain
the same parameterisation of rays in space as traditional
light fields one must cast the rays beyond avirtual focal
planeonto aneffective focal plane. The values on the
effective focal plane is used for the light field generation.
In traditional light field rendering as well as light field
DRR generation, the generated image is a skewed per-
spective image. However, where in traditional light field
rendering the effective image plane remains fixed be-
tween the scene and the focal plane, in DRR generation
the virtual image plane remains fixed while the effective
image plane can move and lies on the other side of the
scene from the focal plane.

2.2. Choosing a DRR method for our application

Our application impose the following criteria:

• Perspective projections must be used.

• DRR generation must be as fast as possible, whilst still
maintaining an acceptable level of accuracy.

• DRR generation will be constrained to a search space
defined byǫt andǫθ, which are the maximum translation
and rotation errors, respectively, that the initial patient
position can differ from the expected patient position.

Many computers today have multicore central processing units
(CPUs). Some algorithms can be adapted to run on more than
one CPU in order to speed up computation time. This character-
istic was also deemed important in the selection of an algorithm.

When adapting an algorithm to run on more than one CPU,
certain parts of it must beparallelisable. This means that certain
sections of program code must be able to execute concurrently
with as little interaction or interference as possible. For exam-
ple, the ray casting algorithm is trivially parallelisable. Each ray

st

uv

effective image

virtual image

focal plane

plane

plane

Figure 4: A 2D view of a light slab, illustrating the view (in
bold) generated for an arbitrary focal point.

value can be computed without affecting any of the other rays.
This is true for most image-ordered algorithms.

The object-ordered algorithms traverse the volume data and
update multiple image values. It is therefore not trivially paral-
lelisable, as some sort of locking mechanism will be required to
marshal access to the image values.

Ray casting was implemented. It is the most accurate method
and used as a benchmark of DRR quality. Furthermore,
it is trivially parallelisable and can generate DRRs from
arbitrary viewpoints. It also lends itself to be easily
adapted to use X-ray attenuation calibration curves and
and make provision for beam hardening correction.

Light fields will also be implemented. It is trivially parallelis-
able and has the benefit that a lot of computation can
be done pre-operatively, rather than intra-operatively.
It also supports DRR generation from arbitrary view-
points in the light slab. The light slab is constructed
pre-operatively using the ray casting algorithm and a
fast (parallelisable) interpolation method is used intra-
operatively to compute the DRRs. The light slab dimen-
sions are chosen to make provision for bothǫt andǫθ.

Splatting and voxel projection are object-ordered algorithms
and are therefore not trivially parallelisable.

Shear-warp factorisation is an object-ordered algorithm and
also not trivially parallelisable. It is also better suited for
volume rendering than DRR generation.

Cylindrical harmonics is not particularly suited for arbitrary
perspective projections and therefore not considered for
implementation.

3. Implementation
3.1. OpenMP

In its manual ([10]) OpenMP is described as a set of compiler
directives, library routines, and environment variables that can
be used to specify shared-memory parallelism in C, C++ and
Fortran programs. It provides a model for parallel programming
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Figure 5: A sequential but parallelisable algorithm (top) and
the equivalent algorithm using fork-join parallelism (bottom).

that is portable across shared memory architectures. OpenMP
allow users to create and manage portable parallel programs.
The OpenMP directives extend the C, C++ and Fortran lan-
guages with single program multiple data (SPMD) constructs,
work-sharing constructs, and synchronisation constructs, and
they provide support for the sharing and privatisation of data.
The runtime environment can be controlled using the library
routines and environment variables. Figure 5 illustrates how
some algorithms can be parallelised.

Pros • It is simple

• The data layout and decomposition is handled au-
tomatically by the directives

• No dramatic code change is needed as work can
be done to one part of a program without affecting
the rest

• A single code base for both serial and parallel ap-
plications: If OpenMP support is not available,
the compiler treats the OpenMP directives as com-
ments

• Serial code statements in general need not be mod-
ified when parallelised with OpenMP. This reduces
the chance of inadvertently introducing bugs.

• Coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelism are
possible

Cons • It only runs efficiently on shared-memory multi-
processor platforms

• Requires a compiler that supports OpenMP

• Scalability is limited by memory architecture

• Reliable error handling is missing

• Cannot control thread to processor mapping

• Synchronisation between a subset of threads is not
allowed

3.2. The programming language and compiler

The following compilers support OpenMP:

• Visual C++ 2005 (Professional and Team System edi-
tions)

• Intel x86 and IPF compilers

• Sun Studio (for Solaris OS)

• GCC 4.2 (although some distributions such as Fedora
Core 5 have support for OpenMP in their GCC 4.1 based
compilers)

The ray casting algorithm was implemented in C++ and com-
piled using GCC 4.1. An example of the trivial use of OpenMP
is given by the following code snipit:

#ifdef _OPENMP
#pragma omp for
#endif
for (int j=0; j<height; j++)
{
#ifdef _OPENMP
#pragma omp for
#endif

for (int i=0; i<width; i++)
image(i,j)=raycast(focalPoint,

targetPoint(i,j),
volumeData);

}

The omp fordirective specifies that the iterations of the asso-
ciated loop will be executed in parallel. The iterations of the
loop are distributed across different threads. If theifdef guards
are omitted and the compiler does not support OpenMP (or it
was simply not enabled), the compiler should only generate a
warning message and compile the sequential code.

4. Results
4.1. Expected performance

In the ideal case one expects anN times speedup whenN pro-
cessors are available. This is seldom the case for the following
reasons:

• A large portion of the program may not be parallelised by
OpenMP, which sets theoretical upper limit of speedup
according to Amdahl’s law. For the case of parallelisa-
tion, Amdahl’s law states that ifF is the fraction of a
program or algorithm that is sequential (i.e. cannot ben-
efit from parallelisation), and(1−F ) is the fraction that
can be parallelised, then the maximum speedup that can
be achieved by usingN processors is 1

F+(1−F )/N
. As

N tends to infinity the maximum speedup tends to1/F .
In practice the price/performance ratio falls rapidly as
N is increased once(1 − F )/N is small compared to
F . Parallel computing is only useful when either a small
number of processors is used, or when the problem has a
low value ofF [11].

• N processors may provideN times the computation
power of a single processor, but the memory bandwidth
usually does not scale withN. Quite often performance
degradation may be observed when processors compete
for shared memory bandwidth.

• Load balancing, synchronisation overhead and other
common problems encountered in parallel computing
also apply to OpenMP.
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4.2. Measured performance

The tests were performed on a machine with the following spec-
ifications:

CPUs Two quad-core Intel Xeon CPUs running at 2GHz. This
effectively translates toeightprocessors.

RAM 2GB

Operating System Oracle Enterprise Linux AS release 4
(based on Red Hat)

Compiler gcc version 4.1.0 20060515 (Red Hat 4.1.0-18)

The data volume used was synthetically constructed with a di-
mension of2563 and slice and pixel distances of2mm. The
DRRs generated have a resolution of5122. Table 1 shows the
ray casting performance times when using sequential compila-
tion and when using OpenMP. Eight DRR images were gen-
erated. It must be noted that OpenMP by default dynamically
manage its threads at run time to improve performance.

Table 1:Ray casting performance.

Image Sequential OpenMP
I1 1.843s 0.308s
I2 3.564s 0.748s
I3 1.384s 0.251s
I4 3.568s 0.744s
I5 1.844s 0.307s
I6 2.011s 0.395s
I7 1.385s 0.253s
I8 2.032s 0.393s

Iavg 2.204s 0.425s

To illustrate the performance gains as the number of CPUs
increase, the number of threads used by OpenMP was con-
strained. It is assumed that each thread will run on a different
CPU. This, however, is not always the case, but for illustrative
purposes it suffices. Figure 6 shows the results. The dotted
curve represents theideal valueV1/N , whereV1 is Iavg com-
puted using a single thread andN is the number of threads used.
The solid curve represents the actual measured times. Since
the test computer only have 8 processors, we do not expect to
have any improvement when using more than 8 threads. Figure
6 confirms this as the DRR generation time does not decrease
when more than 8 threads are used.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this study we have shown that certain DRR generation al-
gorithms are trivially parallelisable and that parallelisation can
lead to significantly increased performance for the ray casting
algorithm (approximately 5 to 6 fold for the hardware used). We
expect similar improvements for the light fields method. Firstly,
when generating the light slab pre-operatively, the parallelised
ray casting algorithm will be used. This will significantly re-
duce the construction time. Secondly, the intra-operative part
of light field rendering consists of interpolating light slab val-
ues. This is also a trivially parallelisable algorithm where we
expect to see speedups similar to that seen for ray casting and,
as with the ray casting implementation, adapting the light field
algorithm will take very little effort.
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Figure 6:The algorithm performance as the number of threads
increase. The dotted curve represents the ideal time while the
solid curve represents the actual measured time.
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Abstract 
The common problem of missing data in databases is being 

dealt with, in recent years, through estimation methods. 

Auto-associative neural networks combined with genetic 

algorithms have proved to be a successful approach to 

missing data imputation. Similarly, two new auto-associative 

models are developed to be used along with the Genetic 

Algorithm to estimate missing data and these approaches are 

compared to a regular auto-associative neural network and 

Genetic algorithm approach. One method combines three 

neural networks to form a hybrid auto-associative network, 

while the other merges Principle Component Analysis and 

neural networks. The hybrid network and Genetic Algorithm 

approach proves most accurate, when estimating one missing 

value, while the PCA and neural network version is more 

consistent and captures patterns in the data most efficiently, 

in the chosen application.  

1 Introduction 

The presence of missing or inaccurate data in databases, 

such as those that house medical and specifically HIV data, 

is a common problem [1]. Missing data may result from 

inefficiencies in the data acquisition or data storage 

processes [1]. Non-response to various fields in a 

questionnaire, the incorrect insertion of data into a database, 

a break in the transmission line and failure of hardware are 

common causes of missing data [1, 2].  Many knowledge-

discovery and data analysis techniques for databases depend 

heavily on complete data [1, 3]; hence an effective method of 

dealing with the missing data is required [1, 2, 3]. 

In the past, cases with missing data were simply deleted; 

however this approach may result in biased or erroneous 

analysis results [4, 5]. If a sensor fails, the value for that 

sensor will need to be estimated quickly and accurately based 

on the values of the other sensors [2], and as a result, case 

deletion will  not be appropriate. This scenario illustrates the 

idea of data imputation, where missing data are predicted 

based on existing data [5]. 

Recent years have shown an increased interest in 

dealing with missing data by estimation or imputation [1, 2, 

4]. An Auto-associative Neural Network (AANN) coupled 

with the Genetic Algorithm (GA)  has been shown by 

Abdella and Marwala [2] to be a successful approach to 

missing data estimation [1, 2]. The efficient estimation of 

missing data relies on the extraction and storage of the 

relationships or correlations between the variables that make 

up the dataset [1]. AANNs allow this to be done [1, 6], but 

other techniques such as Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) [6, 7] can also be used.  

In this paper, a hybrid auto-associative network is developed 

and its performance in conjunction with the GA is compared to that 

of an ordinary AANN. A PCA and neural network missing data 

estimation system is also developed and compared to the other two 

systems. A description of the methodology is presented followed 

by the experimental implementation using HIV data from the 

department of health in South Africa. Results from this 

implementation are presented and conclusions are drawn.  

2 Background 

2.1 Missing Data 

In order to deal with missing data effectively, it is important to 

understand how data goes missing so as to identify a possible cause 

to or pattern in the missing data [1]. Causes for missing data are 

commonly described as falling into three categories [5]. 

Firstly, ‘Missing Completely at Random’ (MCAR) describes 

the case when the probability of a value of a variable missing does 

not depend on itself or on any of the other variables in the dataset 

[2]. Effectively the cases with missing entries are the same as the 

complete cases [2, 5]. Secondly, ‘Missing at Random’ (MAR) 

describes the case where missing data can be described fully by the 

remaining variables in the dataset [5]. The missing datum depends 

on the remaining data, but not on itself or on any other missing 

data [1, 2]. The final case, ‘Missing Not at Random’ (MNAR), 

occurs when the missing datum depends on itself or on other 

missing data. [1]. Thus it cannot be deduced from the existing data 

and is hence termed the non-ignorable case [1, 2, 5]. 

Based on the mechanism through which the data is determined 

to have gone missing, a suitable approach for dealing with missing 

data can be adopted [1, 2]. MAR and MCAR are referred to 

accessible mechanisms, where the cause of missingness can be 

accounted for [5]. For the case of MNAR, which is described as 

inaccessible due to lack of knowledge concerning the cause of 

missingness [5], there is no choice but to apply listwise deletion, 

where variables are deleted for cases with missing data [4]. 

Imputation methods can be applied to MAR and MCAR [5]. 

Older methods of imputation, such as mean substitution, 

regression-based methods and resemblance-based or ‘hot deck 

imputation’ may produce biased results and standard errors [4, 8]. 

Regression-based methods use a regression to predict an entry, 

while resemblance-based methods impute new values based on 

similar cases [4]. Two newer methods include multiple imputation 

and Expectation Maximisation [4] and are dealt with by [5] and [1] 

respectively. Local Global, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and 

Radial Basis Functions (RBF) AANNs are used with optimisation 

algorithms to successfully estimate missing data [1, 2, 9]. It is 

assumed that all data is MAR and that it is possible to deduce 

missing entries based on the remaining data [1]. 
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2.2 Auto-associative Neural Networks 

An auto-associative also referred to as auto-encoder neural 

network is a specific neural network,  trained to recall its 

inputs [14]. Given a set of inputs, the network predicts these 

inputs as outputs and thus has the same number of output 

nodes as there are inputs [14]. However, the hidden layer is 

characterized by a bottleneck, with fewer hidden nodes than 

output nodes [1, 14]. This gives it a butterfly-like structure as 

shown in figure 1 [1]. The smaller hidden layer projects the 

inputs onto a smaller space, extracting linear and non-linear 

interrelationships, such as covariance and correlation, from 

the input space and also removes redundant information [1, 

14]. This means that they can be used in applications to recall 

the inputs and in missing data estimation applications [1, 2, 

9, 14]. 

 

 

2.3 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

The GA is a population-based, probabilistic technique that 

works to find a solution to a problem from a population of 

possible solutions [15]. It is based on Darwin’s theory of 

evolution where members of the population compete to 

survive and reproduce while the weaker ones die out [16]. 

Each individual is assigned a fitness value according to how 

well it meets the objective of solving the problem [15]. New 

and more fitting individual solutions are produced during a 

cycle of generations, wherein selection and recombination 

operations, analogous to gene transfer [2] are applied to the 

current individuals [15]. This continues until a termination 

condition is met, after which the best individual thus far is 

considered the solution to the problem [15].   

Unlike many optimisation algorithms, GA converges to a 

global optimal solution [1]. GA has also been proved to be 

very successful in many applications including the travelling 

salesman problem, adaptive control and database query 

optimisation [2]. Other optimisation techniques include 

particle swarm optimisation, simulated and quantum 

annealing as well as ant colony optimisation [1]. 

 

2.4 Principal Component Analysis 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method of 

identifying patterns in data and displaying those patterns in 

such a way so as to highlight the similarities and differences 

amongst the data [7]. It is used in data analysis to identify 

and extract the main correlation variables amongst data [6]. 

This allows the dimensionality of the data to be reduced, 

without loss of essential information [6]. Hence the data is 

effectively compressed; consequently PCA finds an application in 

image compression [7]. 

PCA has been described as the optimum linear, information-

preserving transformation [6, 17] and has been shown to facilitate 

many types of multivariate analysis, including fault detection and 

data validation [6, 18].  

3 Design Methodology 

For missing data estimation using an auto-associative model in 

conjunction with an optimisation technique, it is imperative that the 

auto-associative model be as accurate as possible [14]. Hence this 

paper attempts to find new and improved ways to capture and 

model the interrelationships between variables in a dataset and use 

the interrelationships  along with an optimisation technique to 

predict missing entries.  

The approach is summarised in figure 2 where Xk and Xu are the 

known and unknown variables respectively and constitute the input 

space [1]. 

 

 
 The Genetic Algorithm is used to estimate values for the 

unknown variables and these are fed into the auto-associative 

model along with the known inputs from the database [1]. The 

auto-associative model is trained, using complete data, to extract 

and store the correlations and interrelationships between the 

variables in the dataset and develop a mapping function F. An 

output Y
r
 can thus be formed as shown by (1). 
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Since the auto-associative model attempts to replicate the 

inputs at the outputs, the output is approximately equal to the input 

[2]. A small error exists between the input and output, the size of 

which depending on how accurate the auto-associative model is [1, 

2]. This error is shown by (2) 
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 The error will be at a minimum when the output comes closest 

to matching the input. This occurs only when the data inputted to 
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Figure 2.  Structure of missing data estimator using an 

auto-associative model and the Genetic Algorithm. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of a five-input five-output auto 

associative neural network. 
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the auto-associative model carries the same correlations and 

interrelationships as those captured by the model during 

training [1]. Hence the minimisation of the error function 

implies the optimisation of the unknown variables such that 

the complete data vector X
r

 fits the pattern given by the 

complete data. Three designs for the auto-associative model 

are presented i.e. an ordinary auto-encoder neural network, a 

hybrid auto-encoder network and a combination of PCA and 

neural networks to form an auto-associative function.  

 

3.1 Regular Auto-Encoder Neural Network 

The regular auto-encoder network has a structure similar to 

that depicted in figure 1. MLP architecture is used due to its 

overall superior performance over RBF architecture in this 

application. The GA is used to optimise the number of 

hidden nodes and training cycles for the network so as to 

make the network as accurate as possible [14]. 

 

3.2 Hybrid Auto-Associative Network 

Although MLP AANNs outperformed RBF AANNs, the 

latter showed superiority in predicting a few variables. The 

design of the Hybrid auto-associative network has three 

objectives: 

• To combine the best from both the MLP and 

RBF architectures, 

• To correct some of the distortion introduced by a 

single auto-encoder network and 

• To capture complex non-linear relationships 

amongst variables more efficiently. 

 

The structure of the Hybrid auto-associative network is 

shown in figure 3, where X
r

 is the set of inputs and Y
r
 is the 

predicted version of X
r

. The second layer MLP network is 

trained with a different part of the dataset to that used to train 

the MLP and RBF auto-encoder. This aids the corrective 

ability of the network. The number of hidden nodes in each 

network is optimised using the GA. 

 
 

3.3 PCA and Neural Network Approach  

In order to make the auto-encoder network more efficient, 

when working with dimensionally complex and highly non-

linearly related data, PCA is performed on the data before 

propagation through the auto-encoder. This performs much 

of the linear correlation extraction and reduces the 

dimensionality of the data, thus reducing the burden on the auto-

encoder.  

The auto-encoder is trained to recall the reduced data and the 

inverse PCA is then applied to restore the original data. MLP 

neural networks are trained to mimic the principal component 

extraction and original data reconstruction functions i.e. the PCA 

and inverse PCA functions. All architectures are optimised using 

the GA. Figure 4 depicts the arrangement of the networks, where R 

and P are the original and predicted dimensionally-reduced data 

respectively. 

 
Equation (4) summarises the auto-associative function, where 

fFWD is the PCA forward function, fAA is the function of the auto-

encoder neural network and fINV is the inverse PCA function,   

( )( )( )XWfWfWfY FWDAAINV

rrrrr
,,, 123=              (4) 

where W1, W2 and W3 are the weights of the dimensionally 

reducing, auto-encoder and reconstruction neural networks 

respectively.  

4 Experimental Implementation 

4.1 HIV Data Analysis  

The dataset used was obtained from the South African antenatal 

sero-prevalence survey in 2001 and consists of information 

concerning pregnant women who have visited selected public 

clinics in South Africa [1, 14]. Only women participating for the 

first time in this national survey were eligible [1, 14].   

As done in by Betechuoh et al [14], who achieved successful 

results with the above data, eleven attributes from the dataset are 

used. They are summarised in table 1. The HIV status is 

represented in binary form i.e. a 1 indicating a positive status, 

while a 0 implies a negative status [1, 14]. Gravidity refers to the 

number of combined complete and incomplete pregnancies that the 

woman has experienced, while parity refers to the number of 

occasions on which the woman has given birth [1, 14]. Age gap 

refers to the difference in age between the pregnant woman and the 

prospective father of the child [1, 14]. Rapid Plasma Reagin (RPR) 

refers to a screening test for syphilis for which HIV may cause a 

false positive test result [19]. Qualitative variables, stored as text, 

such as the race of the mother and her province and region of 

origin, are encoded as integers [14]. The education level of the 

pregnant woman is represented by an integer corresponding to the 

highest grade completed, with 13 corresponding to tertiary 

education [1].  

The data consists of 16608 instances, however many of them 

contain missing variables and/or outliers. Such instances are 

removed, leaving behind a dataset of 10829 instances. This is 

normalised, randomised to improve NN performance and thereafter 
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Figure 3: Structure of a 3-input, 3-output hybrid auto-

associative network 
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Figure  4: Structure of a 3-input, 3-output PCA and 
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split equally into training, validation and testing datasets. 

Hence 3609 training examples are used. 

 
The neural network architectures are optimised using the 

validation dataset, while their correct performances are 

verified and tested using the testing dataset. 100 instances are 

randomly extracted from the test dataset and variables therein 

removed. The resulting dataset, with missing values, is used 

to test the performance of the three missing data estimation 

schemes.  

4.2 Neural Network Optimisation 

MATLAB and the NETLAB toolbox [20] were used to 

implement all the neural networks. The ordinary auto-

encoder network is optimised to an 11 input nodes, 9 hidden 

units and 11 output nodes (11-9-11) structure and trained 

with 180 cycles. The MLP auto-encoder of the Hybrid auto-

associative network also has a similar structure while its RBF 

counterpart has one less hidden node in its architecture. The 

correction MLP is optimised to a 22-19-11 structure.  

The optimum number of principal components is 9. These 

account for 99% of the correlation variances in the input 

space. Fewer principal components result in an ineffective 

reconstruction function. The dimensionality reduction, 

Principal Component auto-encoder and data reconstruction 

neural networks are optimised to 11-20-9, 9-8-9 and 9-13-11 

node structures respectively.  

4.3 GA Implementation  

The Genetic Algorithm Optimisation Toolbox (GAOT) was 

used to implement the GA [21]. The initial population size 

was set to 100 and the process was run for 40 generations. 

Simple crossover, non-uniform mutation and normalised 

geometric selection were used as these were found to 

produce satisfactory results, which were not surpassed by 

using other combinations of GA parameters.  

4.4 Performance Evaluation  

The effectiveness of the missing data estimation system is 

evaluated using the Standard Error (SE), the Correlation 

Coefficient (r) and the relative prediction accuracy (A) [1, 2]. 

The Standard Error measures the error between the actual 

values and the predicted values and gives an indication of 

capability of prediction [2]. It is given by (5), where xi is the 

actual value, 
ix̂  is the predicted value and n is the number of 

missing values [2]. 
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The Correlation Coefficient measures the linear similarity 

between the predicted and actual data [1, 2]. r ranges 

between -1 and 1, where its absolute value relates the strength of 

the relationship while the sign of r indicates the direction of 

relationship [2]. Hence a value close to 1 indicates a strong 

predictive capability [2]. The formula is given by (6), where x is 

the mean of the data [2].  
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The relative prediction accuracy is a measure of how many 

predictions are made within a certain tolerance, where the tolerance 

can be set based on the sensitivity demanded by the application [1]. 

When applied to HIV data, the tolerance is set to 10% as done by 

Nelwamondo et al. [1] since it seems suitable to this application. 

The accuracy is given by (7), where nτ is the number of 

predications within tolerance [1].  

100×=
n

n
A τ   (7) 

Using the above mentioned performance parameters, the 

performance of the three missing data estimation systems are 

evaluated by estimating each of the 11 attributes individually. 

Their abilities to estimate two, three and four missing attributes 

simultaneously are examined through the estimation of the Age, 

Age Gap, Parity and Gravidity variables.  

5 Experimental Results and Discussion 

The comparisons of the Standard Errors, Correlation Coefficients 

and relative prediction accuracies for the three systems, when 

estimating a single missing value, are shown in figures 5, 6 and 7 

respectively. Table 2 summarises the mean performance of the 

three systems when estimating a single variable.  
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Figure 6: Correlation Coefficients for all variables 

when one missing value is estimated by the three 

estimator systems 
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Figure 5: Standard errors for all variables when one 

missing value is estimated by the three estimator systems 

 

Table 1: Summary of variables used from HIV 

data
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Figure 8, 9, 10 and 11 depict the respective estimations of a 

few instances of the age attribute, when one, two, three and 

four values are missing from an instance.  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The average Standard Errors, Correlation Coefficients and 

relative prediction accuracies for the estimation of 1 – 4 

simultaneous missing values are summarised in tables II – IV 

respectively.  All the models show efficiency in the estimation of 

certain variables such as age, age gap, gravidity and parity. This is 

indicated by the high correlation coefficients, and low errors 

associated with these variables, as shown in figures 5 and 6. 

Conversely, all estimations of some variables such as HIV status 

and RPR are poor. This is clearly displayed in figures 5 – 7. This 

may be due to weak or highly non-linear interrelationships between 

these variables and the rest of the variables in the dataset. 

Figures 5 – 6 show that the Hybrid auto-associative network, 

coupled with the GA is the most accurate when predicting a single 

missing value. This is supported by table 2, which shows that the 

hybrid auto-associative system produces the smallest mean 

Standard Error and has the highest overall correlation coefficient 

and relative prediction accuracy. The hybrid network performs 

better than a regular AANN overall. 

The PCA and neural network auto-associative model 

demonstrates an increased ability to capture correlations within the 

data. This is shown by figure 6, where the model produces the 

highest correlations for most of the poorly estimated variables.  

Tables 3 – 5 show that the PCA and neural network auto-

associative model coupled with the GA performs best for multiple 

simultaneous estimations. The considerably higher correlation 

coefficients shown in table 4, for cases requiring multiple 

estimations, shows superiority over the other two models  when it 

comes to capturing the patterns and correlations within the data. 

For this reason the PCA and neural network system would be best 
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Figure 7: Relative Predicative Accuracies for all 

variables when one missing value is estimated by the 

three estimator systems. 
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Figure 8: Comparing the estimation of the 

normalised Age variable for 1 missing value. 
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Figure 9: Comparing the estimation of the normalised 

Age variable for 2 missing values. 
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Figure 10: Comparing the estimation of the 

normalised Age variable for 3 missing values. 
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 Figure 11: Comparing the estimation of the normalised 

Age variable for 4 missing values. 
 

Table 2: Overall performance summary for 1 missing value 
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suited for implementation in a real system since more than 

one missing value within an instance is likely, as is the case 

with the HIV data used.  

 

 

 
Figures 8 – 10 show that all the models are satisfactory for 

the estimation of up to 3 missing values and that accuracy 

decreases for increasing simultaneous estimations. However, 

figure 11 shows the poor estimation capabilities of all the 

models for the case of 4 missing values. This could be due to 

the data becoming MNAR when four values are missing i.e. 

one missing variable depends most one or more other 

variables that are also missing.  

6 Conclusions 

This paper investigates the estimation of missing data 

through novel techniques. The estimation system involves an 

auto-associative model to predict the input data, coupled with 

the genetic algorithm to approximate the missing data. Three 

auto associative models are investigated i.e. a regular auto-

encoder neural network, a hybrid auto-associative network 

consisting of three neural networks, and the series 

combination of three neural networks to incorporate 

Principal Component Analysis into an auto-associative 

function. The performance of each model in conjunction with 

the GA is investigated. Results show that the hybrid network 

is most accurate for single missing value estimation, while 

the PCA and neural network model provides more 

consistency for multiple estimations. The latter also appears 

to perform better than the other two models when dealing 

with data exhibiting very little interdependencies. 
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Abstract
The generation of realistic observation sequences from
HMM state distributions has been successfully applied
to the problem of speech synthesis. This approach fea-
tures unprecedented qualities, from automated synthetic
voice construction, voice conversion and language inde-
pendence, to speaking style variability and emotional ex-
pression. However, output quality from these synthesis
systems do not yet meet the standards set by state-of-the-
art unit selection synthesis. This paper aims to provide
insight into factors causing degradation of speech qual-
ity. An alternative voice coding scheme based on the si-
nusoidal model is investigated and a modified voice con-
struction procedure outlined.

1. Introduction
Black, Zen and Tokuda give a comprehensive overview of
the state of Statistical Parametric Synthesis (SPS) [1]
and its principle exponent HMM-based Text-to-speech
Synthesis (HTS) [2]. Black et al. elucidate the strong
relation to traditional unit selection and explore current
techniques for improving voice quality. Based on the
wide range of techniques on offer and unique capabili-
ties, SPS is concluded to be an excellent general text-to-
speech solution.

Clearly defining the ways in which HTS distorts orig-
inal speaker characteristics provides the focal point for
this paper:

• Buzz - Originates unambiguously from the HTS
vocoder generating excitation signals as pulse train
for voiced and noise for unvoiced segments.

• Drone - Caused by a flattening of synthetic f0 con-
tours, reducing pitch variability resulting in speech
with an increased monotonous quality. This effect
remains undocumented, but has been noted by sev-
eral independent experimenters on the HTS mail-
ing list [3].

• Muffle - Statistical averaging of vocoder features
causes smearing of the frequency response result-
ing in muffled speech.

The synergistic effect of these distortions results in decid-
edly dehumanised speech, which may be perfectly intelli-
gible, but fails to meet quality standards set by traditional
unit selection.

We investigate solutions to improve quality without
resorting to advanced modelling techniques, e.g. multi-
space probability distribution hidden Markov models
(MSD-HMM) [4], hidden semi-Markov models [5] or
trajectory HMM [6]. We find the basic components of
HTS:

• Acoustic modelling via five-state, left-to-right pho-
netic hidden Markov models (HMM) [7],

• Context clustering via minimum description length
(MDL) based classification and regression trees
(CART) [8],

• Independent modelling of spectrum, pitch and du-
ration parameters [9],

• Parameter generation from static and dynamic fea-
ture statistics [10]

to be sufficient in the construction of high quality syn-
thetic voices, provided that special care is taken to retain
speaker characteristics, and avoiding the introduction of
disturbing vocoding artifacts.

All aspects of speech degradation are addressed by
improved vocoder design and careful synthesis unit con-
struction. We find that some implementation details of
HTS may contribute to the degradation, prompting a re-
design of the voice construction procedure. Prelimi-
nary results reveal that good quality spoken output can
be achieved without resorting to more advanced acoustic
modelling techniques. The freely available CMU Arctic
databases are used in all experiments [11].

2. Speech Features
The first phase of SPS voice construction entails the
derivation and estimation of descriptive speech features.
Linguistic features are extracted from text. Vocoder fea-
tures are numeric features calculated from speech wave-
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forms. These features are decoded during synthesis to re-
construct waveforms. Statistical features are static and
dynamic statistics estimated for each unique linguistic
description from the vocoder features which it describes.

The second phase involves the clustering of statisti-
cal features using CART. The implementation details and
quality issues involved during this phase of voice con-
struction are discussed in the following section. This sec-
tion deals exclusively with unclustered features.

Statistical features can generate vocoder features ap-
proximating those from which they were estimated [10].
Ideally we want the resynthesis of the training set from
unclustered statistical features to be perceptually indis-
tinguishable from the original waveforms. This requires
the following:

• Transparent vocoder to generate speech perceptu-
ally equivalent to original waveforms

• Statistics estimated at sufficiently fine granularity
to generate accurate vocoder parameters

• Vocoder parameters that are insensitive to the ef-
fects of statistical averaging

This section explores how these ideals can best be ap-
proximated with specific focus on vocoder design and
synthesis feature derivation.

2.1. Linguistic Features

The Festival text-analysis front-end is used to extract
phonetic, linguistic and prosodic information from text
[12]. The great number of permutations possible given
the 53 contextual factors result in almost all phonetic in-
stances in the Arctic sets to be uniquely identified.

As text-analysis is the only language-dependent com-
ponent of SPS, systems based on HTS have already been
developed for a number of languages [1]. Good quality
synthesis has also been achieved for Xhosa, a language
with limited linguistic resources, using a data-driven ap-
proach [13].

2.2. Vocoder Features

HTS uses the mel-cepstral analysis and mel log spectrum
approximation (MLSA) synthesis voice coding scheme
[14]. The standard system encodes speech frames at a
rate of 200 Hz using 25 mel-cepstral coefficients and a
log f0 value or a discrete token for an unvoiced frame
[2]. The buzz caused by the simple voiced/unvoiced ex-
citation scheme has been corrected by mixed excitation
models [15, 16, 17, 18]. However, these solutions re-
main dependent on the “hard” voicing decision provided
by multi-space distribution (MSD) modelling [4].

A solution avoiding MSD altogether and eliminating
buzz is found in the sinusoidal model [19]. The sinu-
soidal scheme limits pitch harmonics over the frequency

range according to a degree of voicing measure [20]. This
parameter is defined as a voicing probability or a max-
imum voiced frequency. The scheme effectively elim-
inates buzz caused by high frequency pitch harmonics,
and provides sufficient information to accurately repro-
duce unvoiced sounds. The sinusoidal model literature
reports of transparent coding of speech devoid of readily
perceived artifacts [21, 22, 23], making it an ideal solu-
tion in this context.

The harmonic + noise model (HNM) is a variation
of the original sinusoidal model and has been success-
fully incorporated into HTS with promising results [16].
HNM, however, relies on MSD for voicing decisions.
Therefore, the traditional sinusoidal model is preferred
as no modification of general training procedures is re-
quired, allowing “soft” voicing decisions to be performed
internally by the vocoder during synthesis.

The drone effect has not been thoroughly investi-
gated. Training more specialised f0 trees is said to re-
duce this effect [3]. However, it seems plausible that
the log dynamic range compression (DRC) of f0 val-
ues contributes directly to the problem. The dramati-
cally reduced f0 parameter range, coupled with statisti-
cal averaging and possible numerical instability can result
in resynthesised f0 parameters being overly smoothed.
Steep rises in pitch are particularly vulnerable. No justi-
fication of the use of log DRC can be found in the HTS
literature and its use is not consistent with the log-based
mel scale. In fact, mel scaling typical f0 values, any-
where between 50 and 500 Hz, would not compress the
dynamic range at all, since the mel scale is approximately
linear below 1 kHz [24]. Alternative DRC methods are
being investigated, as it appears unlikely that statistical
averaging alone can account for this effect.

Muffled speech results from over-smoothing of spec-
tral features. Statistical averaging is fundamental to SPS
and as such cannot be completely avoided. It can, how-
ever, be minimised by ensuring that spectral features are
robust against averaging. MLSA spectral features are fre-
quency warped and cepstral coded, giving coding prefer-
ence to perceptually critical frequency bands and effec-
tive decorrelation of feature dimensions. However, av-
eraging robustness may be improved further by calculat-
ing vocoder features using pitch adaptive frame lengths,
typically an integer multiple of the pitch period [19].
This method produces parameter sequences with much
smoother evolution, reducing variance between succes-
sive frames and subsequently the averaging effect.

The muffled effect is dramatically reduced by apply-
ing an appropriate formant emphasis postfilter. The post-
filter enhances spectral peaks, reducing formant band-
widths, and attenuates valleys. This clarifies speech and
reduces buzz caused by the leakage of pitch harmonics at
artificially elevated valleys [21, 22, 15].
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2.3. Statistical Features

Since SPS generates vocoder features from statistics [10],
rather than using multi-templates of speech units for se-
lection, over-smoothing does occur, resulting in muffled
speech. The subphonetic statistical units of selection cor-
respond to HMM state distributions. HTS uses these
state distributions during synthesis directly. The distribu-
tions are estimated during Baum-Welch embedded rees-
timation (BWER), each composed of the probabilisti-
cally weighed sum of a large number of vocoder features.
While the features underlying the HMM state are greatly
preferred, leaking of irrelevant parameters, outside HMM
state bounds, inevitably occurs.

Statistical features are single-mixture diagonal co-
variance Gaussian distributions composed of the static
and dynamic statistics of the underlying vocoder fea-
tures. First and second order dynamic statistics are used
to constrain the curve of generated speech parameters.
The HMM labelling procedure accurately detects intra-
phonetic regions with elementary dynamic structures.
These subphonetic regions closely approximate station-
arity, or at least simple first or second order curves. Mod-
elling these regions by means of static and dynamic statis-
tics provides sufficient information for accurate recon-
struction.

Limiting the number of vocoder features from which
statistical features are estimated reduces the smoothing
effect. An increased number of HMM states ensures less
features per state. The five state models of HTS are found
to be adequate. Decoding the HMMs estimated during
BWER with Viterbi forced alignment (VFA) produces
state sized labels of vocoder features. Statistical features,
including state durations, are estimated from these la-
bels using only the vocoder features within the labelled
bounds. These statistical features describe much nar-
rower vector spaces, and as such would be less smoothed.
Training set resynthesis from these features are markedly
less muffled than synthesis from HMM state distribu-
tions, and sound remarkably similar to resynthesis from
vocoder features. This strongly affirms the ability of dy-
namic statistics in accurately reconstructing short speech
segments.

A new system based on the SPS paradigm, Cluster-
Gen, offers some interesting trajectory modelling alter-
natives to the approach outlined above [25].

3. Statistical Analysis and Synthesis
This section briefly outlines a modified SPS voice con-
struction procedure.

3.1. Automatic Alignment of Speech Features

The linguistic and vocoder features are aligned automat-
ically using HMM. The Arctic sets come equipped with
phonetic labels, greatly simplifying the procedure. Initial

phonetic alignments can be made using eHMM, which
is included in the latest FestVox release [12]. The ac-
curacy of the alignments greatly affects the quality of
synthesis. To achieve sufficient subphonetic granularity
five-state HMMs are trained from spectral features using
BWER. The models are decoded using VFA, producing
state sized labels. As only spectral features are used dur-
ing training and alignment, there is no need for MSD-
HMM to model discontinuous f0 contours.

HTS models each unique context-dependent (CD)
phone in the training corpus with an HMM. This requires
a very large model set. Considering the fact that the
overwhelming majority of contexts in the Arctic set are
unique, this approach implies that each phonetic instance
has a unique dynamic structure. This is obviously not
the case since dynamic structures are shared across the
same phone in different contexts. Therefore, many of
the CD phone models of HTS are redundant. Further-
more, this method is fraught with trainability and scal-
ability problems. A larger training corpus would have
many more unique contexts requiring an unrealistic num-
ber of CD-HMMs. The phone durations in the Arctic
dataset were found to be on average between 15 and 30
frames, making reliable estimation of HMM parameters
very difficult for small datasets. HTS overcomes train-
ing issues by initialising CD phone models from prior
context-independent (CI) models.

We propose an alternative method that clusters simi-
lar phones prior to HMM training. This flexibly reduces
the number of models ensuring availability of sufficient
training data for all. These context-clustered (CC) phone
models are initialised from the spectral features directly,
avoiding the model cloning procedure of HTS. The CC-
HMMs are trained using BWER and used in VFA to
produce state sized labels, consistently identifying phone
boundaries and quasi-stationary intra-phonetic regions.
After completing the alignment procedure, the full con-
text of each label is restored. The CD set of statistical fea-
tures are estimated from these labels prior to clustering.
Informal experiments have shown that consistent and ac-
curate state level alignments can be obtained from mono-
phone CI-HMMs as well.

3.2. Context Clustering

CART clusters acoustically similar contexts, enabling
prediction of unseen contexts from salient contextual fac-
tors. Ideally we want the clustering process to distinguish
various modes of pronunciation using very little informa-
tion, maximising range, yet avoiding over-specialisation.

The CART clustering procedure is driven by a set of
simple questions, each pertaining to some contextual fac-
tor. All questions are evaluated prior to each split. The
set of statistical features are split successively by ques-
tions that minimise impurity. Impurity according to the
MDL criteria is a measure of the size of the cluster, in
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terms of its statistical variance and description length [8].
The tree building procedure is halted once there are

no more valid splits to perform. Besides ensuring some
minimum leaf occupancy, a threshold factor is employed
to test possible splits for sufficient reduction in impurity.
This threshold factor effectively controls the size of the
tree. The merging of clustered statistics at each leaf node
results in the most profound over-smoothing effect. This
is particularly noticeable for smaller trees where distinct
statistical features are merged resulting in muffled speech
[26]. On the other hand, if the tree is too large it will
be over-specialised, unable to adequately model unseen
contexts. Finding the right balance is key to providing
high quality synthesis.

If the detrimental effects of merging statistics can-
not be overcome, it might be worthwhile to investigate
the use of multi-template statistical clusters, analogous
to the clustered unit selection synthesiser of [27]. This
would require some concatenation cost function to deter-
mine the best candidate in the cluster. This search may
be aided by speech parameter generation algorithms that
operate on hidden state sequences or mixture components
[10].

The independent clustering of spectrum, pitch and du-
ration parameters improves synthesis quality as they are
affected by different contextual factors [9, 25].

3.3. Speech Parameter Generation

During synthesis the linguistic features are used to predict
appropriate spectrum, pitch and duration statistics. These
statistics are used in the maximum likelihood parameter
generation algorithm (Case 1 in [10]) to produce a se-
quence of realistic vocoder features, which reflects the
means, variances and dynamics of the underlying param-
eters. These features are decoded to produce the actual
synthetic speech. Provided the statistics are estimated
from limited, closely related numeric features, the algo-
rithm produces high quality parameter contours.

4. Discussion
The unique advantages offered by the SPS paradigm [1]:

• Rapid voice construction

• Easy modification of voice characteristics

• Language portability

• Variety of speaking styles and emotional expres-
sions from limited data

• Compatibility with established speech recognition
technologies

• Small footprint

and the great strides already made to improve quality, en-
sures its place in the future of TTS. Most current prob-
lems associated with SPS appear to be implementation
specific, rather than inherent flaws of the methodology
itself.

The challenge lies in the development of a voice cod-
ing technique that provides transparent parametric rep-
resentation of speech and a training procedure that opti-
mally utilises all available data. While HTS goes a long
way in approximating these ideals, some teething prob-
lems remain. It is already possible to produce highly in-
telligible, good quality synthesis from very little training
data. The quality of synthesis improves with the avail-
ability of more data. These trends and the growing body
of research on these systems suggest exciting develop-
ments in the field of SPS in the near future.

In summation, we propose the following modifica-
tions to the standard HTS voice building procedure:

• Pitch adaptive frame analysis to improve the inter-
polation characteristics of spectral features.

• A degree of voicing measure to control pitch har-
monics over the frequency range.

• Generate state level alignments from a reduced
modelset, either CC or CI-HMMs, to improve ef-
ficiency and overcome trainability and scalability
problems.

• Estimate statistical features directly from state
level alignments to reduce the averaging effect.

5. Conclusion
We have outlined a modified procedure for SPS voice
construction that would easily scale to much larger train-
ing sets. This method, coupled with an improved vocoder
design, promises to deliver high quality synthesis within
an automated, flexible framework. It was shown that
good quality synthesis can be produced without resorting
to advanced acoustic modelling techniques.
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Abstract
We study the relationship between the properties of data and
classifier performance. Data measures are employed to char-
acterise classification problems and it is shown that these data
measures successfully capture important characteristics of the
relationship between data and classifiers. The proposed data
measures can be used to predict the classification performance
of real-world data sets and to gain insight into the structures and
properties of real-world data.

1. Introduction
We today have a wide-range of classifiers that are employed
in numerous applications, from credit scoring to speech-
processing, with great technical and commercial success. No
classifier, however, exists that will outperform all other classi-
fiers on all classification tasks and the process of classifier se-
lection is still mainly one of trial and error.

Several empirical studies have shown that the choice of
optimal classifier does in fact depend on the data set em-
ployed [1, 2], and some guidelines on classifier selection have
been proposed [3]. These guidelines do not, however, provide
much insight into the specific characteristics of the data that
will determine the preference of classifier; several theoretical
approaches have also been employed to predict the performance
of classifiers in an a priori fashion [4–6]. We will show in the
next sections that these approaches fall short of a comprehen-
sive solution to the task of classifier selection.

A significant amount of insight into the theoretical proper-
ties of classifiers and of data will be required to fully describe
the relationship between data characteristics and classifier per-
formance; we will search for such insight by (1) identifying
data properties that influence classification performance and (2)
measuring these properties from data.

Various experiments have been performed in [7,8] to iden-
tify the properties of data that influence classification perfor-
mance; in this paper we will propose measures to measure these
properties from data. We will also illustrate how these data mea-
sures can be used to predict the classification performance of
real-world data sets.

In Section 2 we will briefly summarise various approaches
that have been proposed in the literature to predict the classifi-
cation performance of classification tasks; in Section 3 we will
propose data measures that capture important characteristics of
the relationship between data properties and the performance of
classifiers and in Section 4 we will illustrate how these data
measures can be employed to construct a meta-classification
system. We will explain the results of this meta-classifier in

Section 5 and we will conclude on our findings in Section 6.

2. Background
Various strategies have been employed to describe the relation-
ship between classifiers and the problems they try to solve.
These approaches are summarised as follows:

• Empirical studies have been performed to compare the
performance of classifiers on different real-world data
sets [1, 2] and to predict the domain of competence
of classifiers [3, 9]. A heuristic meta-learning search
method has been proposed by [10] to find the optimal
parameters settings of classifiers and to estimate the gen-
eralisation performance of these classifiers.

• Data measures to characterise the difficulty of classifica-
tion problems were studied by [11]; their focus was on
the geometrical complexity of the decision boundaries
between classes.

• A theoretical framework, known as the no-free-lunch
theorems, was developed in [4, 5] to predict and com-
pare the generalization performance of classifiers.

• Statistical learning theories, such as that of Vapnik and
Chervonenkis (VC) [6], have been used to place bounds
on the generalisation error rates of data sets.

All these approaches are limited in some way or another. The
no-free-lunch theorems and the bound on generalisation perfor-
mance of classifiers using VC dimensions are very limited in
terms of real-world applications. Empirical studies have shown
the importance of the relationship between data characteristics
and classifier performance; they have, however, failed to de-
scribe this relationship in detail. A detailed discussion of each
of these approaches is given in [8].

3. Data measures
Previous empirical studies have shown that data measures can
be employed to give valuable insight into data set properties
[11,12]; these studies have, however, failed to explain how these
properties influence classification performance.

In this section we will briefly summarise data measures that
are specifically designed to measure data properties that influ-
ence classifier performance. We will use the data measures pro-
posed in [8]; we will, however, only discuss the most infor-
mative data measures, as identified by [8], in this section. A
detailed discussion of all the data measures is given in [8].
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3.1. Correlation of features

We use the following data measure to measure the average ab-
solute correlation between features in a data set [2]:

p =
1

T

C∑
i=1

d−1∑
j=1

d∑

k=j+1

|pjk|, (1)

where |pjk| is the absolute value of the Pearson correlation co-
efficient between variables j and k and T is the total number of
correlation coefficients added together.

3.2. Multivariate normality

We will use the BHEP test for multivariate normality since this
test possesses the following desirable properties [13, 14]:

• Affine invariant

• Consistent against non-normal distributions

• Can be applied to data sets of any size and dimensional-
ity.

The calculation of this measure is rather involved; we refer the
reader to [13] for a full discussion of this test. We will use
this weighted distance measure as a measure of normality and
indicate it as MVN.

3.3. Linear separability

We use a linear-discriminative classifier described in [15] to
perform linear classification. The linear discrimination func-
tion is a linear combination of the variables in a sample. This
discrimination function is used to construct an optimal hyper-
plane to discriminate between data of different classes in a d-
dimensional feature space. We use the 10-fold cross-validation
error rate of this linear classifier as a measure of linear separa-
biltity. We denote this error rate as L1.

3.4. Samples per group

We use an ε-neighbourhood pretopology approach proposed by
[11, 16], to grow successive adherence subsets from points in
each class; each adherence subset is grown to the highest order
such that it includes only points of the same class.

The number of samples in the retained adherence subsets
gives us an indication of the sizes of groups in the data. The
average size of these subsets can be seen as a measure of the
average number of samples per group. We use the following
measure:

T 2 =
1

Nretained

Nretained∑
i=1

Si, (2)

where Nretained is the number of retained adherence subsets
and Si is the number of samples in adherence subset i.

3.5. Variation in feature standard deviation

We will calculate the variation in feature standard deviations
(SDs) in each class by calculating the SD of the feature SDs; we
use the maximum-likelihood equations given in [8] to calculate
these SDs. We denote this SD of the feature SDs as measure
T3.

3.6. Inter-class scale variation

The scale of data in various parts of the feature space of a data
set can be measured by the density of the hyper-spheres retained
by the pretopology ε-neighbourhoods approach. We define the
density of a retained subset as:

ρ =
Nsphere

Vsphere
, (3)

where Nsphere is the number of samples in a retained subset
and Vsphere is the volume of the retained subset. The radius of
a sphere is the Euclidean distance from the sphere centre to the
furthest sample in the sphere.

We calculate the SD of the sphere densities of a data set to
give us an indication of the variation in sphere density in a data
set and consequently a measure of variation in scale through
the feature space. The SD of sphere densities will give us a
measure of both intra-class and inter-class scale variation. We
will denote the SD of sphere densities as measure T4.

3.7. Input noise

To determine input noise we will determine the amount of over-
lap between features of different classes; we will follow an ap-
proach suggested by [11] with two slight variations - we will
rotate the feature axes with an eigenvalue transformation and
also consider the number of dimensions in which overlap oc-
curs. The reason for the eigenvalue transformation is to decor-
relate the data as much as possible, since correlation can create
the false impression that overlap between features exists (when
we only consider one feature at a time).

The maximum and minimum values of a feature in each
class are used to define boundaries for a feature; if the feature
value of a sample lies in the boundaries of another class’s fea-
ture values then we will assume that this sample contributes to
overlap in this specific feature. We will count for each sample
in how many dimensions it overlaps and then normalise the total
overlap with the product of the number of samples in the data
set and the dimensionality of the data set. We will denote this
measure of input noise as measure N1.

3.8. Feature noise

We use the intrinsic dimensionality measure proposed in [8]
to measure the proportion of features that don’t contribute to
classification. We use the following measure as a measure of
feature noise:

ID2 =
d− ID

d
(4)

where d is the dimensionality of the data and ID is the intrinsic
dimensionality measure.

3.9. Summary of data measures

The data measures discussed in this section are summarised in
Table 1 (the efficacy of these data measures are verified in [8]).
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Table 1: Summary of most informative data measures

Measure Data property
p Correlation of features

N1 Input noise
T3 Variation in feature SD

MV N Multivariate normality
L1 Linear separability
T4 Inter-class scale variation
T2 Samples per group
ID2 Feature noise

4. Meta-classification
In this section we will construct a meta-classification system to
predict the classification performance of real-world data sets.
We will make use of the data measures proposed in [8] to char-
acterise data sets; these measures include the measures dis-
cussed in the previous section. We will also utilise artificial
data sets to construct a meta-classifier.

4.1. Classifiers

We will use model-based and discriminative classifiers to con-
struct our meta-classifier; these classifiers are the Naı̈ve Bayes
(NB), Gaussian (Gauss), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), De-
cision Tree (DT), k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers.
More details regarding these classifiers are given in [8]. The
meta-classifier will be able to predict the performance of these
classifiers for real-world data sets.

4.2. Artificial data

We will make use of artificial data sets to construct a meta-
classification training set; these artificial data sets are gener-
ated with very specific data properties that influence classifi-
cation performance. Artificial data sets are generated by sam-
pling from a prescribed density function. These density func-
tions are the uniform, Gaussian, Gaussian mixture model and
Cauchy probability density functions.

More information on the generation of these artificial data
sets and their properties is given in [8].

4.3. Real-world data sets

We will predict the classification performances of ten real-world
data sets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning repository
[17]. These data sets are summarised in Table 2. We abbreviate
dimensionality as d, number of samples as N and number of
classes as C. The number of numerical attributes is abbreviated
as d(Num) and the number of categorical attributes as d(Cat).
The Diabetes, Heart, Australian, Vehicle and German data sets
were previously studied in the Statlog project [2].

4.4. Data characteristics

We will make use of the following data characteristics and their
corresponding data measures to characterise a data set: corre-
lation of features, multivariate normality of class conditional
probability density functions, variation in feature SDs, sparsity
of data, input noise, output noise, intra-class scale variation,
inter-class scale variation, variation in decision boundary com-

Table 2: Summary of real-world data sets

Data set d(Num) d(Cat) d N C
Iris 4 - 4 150 4

Balance-scale 4 - 4 625 3
Diabetes 4 4 8 768 2

Tic-tac-toe - 9 9 958 2
Heart 7 6 13 270 2

Australian 6 9 15 690 2
Vehicle 18 - 18 846 4
German 7 13 20 1000 2

Ionosphere 34 - 34 351 2
Sonar 60 - 60 208 2

plexity, intrinsic dimensionality, groups per class, samples per
group and the interleaving of groups of different classes.

The most informative data measures have been discussed in
Section 3 and a detailed description of all these data measures
is given in [8].

4.5. Meta-classifier

The flow diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the process used to pre-
dict and evaluate the classification performance of real-world
data sets.

R e a l - w o r l d
d a t a  s e t

C l a s s i f y  r e a l - w o r l d
d a t a

G e n e r a t e  a r t i f i c i a l
d a t a

P e r f o r m  d a t a  
m e a s u r e s

P r e d i c t
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  
p e r f o r m a n c e

C l a s s i f y  a r t i f i c i a l
d a t a

C o m p a r e  
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  

e r r o r  r a t e s

P e r f o r m  d a t a  
m e a s u r e s

Figure 1: Flow diagram of meta-classification system

The data measures proposed in [8] are employed on a real-
world data set and artificial data sets are generated with the
exact same dimensionality, number of samples and number of
classes; these artificial data sets contain various data properties
that were identified in [8]. Data measures are employed on
these artificial data sets and the 10-fold cross-validation classi-
fication error rates of the artificial data sets are determined.

A weighted Euclidean distance is used to compare the data
measures of the real-world data set to the data measures of the
artificial data sets. The artificial data set closest to the real-world
data set (in terms of Euclidean distance) is considered as the
data set with the most similar data properties. The classification
error rates of this artificial data set are used as the predicted
error rates of the real-world data set.

The classification error rates of the real-world data set are
estimated by performing 10-fold cross-validation; these error
rates are used to evaluate the efficacy of the meta-classifier by
comparing them to the predicted classification error rates.

The accuracy of the meta-classifier predictions for all the
real-world data sets are given and discussed in the next section.
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Table 3: Classification error rates of real-world data sets

Data set NB Gauss GMMd GMMf kNN DT SVM MLP
Iris 0.0467 0.0200 0.0400 0.0333 0.0333 0.0600 0.0267 0.0400

Balance-s. 0.0960 0.0983 0.2720 0.0832 0.0976 0.2176 0.0000 0.0512
Diabetes 0.2422 0.2579 0.2566 0.2695 0.2500 0.2630 0.2305 0.2227

Tic-tac-toe 0.2265 0.3011 25.00 0.2140 0.0313 0.0438 0.0939 0.0167
Heart 0.1667 0.1704 0.1519 0.1814 0.1926 0.2037 0.1519 0.1667

Australian 0.2290 0.2103 0.1942 0.2029 0.1478 0.1507 0.1464 0.1217
Vehicle 0.5627 0.1451 0.5638 0.1525 0.2943 0.2731 0.1478 0.1690
German 0.2510 0.2890 0.3200 0.3220 0.2690 0.2600 0.2120 0.2490

Ionosphere 0.1738 0.0765 0.3589 0.3049 0.1311 0.1168 0.0884 0.0855
Sonar 0.3173 0.3500 0.1680 0.3269 0.1490 0.2933 0.2260 0.1490

Table 4: Predicted error rates of real-world data sets

Data set NB Gauss GMMd GMMf kNN DT SVM MLP
Iris 0.1867 0.0400 0.1533 0.0400 0.1133 0.1667 0.0667 0.0667

Balance-s. 0.6333 0.6400 0.6083 0.6250 0.6117 0.6700 0.6250 0.6117
Diabetes 0.4838 0.5275 0.4925 0.5175 0.4975 0.5050 0.4788 0.4888

Tic-tac-toe 0.3052 0.3156 0.1885 0.1865 0.2063 0.1323 0.2531 0.1479
Heart 0.4500 0.4150 0.4100 0.3850 0.4550 0.5100 0.4350 0.4150

Australian 0.3786 0.4757 0.3271 0.2443 0.1414 0.3757 0.2671 0.3086
Vehicle 0.0248 0.0000 0.0248 0.0000 0.0142 0.1168 0.02005 0.0224
German 0.3600 0.4330 0.3560 0.3740 0.3690 0.4110 0.3390 0.3420

Ionosphere 0.1893 0.4567 0.1864 0.4522 0.4096 0.1808 0.1525 0.2175
Sonar 0.0150 0.3550 0.0000 0.0050 0.0000 0.1350 0.0000 0.0050

5. Results
The classification results of the ten real-world data sets are given
in Table 3. We will compare these error rates to the predicted
error rates of the meta-classifier in order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the meta-classifier; the predicted error rates are given
in Table 4.

The Pearson correlation coefficients between the 10-fold
cross-validation classification error rates and predicted classi-
fication error rates are calculated for each data set. These cor-
relation coefficients give us an indication of how accurately the
measurements can explain the behaviour of the classifiers. The
classifier correlation coefficients are given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Correlation coefficients of real-world data sets

We see in Figure 2 that the Tic-tac-toe data set is the only
one with a negative correlation coefficient; this is to be ex-
pected, since this data set is the only one that contains only
categorical features. Closer evaluation of the classification er-
ror rates in Table 3 reveal that the NB, Gaussian, GMMd and
GMMf classifiers have very poor classification performance for
this data set; this is due to the fact that these classifiers are not
suited for categorical data. All the data sets in the meta-training
set contain continuous variables, which explains why the pre-
dictions of these error rates are not accurate.

The Ionosphere data set has the lowest correlation coeffi-
cient of the non-categorical data sets. If we investigate the clas-
sification error rates and the predicted classification error rates
more closely we find that the predicted error rate of the Gaus-
sian classifier differs significantly from the 10-fold cross valida-
tion error rate. If we calculate the correlation coefficient exclud-
ing the Gaussian classifier we obtain a correlation coefficient of
0.2861.

The two data sets with the highest correlation coefficients
are the Iris and Diabetes data sets. The artificial data set nearest
to the Iris data set has Gaussian distributed classes with fea-
ture SDs close to unity; the nearest data set to the Diabetes has
GMM distributed classes with 100 groups per class with feature
SDs between 0 and 5.

What is interesting is that the Diabetes data set contains
four numerical and four categorical features; if we evaluate the
classification error rates we observe that these four categorical
features do not influence the model-based classifiers too nega-
tively compared to the discriminative classifiers. This explains
why the correlation coefficient is still very good even though the
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data set contains categorical attributes.
The remaining data sets have correlation coefficients be-

tween 0.1364 and 0.5862; these data sets and their data mea-
sures are discussed in more detail in [8]. These results show
that important data characteristics are captured by the employed
data measures.

We calculate the correlation coefficients for each classifier
across the ten real-world data sets to give us an indication of
how well the data measures describe the properties of each clas-
sifier; the Pearson correlation coefficients between the classifi-
cation error rates of each classifier are given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Correlation coefficients of classifiers

We see that the NB and SVM classifiers have negative cor-
relation coefficients across all the real-world data sets, and that
the observed correlation values are generally lower than the val-
ues across the different classifiers for a fixed data set. This sug-
gests that our features are more successful in predicting the rel-
ative performance of different classifiers across the same data
set than error rates across data sets. This is not surprising in
light of the tremendous variability of data sets. Fortunately, the
prediction of relative classifier performance is also the more in-
teresting task from a practical perspective.

6. Conclusion
Understanding the relationship between classifiers and the prob-
lems they try to solve is crucial in selecting the optimal classifier
for a classification task. In this paper we have identified infor-
mative data measures that capture some of the characteristics of
this relationship.

We have illustrated how these data measures can be em-
ployed to characterise a data set and how these data measures
can be used to predict the classification performance of real-
world data.

The data measures used to characterise a data set allows
us to quantify important data properties such as correlation of
features, multivariate normality of class conditional probabil-
ity density functions, variation in feature SDs, sparsity of data,
input noise, output noise, intra-class scale variation, inter-class
scale variation, variation in decision boundary complexity, in-
trinsic dimensionality, groups per class, samples per group and
the interleaving of groups of different classes.

Positive correlation coefficients were obtained between the
true and predicted classification error rates of all the non-
categorical real-world data sets. These results show that the

meta-classifier captured important characteristics of the rela-
tionship between data and classifier performance.

The performance of the meta-classifier across all real-world
data sets for each classifier, however, suggests that further in-
sight into the properties of data is required to fully describe the
relationship between data characteristics and classifier perfor-
mance.
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Abstract   

 
Within the framework of the IBIS project, an algorithm 

for automatic ship detection from high spatial 

resolution optical imagery was developed to 

complement existing fishery control measures, in 

particular the Vessel Monitoring System. The 

algorithm focused on feature-based analysis of satellite 

imagery. Genetic algorithms and neural networks were 

used to deal with the feature-borne information. Based 

on the described approach, a first prototype was 

designed to classify small targets such as shrimp boats 

and tested on panchromatic SPOT5, 5-m resolution 

imagery taking into account the environmental and 

fishing context. The proposed algorithm provided a 

detection rate of 80%, proving its potential for 

operational use in maritime surveillance. 

 

1. Introduction  

 
Ship detection is a key requirement for monitoring 

traffic, fisheries and for associating ships with oil 

discharges. Automatically recognizing and extracting 

ship patterns from remote sensed imagery has often 

formed part of major research efforts in the fields of 

pattern recognition and computer vision. Ship pattern 

detection by synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been 

studied extensively and most recently reviewed in [1].  

Even though SAR imagery is advantageous due to its 

ability to scan large areas and its independence from 

cloud and light conditions, individual identification and 

classification of vessels at a higher detail level remains 

a difficult task. Far less research and development 

activity has taken place in automatic detection and 

classification of vessels using optical imagery than 

using SAR imagery [2]. This is a consequence of the 

novelty of the high resolution optical satellite sensors, 

the problem of clouds, and the fact that the swath of 

high resolution imagery is relatively small, making it 

less suitable for surveillance over the oceans. However, 

high spatial resolution can complement SAR since it is 

most suitable for ship classification and it permits the 

detection of wooden and fibreglass boats, which are 

difficult to detect with radar [3]. In this context, there is 

an imperative need for a system that automatically 

detects ship patterns from high spatial resolution 

imagery in an operational framework.  

This paper proposes an approach for the detection and 

classification of ship patterns from high spatial 

resolution optical imagery. It was developed in the 

framework of the IBIS project (Implementation of a 

Boat Information System) to complement existing 

fishery control measures, in particular the Vessel 

Monitoring System. The algorithm focuses on feature-

based analysis of satellite imagery. Genetic algorithms 

(GAs) and neural networks are used to deal with the 

feature-borne information. Based on the described 

approach, a first prototype was designed to classify 

small targets such as shrimp boats and tested on 

panchromatic SPOT5, 5-m resolution imagery.  

 

2. Methodology  

 

2.1. Method Overview 

 

The algorithm is a three-step object detection task 

consisting of the following stages:  

- segmentation or predetection of ship patterns, 

- feature extraction,  

- classification.  

The segmentation aims at detecting potential ship 

targets. It involves a pre-processing stage for the 

purpose of removing noise. Then, image objects 

corresponding to potential ship targets are created by 

means of a region-growing algorithm.  

During the feature extraction stage, image objects are 

characterized by spectral, shape and textural features. 

The feature extraction step is concerned with finding 

transformations to map features to a lower dimensional 

space for enhanced class separability and optimized 

performance. Because of their robustness, GAs are 

considered a suitable tool to address the optimization 

problem [4]. The GA-driven selection procedure 

provides a vector of feature values corresponding to a 

series of feature combinations that is passed to the 

subsequent classification stage.  

In the third and last step, artificial neural networks are 

used for the classification of image objects. A neural 

network architecture is created according to the optimal 

feature combinations and optimal number of hidden 
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nodes. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the approach which 

consists of two phases: a learning phase and an 

operational phase.  

In the learning phase, genetic algorithms are used to 

train (evolve) a feed-forward neural network based on 

reference samples. An objective function is used to 

calculate fitness that is equal to the inverse of 

classification error rate. In the operational phase, the 

best low dimensional neural network architecture is 

selected as a classifier in the three-step ship detection 

and classification algorithm.  

Figure 1. Flow chart of the proposed ship detection 

algorithm implemented in two phases: a learning phase and 

an operational phase. 

 

In what follows, the three main stages of the algorithm 

are described in detail.  

 

2.2. Segmentation (Predetection of ship patterns) 

 

Pre-screening of possible ship patterns is based on the 

contrast between sea (noise-like background) and 

target (a cluster of bright pixels). The contrast depends 

on the sea conditions, the ship’s detailed shape, and its 

position relative to the satellite beam. The proposed 

algorithm applies a simple moving window adaptive 

threshold to the image pixel values to discriminate 

bright pixels [5]. The threshold used for the detection 

of intensity peaks is based on the mean and the 

standard deviation of the sea background in the moving 

window. 
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Noise resulting from image thresholding is removed 

using a morphological opening operation with a 2 × 2 

pixels structural element. Indeed, isolated pixels cannot 

belong to a ship object, which is usually characterized 

by a cluster of several bright pixels.  

The resulting thresholded image is then segmented into 

coherent image objects by means of the region-growing 

segmentation. Shrimp boats have a characteristic 

texture, usually consisting of two regions of high 

intensity related by a region of lower intensity as 

shown in fig. 2. The region-growing operator allows 

the grouping of the regions of a ship that may be 

detected separately during the thresholding operation.  

 

 
Figure 2. On the left: Panchromatic SPOT5 (5m) image 

representing a shrimp boat in pseudo-colours. The middle 

image shows the two regions of the same boat detected 

separately during the thresholding operation. The image on 

the right represents the image object obtained by the region-

growing operator. 

 

2.3. Feature extraction  

 

According to [6], image characteristics such as shape 

and texture are the most useful features in visual 

interpretation of images acquired at a high spatial 

resolution. Notwithstanding their importance, it is 

difficult to successfully automate the recognition of 

ships solely based on quantified shape and texture 

features. Using them in combination with spectral 

features might result in a better discrimination of ships. 

Hence, based on a priori knowledge of ships’ 

characteristics, we screen out spectral, shape and 

textural features that most likely characterize ship 

objects in a unique way, bearing in mind that rotation-

position invariance is requisite.   

A ship can be generally described by the following 

characteristics:  

- bright pixels, 

- large length to width ratio, 

- symmetry between its head and tail, like a 

long narrow ellipse, 

- a regular and compact shape,  

- ship wakes which have a linear texture. 

Accordingly, 28 spectral, shape and texture features 

were derived for the image objects. Table 1 lists the 28 

features calculated for an image object representing a 

shrimp boat (image object 5, in the example shown on 

fig. 3). 

Ship detection can be considered as a 28-dimensional 

classification problem with two classes:  the first class 

corresponds to ship objects including moving and 

stationary ships and the second class corresponds to all 

255 

25 m 

0 0 
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non-ship objects such as clouds. For classification of 

such a high-dimensional data set, a large training 

sample is required. In the case of shrimp boat detection 

by optical remote sensing, a limited amount of ground 

truth information is available concerning ship position. 

The learning performance may not be good in small-

sample conditions and with high-dimensional data. For 

this reason, it is desirable to reduce input 

dimensionality so as to improve generalization 

capability and to obtain a network that performs well in 

terms of both training and test classification accuracies 

[7]. This underscores the relevance of feature 

extraction for NNs; i.e., finding the best combination of 

features in a lower dimensional space that does not lead 

to a significant decrease in the overall classification 

accuracy. One way to deal with dimensionality 

reduction is to use a GA. 

A GA is inspired by biological evolution, and is widely 

believed to be an effective global optimization 

algorithm. A genetic algorithm consists of a population 

of genetic strings, referred to as chromosomes, which 

are evaluated using a fitness function. Chromosomes 

consist of variables or genes. The fittest chromosomes 

are then regenerated at the expense of the others. 

Furthermore, genetic operations such as crossover and 

mutation are defined. The mutation operator changes 

individual elements of a chromosome, the crossover 

operation interchanges parts between strings. The 

combination of these operations is then repeated during 

several generations. The intrinsic parallelism of a 

genetic algorithm, i.e., the ability to manipulate large 

numbers of chromosomes in parallel, and the crossover 

operation whereby good portions of different strings 

are combined, both make the technique a very effective 

optimization technique [8]. The usefulness of GAs in 

pattern recognition and image processing has been 

demonstrated [9]. Our approach consists of using a GA 

to train neural networks by evolving learning 

parameters and input features [10]. The problem is 

coded in a binary chromosome with a length of 28 bits 

(one for each object feature), where the genes have 

values of 0 or 1. Starting with an initial population of 

100 individuals, the selection process selects the 

healthier ones, directed by the survival-of-the-fittest 

concept of natural genetic systems. Fitness 

computation is based on an objective function that is 

the inverse of classification error rate. For a judgement 

on their fitness to be made, the individuals have to be 

decoded to serve as inputs for the NN classifier. The 

back-propagation algorithm is used for training the 

network with a learning rate = 0.25 and a momentum = 

0.10. A tournament selection procedure and uniform 

crossover are adopted to select the new population. The 

probability of crossover is set to 0.5, while the 

mutation probability is set to 0.05. Within each 

successive generation, the individuals yielding the 

highest fitness value, corresponding to the lower 

classification error rate as measured on a validation set, 

are enriched in number. The evolutionary process for 

network refinement is terminated when the number of 

generations reaches 28. All final offspring individuals 

thus represent a combination of spectral, shape and 

texture features that should result in a high 

classification accuracy. Finally, the best performing 

low dimensional NN architectures are selected for 

subsequent classification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: 6 image objects obtained by region-growing image 

segmentation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 1: List of spectral, shape and texture features 

calculated for image objects. An example of feature values is 

provided for image object 5 of figure 3 (*M = momentum of 

inertia, *GLCM= Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix) 

 

 

 

25 m   

5 

6 

1 

4 

3 

2 

Number of pixels 39

Mean 189,41

Standard deviation 57,05

Sum of squares 1,52E+06

Min 95

Max 255

Variation 3254,30

Asymmetry coeff icient 0,49

Kurtosis 0,42

Perimeter 23,90

Area 39,00

Compactness 0,86

Elongation 2,44

M1 * 0,23

M2 0,03

M3 6,59E+14

M4 7,33E+13

Major axe 11,14

Minor axe 4,54

Ratio Major/Minor 2,46

Eccentricity 357,84

GLCM* mean 150,00

GLCM variance 1,08E+06

GLCM uniformity 404,00

GLCM inertia 4,97E+05

GLCM correlation 5,01E+05

GLCM entropy 99,55

GLCM homogeneity 22,00
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2.4. NN image classification 

 

The single hidden layer NN used for the classification 

is the result of a GA selection procedure employing 

mutation, different initial weight conditions and 

uniform crossover. Since it consequently represents the 

fittest and best performing individuals, its expected 

error rate is low.  

Fig. 4 illustrates the framework of evolving a three-

layered neural network using a GA. In the decoding 

procedure, all the selected object features valued by 1 

are represented by a fully connected input neuron. All 

other neurons, valued by 0 correspond to non-selected 

features and are then disconnected. There are two 

nodes in the output layer, which account for the two 

classes into which image objects have to be classified. 

As for the number of hidden nodes in the hidden layer, 

it is evolved using the GA and follows the rule: number 

of hidden nodes = number of selected object features/2.   

 

 
 

Figure 4. Framework of evolving neural network with a GA 

(modified from Van Coillie et al., 2007). 

 

 

3. Method implementation 

 

In this section, we present some experimental results 

obtained from the application of the proposed 

algorithm to the detection of shrimp boats. To illustrate 

the methodology, 6 SPOT5 images, with a high 

resolution panchromatic band (5m) were acquired over 

the Exclusive Economic Zone of French Guiana. The 

following picture is an example of a shrimp boat 

targeted in this application. As already mentioned, the 

methodology was applied in two distinct phases: a 

learning phase and an operational phase.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Example of a shrimp boat in the French Guiana 
area (ranging from 20 to 25 m in length). 

 

3.1 Learning phase  

 

A training set consisting of 200 sample objects, among 

which were 68 represent shrimp boats, was used during 

the learning phase. This training set was obtained from 

5 SPOT5 images. The remaining image, acquired on 13 

August 2003, was used for the evaluation of the 

algorithm’s performance. The network was trained for 

up to 4000 epochs with the GA. The output of the 

optimization procedure is represented in fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6: The best fitness corresponding to each generation 

during the evolutionary training of the NN.  

 

On this figure, we can see the variation of best fitness 

represented by the best chromosome with the number 

of generations of the GA. We notice that the best 

chromosome is located at the 22nd generation with a 

maximum fitness of 0.56.  

Hence we can determine what features played a 

significant role for the classification, and what features 

were useless for, or even disturbed, the NN classifier. 

Among the 28 initial features calculated for the image 

objects, only 8 features were extracted: Number of 

pixels, Mean, Standard deviation, Minimum, 

Maximum, Variance, Ratio Major/Minor and Texture 

uniformity. Hence, the optimal NN architecture 
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consisted of 4 nodes in the hidden layer as determined 

by the GA. An average value of 0.1377 (95% 

confidence interval: 0.0854; 0.1899) was obtained for 

the generalization error of the optimal NN, estimated 

by means of 10-fold cross-validation.  

The effect of the GA-driven feature selection 

on the detection of shrimp boats was evaluated in the 

operational phase. 

 

3.2 Operational phase  

 

The image acquired on 13 August 2003 (fig. 7) was 

used to evaluate the algorithm’s performance in the 

operational phase. 

When applying the algorithm for the entire scene, a 

land mask is needed so not to mistake land for ship 

objects. A global coastline database with a high 

accuracy was therefore a necessary element of the 

operational system. Once the land mask was applied, 

the image was submitted to the three processing stages 

that constitute the proposed algorithm. In a network 

population of 100 individuals, 8 fully connected 

neurons resulting from feature extraction using the GA 

were used for the classification. 

   

French Guiana 

Suriname 

Brazil 

 
 Figure 7: Spatial coverage of the SPOT5 image acquired on 
13 August 2003 for the validation of the algorithm. 

 

The results for shrimp boat detection on SPOT5 

imagery using the developed algorithm are represented 

in fig. 8. It is generally difficult to correctly cross-

check the results of automatic ship detection because 

only limited ground truth information is available 

concerning ship positions. Moreover, unavailability of 

Automatic Identification System (AIS) data in French 

Guiana precluded a correct validation of the 

algorithm’s performance. Nevertheless, in our case, 

visual interpretation by trained human operators was 

used to help assess performance.  

Performance was measured by detection rate (DR) and 

false alarm rate (FAR). DR is the number of shrimp 

boats correctly detected as a percentage of the total 

number of real shrimp boats and FAR is the number of 

shrimp boats incorrectly reported as a percentage of 

total number of real shrimp boats. In this experiment, it 

was found that the 16 shrimp boats detected by the 

system perfectly matched the operator-reported ships’ 

positions. Hence, FAR for class ‘ship’ was equal to 0. 

According to the operators’ report, a total of 31 ships 

were identified in the entire scene. Among them, 10 

ships were less than 14 m long, and there was one 

moored ship. This means that there were possibly 20 

real shrimp boats. Detection rate as referenced in this 

way to the operators’ report was thus found to be equal 

to 80%, which is quite high.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Automatically detected ships are represented by red 

circles. Pink circles correspond to non detected ships. 
 

The output of the system is a list of detected ships’ 

positions and ancillary information related to the ships’ 

lengths and headings (for moving targets). In its current 

state, the system does not allow speed extraction; 

instead, the detected ships are categorized into two 

categories: ‘in motion’ or ‘static’.  

Of particular interest are those detected shrimp boats 

for which no corresponding VMS (Vessel Monitoring 

System) is reported, highlighting potential unreported 

fishing activity. Close inspection of these targets by 

patrol aircraft, for example, may be required in some 

cases. Consequently time delay becomes a requirement 

for an operational system for the automatic detection of 

ships – the total delay should be below 1 hour to allow 

for meaningful follow-up action [12]. Therefore 

another aspect taken into consideration in performance 

evaluation was the timeliness. When applied on an 

entire SPOT5 image, the system allowed delivery of 

end results within 1 hour from image acquisition, thus 

proving its suitability for near real-time monitoring of 

fishing activities. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

The implementation of the proposed algorithm on a 5-

m resolution panchromatic image showed that the 

system can provide reliable detection of shrimp boats 

with minimal operator intervention and practically 

without any false alarms. Failure to detect targets of 
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less than 14 m length is mainly due to the lack of such 

small ships in the learning set used for training the NN 

classifier. Even though these small targets were 

correctly screened-out as being possible ships during 

the segmentation stage, they could not be correctly 

assigned to the ‘shrimp boat’ class in the classification 

stage.  For most of the detected ships, the algorithm 

overestimated ships’ lengths compared to visually 

extracted sizes. This is a result of particular image 

conditions: almost all the ships were in motion. On 

optical imagery, the moving ship and its near wake are 

difficult to separate because they are connected and can 

have similar brightness, so wake and (moving) ship 

detection often amount to the same. Therefore during 

segmentation, a ship and its wake were considered as 

being part of the same image object, resulting in an 

overestimation of ship size.  

Even though the overall results are encouraging, there 

still remain several issues that need improvement or 

refining in order to render ship detection from optical 

satellite imagery fully operational.   

The algorithm was tested in conditions of calm sea and 

almost cloudless sky, thus limiting the probability of 

false alarms. In the near future, more work has to be 

done into testing the algorithms’ performance under 

different weathering conditions. Depending on the 

amount of false alarms that would be obtained 

following these tests, it would be possible to integrate 

weather and oceanographic data to reduce false alarms 

rates. The present work needs to be extended to 

implement an automatic wake detection approach so as 

to improve ship length classification and speed 

estimation. A great deal of effort is currently being 

undertaken to improve validation procedures and 

control efficiency by i) introducing information from 

other maritime monitoring systems, such as VMS, ii) 

cross-cueing to other sensors, such as the Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (SAR) sensor, for obtaining or 

confirming classification.  

 

5. Conclusion 

 
This paper has demonstrated the following: 

- the feasibility of ship pattern recognition from high 
spatial resolution satellite imagery, 

- the appropriateness of a feature-based approach for 
ship detection and 

- the viability of utilizing neural networks evolved by 
genetic algorithms in classifying shrimp boats.  

From an application point of view, the most remarkable 

benefit is the great contribution to the detection of 

illegal fishing activities, especially in areas where AIS 

information is unavailable. 

Future research will include tests with other datasets 

for various ships and environmental conditions; study 

of sea state effects, antenna gain and ship motion on 

detection performance; and evaluation of the algorithm 

using very high spatial resolution optical imagery (sub-

metric pixel resolution).  
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Abstract

We investigate the use of naive Bayesian classifiers for multi-
nomial feature spaces and derive error estimates for these clas-
sifiers. The error analysis is done by developing a mathemati-
cal model to estimate the probability density functions for all
multinomial likelihood functions describing different classes.
We also develop a simplified method to account for the corre-
lation between multinomial variables. With accurate estimates
for the distributions of all the likelihood functions, we are able
to calculate classification error estimates for any such multino-
mial likelihood classifier. This error estimate can be used for
feature selection, since it is easy to predict the effect that differ-
ent features have on the error rate performance.

1. Introduction
Recent years have seen a resurgence in the use of naive
Bayesian (NB) classifiers [1, 2]. These classifiers, which as-
sume that all features are statistically independent, are particu-
larly useful in high-dimensional feature spaces (where it is prac-
tically infeasible to estimate the correlations between features).
Their newfound popularity stems from their use in tasks such
as text processing, where such high-dimensional feature spaces
arise very naturally. Consider, for example, a task such as
text classification, where a natural feature set is the occurrence
counts of the distinct words in a document. In this case, the
number of dimensions equals the size of the dictionary, which
typically contains tens of thousands of entries. Similarly, in
text-based language identification [2], n-gram frequency counts
are frequently used for test vectors (where an n-gram is a se-
quence of n consecutive letters). High accuracies are achieved
by using large values of n, thus creating feature spaces with
millions of dimensions.

The practical popularity of NB classifiers has not been
matched by a similar growth in theoretical understanding. Is-
sues such as feature selection, compensation for training-set
sparsity and expected learning curves are not well understood
for even the simplest cases. In the present contribution we
therefore develop a theoretical model for the specific case of
frequency counts, which can be used to address some of these
issues.

To be precise, we assume that each feature has a fixed class-
conditional probability of occurring, but only one feature can
occur in any given observation; these observations are repeated
m times to create a feature vector. This is known as a Bernoulli
process [3]; for any given vector, m Bernoulli trials are drawn,
and each feature contains the frequency of occurrence of the
corresponding entity. If all samples are drawn independently,
the class-conditional density functions take on a multinomial
distribution [3].

We are mainly interested in developing a class separability
measure that can be used for feature selection. This separability
measure will be in the form of an error estimate for the appro-
priate classifier. After developing this separability measure, a
search algorithm can be used for feature selection. Some exam-
ples of search algorithms are the Branch and Bound procedure
(if we assume that features cannot make negative contributions
to error – a possibly inaccurate assumption), Sequential forward
selection and Plus l take away r selection [4]. Other search
methods such as the Best individual N method may not be use-
ful since, as we will show later on, the different features are
correlated.

The class separability measure that we will use assumes
that features are generated from a multinomial distribution with
known feature probabilities. It then estimates a distribution for
the likelihood function of each class. By observing the overlap
of these probability functions, we can calculate an estimate on
the error rate of the given classifier.

There are many different ways in which we could approx-
imate the likelihood function. One approach is to note that all
features are individually binomial. Then, if we apply the naive
Bayesian philosophy and define the likelihood function as the
product of all binomial features, we get the likelihood function
of class cr

p(x̄|cr) =

DY

d=1

m!

xd!(m− xd)!
p

xd
dcr

q
m−xd
dcr

(1)

where x̄ is the input vector, xd is the frequency count for feature
d, m is the number of Bernoulli trials done, pdcr is the proba-
bility of feature d occurring in a Bernoulli trial for class cr and
qdcr = 1− pdcr .

The advantage of using eq. (1) is that features are easily
added to or deleted from a given set by including or excluding
the relevant terms in the product. Further, for a given input
vector, the factors m!, xd! and (m− xd)! remain constant over
all classes. Therefore they do not contribute to the error rate of
the classifiers and may be omitted from the analysis. Therefore
we define the modified log likelihood as follows

L(x̄|cr) =

DX

d=1

xd log(pdcr ) + (m− xd) log(qdcr ) (2)

It is clear from eq. (2) that the distribution of L(x̄|cr) is a lin-
ear combination of the binomial elements xd. If we assume that
all xds are uncorrelated, we can use the central limit theorem
[5] to deduce that L(x̄|cr) is approximately Gaussian. In this
way, we can calculate a modified log likelihood distribution for
all classes and calculate the overlap to estimate the error perfor-
mance of the classifier. Unfortunately, we will see that it is a
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poor assumption that all xds are uncorrelated, because
P

xd is
constrained to equal m.

The technique that we will use for error analysis in this pa-
per therefore uses the full multinomial distribution, rather that
a product of binomial distributions, and thus accounts for the
correlation between the xds. It should also be noticed that even
though correlation is accounted for, the different Bernoulli trials
are still assumed to be independent.

2. Multinomial likelihood distribution
estimation

Let us assume that we have a collection of D features and that
a test sample consist of m independent Bernoulli trials, where
each feature has a probability of pdcr and

PD
d=1 pdcr = 1 for

a class cr . Let the frequencies of each feature (over m trials)
represent a D-dimensional feature space. Assuming that all test
samples are independent and that all Bernoulli trials are inde-
pendent, we can calculate the likelihood of any given test vector,
given class cr:

p(x̄|cr) =
m!

x1!x2!...xD!
px1
1cr

px2
2cr

...pxD
Dcr

(3)

Notice that the factors m! and xd! are common to all class like-
lihood functions for any input vector. Therefore we can ignore
these factors and define the modified log likelihood as

L(x̄|cr) =

DX

d=1

αdrxd, (4)

where αdr = log(pdcr ).
Next, we wish to calculate the distribution of this likeli-

hood function given that x̄ is sampled from class ct. There-
fore, the probability density function that we wish to estimate is
p([L(x̄|cr)]|ct).

It is clear that L(x̄|cr) represents a linear combination of
multinomial variables that are correlated. It can be shown ex-
perimentally (see section 4.1) that L(x̄|cr) is approximately
Gaussian for high D. For a theoretical treatment on the central
limit theorem for linear combinations of correlated multinomial
variables, refer to [5]. If we assume a Gaussian distribution and
estimate the mean and variance of p([L(x̄|cr)]|ct), we have an
estimate for the overall distribution. Therefore we can use the
overlap between different likelihood distributions and use it as a
separability measure. By taking the expectation of this expres-
sion, we find that the mean and variance of the modified class
log likelihood functions are

µ = E[L(x̄|cr)] (5)

σ2 = E[L2(x̄|cr)]− E2[L(x̄|cr)] (6)

where all expected values are calculated from the multinomial
distribution of class ct.

The mean of L(x̄|cr) is therefore given by

µ = E[

DX

d=1

αdrxd] = m

DX

d=1

αdrpdct . (7)

It is therefore straightforward to calculate the mean of all like-
lihood functions in O(D) calculations.

Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to calculate the vari-
ance of the likelihood function, since the variables over all di-
mensions are correlated. Below, we will show an easy way to

compensate for the correlation; however, we first derive the es-
timate that arises when feature correlations are neglected, and
also the exact expression.

2.1. Variance without correlation

If we assume that all variables xd are uncorrelated, we can cal-
culate the variance of L(x̄|cr) as

σ2
u = V ar[

DX

d=1

αdrxd]

=

DX

d=1

α2
drV ar(xd)

= m

DX

d=1

pdctqdctα
2
dr (8)

where σ2
u represents the uncorrelated variance. This equation

shows that σ2
u can be calculated in O(D) computations.

2.2. Variance with correlation

Let us now calculate the complete equation for the variance of
L(x̄|cr) that takes all correlation into consideration. From the
definition of variance, we can write

σ2 = E[(

DX

d=1

αdrxd)2]− E2[

DX

d=1

αdrxd] (9)

From this equation we can rewrite the variance in terms of the
multinomial covariance matrix Σ:

σ2 = ᾱT
r Σᾱr (10)

where ᾱT
r = [α1r, α2r, ..., αDr]. The diagonal elements of Σ

are σdd = mpdctqdct and the off-diagonal elements represent
the covariance terms σde = −mpdctpect .

We can also rewrite eq. (10) in terms of the uncorrelated
variance as follow:

σ2 = σ2
u −m

X

d

X

e;e6=d

αdrαerpdctpect (11)

From this equation, it is clear that σ2 can be calculated in
O(D2), which is computationally expensive when D is large
(which is often the case). In the next section we will show a
different way to estimate the correlated variance accurately in
O(D) calculations, which is useful for very large values of D.

2.3. Compensating for correlation

It is not surprising (see results) that the uncorrelated assump-
tion gives inaccurate results, since the features are constrained
to sum to a constant value. We now propose a method of com-
pensation to correct for the constraint violation that arises from
assuming uncorrelated variables. When assuming that all vari-
ables are uncorrelated, we treat each variable as an indepen-
dent binomial variable. In the multinomial case, we know thatP

xd = m. Therefore, the technique of compensation will cal-
culate

P
xd = m + ∆m for the uncorrelated assumption and

add or subtract the necessary ∆m to compensate.
We can express eq. (4) as

L(x̄|cr) =

DX

d=1

Ld(xd|cr) (12)
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where Ld(xd|cr) = αdrxd. Now, if we add any compensation
value ∆md to xd, we get

Ld(xd + ∆md|cr) = Ld(xd|cr) + ∆mdαdr (13)

The true variance (with all correlations considered) can also
be expressed as

σ2 = E[(

DX

d=1

Ld(xd|cr)− µ)2] (14)

From eq. (14) we can also write an approximate expression for
the true variance σ2

∆m when
P

xd = m + ∆m:

σ2
∆m = E[(

DX

d=1

Ld(xd|cr) + ∆m

DX

d=1

αdrpdct − µ)2], (15)

where we used eq. (13) and made the approximation ∆md =
∆mpdct . By expanding the square in eq. (15) we obtain

σ2
∆m = σ2 + ∆2m[

DX

d=1

αdrpdct ]
2 (16)

Next, the uncorrelated variance σ2
u generates

P
xd = m+

∆m with a distribution mean and variance for ∆m =
P

xd −
m given by

Mean(∆m) = m

DX

d=1

pdct −m = 0

V ar(∆m) =

DX

d=1

V ar(xd) = m

DX

d=1

pdctqdct (17)

The uncorrelated variance σ2
u can be expressed in terms of

σ2
∆m by summing over the probability mass function of ∆m:

σ2
u =

X
∆m

σ2
∆mp(∆m) (18)

Combining eq. (16) and (18) we get

σ2
u = σ2 + (

DX

d=1

αdrpdct)
2
X
∆m

∆2mp(∆m) (19)

and we notice that:

X
∆m

∆2mp(∆m) = V ar(∆m) = m

DX

d=1

pdctqdct (20)

Therefore, the true variance is expressed in terms of the un-
correlated variance as

σ2 = σ2
u −m(

DX

d=1

αdrpdct)
2(

DX

d=1

pdctqdct) (21)

Notice the similarities between eq. (11) and (21) and also that
eq. (21) can be calculated in O(D) computations.

As we will see below, experimental evidence shows that eq.
(21) is accurate for values of mpdct not too high. This is a
reasonable condition for high dimensional applications such as
text-based language identification.

2.4. Adding and removing features

Since we are interested in feature selection, we need a mech-
anism to add and remove features from the analysis. All the
derivations thus far (eq. (3) to (21)) assume that all features are
accounted for.

The solution to the problem is simple. We simply define a
frequency feature xR that represents the sum of all frequency
counts that are removed from the analysis. Therefore we define
the following parameters:

pRcr = 1−
X

d⊂C

pdcr

pRct = 1−
X

d⊂C

pdct

xR = m−
X

d⊂C

xd

αRr = log(pRcr ) (22)

where C is the subset of all features that are included in the
analysis.

The analysis is practically the same as above, except for the
fact that pRct can grow large, depending on how many features
are used, and eq. (21) might be inaccurate. Therefore we need
to take correlation into consideration between features d ⊂ C
and R.

Eq. (23), (24) and (25) are the new formulas that are equiv-
alent to eq. (4), (7) and (8) respectively:

L(x̄|cr) =
X

d⊂C

(αdrxd) + αRrxR (23)

µ = m
X

d⊂C

pdctαdr + mpRctαRr (24)

σ2
u = m

X

d⊂C

[pdctqdctα
2
dr − 2pdctpRctαdrαRr]

+mprctqrctα
2
Rr (25)

Notice that eq. (23) to (25) can all be calculated in O(DC)
calculations, where DC is the number of features considered
(length of subset C). It is also important to notice that σ2

u ig-
nores all correlation between features in subset C, but takes all
the correlation into consideration with feature R. We can there-
fore use a modified version of eq. (21) to include all correlation.
The new version of eq. (21) can be expressed as

σ2 = σ2
u −m(

X

d⊂C

αdr
pdct

qRct

)2(
X

d⊂C

pdctqdct −mpRctqRct)

(26)
Eq. (26) can also be calculated in O(DC) computations.

3. Error estimation from likelihood
distributions

Now that we have a Gaussian model with mean and variance
estimates for all the likelihood functions, we are in a position
to calculate an error rate estimate for all the different classes. If
we use the likelihood classifier for discrimination, the optimal
class choice (for minimum error) is given by [4]:

c = max
i=1,...,C

Li + log(pi), (27)
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where Li = L(x̄|ci) and pi = p(ci) is the prior probability of
class ci.

The probability of detecting class i, when the real class is
j, is:

pi|j = p(c = i|cj) (28)

We can combine eq. (27) and (28) to get:

pi|j = p[(Li + log(pi) ≥ L1 + log(p1)) ∩
(Li + log(pi) ≥ L2 + log(p2)) ∩

...
(Li + log(pi) ≥ LC + log(pC))|cj ] (29)

In addition, we can assume independence between all compar-
isons to get a pessimistic estimate:

pi|j =

CY

k=1

pik|j (30)

where
pik|j = p[(Lik ≥ Tik)|cj ] (31)

where Lik = Li−Lk and Tik = log(pk)−log(pi). Notice that
pik|j = 1 for i = k. Finally, for a binary (two class) classifier,
the expression in eq. (30) is exact.

In the previous section we estimated the probability density
function of Li for i = 1, 2, ..., C, which we can use to find an
estimate for pik|j . In order to do this we need a distribution
estimate for

Lik = Li − Lk =

DX

d=1

(αdi − αdk)xd (32)

Notice that eq. (32) is similar to eq. (4). Therefore we can
use eq. (7), (21) and (26) to estimate the distribution of Lik by
simply substituting αdr with (αdi − αdk).

Figure 1 shows how we can calculate pik|j from the distri-
bution of Lik:

pik|j =
1

2
− 1

2
erf [

Tik − µik|j
σik|j

√
2

] (33)

where µik|j and σik|j are the mean and variance estimates for
Lik given class j.

Finally, we can calculate the overall error estimate of the
classifier and use it as a dissimilarity measure for feature selec-
tion:

ε = 1−
PC

i=1 pi|ipiPC
i=1

PC
j=1 pi|jpj

(34)

4. Results
In this section we will investigate the validity of the various ap-
proaches derived above with a simulated problem consisting of
two multinomial classes with Bernoulli probabilities, as shown
in figure 2.

These two classes are generated over a feature space of 500
dimensions and all tests are done both empirically and with the
theoretical model given above. The empirical distributions are
calculated by generating 10000 multinomial samples of each
class and drawing a histogram for all the likelihood functions.
The error analysis is done by simply testing the error rate of the
10000 samples of each class. All tests are done with a Bernoulli
count m = 10.
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4.1. Probability distributions of Likelihood functions

In this section the theoretical distributions of two likelihood
functions will be compared to the empirical histograms. The
main reason for doing so is to illustrate the fact that the likeli-
hood functions are indeed approximately Gaussian.

Figure 3 shows the empirical and theoretical distributions
given by p([L(x̄|c1)]|c1) and p([L(x̄|c2)]|c1), where c1 and c2

are classes one and two shown in figure 2. Also, for this test,
only the first 200 features are used and m = 10. Therefore,
these are the distributions of the likelihood functions for c1 and
c2, while the true class generator of the input vector is c1. It is
expected that p([L(x̄|c1)]|c1) tends to higher likelihood values
than p([L(x̄|c2)]|c1) since the true vector is from class c1.

It should be noted that only the first 150 features are use-
ful for classification, since classes one and two are identically
distributed from features 150 and onwards.

Notice that the overlap between the likelihood functions (in
figure 3) of classes one and two suggests that the error rate could
be high. However, this is not necessarily the case, since the two
likelihood functions are correlated. In fact, the correct likeli-
hood functions to use for error analysis are given by eq. (32).
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4.2. Error analysis

In this section, the empirical error rate (10000 test samples per
class are used) of the naive Bayesian classifier will be compared
with the theoretical error rate predicted earlier. For all the tests,
we will use the two classes described in figure 2 with m = 10.
We will assume equal priors for both classes.

4.2.1. Effects of feature addition on likelihood means

Figure 4 shows the predicted likelihood mean values of L12 for
input vectors from classes c1 and c2 when features are incre-
mentally added into the analysis (see eq. (32) and (33)). Notice
that Lik is symmetric to Lki in eq. (32) and therefore we only
consider L12 and not L21. Also notice that the mean value of
L12 does not change after feature 150 since the two classes are
identical afterwards, even though classes one and two have a
dense probability space between features 200 and 300 (see fig-
ure 2).

4.2.2. Effects of feature addition on likelihood variance

Figures 5 and 6 show the predicted likelihood variances for L12

given input vectors from classes c1 and c2 respectively. No-
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Figure 6: Variance curves for L12, given c2, when incrementally
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tice again, that features 150 to 500 have very little influence on
the variances since the two classes are distributed identically on
these features.

One deduction that might be surprising from figure 5 is
that the variance starts decreasing when adding features beyond
about 100. This is understandable, since the cross-correlations
between different features are negative (refer to eq. (10)).

4.2.3. Effects of feature addition on classification error rate

Now we investigate the effect that feature selection has on the
dissimilarity measure and error estimate ε (see eq. (34)). Figure
7 shows the empirical error rate (on a test set of 10000 sam-
ples per class) and the estimated error rate, while incrementally
adding features.

In figure 7, the estimated error rate has the correct overall
shape, but is proportionally less accurate when a large number
of features are employed. This is a consequence of our assump-
tion that all distributions are Gaussian. In fact, the distributions
are somewhat skewed, especially for small values of m. The
normal assumption is consequently less accurate for small error
rates. Even though ε is a rather inaccurate estimate for the true
error rate, it can still be used as a good dissimilarity measure for
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feature selection.

5. Conclusions
We have found that by using the Gaussian probability distri-
bution approximations we can get a useful error estimate for
feature selection in naive Bayesian classifiers. Even though
the error estimate is somewhat inaccurate for low error rates,
it still serves as a good dissimilarity measure between the dif-
ferent class distributions. The strong point of the analysis above
is that the mean and variance of all the likelihood distributions
are calculated accurately, independently of the final distribution.
The only assumption made on the distributions are that they are
composed as a sum of multinomial variables.

Usually, the likelihood distributions become Gaussian (and
therefore provide accurate error analysis) when many Bernoulli
trials are taken (high value for m), the dimensionality is high
(many features included in the analysis) and the total frequency
count on the used feature space isn’t too low.

Unfortunately, for applications such as Text-based language
identification, we cannot assume perfect Gaussian distributions.
For example, we would like to use small values for m. In this
paper we used m = 10 and the effect of this can be seen by
observing skewed Gaussian curves that would typically result
in poor error estimates for low error rates (since the tail of the
distribution is somewhat inaccurate). Future research will in-
vestigate whether more accurate estimates can be derived by
correcting for this deviation from normality.

In the analysis given above, all the feature probabilities
were assumed to be fixed. In real life applications, these prob-
abilities have to be estimated from training data and are there-
fore random variables themselves. To model this fact, one could
follow a Bayesian approach and take expectations over the dis-
tributions of the Bernoulli probabilities. However, for low di-
mensional spaces one would expect the probability estimates
on training samples to be accurate and therefore the Bayesian
approach is expected to provide little benefit. On the other
hand, when the problem expands into extremely high dimen-
sional spaces the feature probability estimates become inaccu-
rate. Even though these estimates are inaccurate, the distribu-
tions of different classes might become more mutually exclu-
sive. The naive Bayesian classifier that is trained on the inaccu-
rate probabilities might still perform very well (and often much

better than a lower dimensional classifier on the same problem).
For example, in Text-based language identification, we can in-
crease the performance by increasing the dimensionality of the
problem (increasing n for the n-grams), even though the fea-
ture probability estimates become inaccurate. Hence, the full
Bayesian analysis may be important in practice. A particular
issue that will be addressed by such an analysis is the proper
treatment of observations that occur in the test set, but not the
training set. Eq. (4) would assign negative infinity to the log
likelihood function, which is not a good choice in many practi-
cal situations. The theoretical basis developed in this paper will
help us choose more suitable values for this penalty.

We also intend to use this analysis to gain a more intuitive
understanding on the contribution of individual features, and
to apply that understanding to improve the performance of our
language-identification system.
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Abstract
Linear Predictive (LP) speech synthesisers still play an impor-
tant role in linguistic analysis and speech processing. However,
the quality of speech produced from such synthesisers still
falls short of many people’s expectations. This paper discusses
ways of improving the quality of speech-produced by LP
synthesisers through unique source signal models. Popular
models of the source signal include the Rosenburg-Klatt (R-K),
the triangular pulse, codebooks and the unit impulse [1]. Tests
have proved that the R-K model is the most favourable [2],
though it has limitations related to the processing difficulties
and accounting for fricative noise. Two fairly new source signal
modelling techniques that solve this problem are discussed in
this paper namely 1) A linear modification of the R-K signal
and 2) A modification of the Harmonic plus Noise Model
(HNM) speech processing technique to model the source signal
[2],[6]. Favourable results were obtained when using the HNM
technique for vowel sounds.

Keywords: Linear Prediction, Source Signal Modelling,
Harmonic plus noise.

1. Introduction
Linear Predictive synthesis, is a technique based on the auto-
regressive model as shown in equation 1,2 [3]. The two main
parameters of LP synthesis are the predictive coefficients ak

(vocal tract filter characteristics) and the source signal e(n)
(the glottal pulse source signal).

x̃[n] =

p∑
k=1

akx[n− k] (1)

e[n] = x[n]− x̃[n] (2)

x[n] is the actual speech signal. x̃[n] is the predicted sample at
instant n and a1,a2,....,ak are predictor coefficients.

There are various methods of obtaining the filter parame-
ters ak and the residual signal e(n) as discussed in [4]. Once
the filter parameters and the residual signal (source signal) is
known, speech can be synthesised by passing the residual signal
e(n) through an all pole filter with transfer characteristics
shown in equation 3[4]. The filter parameters are stored in a
codebook and residual signal (source signal) is either stored
or modeled using the unit impulse, triangular or R-K methods
[1]. Modelling the residual signal greatly reduces the need for
a bigger memory but compromises quality. This paper presents
a brief critical overview of the existing source signal modelling

techniques. Proposed techniques for improving the quality of
the source signal models are presented and discussed.

H(z) =
1

p∑
k=1

akz
−k

(3)

2. Source signal modelling
The following sections will discuss various ways of modelling
the source signal accurately whilst maintaining highly natural
and intelligible speech. In order to archive this an algorithm
was developed in MATLAB to obtain the residual signal and
LPC parameters, for the vowel /a/ shown in Fig 1.0 sampled at
8 KHz. The residual signal obtained from the MATLAB algo-
rithm using 20 LP parameters is shown in Fig 2.0.
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Most linear Predictive (LP) synthesisers tend to simplify
matters once the residual signal is obtained, by using an impulse
train, R-K or a triangular pulse signal in the modelling (source
signal) [1].

Two fairly new techniques that employ the modified R-K
and the HNM synthesis to model the source signal are also dis-
cussed [6]. The criterion used to quantify the quality of the
source signal models discussed is that ideally the model should
exhibit characteristics similar to those of the actual residual sig-
nal in Fig 2.0 , 3.0 and produce intelligible speech.

2.1. Current source signal modelling techniques

In this section, we give descriptions of the current resid-
ual/source signal modelling techniques namely the triangular
pulse, the unit impulse and Rosenburg-Klatt (R-K). By applying
them in synthesis to the vowel /a/.

2.1.1. Impulse train

The impulse train Fig 4.0 was used to model the source signal
for a vowel /a/ shown in Fig 2.0 The method produced reason-
able speech quality for the vowel /a/; however, comparing the
frequency and magnitude components of the signal in Fig 2.0
it is evident that the impulse train Fig 4.0 is far from the ideal
residual signal.
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Fig 4.0 Impulse train source signal model

The pitch period To of the impulse train is derived from
the pitch frequency Fo, that is the frequency of the largest har-
monic in the source signal [5]. Such that To = 1/Fo.

2.1.2. Triangular pulse approximation

Most LPC based speech synthesisers use the triangular pulse
Fig 5.0 as the source signal [1]. The triangular pulse is a good
estimate of the source signal (actual glottal pulse) and is eas-
ier to generate unlike the R-K signal. The triangular signal in
Fig 5.0 was applied as the source signal to synthesise the vowel
/a/ using Linear prediction. The resulting synthetic speech pro-
duced was fairly intelligible and is further discussed in the re-
sults section.
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2.1.3. The R-K source signal model

Literature suggests that a better way of modelling the source-
signal is the use of the R-K model [1]. Rosenburg reported that
the source signal produced a more natural speech when mod-
elled similar to the glottal excitation signal Fig 6.0. He derived
a polynomial that closely modelled the glottal pulse shown in
equation 4 [1]. Modern research has simplified this polynomial
as a unit impulse driven through a filter or simply modelled the
signal as in equation 5 [1]. The R-K signal was modified for the
experiment in order to reduce the computational requirements
as shown in the next section.

g(t) =


0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ t1

A( (t−t1)
(t2−t1)

)2(3− 2 (t−t1)
(t2−t1)

) for t1 ≤ t ≤ t2,

A(1− (t−t2)
(b−t2)

) for t2 ≤ t ≤ b

(4)
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Fig 6.0 R-K Approximate source signal model

The approximate R-K equation

g(t) = A
t

T0
exp(1− t

T0
) (5)

Were T0 is the period of the pitch frequency and g(t) the
source signal.

2.2. Optimised source signal modelling

The following sections of the paper describe two fairly new
source signal models that the authors used for LPC speech syn-
thesis. The first is the linear modification of the R-K signal and
the second is the use of the HNM synthesis to model the source
signal.

2.2.1. Modification of the R-K source signal

A new technique discussed in this paper is a linear modification
of the R-K source signal. A set of linear ratios were used to
simplify the computation of the signal by relating the values t1,
t2, b from equation 4 to the pitch period To. The ratios used in
relating the variables t1, t2 , b and T0 are presented in equation
6. By specifying the variable ratios, the R-K polynomial was re-
duced to Equation 7. The derived model from this modification
is shown in Fig 7.0. The resulting source signal was used to syn-
thesise the vowel /a/ and produced equally intelligible speech as
the R-K polynomial.

b = T0 t1 = 0.111b = aT0 t2 = 0.667T0 = cT0 (6)

g(t) =


0 0 ≤ t ≤ aT0

A( (t−aT0)
(cT0−aT0)

)2(3− 2 (t−aT0)
(cT0−aT0)

) aT0 ≤ t ≤ cT0

A(1− (t−cT0)
(T0−cT0)

) cT0 ≤ t ≤ T0

(7)
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Fig 7.0 Modified R-K source signal model

2.3. HNM synthesis

A fairly new technique discussed in this paper is modelling the
source signal using HNM [6]. HNM is a speech synthesis and
modelling technique on its own [2]. Research has generally
shied away from this technique because of the complication in
finding the HNM model parameters [7].

The harmonic plus noise model (HNM) is based on the fact
that speech can be viewed as two components, namely the har-
monic part h(t) a quasi periodic signal and the non periodic
component noise n(t). These two components are distinctly
separated by a time varying quantity Fmax (maximum voiced
frequency). The lower component is solely composed of har-
monics and the upper band noise as shown in Fig 8.0 and Equa-
tion 8 [2] on the frequency spectrum of the residual signal for
vowel /a/.
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Fig 8.0 Characteristics HNM signal model

h(t) =

K∑
k=1

Ak(t)cos(kθ(t) + θk(t) (8)

n(t) noise component is derived from filtered white Gaus-
sian noise.

The number of harmonics K is given by Fmax/Fo were
Fo is the pitch frequency [7].

2.3.1. HNM source signal modelling

This section describes how the HNM technique was used to
model the source signal, as well as deriving the parameters for
HNM equation 8. From Fig 8.0 it is clear the residual signal
exhibits characteristics equivalent to those of the actual speech
signal. Therefore, the source signal can be described as a sum
of the harmonic and noise of the residual. The major complica-
tion as stated earlier is the derivation of HNM parameters Fo,
Fmax, θ and Ak. The techniques we applied in solving the
HNM parameters are explained below.

2.3.2. F0 and Fmax estimation

F0 is defined as the pitch frequency and is given as the fre-
quency of the first harmonic [5]. Once the F0 was obtained
then Fmax and the number of harmonics K were calculated
based on the relationship in equation 9 [7].

maxAi −An ≥ 13db (9)

An is the average magnitude of the noise spectrum
Were Ak is the peak amplitude in the range specified in
equation 10

[Fk −
F0

2
, Fk +

F0

2
] (10)

Fk is a multiple of F0 the fundamental Frequency such that
Fk = kF0
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*The first instant that equation 10 is not satisfied defines
the number of harmonics in the signal spectrum as K and the
maximum voiced frequency as Fmax.

2.3.3. Phase modelling

One complexity of HNM is computing the phase from the fre-
quency domain waveform [8]. A method of linearity was used
to model the phase relationships between HNM harmonics [2].
Tests were performed by observing the quality produced for
vowel sounds /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/ when the phase of all the har-
monics was varied linearly over a 360, 180, 270, 90 degree in-
tervals equation 11. Positive results were obtained for all vowels
when the phase was varied on the 360 degree interval.

θk = (
2π

K
)(k − 1) (11)

2.3.4. Modelling the harmonic and noise interaction

The source signal models discussed thus far fail to model ef-
fectively the noise interaction between the harmonics (voiced
source) and the noise (unvoiced source) [2]. This is because the
R-K, triangular and impulse signal models assume the source
signal to be purely harmonic or noise [1]. As a solution to
this problem the HNM synthesis model developed, allows the
modelling of the noise interaction by multiplying the devel-
oped source signal with a noise window at the interaction of
the two components. The noise window is equivalent to pass-
ing a white Gaussian noise through a band pass filter bounded
by 0.75Fmax and 0.85Fmax. The resulting residual is
shown in Fig 9; clearly this is a better approximate of the resid-
ual signal. The vowel /a/ was synthesised using this source sig-
nal model and satisfactory results were obtained when compar-
ing the intelligibility with the other source signal models.
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Fig 9.0 HNM Source signal model

3. Discussion
Listening tests were conducted on vowels sounds /a/, /e/, /i/,
/o/, /u/ produced from each of the previously described models.
A sample of 20 students (10 male) and (10 female) from the
School of Electrical and Information Engineering at the Uni-
versity of the Witwatersrand South Africa conducted tests on
wave files generated from the discussed models in MATLAB.
For each vowel the original speech segment used in analysis
was played as well as the synthetic sound from each model,
each student was then asked to give her opinion and perception
using a scale of (1-5) on the quality, intelligibility and audibil-
ity of the sound produced from each of the five source signal
models when applied to LP synthesis. On the (1-5) scale (1)

represented poor inaudible quality speech and (5) the best audi-
ble quality. The listener was asked to give his or her score on
the (1-5) range after listening to each synthetic vowel on all dis-
cussed models at least three times. The average score from all
the listeners for a each specific model and sound was tabulated
and recorded. The results of the listening tests for the source
signal (SS) models are shown in Table 1.0.

SS Model /a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/
Impulse Train 2.5 3 3 3 2.5
Triangular Pulse 3 3.2 3.2 3 3
R-K Signal 3.5 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.5
Modified R-K 3.4 3.8 3.8 3.4 3.5
HNM Source Signal 3.6 4.0 4.0 3.3 3.3

Table 1.0 Performance of the source signal models (SS
models) for vowel LP synthesis

From the results it is evident that the HNM model produced
better synthetic speech. It is also evident that the modified R-K
and the original R-K source signal models were comparable.

4. Conclusions
The paper has described two fairly new approaches to source
signal modelling for LPC synthesis based on HNM and a lin-
earised model of the R-K model. Other well documented source
signal modelling methods for LPC synthesis were briefly de-
scribed in this paper. The two modified models produced
better quality synthetic speech when compared to previously
renowned simplified models such as Impulse train for the vow-
els /a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/. Further testing still has to be done for
fricative and nasal sounds using these described models.
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Abstract
Topic models are unsupervised techniques that infer latent top-
ics from text collections. A bag-of-words approach is com-
monly adopted for topic models, which means that a document
is treated as a collection of words, ignoring the structure of the
document. This results in a very high dimensional parameter
space which poses challenges such as overfitting and estimation
variability to the model. This article introduces a relaxation
of the bag-of-words approach based on the use of word co-
occurrence statistics, namely words-to-concepts. The two ap-
proaches are tested on a data set comprising of a corresponding
set of finance related articles in Afrikaans and English. The top-
ics of articles in the Afrikaans and English editions of the mag-
azine Finweek are the same, but the texts are not word-for-word
translations. This enables us to expand beyond the normal sub-
jective assessments of topic models to include a novel objective
measure, namely cohesiveness. Although the topic distributions
for words-to-concepts are more descriptive than bag-of-words,
it reduce the topic cohesiveness. The basic form of words-to-
concepts assumes a fixed concept size of two words, but this
result suggests that concept size is, amongst other things, lan-
guage dependent.

1. Introduction
The need to promptly analyse and understand key informa-
tion in large sets of digital text collections such as e-mails, re-
ports and news articles increases as these sources become more
widely available. For example, in the field of digital forensics,
large amounts of confiscated files are made available for inves-
tigation purposes [1]. A summary of this data would be ex-
tremely useful to the investigator and would ideally encapsulate
the prevalent themes within the data which could point to rel-
evant evidence for the case. Another example is a summary
of articles or technical reports in a specific research field [2],
which would ideally provide information of research trends and
research sub-topics.
One way to address this need is through supervised training
techniques, where objects such as documents are classified into
predefined classes. This requires good prior knowledge about
the data in order to define the classes and label training data.
One of the characteristics of text collections, such as forensic
evidence or news articles, is that no or little prior knowledge
about the content does exist. Unsupervised techniques do not
require labelled data and assume a structure of latent variables
that cause the observed data. This structure can be described
by a generative process [3] that assumes a process by which ob-
servable data is generated. A topic model, as an unsupervised

technique, infers latent topics from text collections. The idea
behind topic models is that a document (as an entity in the text
collection) is a mixture of topics [3]. A topic is a probability
distribution over words. The words with high probabilities de-
scribe the topic.
A bag-of-words approach is commonly adopted for topic mod-
els, which means that documents are treated as a collection of
words, ignoring the structure of the document. The bag-of-
words approach turns natural language text in multiple docu-
ments into a word × document matrix where cellij represent
the frequency of wordi in documentj . In this view, each doc-
ument is represented as a vector which stores the frequency of
each word in the document [5]. This vector is high dimensional,
as the vocabulary of a typical text collection can contain thou-
sands, or tens of thousands of distinct words. The high dimen-
sional characteristic of the data poses challenges such as over-
fitting and variability of estimates to topic model algorithms.
Although a relaxation of this assumption to an n-gram approach
provides more contextual information, it only increases the pa-
rameter dimensions. This means that only small values of n can
be employed in practise.
In this article, we investigate an alternative approach towards
relaxation of the bag-of-words assumption, namely the use of
word co-occurrence statistics. This is different from the n-gram
approach, in the sense that we do not require sequential co-
occurrence of words. At the core of this technique is the cal-
culation of the correlation coefficient between word pairs in vo-
cabulary based on occurrences in documents. The word pairs
with correlation coefficient above a chosen threshold form the
new concepts to be used in the concept × document matrix,
rather than word × document matrix. The objective of this ap-
proach towards bag-of-words relaxation is to reduce the param-
eter dimensions, but still provide the topic model with sufficient
information about the documents in order to discover ‘true’ la-
tent topics.
We report on a novel application of topic models, where mul-
tilingual data is analyzed. The financial magazine Finweek is
published separately in an English and Afrikaans edition. The
contents are identical in the Afrikaans and English editions and
published by the same publishers. Although the text for a spe-
cific article in the two data sets may not consist of word-for-
word translations, the semantic context and intended message
are similar and as such these two data sets offer the ideal re-
search opportunity for a comparative study of topic modelling
approaches; Two corresponding documents, one in Afrikaans
and the other one in English should have a similar mixture of
topics. The second major contribution of this work is therefore
the introduction of a consistency measure, which makes it pos-
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sible to compare different topic-modelling approaches in terms
of their behaviour on a multilingual corpus.

2. Topic Models
In the language of text collections, entities are referred to as
‘words’, ‘documents’ and ‘corpora’. The following terminol-
ogy will be used throughout the article:

• A word is an item from the corpus vocabulary and the
basic unit of discrete data.

• A vocabulary is a subset of unique words in the text cor-
pus.

• A document is a sequence of words.

• A corpus is a collection of documents.

A document as an entity in a text collection can be described
by the vocabulary of words contained in the document. The ob-
jective of topic models is to find a shorter description for docu-
ments than its vocabulary.
The ‘evolution’ of topic modelling started with latent semantic
analysis (LSA)[6]. LSA is a dimensionality reduction technique
that decomposes a word × document matrix into a set of low
dimensional factors. The approach is based on singular-value
decomposition which is used to factorise the matrix into three
smaller matrices [6]. The goal of LSA is to find a data mapping
that reveals the semantic relations between documents. The
probabilistic variant of LSA (the probabilistic latent semantic
analysis (pLSA)) models each word in a document as a sam-
ple from a mixture model, where the mixture components can
be viewed as representations of topics [7]. The pLSA is un-
satisfactory in that it does not provide a probabilistic model at
the level of documents [7], meaning that there is no generative
model at document level. This leads to serious overfitting is-
sues as the number of parameters in the model grows linearly
with the size of the corpus [7]. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model [8] addresses this problem with the assumption
that the mixture of topics originated from a Dirichlet distribu-
tion. In practice, this results in more reasonable mixtures of
topics in a document. The LDA serves as the basic topic model
for the purpose of this article.

2.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

The LDA is a generative model and the generative process can
be described as follows [3] (Figure 1 is a graphical representa-
tion of the LDA):

• Choose a distribution over topics.

• For each word in the document:

– choose a topic from this distribution,

– draw a word from that topic.

The input to the LDA model is a word × document ma-
trix and a prior parameter for the number of times a topic is
sampled in a document. The output of the LDA model is a doc-
ument × topic matrix which represents a topic distribution for
each document and a topic × word matrix which represents a
word distribution for each topic. Through the document× topic
matrix it is clear that a document is a mixture of topics.

2.2. Inference Algorithm for learning topics

The inference task of the LDA model is to infer the latent
topic distributions, conditional on the observed data [3]. This

Figure 1: Graphical Representation of LDA. Each document is
assumed to contain a mixture of topics z1, ..., zn, where each
topic is characterized by a probability distribution over the
words w1, ..., wn.

is done through Bayesian inference: the posterior distribution
is computed conditional on the data. The posterior distribution
is proportional to the product of the prior distribution and the
likelihood. The analytic derivation of the posterior distribution
quickly becomes intractable, even for simple models, which
leads to the use of approximate inferencing techniques. Gibbs
sampling, a form of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling simulates random variables from a distribution
without having to calculate the density [9]. The distribution of
interest is the posterior distribution and after convergence of
the Markov chain, the samples approximate the posterior with
an empirical distribution [3].
For topic modelling, the sampling procedure is as follows
[7]: Each word in a document is assigned to a topic, starting
with a random assignment. After a few iterations, this topic
assignment starts to reflect the word usage pattern which
implicates that different instances of the same word can be
assigned to different topics. The assignments of topics forms
the set of samples by which the posterior topic distributions are
approximated with.

3. Relaxation of Bag-of-words Assumption
The vocabulary of a text corpus defines the parameter space of a
topic model. The accurate representation of the corpus through
topics (and therefore the value of topic models) is challenged by
this high dimensional, data sparse parameter space [4]. Strate-
gies to address this issue have been developed, such as alter-
native inference algorithms and vocabulary reduction [4]. In
fact, Rigouste et al.[4] have indicated a significant increase
in performance of topic models when reducing the vocabulary
size. Although some improvements in performance on textbook
datasets have been achieved with these methods, robust perfor-
mance on real-world datasets remains a significant challenge.
A relaxation of the bag-of-words assumption to an n-gram ap-
proach provides more contextual information, but comes with a
high price in computational complexity, which means that only
small values of n can be employed in practice [10].
We introduce an alternative approach towards relaxation of
the bag-of-words assumption, namely the use of word co-
occurrence statistics. This approach aims to both reduce the
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parameter dimensionality and retains the maximum amount of
information in the data; the data should preserve the way in
which documents are generated. The approach can be described
as follows:

• Calculate the correlation coefficient (ρ) between each
word pair in the vocabulary of the corpus. The occur-
rence counts of each word in each document serve as the
observations.

• Set a lower threshold for ρ.

• Create an index for word pairs with ρ above the thresh-
old. These word pairs form concepts.

• To determine the occurrence of the concept in each doc-
ument, use the smallest occurrence count of these two
words in the document as the co-occurrence value.

• Create a new concept × document matrix to be used as
the input matrix for topic modelling.

We name this approach words-to-concepts in order to distin-
guish it from the bag-of-words approach. Results on this
method are reported below. More specifically, tables 2 and 3
illustrate the difference in topic model output using the bag-of-
words and words-to-concepts approach respectively.

4. The Data Set
The Afrikaans and English editions of Finweek are partnership
economic and financial magazines with identical contents in the
Afrikaans and English editions and published by the same pub-
lishers. As such these two magazines offer the ideal research
opportunity for a comparative study of English and Afrikaans
texts. English, being a global language, has an additional el-
ement of international cultural qualities, whereas Afrikaans is
characterized by a different, local idiom [5].
In the study in [5], the structural and functional characteris-
tics of the headings were studied and a noticeable difference
was found between the titles of the English and Afrikaans arti-
cles. A functionalistic translation approach is followed where
the cultural background of the target readers plays an important
role in the choice of words, idioms, metaphors and fixed ex-
pressions when texts are translated. The topics of articles in the
Afrikaans and English editions of Finweek are the same, but the
texts are not 100% equivalent on word and sentence level. In the
titles, especially, the English texts contain global and general
elements, because the magazine is available on the internet and
thus also has a global target audience. The Afrikaans titles con-
tain more local and culture-specific elements. For example, an
article about the firm All Joy is titled “A node to joy” in English
and translated as “Is die kool die sous werd?” in Afrikaans. All
Joy produces food products, of which tomato sauce is their best
known product. The Afrikaans title is an idiom and could more
directly be translated as “Is the cabbage worth the sauce”, or
more idiomatically as “Can they ketchup?”. Hence, the chosen
translation is at least two levels removed from a direct verbal
translation.
The text was expanded to include the headings and texts of 497
articles in 34 editions of Finweek (http://www.fin24.
co.za) which covered the topics companies and markets.
The 34 editions were published in the period 09/03/2006 to
26/10/2006. This selection was done for Afrikaans and English,
thus compiling a corpus containing multiple languages for spe-
cial purposes.

4.1. Evaluation Method

Despite the difference in language and writing style, the
respective Afrikaans and English articles still represent the
same content and should, therefore, have a similar mixture
of topics when applying a topic model algorithm. A high
correlation between the mixtures of topics (topic distribution)
of two corresponding documents in Afrikaans and English
indicates better consistency of the latent topics inferred from
the data. The correlation coefficient between topic distribution
for corresponding documents can, therefore, serve as one type
of performance measurement for topic models.

4.2. Topic Alignment

Because topic models are unsupervised, the inferred latent top-
ics are in no particular order. For two independent applications
of topic models on the Afrikaans and English corpora, the top-
ics need to be aligned prior to calculating the correlation coeffi-
cient between topic distributions for corresponding documents
as mentioned in the previous section. The topic alignment pro-
cess can be described as follows:

• Map the corresponding documents in Afrikaans and En-
glish.

• Calculate the correlation coefficients between individual
topics between corresponding documents in the two lan-
guages. This is done by using the number of times a
word in a document has been assigned to the respective
topic during the Gibbs sampling process as described in
section 2.2. The idea is that corresponding documents
in Afrikaans and English should have a high correlation
between the topic assignments.

• For each topic in one language (say Afrikaans), identify
the corresponding topic in English with the highest cor-
relation and align accordingly.

Table 1 illustrates an example of topic alignment and can be
interpreted as follows: topic 1 from Afrikaans aligns with topic
8 from English with a correlation coefficient of 0.94.

Table 1: Example: Aligned topics for a 10 topic model using
the bag-of-words approach.

Afrikaans English correlation coefficient
1 8 0.94
2 5 0.37
3 1 0.73
4 7 0.35
5 4 0.91
6 9 0.52
7 3 0.47
8 6 0.74
9 2 0.69

10 7 0.73

4.3. Data Preprocessing

After removing stop words and words occurring only once in
both the Afrikaans and English collections, the vocabularies
contained 7443 words for Afrikaans and 7221 words for En-
glish. A stop word list from the Information Retrieval Group at
Glasgow University was used (http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.
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uk/resources/linguistic_utils/stop_words).
The same list was translated into Afrikaans by the authors. The
Matlab R© Topic Modelling Toolbox [2] was used to perform
the LDA topic modelling. Applying the words-to-concepts
approach, the concept sizes resulted in 17467 concepts for
Afrikaans and 5170 concepts for English.

5. Results
The output of topic modelling can be represented in two ways,
a topic×word matrix and document× topic matrix. These two
representations are described below.

• Topic× word matrix: Each column represents a topic as
a probability distribution over words. The top-10 words
(words with the highest probabilities) describe the latent
topics underlying the text. Table 1 illustrates two exam-
ples of topics from a 10-topic LDA model (for English).
Topic 8 can be titled Mining and is described by words
like mining, anglo and gold. Topic 6 is market related as
can be seen through words like market, group and inter-
national.

• Document × topic matrix: Each column represents a
mixture of topics for a document. The mixture of top-
ics describes the semantic context, or gist of the docu-
ment [3]. Documents with a similar mixture (topic dis-
tribution) are closely related in terms of semantic con-
text. This ‘relatedness’ of documents can be visualized
in a 2D map: For each document pair, the symmetrised
Kullback-Leibler divergence between topic distributions
is calculated. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is a mea-
sure of difference between two probability distributions
[11]. Classical multidimensional scaling is used to vi-
sualize all pairwise document distances in the 2D map.
Figure 2 illustrates the 2D visualisation of the English ar-
ticles where each block represents an article. The graph
can be interpreted as follows: document A (indicated by
symbol A in 2) is closely related to document B in terms
of their respective mixture of topics (semantic context).
Document A and C differ significantly in terms of se-
mantic context.

Table 2: Example: Top-10 words of topic distributions (bag-of-
words approach).

Topic 8 Topic 6
‘gold’ ‘market’

‘mining’ ‘says’
‘says’ ‘new’

‘resources’ ‘group’
‘areas’ ‘opportunities’
‘south’ ‘africa’

‘harmony’ ‘markets’
‘anglo’ ‘international’

‘western’ ‘mtn’
‘there’ ‘emerging’

5.1. Words-to-concepts

Table 3 illustrates two examples of topics from a 10-topic LDA
model (for English) using the words-to-concepts approach. The
concepts describing the topics appear to be more specific and

A B

C

Figure 2: Visualisation of English articles in a 2D map (bag-of-
words approach).

focused than the more general and broader description of words
using the bag-of-words approach. The words-to-concepts ap-
proach captures more named entities such as surnames, com-
pany names and locations. It also picks up occasional 2-grams.
Figure 3 illustrates the 2D visualisation of the English articles
using the words-to-concepts approach. It can be seen that the
words-to-concepts approach is able to create a more significant
separation between a portion of the documents, leading to a
more structured 2D representation.

Table 3: Example: Top-10 words of topic distributions (words-
to-concepts approach).

Topic 2 Topic 5
‘forbes’ ‘alexander’ ‘sugar’ ‘illovo’

‘venter’ ‘altech’ ‘illovo’ ‘abf’
‘vodafone’ ‘vodacom’ ‘gray’ ‘allan’
‘furniture’ ‘ellerine’ ‘sugar’ ‘exports’

‘gray’ ‘allan’ ‘findings’ ‘data’
‘mib’ ‘glenrand’ ‘tongaat’ ‘hulett’

‘powertech’ ‘altron’ ‘lugtenburg’ ‘abf’
‘vlok’ ‘idion’ ‘survey’ ‘findings’

‘moyo’ ‘bulking’ ‘macleod’ ‘abf’
‘newco’ ‘malherbe’ ‘macleod’ ‘lugtenburg’

5.2. Topic Cohesiveness

As mentioned above, a one-on-one mapping between articles
in Afrikaans and English does exist. The corresponding articles
bear the same message and therefore the semantic context
should be similar, despite the significant differences between
the writing styles in the Afrikaans and English text corpora.
This creates an interesting opportunity to test topic cohesive-
ness: topic distributions between corresponding articles in
Afrikaans and English should have a high correlation.
After aligning topics (following the process described in
section 4.2), topic correlations as reported in table 4 were
obtained. The sorted topic correlations for all 497 documents
are illustrated in figure 4 using the bag-of-words approach and
figure 5 using the words-to-concepts approach.
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Figure 3: Visualisation of English articles in a 2D map (words-
to-concepts approach)

Table 4: Average Topic Correlation.

Bag-of-words Words-to-concepts
10 Topics 20 Topics 10 Topics 20 Topics

0.7170 0.5153 0.3610 0.2570

Since a higher topic correlation implies better topic cohe-
siveness, the results in table 4 indicate that the bag-of-words
approach produces better topic cohesiveness than the words-to-
concepts approach, which contrasts with the greater information
content that was observed for words-to-concepts. To understand
these apparently conflicting results, it is necessary to consider
a few basic properties of the orthography of the two languages.
The Afrikaans writing style is more conjunctive than that of En-
glish. For example, the concept gold price in English is trans-
lated to the word goudprys in Afrikaans. When applying the
words-to-concepts approach, the Afrikaans set of concepts is
therefore richer in variety than the English set of concepts as one
concept in English is often equivalent to one word in Afrikaans,
a fact that is confirmed by the much larger set of concepts found
in Afrikaans compared to English. As a consequence, the top-
ics found in Afrikaans, using our current algorithm, are signifi-
cantly different from those found in English.

6. Conclusions
This article reports on a comparative study of two approaches
to topic modelling, namely bag-of-words and the newly intro-
duced words-to-concepts approach. The data set comprises a
corresponding set of documents in Afrikaans and English which
enables us to expand beyond the normal subjective assessments
of topic models to include a novel objective measure, namely
cohesiveness.
The objective of implementing words-to-concepts is to reduce
the high dimensional, data sparse parameter space of topic
model input data, but still preserve the way in which document
was generated. Applying words-to-concepts reduced the pa-
rameter space for English (from 7221 to 5170 elements), but in-
creased the parameter space for Afrikaans (from 7443 to 17467
elements), which was seen to be a direct consequence of the
orthographic conventions in the two languages. Although the
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Figure 4: Sorted correlation coefficient per document: bag-of-
words, 10 topics.
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Figure 5: Sorted correlation coefficient per document: words-
to-concepts, 10 topics.

topic distributions for words-to-concepts are more descriptive
and focused than for the bag-of-words approach, we therefore
find that the new approach reduces topic cohesiveness. The re-
sults in this article therefore suggest that the optimal concept
size is, amongst other factors, language dependent. It would
therefore be very interesting to search for concept-clustering
techniques which have the same improved expressive power of
words-to-concepts, while retaining the cohesiveness of bag-of-
words. This most basic form of words-to-concepts assumes a
fixed size for concepts (namely two words per concept), where
non-parametric clustering techniques may encourage the for-
mulation of the natural, inherent concept size for a specific lan-
guage.
Future work also includes analyzing this multilingual data set
with other topic models such as LSA, pLSI and GaP [12], in
order to compare topic cohesiveness between models. Such a
comparison, and especially an analysis of the low-cohesiveness
concepts, should provide valuable insights into the limitations
of current topic-modelling approaches.
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Abstract
We explore the construction of a system to classify the domi-
nant emotion in spoken utterances, in a environment where re-
sources such as labelled utterances are scarce. The research ad-
dresses two issues relevant to detecting emotion in speech: (a)
compensating for the lack of resources and (b) finding features
of speech which best characterise emotional expression in the
cultural environment being studied (South African telephone
speech). Emotional speech was divided into three classes: ac-
tive, neutral and passive emotion. An emotional speech corpus
was created by naive annotators using recordings of telephone
speech from a customer service call centre. Features were ex-
tracted from the emotional speech samples and the most suit-
able features selected by sequential forward selection (SFS). A
consistency check was performed to compensate for the lack
of experienced annotators and emotional speech samples. The
classification accuracy achieved is 76.9%, with a 95% classifi-
cation accuracy for active emotion.
Index Terms: emotion recognition, resource creation, cultural
factors

1. Introduction
One of the ways in which companies provide their customers
with services is through call centres. To perform quality control
over these call centres, people are employed to listen to samples
of telephone calls from the call centre and isolate problematic
ones. Finding a way to isolate problematic telephone conversa-
tions automatically can increase the efficiency of the call centre
and allow a company to dedicate more resources to address-
ing the problem areas found through these telephone conversa-
tions. The design of systems for this purpose has therefore been
a topic of active research [1, 2].

The expression of emotion in speech will, to a greater or
lesser degree, depend on the cultural environment in which the
speech occurs. However, this topic has received little experi-
mental attention – in large part because of the lack of publicly
available speech corpora containing speech labelled according
to emotional content. We have therefore embarked on a study
to find whether such a labelled corpus can be created efficiently
in a environment where limited resources are available. In the
process, we researched the features of speech which can be used
to characterise the emotional content of spoken utterances in a
particular resource-scarce environment, namely South African
telephone-recorded speech.

In line with the call-centre application mentioned above, the
goal was to find features which can be used to classify emo-
tions into groups which would be helpful when problematic
telephone conversations need to be isolated. This study inves-
tigates the use of several global statistical features of speech
utterances before selecting an optimal set which achieves the
highest classification accuracy between the emotional classes.

Emotions were sorted into three classes: active emotion, pas-
sive emotion and neutral. Active emotion encompasses emo-
tions which are expressed with energy such as anger, happiness
and frustration; passive emotion encompasses sadness and dis-
appointment, and neutral encompasses speech with a negligible
amount of emotional content.

Because a study on the expression of emotion in speech has
not been done in the South African culture, emotional speech
data was not available. A corpus was collected from recordings
of telephone calls to a customer service centre, and these record-
ings were labelled by two naive annotators. An algorithm was
designed to act as a consistency measure, which acts as partial
compensation for the lack of more sophisticated approaches to
annotation which are typically employed in more resource-rich
environments [1]. This algorithm acts as a filter, selecting the
emotional speech samples that are consistent with most other
samples in their emotional class and discarding those samples
that are not.

In Section 2 we summarise some of the existing research on
emotion recognition, including annotation standards. Section 3
describes the speech corpus employed, and Section 4 describes
the methodology employed. Our results are summarised in Sec-
tion 5.

2. Background
The design of a system that is capable of detecting emotion
in speech can be divided into four sub-tasks: how emotional
speech is collected from people, the annotation of an emotional
speech corpus, the features used to discriminate between emo-
tions and the classifier used for the classification of emotional
speech.

This study was centred on performing detection of natural
emotion in speech. Natural emotion in speech occurs when a
person expresses an emotion through speech without the emo-
tion being elicited or acted. Acted and elicited emotions can
be recorded in isolation and with the emotions selected in ad-
vance. Acted emotional speech is collected by recording actors
speaking with emotions. Acted speech has high emotive con-
tent and arousal [2]. However, systems which are trained on
acted speech do generally not perform well in real world situ-
ations [1, 2]. Elicited emotional speech is collected by using a
mood induction procedure called the Velten method [3]. People
are asked to read a group of sentences which grow in emotional
content, thereby inducing the correct mood in the reader. Natu-
ral emotions can only be found in spontaneous speech and thus
cannot be recorded in a targeted fashion – rather, sound sam-
ples have to be extracted from existing conversations and the
emotional label of that utterance deduced from the content [1].

Given the lack of resources available in our developing-
world context, we used naive annotators for the collection and
annotation of an emotional speech corpus. If following emo-
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tion annotation standards [4] in order to keep labelling consis-
tent between different annotators and the same annotator at dif-
ferent times, much time and effort is required from annotators.
This study explores the possibility of compensating for lack of
experienced and trained annotators and annotation techniques
through the use of a consistency checking algorithm. Two naive
annotators were used in this study, with no manual consistency
checking. However, once the corpus was populated, an auto-
matic consistency check was executed on the data to discard
inconsistent samples.

The features used in order to detect emotion in speech are
a topic of active research. One must select the features that dis-
criminate the most between different emotional classes. Several
studies have found that features derived from the pitch contour
are useful in this regard. The pitch contour is induced by the
glottal waveform, which depends on the tension of the vocal
folds and the sub-glottal air pressure [2]. The glottal volume
velocity changes as different emotions are expressed in speech.
It has been found to be one of the most reliable features to be
used for emotion recognition [5]. The formants of a speech sig-
nal are a way of quantitatively describing the vocal tract. They
can be used to differentiate well articulated speech from loosely
articulated speech. A person under stress or depression does
not articulate voiced sounds as well as they do when they are
not experiencing emotion [2]. It has been shown that the first
and second formants are affected by emotional states more than
all the other formants. Other features that have been found use-
ful in discriminating between emotions include features derived
from the energy contour of an utterance, since the energy (or
amplitude) pattern also conveys the arousal level of emotions in
speech [2, 5].

The correct features for emotion detection will play a cru-
cial role in obtaining satisfactory classification accuracy, and we
suspect that the appropriate features depend on the environment
(linguistic and cultural) in which the speech is collected. Some
features may be detrimental to the emotion detection process.
Sequential forward selection (SFS) can be used to determine
the most suitable features to be used in classification [5]. This
method is nevertheless not always needed. Bhatti, Wang and
Guan [5] found that, with 17 features, SFS gives an improve-
ment of only 3% in their recognition rate. However, Ververidis
and Kotropoulos [6] used SFS to select ten out of eighty seven
features to classify the emotional speech best.

The classifier used to classify emotions in this study was a
neural network. Studies [7, 5] have found neural networks to be
practical for detecting emotion in speech. This is to be expected
as neural networks are known to have a good ability to classify
data which is not linearly separable.

3. The speech corpus
The speech corpus developed in this research was extracted
from recordings of telephone conversations from a call centre
that provides customer service for a telecommunications com-
pany. All the recordings analysed were transmitted via the GSM
network. The corpus contains both male and female voices, in
approximately equal quantities. In order to limit the variabil-
ity of the corpus, only English utterances were employed, but
these were spoken by speakers from a range of linguistic back-
grounds. (The first languages of the speakers included isiZulu,
isiXhosa, Sesotho, English, Afrikaans and Hindi.) The record-
ings were segmented into samples between 1 and 20 seconds
long and the segments labelled with the dominant emotion of
the speech contained in them.

The fine emotional labels used were angry, frustrated,
happy, friendly, neutral, sad and depressed. These fine labels
were combined into three broad classes: active emotion, neu-
tral and passive emotion. Angry, frustrated, happy and friendly
were categorised into the active emotion class; neutral was put
into the neutral class and sad and depressed were categorised
into the passive emotion class.

The final corpus consisted of 2745 samples, 620 of which
are active emotion samples, 2022 are neutral samples and 103
are passive emotion samples.

4. Experimental methodology
4.1. Feature set

Based on the prior research summarised in Section 2, global sta-
tistical features were selected to be used as the features for clas-
sification. All features were extracted using the Praat program
for speech analysis [8]. In total, 45 features were examined and
are listed below.

• Pitch and intensity mean, maximum, minimum and stan-
dard deviation;

• First, second and third formants mean, maximum, mini-
mum and standard deviation;

• Highest and second highest pitch and intensity standard
deviation, measured across 300 ms intervals;

• Mean pitch and intensity standard deviation, measured
for 300 ms intervals;

• Highest and second highest pitch and intensity gradient
and acceleration, measured across 5 ms intervals;

• Mean pitch and intensity gradient, measured across 5 ms
intervals;

• Number of peaks of the intensity curve, normalised for
number of 5 ms intervals;

• Highest and second highest peak to peak value of the
pitch and intensity curve; And

• overall range of the pitch, intensity and formant con-
tours.

Once the feature extraction was completed, the features ex-
tracted directly from the pitch, intensity and formant contours
of the sample were normalised with regard to their mean and
standard deviation using z-score normalisation [9].

Histograms were plotted to estimate the discriminative
power of the features between the tiers. One example of these
histograms is shown in Figure 1, for a feature derived from the
instantaneous intensity contour. The discrimination that the fea-
ture provides between the classes can be seen by the separation
of the different colours in the histogram – as would be expected,
the passive emotions tend to have the lowest relative intensity
peaks, whereas the active emotions tend to have the highest val-
ues for this feature.

4.2. Classifier

Since the focus of this study was resource collection and fea-
ture selection, we did not attempt to find the very best clas-
sifier for our data. Instead, a competent non-parametric clas-
sifier (a feed forward multilayer perceptron (MLP), using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for training) was used [10].
Initial experiments were run to ascertain the optimal number
of hidden nodes. Numbers of hidden nodes between 1 and 10
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Figure 1: Histogram of second highest intensity for three tiers
(normalised to 100 levels). The darkest colour represents active
emotion, the lighter colour represents passive emotion and the
lightest colour represents neutral

were used, and the optimal number of 5 was selected taking
both time constraints and classification accuracy into account.
The neural network was also implemented with 3 output nodes,
one for every emotion class. The classification is checked by
polling the outputs and checking which output has the highest
value. The classification is then checked against the class which
the sample falls into to calculate a classification accuracy.

4.3. Feature selection

Sequential forward selection (SFS) was used to select optimal
features out of the feature set. SFS starts off with a pool of
features and an empty (selected) feature set. A feature is se-
lected to be added to the feature set from the pool by determin-
ing which feature will cause the highest reduction in classifica-
tion error (which, when starting off, will be the error obtained
when speech utterances are classified arbitrarily into emotional
tiers). Features are added to the set using the same selection
technique until none of the features allow for a decrease in clas-
sification error. Features are not allowed to be removed from
the selected feature set. Figure 2 illustrates the classification
accuracy achieved if the SFS algorithm is allowed to continue
after the optimal feature set has been found. One can see from
the figure that the classification accuracy starts to decrease after
3 features are selected. This is not only because the features be-
come less discriminatory together, it also indicates that 3 is the
optimal amount of features for the selected classifier. The SFS
algorithm implemented in the emotion detection system would
stop searching for features once it gets to the peak classification
accuracy at 3 features.

4.4. Data refinement

Once feature selection was completed, the data was checked for
consistency. Consistency checking was implemented to com-
pensate for the lack of annotator expertise as well as annota-
tor disagreement, and thus the mislabelling and inconsistent la-
belling of samples. The consistency checking begins with the
passive emotion class because this class contains the smallest
number of samples and will thus dictate the number of samples
allowed from the other two classes (The same number of sam-

Figure 2: Relationship between classification accuracy and
number of features used for classifying, with features selected
according to sequential forward selection

ples are used from every class to ensure that the classifier stays
unbiased).

Consistency checking makes use of a neural network
trained with all samples of the training set. The neural network
is then tested with the same samples. The samples which are
classified incorrectly by more than a specified margin are dis-
carded and all others (including those classified correctly) are
retained. Consistency checking is first executed on the class
with the smallest amount of samples, once the number of con-
sistent samples from that class is known, the same amount of
consistent samples are extracted from the other two classes to
make the new consistent data set. The retained samples are used
as class representatives for the training of a new neural network.

5. Experimental results
Two experiments were performed on the emotional speech cor-
pus collected. The first experiment was aimed at getting a base
classification accuracy when consistency checking is not im-
plemented. Firstly, because only 100 samples of passive emo-
tional speech were present in the emotional speech corpus, 100
samples of active emotional speech and 100 samples of neu-
tral speech were used in order to not bias the classifier. The
samples were selected such that the first 50%, which were used
for training data, were selected from a different recording set
than the second 50%, which were used as testing and valida-
tion data. This would ensure that the classification accuracy
achieved would not be over optimistic. Then all 45 features
were extracted from these samples. The sequential forward se-
lection algorithm was performed to find the optimal features for
discriminating between emotional classes. Three features were
selected:

• highest time difference between the peaks of the inten-
sity and pitch contours,

• highest amplitude difference between successive peaks
of the intensity contour.

These features, extracted from the training set, were used
to train the baseline classifier. The classification accuracy
achieved for this experiment was 57.6%. The confusion matrix
can be seen in Table 1 and illustrates the classifications of the
three classes individually. From the confusion matrix one can
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see that active emotion has the highest classification accuracy at
72%.

Because the passive emotion has the least amount of sam-
ples, another experiment was run using only active and neutral
emotion samples. This allowed the classifier to be trained on
600 samples of each tier. The features selected during this ex-
periment were:

• second highest acceleration measured for the pitch con-
tour,

• mean of the first formant, and

• overall range for the third formant.

The overall classification accuracy achieved for the system was
79.28%.

In the second experiment, all 45 features were extracted
from every sample in the corpus. Feature selection was then
performed using the sequential forward selection to find the op-
timal features to use for classification. Once the optimal fea-
tures were found the samples were filtered using these features
to maximise consistency within the classes. The selection mar-
gin was set such that (on average) 70% of the samples in each
class are retained. These samples were then reduced to ensure
equal representation of all classes, and split into a training set
( 1
2

), test set ( 1
3

) and validation set ( 1
6

) and input to the classifier.
The average classification accuracy achieved using this method
was 76.9%. The confusion matrix, which can be seen in Table
2 illustrates the classifications of the three classes individually.
As can be seen in Table 2, Active and neutral emotions are clas-
sified with a much better accuracy than the passive emotions. In
fact, both the active and neutral classes have a recall rate above
90%, and for active emotions the precision is also better than
90%. Passive emotions are poorly recognised because they are
difficult for an annotator to recognise; thus, many of the sam-
ples in the passive emotion class are quite similar to those with
neutral emotions. Even with consistency checking, there are
simply not enough samples with pronounced passive emotions
for the classifier to learn to distinguish them from other emo-
tions with high accuracy. In order to ensure that the increase in
classification accuracy was indeed due to the improved training
of the classifier, the samples that were rejected during filtering
were re-classified using the classifier trained on the filtered sam-
ples. The average classification accuracy achieved was 61.4%,
which is 3.8% higher than the original classification accuracy
for non-filtered samples.

Table 1: Confusion matrix of results achieved without consis-
tency checking

True Class Classified
Active emotion Neutral Passive emotion

Active emotion 0.7291 0.1521 0.1188
Neutral 0.2667 0.4727 0.2606

Passive emotion 0.3006 0.2685 0.4612

6. Discussion
This study has been centred on the development of a system
to detect the expression of emotion in speech in an environ-
ment with limited resources. Two matters have received most
attention: compensating for lack of resources and finding the
features which characterise the expression of emotion.

Table 2: Confusion matrix of results achieved with consistency
checking

True Class Classified
Active emotion Neutral Passive emotion

Active emotion 0.9565 0.04348 0
Neutral 0.087 0.913 0

Passive emotion 0 0.3043 0.6956

Compensating for lack of resources is very important where
speech resources are not freely available. In the context of this
study, only a certain number of recordings of emotional speech
were available, and these were labelled by naive annotators. The
consistency checking has allowed the improvement of both the
training and testing process by ensuring samples that are la-
belled with an emotional class truly contain the emotion that
they are labelled with. This means that the classifier is trained
to classify emotions with samples that contain less emotional
’noise’. And it is tested on samples that contain the emotions
that they are labelled with, thus improving the preciseness of
the measurement of classification accuracy. By using the con-
sistency checking algorithm to automatically check the emo-
tional speech samples, a data set was selected which achieves
a classification accuracy of 76.9% - this is a 19.3% improve-
ment on the original data set. This improvement came at the
cost of discarding the samples which were deemed less distinct
by the original classifier; however, our informal listening exper-
iments indicated that these were indeed samples of which the
true classes were most debatable. Also, the filtering of samples
improved the classifier training to the extent that the samples re-
jected during consistency checking were classified with a rate of
61.4%, thus showing that the improved system is more capable
of classifying even borderline, unseen utterances.

It remains to be seen how well this classifier will perform
on an unfiltered set of utterances – based on the experimental re-
sults obtained here, it seems feasible that a threshold on the out-
puts of the neural network can be used to eliminate the samples
which do not clearly fall into a particular category. However,
even in the absence of such a mechanism, the current system
should be able to distinguish between active and neutral utter-
ances with a high precision, which would be useful in practical
applications.

It will also be interesting to see how well the methodology
followed here will perform for emotion classification in other
environments, and for other paralinguistic classification tasks
(e.g. dialect classification). Finally, it would be most interest-
ing to compare the optimal features for emotion detection in
different languages, and an approach such as ours makes such a
comparison feasible.
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Abstract
The durations of phonemes varies for different speakers. To
this end, the correlations between phonemes across different
speakers are studied and a novel approach to predict unknown
phoneme durations from the values of known phoneme dura-
tions for a particular speaker are presented, based on the max-
imum likelihood criterion. Several interesting patterns are ob-
served. Phonemes from the same broad phonetic class tend to
covary most strongly (and therefore intra-class predictions of
unknown phoneme durations are most accurate), but significant
cross-class correlations are also present. Consequently, knowl-
edge of only a few highly-correlated phonemes’ durations is
necessary to make a good duration prediction.
Index Terms: phoneme durations, speech recognition, maxi-
mum likelihood, eigen vectors

1. Introduction
Developing accurate phoneme duration models has been a topic
of discussion for several years, especially with regard to the po-
tential benefits for automatic speech recognition (ASR) [1]. In
[2],[3] we showed that accurate phoneme duration models can
significantly improve state of the art speaker recognition (SR)
systems in a text-dependent environment. For practical appli-
cations of both ASR and speaker recognition, duration models
have to be developed for text-independent speech. This is not
a trivial problem as there are many factors influencing the du-
ration of phonemes in text-independent speech, such as posi-
tion in word, position in sentence, stress, preceding and follow-
ing phonemes, speech rate etc. Although the work done in [2]
was in a text-dependent environment, it did confirm earlier find-
ings by [4] that phoneme durations are also speaker-specific to
a large extent, which adds another dimension to the model es-
timation. All these factors contribute to making data scarcity a
significant obstacle to characterizing phoneme durations accu-
rately. This obstacle, which was first identified in 1988 already
by Crystal and House [5], remains arguably the most significant
one to the more general use of phoneme durations.

An attempt to estimate the individual contributions of the
abovementioned factors to the total variance was made by [1].
A hierarchical analysis of variance was performed and it was
found that much of the variance can indeed be explained by
these factors. Because of the type of ANOVA performed, it was
not possible to examine interactions among the factors, which
may omit important information. Duration patterns were also
modelled by [6],[7],[8],[9] in order to improve speaker recog-
nition performance. It was observed that significant improve-
ments in accuracy can be achieved by separately modelling
word durations, single phoneme durations and state durations

using 3-state hidden Markov models (HMMs). Data sparse-
ness was addressed in all cases by a back-off technique, though
which word-models would be backed off to triphone models and
the latter to single phoneme models. This ignores the effect of
the specific factor being addressed on the particular phoneme.
Rao Gadde [8] also performed a simple speech rate normaliza-
tion. The speech rate was calculated as the number of phonemes
per second. By applying this simple normalization technique, a
consistent improvement in word recognition was observed over
several databases.

Taken together, these studies are strong evidence that ac-
curate phoneme duration models can greatly benefit both ASR
and speaker recognition. However, no sophisticated model ex-
ists yet because of data scarcity (which limits the number of
factors that can be modeled), the many different factors which
have an influence on the duration of phonemes and the fact that
interaction effects between the different factors are not incorpo-
rated into the models.

In this paper we present some introductory work towards
the goal of building a model that accurately incorporates all of
the abovementioned factors and their interactions. In particular,
we have focused on two of the factors that have been found
to be important, namely “speaker”, and “phoneme type/class”.
Our objective was to see if it is possible to make better duration
predictions of unknown speakers than the back-off approach,
given a model that was trained from other speakers’ data. We
also believe that certain phonemes are more predictable than
others and that certain classes of phonemes tend to have greater
influence on the durations of others. All of these experiments
were conducted on the TIMIT corpus because of the availability
of accurate manual phoneme segmentations.

2. TIMIT corpus
The TIMIT corpus is a speech corpus of 630 speakers from
eight major dialect regions in the United States. Each speaker
spoke 10 utterances resulting in 6300 utterances in TIMIT. The
training set consists of 462 speakers, which comprise 326 males
and 136 females. Three types of sentences were read: sx, si
and sa. The sx sentences were read from a list of 450 pho-
netically balanced sentences that were designed at MIT, the si
sentences from 1890 phonetically diverse sentences designed at
TI and two dialect sentences designed at SRI. The test set con-
sists of 168 speakers, which were selected so that no sentence
text appears in both the training and test set.

3. Modelling approach
The modelling approach we took was influenced by two ques-
tions. From a theoretical viewpoint we wanted to know if and
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how different phonemes’ durations covary under different con-
ditions such as those mentioned above. In particular we de-
cided to investigate this question under the “speaker” condition.
In practical terms, we wanted to see whether it is possible to
reduce the data requirements of phoneme duration predictions
by using inter-phoneme information. This knowledge would be
useful for scenarios where data scarcity is an issue.

As already mentioned, there are several factors that act to-
gether in a complex and as yet unknown fashion in influencing
the durations of the phonemes. A good understanding of each
factor is necessary before attempting to model them together.
In answering the questions we posed, we wanted to isolate the
“speaker” factor. For that reason, we decided to conduct in-
dependent experiments where we worked with mean phoneme
durations per speaker in an attempt to smooth out the other fac-
tors. Our first set of measurements therefore consisted of com-
puting the correlations between mean phoneme durations across
speakers.

In order to get a perspective of the extent of the influence
of factor on the durations, an eigenvector analysis was done.
The directions and magnitudes of the principal contributions
to variance were obtained by calculating the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. By then projecting speaker-specific data onto the
eigenvectors a good indication is obtained of the speaker differ-
ences for the specific factor. The directions of the eigenvectors
explain how each of the input factors contributes to the specific
dimension.

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are obtained from the co-
variance matrix of the n × m data where n is the number of
levels of a factor (number of speakers in our case) and m the
number of phonemes. Before calculating the covariance ma-
trix, the data matrix is normalized by subtracting the mean val-
ues from the column vectors and then dividing by the standard
deviation. This ensures that phonemes with a high variance do
not dominate the analysis.

We decided to use a maximum likelihood (ML) approach
for cross-phoneme duration estimation, because this enabled
us to utilize the information provided by the eigenvectors in
a practical model. It was assumed that the data can be ap-
proximated by a normal distribution with the covariance ma-
trix calculated as described above. Suppose one has a vector
x = {x0...xm} representing normalized phoneme durations
with xm−p unknown, p < m. The ML approach will find
xm−p such that the probability P (x0...xm) is maximized. If
one defines x to be x = d − mu with d the original duration,
the ML solution given Σ−1x can be found from

∂Σ

∂xm−p
= 0 (1)

The solution to (1) is simply

Σ−1x = 0 (2)

on condition that x = k with the exception of xm−p, with k
being the given data vector. (2) can easily be solved by simple
linear algebra. This method was then extended by allowing sev-
eral unknown durations to be estimated simultaneously using
exactly the same approach as described above.

4. Experimental setup
The proposed models were tested using the TIMIT database as
described in section 2. TIMIT contains 52 different phone sym-
bols. This set was reduced to the well-known ARPABET owing

to data scarcity, which consists of 48 symbols, by combining
em, en and eng into en, hh and hv to h and zh and z to z.
ARPABET was then reduced by one symbol to 47 symbols by
combining [f] and [Λ].

The training set of 462 speakers was used to estimate the
covariance matrix, as well as the eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
The test set of 168 speakers was then used to test the models by
trying to predict phoneme durations. For every speaker, sample
means of all present phonemes were calculated.

Our initial measurements of the correlations in phoneme
durations across speakers focused on the relationships between
phonemes that covary in duration. Thereafter, we conducted a
number of experiments to investigate duration prediction using
the ML method described above.

4.1. Experiment 1

An iterative approach was used to estimate every single
phoneme duration, given all the other phoneme durations. The
objective of this experiment was twofold: to determine if the
ML approach can be used to make better predictions than sim-
ply predicting the global mean of each phoneme and also to
determine the relative predictability of individual phonemes.

4.2. Experiment 2

The same iterative approach was used to estimate the durations
of all phonemes, but this time only phonemes of the same class
as the phoneme in question were given as input. The hypothesis
that was to be tested was that phonemes tend to vary in classes.
There were five phoneme classes: stops, fricatives & affricates,
nasals, semivowels & glides and vowels.

4.3. Experiment 3

Experiment 2 was repeated, but instead of using phoneme du-
rations of the same class, all durations except the durations of
phones of the same class were given as input. An interesting
observation from the covariance matrix was tested here in that
there seems to be a “cross-class” correlation between certain
phonemes.

4.4. Experiment 4

For every speaker 50 duration estimates were done. Every es-
timation entailed three vowels and three consonants to be esti-
mated simultaneously, with the rest of the observed phonemes
given as data to the ML model estimator.

4.5. Experiment 5

For every speaker, each phoneme was estimated iteratively, each
time adding phonemes in descending order according to their
correlation with the phoneme to be estimated.

4.6. Experiment 6

The theoretical minimum of experiment 5 was calculated by
adding phonemes until just before the error started to increase
again.

5. Results
5.1. The correlation of phoneme durations

The correlations across speakers between the durations of all
phonemes were computed; because of the normalization em-
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Figure 1: Pareto chart of the eigenvalues obtained from the
speaker/phoneme covariance matrix.

Figure 2: Components of first eigenvector.

ployed, these are equivalent to Pearson correlation coefficients.
Some typical results are shown in figures 11 to 14, which rep-
resent the largest and smallest measured correlation values be-
tween four different phonemes and all other phonemes in our
set. We see that some groups of phonemes (including most vow-
els) have high correlations with all other phonemes in the same
group. Other phonemes have a more diverse set of correlations -
for example, the duration of “p” correlates highly not only with
other plosives (“k” and “t” in Figure 12), but also with the frica-
tives “s”, “z” and “sh”, the nasal “n”, etc. Similarly, the duration
of “r” in Figure 13 correlates highly with the expected “l” and
“w”, but also with several vowels. Finally, some phonemes have
few strong correlations - for example, “dx” in Figure 14, which
has reasonably weak correlation with the other flap (“nx”), and
no other notable correlations.

5.2. Eigenvector analysis

We now describe the results obtained in our analysis of the
eigenstructure of the correlation matrix. Firstly, the magnitudes
of the eigenvalues indicate how much weight or value a partic-
ular eigenvector carries.

From Fig. 1 it can be seen that the first eigenvector contains
more than 22% of the total information and that approximately
65% of the information is contained within the first 10 eigen-
vectors. This is a strong indication that a significant amount of
information is contained in a relatively small number of factors.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the first eigenvector corre-
sponds to a simultaneous stretching of all phonemes - this can
therefore be seen as an indication of speaking rate. The vow-
els and fricatives are seen to be the most consistent participants

Figure 3: Components of second eigenvector.

Figure 4: Components of third eigenvector.

in this change. The second eigenvector, shown in Fig. 3, cor-
responds to a differential lengthening of vowels in comparison
with consonants, whereas the third eigenvector (Fig. 4) seems
to indicate a distinction between the relative lengths of liquids,
glides and nasals, on the one hand, in comparison with plosives,
fricatives and certain vowels, on the other.

5.3. ML analysis

The performance of the ML model in the five experiments de-
scribed in Section 4 was calculated in terms of the variance nor-
malized mean squared error (MSE) between the correct dura-
tion and the estimated duration. A total of 7522 estimations
were done for the first three and also the last experiment and
50400 for the fourth. The latter will be normalized to the other
four experiments in order to give comparable results. A base-
line against which the results can be tested must also be es-
tablished. Two baselines were selected: a nearest neighbor
approach (where the closest training speaker based on all the
known phoneme durations is calculated, using the Euclidean
distance) and simply using the global mean for the specific
phoneme. The results can be seen in Table 1. Experiment 5 was
conducted to evaluate individual phoneme errors and is thus not
presented in the table.

Table 1: Variance normalized MSE of the ML model, nearest
neighbor and mean model from the four experiments.

Exp. ML Global Mean Eucl. dist
1 0.874 1.070 1.601
2 0.871 1.070 1.658
3 1.007 1.070 1.730
4 0.874 1.087 1.606
6 0.815

Several interesting observations can be made from Table
1. Firstly, we note that the ML approach consistently outper-
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forms the global mean approach. In experiment 1 the percent-
age improvement is approximately 18.3% and this increases to
18.6% for experiment 2. As could be expected, this percentage
drops significantly for experiment 3 (to only 5.9%). The inter-
esting observation here is that this approach still performs bet-
ter than the global mean approach. This phenomenon confirms
that the many non-zero correlations between different classes of
phonemes can be employed usefully. Surprisingly, the average
improvement jumps to 19.6% for experiment 4 where six un-
known phoneme durations were estimated simultaneously. This
is promising, since this experiment is a better reflection of a
practical application than the other experiments, as one will
rarely have all phoneme examples. It must be noted that the er-
ror values for experiment 4 have a much larger variance, since
phonemes to be estimated were chosen randomly every time.
The ratios between vowel and consonant occurrences are also
equal, whereas the other experiments have more consonants that
are estimated than vowels. The mean normalized MSE for vow-
els is also slightly lower than that of consonants and thus the
error value in experiment 4 will tend to be slightly lower than if
the conditions had been exactly the same as in the other experi-
ments.

Although there is a slight decrease in the overall MSE when
only within-class information is used for duration estimation
(Exp. 2), this improvement is not uniform. A combined analy-
sis of experiments 2 and 3 and the correlation coefficients indi-
cates that the cross-class correlations are the reason for this be-
haviour. Examples include vowels such as “ae” and semivowels
such as “r” and “l”.

Note that the nearest neighbor approach performs signifi-
cantly worse than the other two methods. This may seem coun-
terintuitive, but if there is limited (or even negative) correlation
between the estimated and nearest neighbor estimates, one can
easily see that larger error values will be observed in this case.
If we let x1 be the duration we want to estimate and x2 the
predictor, the expected value of the MSE can be expressed as

< (x1 − x2)
2 > (3)

Multiplying out gives

< x2
1 − 2x1x2 + x2

2 > (4)

Subtracting the mean value from x1 and x2 respectively will not
change the expected value. It then follows that

< x2
i >= µ2

i + σ2
i (5)

but µ2
i = 0 since the means are subtracted, giving < x2 >=

σ2. (5) can be rewritten as

σ2
1 − 2 < x1x2 > +σ2

2 (6)

For the global mean case this is equivalent to

2σ2
1 − 2 < x1x2 >, (7)

where we have assumed that the training speakers and testing
speakers all have roughly the same variance per phoneme (σ1 ≈
σ2).

From the above analysis it can be seen that for large corre-
lations the error will tend to zero, but for small correlations the
global mean approach will tend to have double the error of the
nearest neighbor approach.

The variance-normalized MSE values for all phonemes in
experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Fig. 5 shows that

Figure 5: Variance normalized MSE for the different phonemes
using the ML approach.

Figure 6: Variance normalized MSE for the different phonemes
using the ML, global mean and Euclidean distance approaches.

there are significant differences in the relative predictabilities
of the different phonemes, with the vowels “iy”, “eh”, “ae”, the
fricatives “s”, “sh” and the liquid “l” being most predictable.
These are also the phonemes whose durations correlate most
strongly with those of other phonemes. The least predictable
phonemes are characterized by factors such as data scarcity
(“oy”), phonemic ambiguity (“uw”) and weak correlation with
other phoneme durations (“nx”). It is interesting that the plo-
sives “t”, “k”, and “d” are fairly predictable, whereas the other
three plosives are less so.

The results of experiment 5 are summarized in Figures 7
to 10. As expected the error value decreases rapidly when the
phonemes with the highest correlation are given as examples.
An unexpected phenomenon is that even the highly predictable
phonemes’ errors start to increase after a moderate number of
phonemes have been added as examples. This is probably a
result of the Gaussian distribution, which is assumed during our
ML estimation, and deserves further attention.

6. Discussion and conclusions
The pareto chart in Fig. 1 is a confirmation of the claim that
much of the variation observed in the duration of phonemes, as
caused by the variable “speaker”, can be explained by a rela-
tively small number of factors. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show that
a common lengthening or shortening of all phonemes is the
strongest single effect, but that differential stretches between
and within phoneme classes also play a significant role.

This knowledge was then applied by estimating an ML
model from the training data in the TIMIT corpus. The model
was tested using the testing data, also from the TIMIT corpus.
From Table 1 and Figure 6 it can be seen that the ML approach
performs significantly better than the mean phone duration ap-
proach. Thus, the observed intra-speaker correlations between
phoneme durations are practically usable.

High correlations between phonemes in the same class,
but also across classes were observed. It was found that
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Figure 7: Variance normalized MSE for aa vs the number of
known phonemes during estimation, added in descending order
of correlation with aa.

most phonemes correlate well with only a few other phonemes
(on the order of 10), and that accurate duration estimation is
achieved using only those phonemes. As can be seen in Table 1,
the lowest achievable error rate when selecting input phonemes
in this fashion is 0.815, approximately 6.5% better than the re-
sult from experiment 2.

Our results also emphasize the importance of combining the
various effects that influence the durations of phonemes. We
found that about 15 % to 20 % of the intra-speaker variability in
phoneme durations can be explained without reference to other
factors, which indicates a significant role for those factors.
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Figure 9: Variance normalized MSE for r vs the number of
known phonemes during estimation, added in descending order
of correlation with r.
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Figure 10: Variance normalized MSE for dx vs the number of
known phonemes during estimation, added in descending order
of correlation with dx.

Figure 11: 10 phonemes with the highest and 10 with the lowest
correlation with aa.

Figure 12: 10 phonemes with the highest and 10 with the lowest
correlation with p.

Figure 13: 10 phonemes with the highest and 10 with the lowest
correlation with r.

Figure 14: 10 phonemes with the highest and 10 with the lowest
correlation with dx.
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Abstract
We analyse the effect of speech rate variation on Afrikaans
phone stability from an acoustic perspective. Specifically we
introduce two techniques for the acoustic analysis of speech
rate variation, apply these techniques to an Afrikaans speech
recognition corpus containing extensive speech variation, and
demonstrate how these techniques can be used to better under-
stand the performance of a speech recognition system trained
on such data.

1. Introduction
Typically there are various sources of variation present in the
acoustic training data that are used when building an automatic
speech recognition (ASR) system. Sources of variation include
dialect differences, speaker differences, channel effects such as
bandwidth and background noise, speaking style and vocabu-
lary used. One such source of variation that has received some
attention in literature is speech rate variation [1]. In this paper
we investigate the effect of speech rate variation on Afrikaans
phone realisation. Specifically we aim to answer the following
questions:

1. How stable are the different Afrikaans phones with re-
gard to speech rate variation?

2. Which techniques can assist us in analysing such phone
variability?

3. Can these techniques assist us in understanding and ex-
plaining ASR performance?

While literature exists that addresses the effect of speech rate
variability on phone duration [2], we are specifically interested
in the effect of speech rate variability on phone acoustics.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In sec-
tion 2 we provide some general background with regard to the
analysis techniques used. Section 3 contains a description of
our experimental setup, while section 4 contains a discussion of
the specific analysis techniques used and the results obtained.
Section 5 summarises the main conclusions of the study and
describes possible future work.

2. Background
Two of the tools used extensively in our analysis are (1) the
Bhattacharyya distance [3], a distance measure defined between
two Gaussian distributions, and (2) speaker space correlation
matrices, a measure of the amount of cross-speaker correlation
across phones.

2.1. The Bhattacharyya distance

Many texts on statistical pattern recognition cover the Bhat-
tacharyya distance. This is a useful measure to compare how
far two Gaussian distributions are apart. If we define the fol-
lowing notations [4]:

ωi : class i = 1, 2

Mi : mean vector of class ωi

Σi : covariance matrix of class ωi

then the Bhattacharyya distance, Dbhat, is defined as:

Dbhat =
1

8
(M2 −M1)

T
hΣ1 + Σ2

2

i−1

(M2 −M1)

+
1

2
ln

˛̨
Σ1+Σ2

2

˛̨
p
|Σ1||Σ2|

(1)

The equation consists of two parts that give separability due to
the difference between class means and the difference between
class covariance matrices respectively [4].

2.2. Speaker space correlation matrices

Speaker space correlation matrices provide a measure of the
amount of cross-speaker correlation across phones. The eigen-
vector decomposition of the speaker space correlation matrix
has been shown to be useful in normalising speech (perform-
ing speaker normalisation) prior to speech recognition system
training [5].

Speaker space correlation matrices as defined in [5] are con-
structed by extracting feature vectors (such as Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) observations or formant frequen-
cies) according to phone identities, and generating a single
mean value per feature per speaker per phone. For every speaker
an m x d-dimensional vector is constructed for the m observed
phones and d-dimensional feature vector.

The vectors of phones being investigated are then concate-
nated in the same sequence for each speaker, which results in a
matrix of speaker vectors. If the correlation values are given by:

ρXY =
Cov(X, Y )

σXσY
(2)

where Cov(X, Y ) = E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )] (3)

and σX indicates the standard deviation of X and µX the mean
of X , then by calculating the correlation matrix of the matrix
of speaker vectors we end up with a speaker space correlation
matrix.

The means of the feature vector of a specific context
(phone) varies with a certain pattern between different speakers.
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Speaker space correlation matrices thus describe the similarity
of these variations across contexts.

3. Experimental setup

We use two acoustic analysis techniques and the results of a set
of speech recognition experiments to perform our analysis. In
this section we briefly describe the data set and speech features
used, as well as the basic construction of the speech recognition
system.

3.1. Data set

The data set utilised during this study was custom-developed
by North-West University. This corpus contains transcribed
read speech with samples of both slow and fast speech for each
speaker. The set of Afrikaans data that we analyse contains 127
speakers and consists of two and a half hours of 16 bit data with
a sample rate of 22 kHz. It is not the full corpus which contains
130 speakers and consists of three and a half hours of data. Due
to transcription errors, pronunciation errors and two low qual-
ity speakers one hour of data were not used. Durations for the
slow and fast data sets are approximately one and a half hours
and one hour respectively. This is a limited resource as far as
speech recognition is concerned.

3.2. Speech features

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are used as
speech features during the analysis. These coefficients are cal-
culated from the spectrum of the speech signal. From the Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the signal, a filter-bank con-
taining triangular filters is used to compute the average of the
spectrum around the center frequency of each filter. These fil-
ters have increasing bandwidth and are spaced along the mel-
scale. MFCCs are then defined as the discrete cosine transform
of the log filter-bank amplitudes [6].

We use only the first 13 MFCC coefficients and include
delta and acceleration coefficients in some of the analyses. The
delta and acceleration coefficients are calculated by taking the
first and second derivatives of MFCC 0 - 12 (0 being a repre-
sentation of total spectral energy) [7], resulting in a total of 39
coefficients used. We use a frame size of 25ms and an overlap
of 15ms, resulting in one observation every 10ms.

3.3. Speech recognition system

We build a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based speech recog-
nition system, using the toolkit HTK [7], Gaussian mixtures
to model observation probabilities, a 3-state left-to-right HMM
per phone. For different purposes we build a monophone sys-
tem, a single-mixture triphone based system and a 17-mixture
triphone-based system.

Different speech recognition systems are constructed dur-
ing the analysis: a system built using only a portion of the slow
speech (S), only a portion of the fast speech (F) or a portion of
all available data (A). The various train and test data sets are
randomly selected to consist of 90% and 10% of the above data
sets. In the case of slow data, the training set used for ASR ex-
periments were further limited to be of the same duration as the
fast data training set.

4. Analysis and results
In this section we describe the different analysis techniques
used: (1) an initial duration analysis of the data set in order to
ensure that significant speech rate differences do indeed exist,
(2) acoustic analysis of the data according to distance measures,
(3) acoustic analysis of the data according to speaker space cor-
relation, and (4) an analysis of speech recognition performance.

4.1. Duration analysis

In order to do a first analysis of the durations of each phone,
we perform a forced alignment using the best available speech
recognition system (A) and the known transcriptions. For each
phone we calculate the average duration across all speakers for
both the fast and slow speech respectively.

Table 1 lists the difference in the average phone durations
between the slow and fast data sets for the phones considered.
The actual phone duration times are derived from the average
amount of MFCC observations allocated to the particular phone
for that dataset. Given the fact that one MFCC observation has
a length of 10 ms, it can be seen that the average differences
between phones of the fast and slow data range between 2 and
20 ms.

Phone Duration difference (10ms)
a: 2.035
e: 1.971
s 1.529
x 1.322
f 1.305
p 1.259
ey 1.240
o: 1.145
k 1.020
ao 0.991
t 0.926

ah 0.917
eh 0.892
m 0.888
v 0.805
n 0.768
b 0.723
iy 0.670
h 0.629
l 0.586
r 0.578

ax 0.488
d 0.255

Table 1: Average phone duration difference between fast and
slow data

As can be expected, the difference in phone length is also
visible through the transition probabilities of the HMMs. For
example, for a monophone such as /a:/ that has a lengthened
duration for slow speed rates, the probability of remaining in a
given state is 0.59, 0.80 and 0.61 for states 1, 2 and 3 respec-
tively when trained on fast data, and 0.65, 0.84 and 0.68 for
states 1, 2 and 3 respectively, when trained on slow data. In this
way the HMM provides an automatic compensation mechanism
for the difference in duration between the two models.
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4.2. Distance measures between acoustic models

A logical place to look for variations that occur in data is to look
at the acoustic models themselves. The single-mixture HMMs
we use all consist of three emitting states, each containing one
Gaussian distribution to model the acoustics of that state. Us-
ing the Bhattacharyya distance as distance measure to compare
the distributions between similar states of models, enables us to
determine how similar two models trained on different data sets
are. As the data set is fairly limited, we constrain this analysis
to single-mixture monophone models.

4.2.1. Defining confidence intervals

When comparing two acoustic models of different data sets, it
is important to consider the amount of training data that resulted
in the estimation of the model. The Bhattacharyya distance be-
tween two acoustic models trained on different data sets results
in part from the fact that the distributions themselves are differ-
ent for poorly estimated and well estimated models. This effect
will decrease as more data is used and will disappear when suf-
ficient data results in accurate density estimation.

In order to correctly interpret comparative results we use the
following process to define confidence intervals for our results:
Firstly, the total amount of phone occurrences for every phone
found in the data is measured. From these values we select a
phone that occurs very frequently (over 10 000 occurrences in
the training data) in order to ensure an accurate estimation of the
acoustic model for that particular phone. We also ensure that
the Bhattacharyya distance between two sufficiently estimated
models of different datasets (such as F and S) for this phone is
small compared to the other phones found in the data. This is a
good indication that other variations in the data does not have a
big effect on the chosen phone. The Afrikaans phone we choose
is the short vowel /ax/ as found in the Afrikaans pronunciation
of ‘kind’ (/k ax n t/, ‘child’ in English).

We then construct training subsets from the full training set
containing an increasing number of occurrences of the phone
in question. For each training subset we estimate a separate
model. Models are thus estimated for phone counts of /ax/ from
10 up to 10 000 occurrences. For each of these models the
Bhattacharyya distances with a well estimated model are de-
termined.

Confidence intervals can be described as the accuracy of
the estimation of a model at a particular phone occurrence as
a function of the total deviation (worst case scenario) observed.
By taking the distance value of the most poorly estimated model
of our selected phone /ax/ as the maximum variance, each of
the other distance values can be expressed as a percentage of
the maximum deviation, resulting in a the confidence intervals
listed in Table 2.

4.2.2. Grouping of phones based on Bhattacharyya distance

Not all Afrikaans phones were sufficiently covered by the lim-
ited amount of training data. It was thus unavoidable that some
acoustic models were not estimated well. By comparing the
distance between models found in Table 3 with the confidence
interval values of Table 2, it is easy to see that the phones cannot
be classified when model estimations is performed on less than
850 occurrences. As a result all phones occurring less than 850
times for the test being performed were omitted.

We are left with 23 phones that can further be divided in two
sets. One for phone occurrences below and above 2000 respec-
tively. By doing this we end up with two groups of phones that

Mean Bhattacharyya Percentage of max Occurrences
1.793 100.00 10
0.660 36.80 50
0.443 24.73 100
0.169 9.44 200
0.094 5.25 500
0.027 1.51 700
0.037 2.05 850
0.025 1.40 1000
0.011 0.59 2000
0.002 0.13 5000
0.000 0.00 10000

Table 2: Bhattacharyya distance between /ax/ model for all slow
data and partially estimated slow model with selected counts

can be classified according to their acoustic distances within a
confidence interval of 2% and 0.59% of the expected maximum
deviation respectively.

This grouping being applied to the phones found in Table
3, the Bhattacharyya distance values can now be used to com-
pare the acoustics of two speech recognition models. The val-
ues represent the average (across the three emitting states) of
the Bhattacharyya distances between the models for the same
phone trained on a selected fast and slow dataset of same dura-
tion 3.3.

Phone AVG Bhat distance Occurrence
iy 0.068 2025
l 0.061 2185
n 0.060 3895
k 0.059 2047
d 0.058 2592
s 0.054 3562
t 0.053 3989

ax 0.044 6162
ah 0.044 2326
r 0.031 3660

eh 0.141 1397
ao 0.137 1565
e: 0.102 1024
ey 0.085 1040
v 0.071 1183
a: 0.064 1567
m 0.057 1569
f 0.054 1625
h 0.045 1313
x 0.037 1744

Table 3: Average Bhattacharyya distance between models for
fast and slow data

It is interesting to note that the size of the acoustic differ-
ence observed does not correlate strongly with the observed
changes in duration (as listed in Table 1), but rather seem to
correlate fairly well with the place of articulation.

Overall sounds that require the most effort to pronounce
correctly are affected most. By this effort we refer to sounds
that are pronounced with a raised tongue, rounding or widening
and phones requiring transitions such as diphthongs [8]. Table
4 summarizes these difficulties for all the vowels in Table 3.
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Phone Rounding Tongue raised Change
eh Wide Medium No
ao Rounded Medium No
e: Wide High - Medium Yes
ey Neutral Medium - High Yes
iy Wide High No
a: Neutral Low No
o: Rounded Low No
ax Neutral Medium No
ah Neutral Low No

Table 4: Pronunciation difficulties of vowels ordered according
to difficulty (starting with the most difficult)

4.3. Speaker space correlation

Next, we analyse the data according to speaker space correla-
tion. We only use the first 13 coefficients to construct speaker
space correlation matrices. For each sound file the MFCC ob-
servations (13 dimensional vectors) are extracted and grouped
according to phone pronunciations using our optimal speech
recognition system (A) and forced alignment.

We now create a new speaker space correlation matrix
structure consisting of four phone averages per speaker instead
of the normal one. This is done by taking the same fast and
slow data sets used to train the acoustic models and obtaining
separate means for the fast and slow data respectively. In ad-
dition, each data set is split into two random sets of equal size,
resulting in two means for each slow feature vector as well as
two means for each fast feature vector (per phone). The mean
vectors of these four representatives of the same phone (two fast
and two slow) are then concatenated for every speaker. We cal-
culate the correlation matrix of the matrix of speaker vectors
(according to section 2.2) as shown for the phone /ax/ in Figure
1. The phone labels /ax/,/ax2/,/ax F/,/ax2 F/ indicate the order
that the mean vectors of each phone have been added for the
slow, second slow, fast and second fast phones respectively.

From the correlation matrix it is possible to extract sub-
matrices for every combination of the two fast and slow phones.
Each of the diagonal elements of these sub-matrices then rep-
resent the correlation between the means of the same MFCC
coefficient across speaker space for the particular combina-
tion. These diagonal elements are referred to as ‘strip corre-
lations’ [5].

4.3.1. Evaluating differences in correlation

Comparison of the strip correlations yield interesting results.
When we group the values of the strips for phone combina-
tions slow-slow (SS), fast-fast (FF) and slow-fast (SF), Table
5 clearly shows stronger correlations for the SS and FF com-
binations than for the SF combination. This is the case for al-
most all of the selected set of 23 phones. This result indicates
that there is stronger cross-speaker correlation across the same
speech rate, than between different speech rates.

Table 6 shows the same experiment, but now two phones
at a time are compared across speaker space. The comparative
values for three short vowels and two very similar consonants is
shown. As is expected, it can be seen that the values are signifi-
cantly lower than the values where the same phone is compared
with itself. Note that the difference caused by speech rate vari-
ation is still apparent in the SF column.

Figure 1: Speaker space correlation matrix comparing four
phones

4.4. Implications for speech recognition

We are interested in determining whether the analysis described
in the preceding section sheds light on the confusion results ob-
served. In order to analyse speech recognition performance, we
analyse the phone confusion matrices. Such a matrix consists
of a row for each phone occurring in the true transcriptions and
a column for each model used during recognition. Each matrix
entry contains a count that corresponds to the number of times
that a particular phone was recognized by a particular model.
When a transcribed phone is recognized as being closer to a
different model than intended, a phone confusion (recognition
error) occurs. From this it is possible to classify the phones ac-
cording to how well they are recognized. When the testing data
has a different speech rate than the training data, the recognition
accuracies of phones may be affected. While confusion matri-
ces are reported on according to monophones, actual recogni-
tion (when generating the confusion matrices) utilises the most
accurate triphone-based system.

4.4.1. Defining confidence intervals

As before, it is important to determine when results are signif-
icant given the issue of data scarcity. We define a confidence
interval according to the expected variation of the mean of n
measurements (σn) where:

σn(phone) =
σ√
n
'
r

p(1− p)

n
where, p =

correct

n
(4)

and σ is the standard deviation of the measurement.

4.4.2. Evaluating ASR performance

We first evaluate overall performance on the three systems built
when recognising either slow or fast data. Phone recognition
results are listed in table 7 when recognising a 5000-word vo-
cabulary using a flat word model (no statistical language model
used to guide recognition).

It is clear that overall results improve with additional train-
ing data, and that slow and fast testing data do not provide better
accuracy on systems trained only on slow or fast training data.

We are specifically interested in the difference in confusion
when slow data is recognised on the best performing system AS
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Phone SS FF SF
iy 0.820 0.815 0.776
l 0.697 0.696 0.685
n 0.904 0.903 0.863
k 0.616 0.615 0.587
d 0.732 0.744 0.690
s 0.889 0.888 0.816
t 0.777 0.758 0.704

ax 0.918 0.927 0.873
ah 0.863 0.837 0.820
r 0.811 0.817 0.757

eh 0.796 0.803 0.765
ao 0.749 0.761 0.737
e: 0.822 0.813 0.794
ey 0.823 0.801 0.785
p 0.440 0.396 0.440
v 0.649 0.602 0.596
a: 0.850 0.803 0.798
b 0.560 0.614 0.581
o: 0.735 0.734 0.729
m 0.797 0.841 0.803
f 0.804 0.829 0.732
h 0.548 0.621 0.595
x 0.741 0.706 0.670

Table 5: Strip correlations between SS FF and SF of the same
phone

Phone SS FF SF
ah eh 0.587 0.604 0.558
ao eh 0.605 0.602 0.569
ax ah 0.780 0.782 0.734
ax ao 0.670 0.673 0.625
ax eh 0.698 0.721 0.670

d t 0.627 0.636 0.558
t s 0.647 0.641 0.580

Table 6: Strip correlations between SS FF and SF of different
phones

versus when slow data is compared on the most mismatched
system FS and similarly the difference in confusion when fast
data is recognised on the best performing system AF versus
when fast data is compared on the most mismatched system SF .
Here XY indicate training on system X and testing with data
from Y . We then calculate these differences as: D1 = AF−SF

and D2 = AS − FS where AF , AS , SF and FS are the con-
fusion matrices of that particular testcase, expressed in percent-
ages.

Confidence intervals were calculated for all the phones of
every confusion matrix. Only phones that have smaller confi-
dence intervals than accuracy differences can be considered.

When evaluating the results for the phones in Tables 8 and
9 it is clear that less phone comparison results are significant
(distances greater than confidence intervals) for the D2 case.
This is due to the fact that less phones can be realized within the
same time duration for the slow data testset. As can be inferred
from Equation 4, when dividing by a smaller n, the confidence
intervals get bigger.

As it turns out the distances between the same phones of the
AF and SF test case are greater than the distances between the

Training Testset S Testset F
S 69.63% 67.58%
F 71.86% 65.70%
A 76.76% 74.65%

Table 7: Phone recognition results for combinations of speech
recognition datasets

Figure 2: Bar chart of the Bhattacharyya distances and the con-
fusability of the phones selected

same phones for the AS and FS test case. Looking at Table 7,
we see that this results correlate well, as the phone recognition
results for the SF case are indeed worse than the FS case.

Figure 2 shows the Bhattacharyya distances found in Table
3 compared to the level of confusability of the phones for the
phone recognition results of the D1 case as in Table 8. Nor-
malization of the Bhattacharyya distances can be done to com-
pensate for the estimation differences of the models due to the
amount of phone occurances found in the datasets. A common
operating point for every phone, of say 2000 phone occurances,
can then be estimated for both the (S) and the (F) datasets.
When this is done it is clear that the goodness of model esti-
mation still plays the larger role in the phone recognition results
for the investigated datasets.

5. Conclusion
This paper produces initial results with regard to speech rate
variation in Afrikaans. While more conclusive results with re-
gard to speech rate variability would require analysis on a larger
corpus, we note the following:

1. The correlation between phone duration change and
acoustic change (due to speech rate variation) is weak.

2. We found that phone acoustics are affected differently
for each particular phone in question.

3. There is an interesting relationship between the amount
of acoustic change (between slow and fast realization of
the same phone) and the difficulty of pronouncing the
phone using measures such as place of articulation and
rounding.

4. The Bhattacharyya distance between single mixture
monophones of slow and fast speech provides some indi-
cation of the expected phone confusebility as measured
by a speech recognition system.
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Phone % Correct Difference Conf 1 Conf 2
ay 57.14 0.429 0.187 0.132
eu 66.67 0.333 0.111 0.111
u 70.49 0.164 0.058 0.064
ng 87.65 0.123 0.037 0.048
h 58.47 0.093 0.032 0.033
m 84.25 0.075 0.021 0.025
ah 86.65 0.071 0.017 0.021
t 86.76 0.066 0.013 0.015
k 91.80 0.050 0.014 0.017
ao 84.27 0.049 0.022 0.024
a: 87.50 0.045 0.020 0.023
l 88.95 0.043 0.016 0.019

ax 85.19 0.042 0.011 0.012
iy 78.64 0.041 0.020 0.021
r 92.21 0.036 0.011 0.013
n 86.95 0.035 0.013 0.014

Table 9: Difference D2 of AS and FS and % of correct recog-
nitions measured on the best model

Phone % Correct Difference Conf 1 Conf 2
oei 83.33 0.667 0.152 0.152
g 83.33 0.583 0.152 0.217
u: 84.62 0.385 0.100 0.138
y 66.67 0.333 0.136 0.136

ow 58.54 0.293 0.077 0.071
ui 83.34 0.267 0.068 0.090
h 55.97 0.138 0.039 0.039
a: 82.46 0.117 0.029 0.035
b 86.87 0.111 0.034 0.043
m 81.52 0.098 0.029 0.033
e: 82.76 0.086 0.035 0.041
ao 82.42 0.085 0.030 0.034
r 84.36 0.074 0.018 0.021
t 86.08 0.065 0.017 0.019

iy 73.52 0.063 0.028 0.030
d 70.92 0.062 0.026 0.027
n 86.21 0.061 0.016 0.019
l 83.76 0.056 0.024 0.027
k 86.18 0.055 0.023 0.027
ax 83.12 0.031 0.014 0.015

Table 8: Difference D1 of AF and SF and % of correct recog-
nitions measured on the best model

5. Speaker space correlation matrix analysis provides a per-
spective on the effect of speech rate change relative to the
acoustic differences that normally exist between closely
related phones.

Further work includes refining and extending the tech-
niques introduced here to analyse other forms of variation in
speech, including cross-language acoustic variation.
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Abstract 

In this paper we propose a marker-free visual based interface 

device to be used with menu driven systems.  This system, 

called HandsFree, uses the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) 

together with Shader technology to perform the image 

processing.  HandsFree makes use of a web camera to gain user 

input and can be used in an array of surroundings.  This paper 

focuses on the architectural design and testing of the system. 

1. Introduction 

Visual Based Interfacing (VBI), also known as Vision Based 

Interaction, has gained interest in the past couple of years as it 

does not require users to have any hardware (except for a 

camera or a sensor) to give input to the computer.  The visually 

obtained input is in the form of human movement.  The two 

ways of tracking movement are by using body markers and 

tracking without markers [1].  Using markers for tracking 

simplifies the job, but is invasive and time-consuming as the 

user has to apply the markers each time before using the system.  

Marker-free tracking on the other hand gives the user total 

freedom of movement.  Marker-free tracking is usually model-

based and input can be retrieved from one or sometimes 

multiple cameras. 

The EyeToy [2] that was specifically developed for the Sony 

Playstation 2 is an example of a VBI device that does not make 

use of markers.  The commercially successful EyeToy is a 

colour USB camera which is placed on top of or directly below 

the television so that the user can be seen on the television 

screen.  The EyeToy requires users to use their body as the input 

device.  The elements of the game are augmented over the 

recorded view.  In the EyeToy: Lemmings game, as seen in Fig. 

1, the user moves his arm to form a bridge for the lemmings to 

walk over. 
 

 
Figure 1: Screenshot of EyeToy: Lemmings being played. 

 

The next section will follow with an overview of how other 

researchers have visually obtained input without the use of 

markers.  It will be followed by an overview of the marker-free 

VBI device, HandsFree, which is proposed in this paper.  This 

section will also look at how HandsFree works.  A short 

explanation of the setup of the web camera will then follow.  In 

section 5 the architectural design will be given and all the 

elements of the system that has to do with the processing of 

images will be explained.  Following this the experimental setup 

will be discussed and this will be followed by the experimental 

results as well as a discussion of the results.  The paper will 

finish with concluding remarks. 

2. Related Work 

Research done by different people each found different ways of 

visually obtaining user requests.  Hansen et al. [3] focused their 

research on tracking the human eye.  They provided an 

improved likelihood model to cope with major local and global 

lighting changes and made use of an infrared camera to obtain 

their input.  Manresa-Yee et al. [4] uses a standard web camera 

to obtain their input, which is in the form of eye winking 

detection and nose tracking.  By tracking the nose they 

developed a system that replaces the use of the mouse.  What 

makes it different from the Camera Mouse is that it uses the 

detection of eye winks to replace mouse button clicks. 

Another popular feature to track is the human hand, as it is a 

natural interface device for human beings.  Kölsch et al. [5] 

presented a fast hand tracking method that is robust against 

indoor and outdoor lighting and dynamic backgrounds and that 

can be used by different people.  Their flock of features method 

uses KLT (Kanade, Lucas and Tomasi) features, which detects a 

feature as an area with a steep brightness gradient along at least 

two directions.  They use this together with foreground-

background separation where the hand is the foreground.  The 

separation is done by looking at the normalised RGB histogram 

of the hand area together with a horseshoe-shaped area around 

the hand and by doing skin colour detection of these two areas.  

The skin colour of the specific user is learned as the user uses 

the system and is not done a priori.  The learning algorithm is a 

variation of that developed by Strörring et al. [6]. 

Skin colour detection is very important in the field of VBI.  

Research presented by Störring et al. in 2001 offered a robust 

skin detection algorithm which provided a huge breakthrough in 

human-computer interaction.  They discovered that if an r-g plot 

is made of all the pixels in the image, where r = R/(R+G+B) and 

g = G/(R+G+B), then the skin coloured pixels are grouped 
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together in a Skin Area in the plot.  They also discovered that 

the Skin Area is dependent on the Correlated Colour 

Temperature (CCT) of the light source or combination of light 

sources.  The Skin Area is slightly different for different people 

and particularly for different races of people, as can be expected.  

Fig. 2 illustrates these phenomena. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2: (a) r-g Plot of Caucasian skin under four different 

illuminations (the solid line shows the skin colour area, 

modelled for each candidate); (b) r-g plot of three different 

races’ skin under an illumination with CCT = 3680 K. 

 

Although the Skin Area is different for different candidates 

and under different light sources, an adaptation algorithm can be 

used together with the above mentioned theory so that it can be 

used in a VBI application, as was done by Gunther Heidemann 

et al. [7] in their research for the VAMPIRE project.  By 

recording only four or five images of the user’s hand, they can 

model the skin colour successfully.  To show the pixels that fall 

within the Skin Area, they change the pixel’s colour to white.  

They used a Head Mount Display (HMD) as their output device 

and two stills from the HMD of the skin detection are shown in 

Fig. 3. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3: (a) Untrained skin detector detects wood as skin; 

(b) Trained skin detector. 

 

Detecting skin colour is very useful when only the hand or 

face needs to be tracked, but it is sometimes needed to track the 

whole body, as in the case of human motion tracking. 

The easiest way to do marker-free human motion tracking is 

to use a stationary camera and to extract the moving human 

silhouette from a background image.  The background is 

removed using background subtraction.  Devlaeminck [8] in his 

masters dissertation on human motion tracking presented a 

system that is based on Zimmermann and Svoboda’s 

probabilistic estimation of human motion parameters.  The 

system made use of 12 cameras in a room.  These cameras were 

positioned in such a way that the user can be recorded by at least 

three of the cameras at any given time.  The input from the 

cameras was then used to position a model of the user in a 3D 

virtual space in such a way that the model mimics the user. 

Han et al. [9] used both colour and infrared cameras to better 

the technique.  By incorporating an infrared camera, which 

operates in the long wave band of 8-12 µm, they record a 

thermal image with pixel values representing temperatures.  The 

thermal camera has the advantage that lighting conditions as 

well as the colour of the human’s clothes and skin are 

disregarded.  Also, the temperatures of the human are usually 

significantly different from that of the background, making this 

a robust type of detection. 

3. An Overview of HandsFree 

The problem with skin colour detection is that the system has to 

be retrained for each new user.  The VBI system proposed in 

this paper will make use of learning the background as the 

system can then be used by any user.  This is better than the 

method of background subtraction as HandsFree allows for 

slight change in the background, even while the user operates 

the system.  HandsFree will specifically be used with menu 

driven programs.  The system consists of a web camera, a 

projector or computer screen and a computational unit.  The web 

camera is a less expensive solution than an infrared camera, with 

good results still being obtained through the use of localized 

averaging.  A model of the system is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Design of HandsFree. 
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To use the system, the user must walk underneath the camera.  

The user is then recorded from above using a video camera that 

is mounted against the roof.  The live video feed is then 

projected together with overlaid menu options against a white 

wall or on screen.  What the user views on the screen can be 

compared to the face of a grandfather clock.  Users are the 

middle of the clock with their arms being the arms of the clock.  

The menu options are displayed around the user like the 

numbers of the clock.  But instead of there being twelve options, 

like that of a clock, there can be any number of options being 

displayed, up to a certain limit.  Users can then choose a menu 

option by pointing one of their arms in the direction of the 

desired option.  The option will then be chosen and the next 

level of options in the hierarchy will be displayed.  HandsFree 

also has the capability of calling a specified DLL or web service 

function when a button is pressed.  The names these functions, 

their locations and parameters, as well as the menu hierarchy are 

all specified in the System Design XML file.  Button types are 

used to distinguish between different types of buttons that can 

be used in HandsFree.  An example file is shown in Fig 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: System Design XML file 

 

HandsFree works as follows: It learns the background and 

detects sudden changes in the area where buttons are located.  

To do this the background is divided into 64x64 blocks and each 

block is averaged.  The averaging technique was introduced as 

there are small differences from one frame to the next due to 

small vibrations and due to the image quality from the web 

camera.  “Significant change” is when the colour at a pixel is 

outside a pre-defined range around the average.  The button-area 

that shows the most change and is above a certain threshold is 

marked as selected.  If that button keeps the status “selected” for 

more than a pre-defined time, the button is pressed.  As users are 

also gradually learnt into the background, their previous choices 

will be remembered and this will interfere with the future use of 

the system.  To correct this, the learnt background is reset 

whenever a new set of buttons is displayed.  The usability and 

restrictions of HandsFree depends on its pre-defined colour 

range and selection time and the ideal settings for these 

parameters will be investigated in sections 6 and 7. 

4. Setting Up the Web Camera 

In order for the system to work properly with a specific user or 

group of users, it is important that the setup of the system is 

done correctly.  There are a lot of factors that come into play 

when setting up the system.  In Fig. 6 the setup is shown 

together with the factors that need to be set for the system to 

work correctly. 

In order for the system to work correctly it is important that 

the user is in the middle of the screen, occupying an area with 

diameter Xhuman, and that the space around the user Xframe is 

enough so that the option buttons can be displayed.  Xhuman and 

Xframe are directly proportional to the angles γ and ψ, 

respectively, which accumulates to the viewing angle of the 

camera, θ.  As the height Hsh and width Wsh of the user’s 

shoulders are fixed for a specific user, the desired input image 

can be obtained by either adjusting the height of the camera Hcam 

and keeping the viewing angle of the camera θ fixed, or by 

changing the viewing angle θ and keeping the height of the 

camera fixed.  This means that the system can be set up in a 

place with a low or high ceiling, with the ceiling height 

depending on the viewing angle θ of the camera and visa versa. 

This dependency is shown in the two setup equations shown 

below that was derived in a previous paper by the authors [10].  

The derivations made use of the golden ratio, φ, as well as the 

fact that the angle ψ is a factor δ of the viewing angle θ. 
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5. Implementation 

HandsFree was implemented in C++ with the image processing 

being done on a NVIDIA GeForce 7300 graphics card.  A 

dependency diagram of the implemented system is shown in Fig. 

7.  The subsystems that formed part of the image processing, 

starting at the foundation, are as follow: 

• Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) 

The graphics processor has many processors in parallel (the 

amount being different for different types of graphics 

processors) which gives it the ability to process images much 

faster than a CPU.  The image processing for this system is done 

on the GPU, although the rest of the processing is done on the 

CPU.  How it was done will be explained later on. 

• Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL) 

SDL is a dynamically linked library that is used but that was not 

written by the author.  SDL was used for its window handling 

and timer capabilities.  During development keyboard and 

mouse input was used and SDL also provided the handling of 

these input devices. 
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Figure 6: Camera setup 

 

 
Figure 7: Dependency diagram of the marker-free VBI device 

 

• OpenGL 

OpenGL is an interface between the CPU and the GPU.  It can 

be seen as a set of built in functions to manipulate 3D objects in a 

3D environment as well as the objects’ colours and textures.  The 

output of the system is displayed in a 3D environment on the 

screen.  The output image is a texture that is placed on a rectangle, 

or quad as it is referred to in OpenGL.  This quad can be placed 

anywhere and at any orientation in the 3D environment, but for this 

project it was decided to make the quad the same size as the screen, 

with the orientation being the same direction as the screen, in other 

words on the z axis.  

• Video For Windows (VFW) 

This is used to interact with streaming video and is used by the 

CWebcam class to interact with the webcam. 

• c3DFont 

As the output exist in a 3D environment, text can not be displayed 

in the same fashion as it would have been when for instance a DOS 

box was used.  c3DFont is a class that provides the functionality of 

displaying text in a 3D environment.  It takes ASCII text as an 

input, together with the size the text should be, and constructs 3D 

shapes of the text which can then be rendered in the 3D 

environment on the screen. 

 

 

• CGPUProcessing_Interface 

There are a few standard functions that are often used in image 

processing such as changing a colour image to its grey-level 

equivalent or to a duotone black and white image.  This set, which 

is still growing, has been brought together in the 

CGPUProcessing_Interface class.  The functions of this class that 

are used in this project are the bgra2rgba function that swaps the 

blue and red channels of the incoming image and the vertical flip 

function that flips the image vertically.  This is necessary as the 

webcam does not send the captured image in a RGB format with 

the first elements in the array belonging to the top left corner, 

which is generally the custom. 

• CRender2Texture 

This class allows a texture to be rendered onto a virtual quad, 

meaning one that is not necessarily displayed.  This quad can be 

smaller than the original image.  If for instance a 128x128 image is 

rendered onto a 32x32 quad, then every block of 4x4 pixels on the 

image is averaged to produce a pixel on the quad.  This quad can 

then again be stretched to produce a 128x128 averaged image.  

This technique is used to do averaging as it requires less 

processing than a written function that does the same.  The reason 

averaging is used in this application is to determine the 

background’s average for comparison to see if users are holding 

their hands over a button.  The reason the image of the background 

is not used as is, is because on a per pixel basis a pixel at a specific 

location can change a lot due to small vibrations on location and 
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due to non-perfect image capturing technology being used by the 

camera. 

• CShader 

A shader program is one that is performed either per geometrical 

shape, per vertex or per pixel and is done on the GPU.  These 

shader programmes can be written in Assembly language but are 

more generally done in the C++ language.  This system made use 

of pixel shaders to do the image processing and was written in the 

C++ language.  These shaders are stored in a text file and the 

CShader class is used to load these programmes into the GPU and 

to execute them on each pixel in the image.  There were two 

shaders that were written for this system.  The one shader mixes 

the current averaged image that was rendered by CRender2Texture 

with the average history texture.  By making the mix percentage 

very low, the average history texture is able to change over a long 

time without the user’s moving hand affecting the background a 

lot.  This continual learning is important as the background can 

change during the day due to light changes on the location.  The 

other shader determines how many pixels are different from the 

background and makes use of the average texture, the current 

image and a black-and-white map of the buttons’ locations.  This 

shader is used to determine which button the user is currently 

selecting, if any. 

• CWebcam 

CWebcam, together with VFW, gives the system access to the 

images that is sent from the webcam.  In earlier versions of the 

system when the processing was being done on the CPU, this class 

grabbed an image and placed it in an array.  With the processing 

now being done on the GPU, an image is grabbed and placed 

directly in the GPU’s memory, thus increasing the overall 

processing speed of the system. 

• HandsFree 

HandsFree is the overhead class that ties all the above mentioned 

subsystems together.  This class is also responsible for determining 

which button is pressed, i.e. which button is covered most by the 

user’s hands.  It also reads the XML file and calls the appropriate 

DLL or web service when it is required. 

6. Experimental Setup 

The usability and restrictions of HandsFree depends on its pre-

defined colour range and selection time, as mentioned in section 3.  

The aim of the three experiments was to find the ideal settings for 

these two parameters.  The first two experiments set out to find the 

ideal colour range. 

HandsFree is intended to work in an array of environments, but 

like any system it has its limitations.  The first experiment looked 

at different background colours to see if the difference between the 

skin of a Caucasian hand and the background could be detected, 

i.e. if the user was able to select and press a button for a certain 

background.  In this experiment the light was kept constant.  A set 

of 35 colours from the Plascon colour range was chosen as it can 

easily be attained by the end user.  The colour set that was chosen 

for testing was series 06 and is between yellow and orange.  The 

colours in the series vary from an orange to a dark brown.  Series 

06 was chosen as it includes most skin shades.  The series is 

divided into five shades with seven colours in each shade.  These 

35 colours are given in Fig. 8. 

 

 
Figure 8: Plascon Series 06 colours 

 

Three different Colour Ranges (CR) were tested, namely 0.02, 

0.05 and 0.07.  Background colour is given as three values, each 

between 0 and 1, representing the amount of red, green and blue in 

the colour.  If the background colour is for example R=0.7, G=0.5 

and B=0.6 and a colour range of 0.02 was chosen, then colours that 

has red values between 0.68-0.72, green values between 0.48-0.52 

as well as blue values between 0.58-0.62 would be seen as 

background colours.  Thus the larger the colour range, the more 

colours are included in the background-colour-range and the more 

difficult it is to detect skin colour.  The test was performed three 

times, once for each of the colour range values, on each of the 35 

colours. 

Experiment 2 is the inverse of the first experiment.  Here the 

background colour was kept constant with the light source being 

varied.  The three colour ranges were tested for each of eight 

different Light Source Levels (LSL) ranging non-linearly from 2.5 

Lux to 10240 Lux, with the result (indicating if the user could 

select and press a button or not) recorded each time. 

The time a button is selected before it is pressed, i.e. the 

selection time, determines the responsiveness of the system and 

should be set by users according to what they feel is appropriate to 

them.  This may vary from someone who moves slower to others 

who prefer the system to have a quick response.  But there is 

another factor that comes into play when setting the selection time 

of HandsFree.  This is the factor of windows in the room together 

with the sunlight on a partly cloudy day. 

HandsFree does continual learning of the background.  This 

enables the system to track changes in the background.  The 

learning rate is 10 seconds which means that a change will take 10 

seconds to be fully incorporated into the learned background.  This 

slow learning enables users to select a button while subtle light 

changes in the room will not do the same.  But on a partly cloudy 

day clouds can move in front of or away from the sun causing 

sudden light changes. 

In Experiment 3 the light intensity is changed from LSL 3 (200 

Lux) to LSL 4 (320 Lux) in different time periods starting at 10 

seconds down to 0.1 seconds.  This is done for different selection 

times starting at 0.2 seconds with increments of 0.2 seconds up to 

1.2 seconds.  In each case it was recorded if the system 

automatically selected and pressed a button due to the light change. 

All three experiments were done on two different high quality 

web cameras in order to compare the results.  The one is the A4 

Tech PK-336MB web camera and the other the Canyon CNR-

WCAM413.  The results of each experiment are presented as well 

as discussed in the following section. 

7. Experimental Results and Discussion 

7.1. Experiment 1 

In all the tables to follow “Y” indicates that the button was selected 

and pressed by the user’s hand, “N” indicates that the user was not 

able to press the button and “S” indicates that the button was 

automatically selected and pressed without user input.  This 

phenomenon of automatic pressing has to do with the camera’s 

automatic light adjustment when viewing dark colours.  The 

phenomenon is caused by enough of these adjusted pixels falling 

outside the colour range to indicate a button as selected.  A 

continuation of this phenomenon will cause the button to be 

automatically pressed. 

Table 1: CR = 0.02; A4 Tech Table 2: CR = 0.02; Canyon 
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Table 3: CR = 0.05; A4 Tech Table 4: CR = 0.05; Canyon 

  

Table 5: CR = 0.07; A4 Tech Table 6: CR = 0.07; Canyon 

  
 

As the colours in Fig. 7 goes from one extreme to the next it was 

expected that similarities between the Caucasian hand and the 

background would be found somewhere in the middle.  This was 

the case with a colour range of 0.05 and 0.07.  In the latter there 

are too many colours that do not cause the Caucasian hand to 

trigger a button.  In the case with a colour range of 0.02 there are 

no colours where the hand does not trigger a button.  At first 

glance this setting seems ideal, but there are colours that cause 

buttons to be automatically pressed.  When one of these colours are 

in the background and do cause a button to be pressed without the 

user’s consent, it becomes very difficult to operate the system.  

With a colour range of 0.02 being too responsive and one of 0.07 

being somewhat unresponsive, it seems that working with a colour 

range of 0.05 give the best, although not perfect, response. 

 

7.2. Experiment 2 

Table 7: Colour range investigation in different light intensities 

using an A4 Tech web camera 

 
 

Table 8: Colour range investigation in different light intensities 

using a Canyon web camera 

 
 

From the above results there are a few observations that can be 

made.  First it is seen that different web cameras have different 

algorithms for performing automatic light adjustment.  Due to 

these varying adjustment methods, different cameras are able to 

work in different light ranges making some cameras more robust in 

this area.  Finally, as in the previous experiment, a colour range of 

0.05 performs well when using a better quality camera. 

 

7.3. Experiment 3 

Table 9: Light change triggering with an A4 Tech web Camera 

 

Table 10: Light change triggering with a Canyon web Camera 

 
 

Tables 9 and 10 shows that sudden change in light, like when a 

cloud moves in front of the sun, has no effect on HandsFree if a 

selection time of 0.6 seconds or more is chosen. 

8. Conclusion 

In this paper a marker-free VBI device for the use with menu-

driven systems was proposed.  By implementing the image 

processing parts on the graphics card using Shader technology, it is 

possible for the system to run in real-time. 

The system was tested against background colours that are close 

to that of Caucasian skin.  The results showed that using a colour 

range of 0.05, the system works with the most colours tested 

without the system automatically pressing buttons.  This setting of 

0.05 also showed good results in different lighting intensities.  

HandsFree was also shown to be robust against sudden light 

changes if a selection time of 0.6 or more is used.  This is 

important as the system must be able to work in surroundings 

where daylight is present on days when the weather is partly 

cloudy. 
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Abstract
Automated visual surveillance is poised to be a key technology
in the fight against crime, particularly in monitoring security
sensitive areas. However, its stability in realistic surveillance
settings is highly dependable on robust detection of moving
objects in a wide variety of environments. In this paper we
present a background modelling approach that can handle
complex scenes that are not completely static but contain small
irrelevant motion. Our approach has the advantage that it is
able to suppress these extraneous motions fast and efficiently,
as well as adapt to changes in the scene which enables sensitive
detection of active targets. In addition, it is capable of func-
tioning in an array of environments both indoor and outdoor.
We employ a coarse-to-fine motion suppression scheme. The
initial coarse segmentation is constructed by a temporal median
filter. A pixel process is then applied to learn the variability
that each pixel exhibits over time. We represent this variability
using a single adaptive Gaussian distribution. Using these
per pixel distributions, we suppress any extraneous motion.
The final level of suppression considers inter-pixel relations
and filters artifacts left over from the previous step. As an
example of the effectiveness of this approach, an inactive object
warning module is presented. Our system runs in real-time.
Initial experiments suggest that this approach handles sensitive
detection with low false alarm rates.

Keywords: Motion detection, background subtraction, motion
suppression, selective background update, inactive object warn-
ing.

1. Introduction
The emergence of new sensors and improved processing hard-
ware in recent years has led to a strong demand for robust real-
time automated visual surveillance systems [1]. The challenge
is to reliably detect and track active objects in a wide vari-
ety of environments, both indoor and outdoor, which contain
complex backgrounds with a minimal amount of user interven-
tion and supervision. To this end, there has been a significant
drive by researchers to develop algorithms that extend beyond
indoor and controlled outdoor environments to more realistic
dynamic environments typically encountered in real-world ap-
plications. The principal aim of motion detection is to isolate
objects/regions of interest from the remainder of the observed
scene whilst suppressing false positives caused primarily by
background motion and lighting changes.

Background subtraction has been the foremost technique
employed in segmenting moving objects in image sequences

taken from a static camera. The pixels of interest are usually
those that are the outliers to the model. The general motivation
of partitioning an image into a set ofm non-overlapping regions
R ∈ {r1, ..., rm}, is that the problem space is reduced from an-
alyzing an entire complex scene to just analyzing its primitives.
A simple and common motion detection method involves sub-
tracting each new image It(x, y) in a video sequence from a
model of the background scene void of objects Bt(x, y), and
thresholding the resulting difference, highlighting foreground
pixels (see Equation(1)). The most important component being
the model of the background.

|Bt(x, y)− It(x, y)| > θ (1)

where θ is the threshold.
Haritaoglu et al. [2] in W 4, used a bimodal distribution

model of background variation which was constructed during a
training phase. The scene was modelled by representing each
pixel by three values, its minimum and maximum intensity val-
ues and the maximum intensity difference between consecutive
frames. Any pixel that deviated from its minimum or maximum
by more than the maximum inter-frame change was considered
foreground. The Wallflower project [3], applied a three com-
ponent system for background maintenance. The pixel-level
component performed Wiener filtering to predict pixel intensity
given a recent history of values. The frame-level component ap-
plied temporal differencing to monitor sudden, global changes
in illumination in order to reboot their model. However, a side
effect of temporal differencing is an incomplete segmentation
containing holes within the interior foreground pixels. Hence,
a third region-level component was applied to fill in these ho-
mogeneous regions of foreground objects. Wren et al. [4], were
the first to employ a single Gaussian to model the colour dis-
tribution for each pixel. Friedman et al. [5], extended this by
explicitly classifying the pixel values into three separate, distri-
butions. However, these distributions where predetermined cor-
responding to the colours of the road, shadows and vehicles. In
a general surveillance system, pixels may present a single back-
ground colour or multiple background colours resulting from
repetitive motions, shadows or reflectance. Hence, any distribu-
tion should be automatically learned and maintained. Stauffer
et al. [6], developed the mixture of Gaussians (MoG) approach.
They modelled the recent history of each pixel with an approx-
imation to a mixture of K Gaussian distributions (typically, K
∈ [3, 5]). With the assumption that each new pixel value will
be represented by one of the major components of the mixture
model. Background subtraction was performed by marking any
pixel that was more than 2.5σ standard deviations away from
any of the weighted B (B ⊆ K) distributions as a foreground
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pixel. Classification was based on most supporting evidence ω
and least variance σ, since ω

σ
increases both as a distribution

gains more evidence and as the variance decreases. Many en-
hanced variants of the MoG have been proposed since. Some
of them integrated colour, depth [7] and local features [8] into
the Gaussians. Elgammal et al. [9] employed a non-parametric
background model by estimating the probability of observing
pixel intensity values based on a sample of intensity values for
each pixel, using kernels, to replace the Gaussians.

The previously mentioned approaches are based on adap-
tive statistical modelling of pixel intensities. Although pixel
intensity is not invariant to lighting changes, adaptive models
make it possible to incorporate gradual changes in illumination.
However, a sudden change in illumination presents a challenge
to such models. The second major difficulty in modelling out-
door environments is that they often contain small irrelevant
motion, that arise out of natural scene variations. These varia-
tions are often determined by the prevailing weather conditions
such as swaying tree branches.

In this paper, we present an approach that can tolerate mo-
tion clutter arising out of natural scene variations as well as
gradual illumination changes. The proposed framework can
be applied to reliably detect objects of interest in general in-
door/outdoor scenes. To illustrate the usefulness of this ap-
proach to real-time surveillance applications, an inactive object
warning module is presented. By performing trajectory anal-
ysis, the system detects inactive objects. These may take the
form of unattended or lost luggage, objects that were removed
(eg. a ghost region caused by a car leaving its parking bay), or
changes to the scene (eg. theft or vandalism).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the framework is introduced and the different components are
described. Experiments and results are shown in Section 3. A
conclusion and future work are presented in Section 4.

2. System Model
The processes are detailed in the following subsections. A
flowchart of the system is shown in Figure (1).

2.1. Motion Detection

Presently, most segmentation methods use either temporal or
spatial information in the image sequence. Three conventional
approaches include optical flow [10, 11], temporal differencing
[12], and background subtraction [6, 13]. Optical flow-based
methods give good results even in the presence of camera mo-
tion. However they are computationally expensive. Temporal
differencing is more adaptive to changes in the environment and
are often used to detect global changes in the scene. However, it
often produces incomplete segmentation. We introduced back-
ground subtraction in Section 1 of this paper (see Equation (1)).
A key advantage of background subtraction is that it preserves
the shape of the segmented objects. There are two key chal-
lenges when employing background subtraction. Training the
initial model and updating the model.

2.1.1. Training

We train the initial background model using a pixel-wise tempo-
ral median filter. The background model consists of the median
gray-level intensity values, for each pixel. In our system, the
initial model can be learned via a training sequence if available
or, it will automatically build the model using the first γ seconds
of the testing sequence.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the system.

2.1.2. Updating the background model

Most methods employ a constant learning rate for background
updating [4, 6]. The problem with a constant learning rate is
that objects which tend to exhibit little or no motion for an ex-
tended period of time are absorbed into the background model
and the old model is forgotten. The assumption is that the most
consistently observed features at each pixel originate from the
background. Stauffer et al. [6] solved this problem by maintain-
ing K versions of the background, so if the once inactive object
became active again, the system would revert to one of the K
versions that accurately modelled the current background. The
problem however with this approach is that if this version of the
background became the Kth component, it would be replaced
with a new component centered at the current observation with
a large variance.

To highlight the magnitude of this problem, consider the
scenario in an airport terminal of a person who places his/her
bag on the floor somewhere inconspicuously, and walks away.
A worst case scenario would be that the bag contains explo-
sives. Although we do not want the adaptivity of the model
to blend previously active objects into the background, we do
want to limit their effects on tracking other objects in the same
3D space, hence avoiding occlusion.

Each pixel in the background frame is modelled as a Gaus-
sian distribution N(µ, σ) with the mean µ and variance σ2 de-
fined in Equations (2, 3) respectively.

µ =
1

n
(

nX
i=1

xi) (2)
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σ2 =
1

n− 1
(

nX
i=1

xi −
1

n
(

nX
i=1

xi)
2) (3)

The mean µ represents the pixel’s intensity value, and vari-
ance σ2 the spread of the distribution, allowing us to determine
whether a pixel from the current image belongs to the fore-
ground or background. Unlike, previous approaches, we do
not update the model on a frame by frame basis. We main-
tain a separate dynamic Gaussian distribution $t(x, y), which
models the very recent variability that each pixel exhibits over
a fixed period of ϕ seconds. Throughout the sequence, after
every ϕ seconds, the system calculates the Mahalanobis dis-
tance (see Equation (4)) between the pixel’s recent variability
distribution and the current background distribution ωt(x, y).
If this distance is less than 2.5σ standard deviations, the current
distribution is updated. Hence, we employ a selective update
procedure. We add a new sample to the model only if it is clas-
sified as a background sample. Details on the calculation of the
dynamic Gaussian distribution will be discussed later.

distance =
|| (I(x, y)− µ(x, y) ||

σ
(4)

2.1.3. Raw Motion Extraction

Now that we have an adaptive model of the background, we
apply Equation (1), to extract the raw motion. Binarization is
then applied as defined in Equation (5), to produce the coarse
foreground segmentation which we use as input into our motion
suppression component.

βt(x, y) =


255 if αt(x, y) > θ
0 otherwise (5)

where βt(x, y) is the binarized image at time t, αt(x, y) the
raw motion at time t and θ the threshold. Note that θ should be
small so as to guarantee a coarse segmentation.

2.2. Multi-layer Extraneous Motion Suppression

As stated previously, a major difficulty in modelling outdoor
environments is that they often contain small irrelevant motion
that arise out of natural scene variations. These variations are
often determined by the prevailing weather conditions such as
swaying tree branches. There are two sources of false detections
[9],

1. False detections arising out of small movements in the
background that are not represented in the background
model. These false detections are difficult to eliminate
as these pixels tend to be spatially clustered. Therefore
applying noise filtering or morphological operators may
also affect small and/or occluded objects of interest.

2. False detections due to random noise which should be
homogeneous throughout the scene.

We reduce these false detections by applying a multiple layer
suppression scheme. The algorithm consists of 3-layers of sup-
pression. The first layer operates at the pixel level. We refer
to it as the pixel process. The second and third layers consider
inter-pixel relations and perform region-level suppression.

2.2.1. Suppression Layer 1 - The Pixel Process

The pixel process considers the first source of false detections
that arise out of small movements in the background. The pixel

process works on the premise that by modelling the variability
that each pixel exhibits over time, that variation can then be
suppressed, to expose those pixel values on the surface of active
objects in the scene.

The input to the pixel process is the result of the raw mo-
tion binarization βt(x, y) defined in Equation (5). As stated
previously in Section 2.1.2, ωt(x, y) represents the long term
distribution that gets selectively updated by $t(x, y), the dy-
namic Gaussian distribution which models the recent history of
each pixel over a period of ϕ seconds. More precisely,$t(x, y)
models the recent intensity variations that each pixel exhibits.

We now consider the calculation of the dynamic distribu-
tion. A key difference of our approach is the selective sam-
ple update procedure of the distribution. An n-component
pixel-wise temporal median kernel is employed to strengthen
the input samples into the distribution. The kernel samples
each pixel’s intensity value using a frame offset λ. Hence, it
takes (n × λ) frames to populate the kernel for each pixel.
The kernel’s median value then represents a single sample into
$t(x, y). Therefore, over a period of ϕ seconds, χ = (ϕ×fps)

(n×λ)

samples from the median kernel contribute to the distribution.
Hence, every ϕ seconds, a new distribution $t(x, y) is cre-
ated representing the variability that each pixel exhibited. The
Mahalanobis distance between the newly created distribution
$t(x, y) and the current long term distribution ωt(x, y) is then
calculated. If this distance is less than 2.5σ standard deviations,
then ωt(x, y) is updated.

The first layer of motion suppression is applied only to
those pixels highlighted in βt(x, y) as motion, i.e we only con-
sider the gray-level intensities of the pixels in the current frame
if the corresponding pixels in βt(x, y) == 255. The output of
the first layer of suppression is expressed in Equation (6).

layer1t(x, y) =


255 if It(x, y) ≤ 2.5σt
0 otherwise (6)

where σt is the standard deviation in ωt(x, y).

2.2.2. Suppression Layer 2 - Noise Removal

The second suppression layer considers the second source of
false detections, that of random noise in the scene. Due to its
random nature, these noisy pixels are not modelled as being
part of the usual variation exhibited by each pixel. We suppress
this noise by applying a fast connected component finding al-
gorithm directly to the results of the first layer of suppression
layer1t(x, y). These connected components are represented
by Ci, i = 1...n. We then threshold those components that are
of a negligible size. This process is expressed in Equation (7).

layer2t(x, y) =


255 if CAreai ≥ c pixels
0 otherwise (7)

where c is a constant.
Note that the threshold must be effective in removing noise

without affecting the objects of interest in the scene.

2.2.3. Suppression Layer3 - Component Filtering

After the first two layers of motion suppression, we have an
image that clearly distinguishes the objects of interest as white
pixels contrasted against the black background. To avoid the
problem of a single object splitting into n separate objects, a
morphological dilation operator [14] is applied to group fore-
ground pixels that are in close proximity to each other. We
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then apply connected component finding to merge all the fore-
ground pixels that are connected into homogenous clusters. A
final layer of component filtering is then applied to remove arti-
facts left-over from the previous two steps.

2.3. Features Extraction

In order to perform high-level analysis, key features need to be
extracted. For each object a number of features are extracted
including object centroid, area, density, velocity, radius, form
factor, eccentricity as well as its contour. In addition, we create
unique MBR objects (Minimum Bounding Rectangles) for each
component.

2.4. Inactive Object Detection

Now that we have a clear and distinct foreground/background
segmentation, we go a step further in distinguishing between
active and inactive objects in the environment. As alluded to
earlier, the tracking of inactive objects in security sensitive ar-
eas is of paramount importance. We are able to detect whether
a previously active object has become inactive by analyzing its
trajectory. In particular, we perform shift analysis of the ob-
jects centroid. The centroid was chosen as it is the most stable
feature in relation to this problem. Warnings are fired by the
system based on two user specified parameters namely, φmin,
the minimum time in seconds that an object is allowed to be sta-
tionary in the scene and φmax, the maximum time in seconds
that an object can be stationary in the scene after the object has
been flagged by the system as inactive.

3. Experiments and Results
Experiments have been conducted on a variety of sequences
containing both various changes in the background and com-
plex activities of the foreground. Changes in the background
include irrelevant motion arising out of scene clutter, illumina-
tion changes, shadows and random noise. Complex activities
of the foreground include overstays of targets. This problem is
dealt with directly by our inactive object warning module. We
demonstrate further that our model is not limited to a certain
position or camera geometry and in addition, can handle vari-
ous environments both indoor and outdoor in an unsupervised
manner.

Experiments were carried out using two publicly available
data sets. The PETS1 2004 & 2006 Benchmark Data and the
video footage2 provided by Elgammal et al. [9].

Performance evaluation metrics are given in Table (1). Fig-
ures (2 & 3) highlight the various stages of our multi-layer
extraneous motion suppression scheme. These results demon-
strate the robustness of our motion detection algorithm in com-
plex backgrounds. In Figure (4) we demonstrate the applica-
tion of our inactive detection module to monitor stationary and
non-stationary vehicles at traffic intersections. Figures (5 & 6)
demonstrate our inactive detection module applied to detecting
unattended luggage. The scenario in Figure (5) contains a sin-
gle person with ski equipment who loiters before abandoning
the item of luggage. Similarly, the scenario in Figure (6) con-
tains a single person who drops her bag, circles it, and then
walks away. In both cases, the abandoned luggage are detected
as inactive objects.

1http://ftp.pets.rdg.ac.uk
2ftp://www.umiacs.umd.edu/pub/elgammal/video/index.htm

Table 1: Detection results.

Sequence #Frames Detection False Alarm Accuracy
Rate Rate

1 797 0.94 0.0263 94%
2 854 0.7945 0 81%
3 1539 0.7725 0 77%
4 3400 0.9001 0.0151 90%
5 862 0.9164 0 92%

The following parameter settings were applied in our ex-
periments. For the training of the background model, γ = 10
seconds. This parameter is applied only if there is no training
sequence available. Hence, it is applied to the testing sequence
and is dependent on the volume of activity in the scene during
this period. The update speed of the dynamic gaussian distri-
bution ϕ = 10 seconds. The raw motion binarization threshold
θ ∈ [15, 50]. In Section 2.2.1, n = 5, λ = 10 and c = 10. Finally,
for our inactive object detection module, the parameters φmin
= 5 and φmax = 10. The system was implemented in c++ Bor-
land 5 and runs at 21 frames per second on a standard 2.4Ghz
Pentium 4 PC with 256MB RAM for 320x240 images.

4. Conclusion and Future Works
We have designed a system that is able to reliably detect objects
of interest in general indoor/outdoor scenes. In addition, the
proposed system can tolerate motion clutter arising out of nat-
ural scene variations as well as gradual illumination changes.
To illustrate the usefulness of this approach to real-time surveil-
lance applications, an inactive object warning module was pre-
sented. Future extensions to the system include:

1. A module to detect a sudden global change in illumina-
tion.

2. A performance evaluation module, which will provide a
wide range of evaluation metrics for quantitative assess-
ment of the performance of visual surveillance systems.
As our aim is to develop more complex action and event
recognition modules within our motion detection frame-
work, performance evaluation will prove a key compo-
nent.

3. Currently, the system uses a single user defined domain
dependant threshold for the final suppression layer. We
are currently investigating approaches, which will elimi-
nate the need for the user to set this threshold when set-
ting up the system in a particular environment. This will
then make our system fully automated.

In addition, we would like to investigate the development of
plugins for context-controlled motion detection.
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A faster MRF optimization based method for Shape from Shading using Gibbs
sampling with quadruplet cliques.
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Abstract
This paper extends the MRF formulation approach developed
in [7] and [6] for solving the shape from shading problem.
Our method extends the Gibbs sampling approach to solve an
MRF formulation which characterizes the Shape from Shading
(SFS) problem under Lambertian reflectance conditions (the al-
gorithm is extensible to other lighting models). Our method
uses a simpler set of energy functions (on point quadruplets),
which is faster to converge, but less accurate.

1. Introduction and Literature Review
Two surveys, [12] (1999), and [5] (2004) describe the history of
Shape from Shading algorithms. In the former, SFS approaches
are classified into minimization (e.g. [10]), propagation (e.g.
[8]), local (e.g. [9]), or linear (e.g. [11]) approaches. In the
latter, they are classified into methods based on partial differ-
ential equations (characteristic strips [1], power series expan-
sion [2], and viscosity solutions (e.g.[3])), minimization meth-
ods [4], and methods which approximate the image irradiance
equation, which contain the local and linear methods surveyed
in [12].

This work builds on that of [6], called Gibbs Multi-Scale
Projective Multi-Res SFS with Occlusion handling (GMPM-
SFS), in which a Markov Random Field formulation for the
labels of points on a lattice is developed. In that case we min-
imize a set of energy terms which correspond to differences in
the synthetic reflectance map vs. observed data, with additional
possibility for putting smoothness constraints on that surface.

In this paper we change the energy function which is min-
imized by increasing the clique sizes of the Markov Random
Field. This approach requires us to treat the observed re-
flectance map data (image) as if each pixel were the reflectance
of light off a single plane through the four corner vertex nodes
about the pixel. Using Gibbs sampling means there is a com-
putational speed increase (if we used LBP, it would take much
longer). This algorithm is called Gibbs Multi-Scale Projective
Multi-Res with clique quadruplets SFS, or GMPM4-SFS.

2. Lambertian Reflectance Model
This algorithm calculates a surface on the Lambertian assump-
tion that the intensity of a pixel is proportional to the inner prod-
uct of the direction vector of the incident light and the surface
normal at the point of intersection. We follow the notation of
[5], to formulate this. The image irradiance equation is

R(−→n (x)) = I(x) (1)

where I(x) is the image irradiance (usually the intensity) mea-
sured at location x, and R(−→n (x)) is the reflectance function on

Figure 1: On the left is shown the original MRF topology w.r.t.
energy terms over cliques of corner vertex node triplets. On the
right is shown our new energy term, associated with the quadru-
plet and represented by a square. It is connected by lines to their
corresponding corner vertex nodes.

the surface which takes the normal at point x as an argument.
The surface normal may be calculated as

1√
(1 + p(x)2 + q(x)2)

(−p(x),−q(x), 1) (2)

where
p = ∂u/∂x1 (3)

and
q = ∂u/∂x2 (4)

where u is the height of the surface. If there is a unique light
source at infinity, and shining in direction −→w = (w1, w2, w3),
the pixel intensity is the inner product

R(−→n (x)) = w · −→n (x) (5)

Hereafter (until section 6), without loss of generality (but as-
suming all surface points are visible to both camera and light
source) we assume the light source is in the same direction as
the camera, which produces an orthogonal projection.

3. MRF formulation to solve SFS
This algorithm calculates an optimal set of labels for the height
at each corner vertex on the image. A corner vertex occurs at the
corner of a pixel; at the intersection of four pixels, one corner
vertex represents the height of the surface at that location. Each
triplet of vertices describes a unique plane, and the orientation
of that plane relative to the direction of the light source allows
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Figure 2: Depiction of the locations of 9 corner vertex nodes
(round) over 4 pixels. The energy terms associated with each
quadruplet are represented by squares. The energy terms are
connected by lines to their corresponding vertex nodes.

Figure 3: On the left is the plane generated by corner vertex
nodes each at a particular height. The inner product of the
plane’s normal and the light source’s direction gives the pixel
intensity at the pixel corresponding to those three corner vertex
nodes (Lambertian reflectance model), which in this diagram is
158/255. On the right, is shown the best fit/average plane given
four corner vertex nodes.

a probability to be assigned to that configuration for that triplet,
given the observed reflectance for that image region. A dia-
gram for the topology for this scheme with pixels, corner vertex
nodes, and the corresponding energy terms for each quadruplet,
is shown in Fig. 2. The plane generated by each triplet of pixels
forms an angle against the incident light, giving an illumination
for that pixel. This is shown in Fig. 3. Next we define a Markov
Random Field (MRF) on this set of vertex nodes X , given the
image data Y and explicit range data Z (which gives a prior
probability for the height of the surface at a particular location
on the surface):

P (X|Y,Z) ∝
Y

i,j,k,l
i<j<k<l

ψt
ijkl(xi, xj , xk, xl, yi)

Y
i

ψi(xi, zi)

(6)
As far as possible we follow the notation of [6]. The energy of
a particular corner vertex node taking on a particular value is:

ψt
ijkl(xi, xj , xk, xl, yi, L) = |yi − |−→n ·

−→
L || (7)

where yi is the pixel intensity of the pixel contained by the three
vertex nodes; xi, xj , xk, xl are the corner vertex node labels.

We now describe two ways for generating a plane normal
from four 3D points. Since we want to approximate the surface
of the object interior to these four points as a plane (so that we
may use its normal to calculate the reflectance), we may either
use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to fit the best plane
through the four points, or for each triplet in the quadruplet,
calculate the normal, then average the four normals.

3.1. Fitting a plane with Singular Value Decomposition

We recall that in homogenous coordinates, when a 3D point
X = [x y z 1] lies on a plane p, the inner product is zero, i.e.
X · p = 0. Therefore, to calculate the plane with the smallest
least squares error through the four points Xi, we calculate the
SVD:

USV T = SVD

0B@ X1

X2

X3

X4

1CA (8)

after which the coeffecients of p are the elements of the last
column of V T . While there are advantages to using this method
we found the computation time per SVD evaluation to be much
too high, and therefore used the following method:

3.2. Averaging the plane normals over each of four interior
triplets

If we have four points, xi, xj , xk, xl, we take each triplet in turn
(xi, xj , xk,), (xi, xj , xl), (xi, xk, xl), (xj , xk, xl), and form the
normal for the plane through the triplet. E.g. for (xi, xj , xk),
have the following equations for the partial derivatives in the
height (with respect to change in position in the horizontal and
vertical directions on the image) in terms of the three heights of
the surface at the points on which the three corner vertex nodes
lie:

p = ∂u/∂x1 = (xj − xi)/∂x1 (9)

and
q = ∂u/∂x2 = (xj − xi)/∂x2. (10)

Assuming square pixels and an overall scale of one unit per
pixel width we set ∂x1 and ∂x2 to 1. We can then use Eqn. 2
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to calculate the plane. Repeating this for the other triplets, we
calculate the average plane normal −→n .

As in [7] we can extend the energy function to include static
scene/moving light source information (on the assumption that
all points on the surface are always visible to both the camera
and to all light sources). We adjust Eqn. 7 above to be:

ψt
ijkl(xi, xj , xk, xl, yi,

−→
L ) =

NX
n=1

|yni − |−→n ·
−→
Ln||, (11)

where N is the number of images (one for each light source),
and n iterates over each of the images, so yni is the pixel inten-
sity of the pixel contained by the three vertex nodes, in the nth

image.
−→
Ln is the light source direction in the nth image.

3.3. Boundary conditions and range data

In Shape from Shading algorithms, it is usually necessary to
establish some boundary conditions, since all surface heights
calculated (if only shape from shading be used) are relative to
each other, but not against any fixed frame of reference. In ad-
dition, the specification of boundary conditions may solve some
of the ambiguities, since there are usually a number of surfaces
which may generate a particular intensity map under particular
lighting conditions. The MRF formulation allows such bound-
ary conditions and range data to take on the form of either hard
or soft constraints. Each corner vertex node xi may be given a
prior probability on the heights of its state vector, such that

p(Xi = l) ∝ exp(−(h(Xi, l)− u(Xi))), (12)

where u(Xi) is the specified range or depth at Xi, and h(Xi, l)
gives the height corresponding to label l for Xi. Whether the
point is given a value because it lies on a known boundary, or
because we have range data about the point, the point is treated
the same way.

4. Minimizing energy of MRF using Gibbs
sampling

The labels of nodes in a Markov Random field may be estimated
using Gibbs sampling.

1. for t← 1..M

2. for i← 1..N

3. j ←perm(i)

4. Collect energies E(Xj = k|N(Xj)) of each
possible label k of current node X according
to Eqn. 15

5. Calculate the probabilities of each state given
the energy for each state:
p(Xj = k|N(Xi)) =
f(E(Xj = k|N(X)), kT (t))

6. Choose a state for this node L(Xj) by randomly
sampling from the pdf for the states of this node.

7. end

8. end

In the above algorithm, M is the number of times we traverse
the lattice, N is the number of variables in the MRF lattice,
perm(i) denotes the index into the set of corner vertex nodes,
randomly permutated, so the nodes are visited in a random or-
der. T (t) denotes the temperature at a particular iteration (given

a temperature schedule for simulated annealing). Function f(·)
is usually of the form:

f(E(X = k|N(X)), kT (t)) =

exp(−E(X = k|N(X))/kT (t))PM
n=1 exp(−E(X = n|N(X))/kT (t))

(13)

The temperature schedule we used was

kT (t) = maxTemp− t

M
(maxTemp−minTemp), (14)

with maxTemp = 50 and minTemp = 0.001, i.e. the temper-
ature decreases linearly per iteration down to a value of almost
zero.

The following equation describes the calculation of the lo-
cal clique energy of a vertex node given its neighbours. All
energies of all cliques in which this node appears are summed,
with all nodes given particular labels. A node’s state probability
depends only on the energy terms in its Markov neighbourhood,
which we calculate as:

E(X = z|N(X)) =

n(X)X
i=1

n(X)X
j=1

n(X)X
k=1

· · ·

ψX,N(X,i),N(X,j),N(X,k)(z, L(N(X, i)), L(N(X, j)),

L(N(X, k))) · · ·
+ψN(X,i),X,N(X,j),N(X,k)(L(N(X, i)), z, L(N(X, j)),

L(N(X, k))) · · ·
+ψN(X,i),X,N(X,j),N(X,k)(L(N(X, i)), L(N(X, j)), z,

L(N(X, k))) · · ·
+ψN(X,i),N(X,j),N(X,k),X(L(N(X, i)), L(N(X, j)),

L(N(X, k)), z), (15)

where N(X) denotes the neighbours of node X, (we over-
load the notation so that N(X, i) denotes the ith neighbour of
node X), n(X) denotes the number of neighbours for node X ,
and L(X) denotes the current label of node X . The function
ψWXY Z(·) is so specified that its value is zero if given nodes
WXY Z there is no energy term over nodes W,X, Y, Z (i.e. if
they are not corners of the same square surface region).

5. Multi-Resolution in state vectors for
corner vertex node elevations

The MRF formulation allows us to use a coarse-to-fine multi-
resolution manner (as in [7], [6]): for each of R resolutions, af-
ter N Gibbs sampling iterations (in one such iteration we sam-
ple each of the vertex nodes once), we may iterate through each
of the M corner vertex nodes and adjust the heights which each
element in the vertex node’s state vector corresponds to, and
in this way “home in” on a closer approximation of the correct
value.

6. Image projections
As in [6], we use a height label parameterization where the
state on a corner vertex node corresponds to its depth behind
the camera plane (Fig. 4, left). This formulation is general in
that the same parameterization works wherever the camera is
in the scene, since corner vertex nodes may be associated with
different image pixels at different elevations (Fig. 4, right).
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Figure 4: On the left, the label of a corner vertex node refers to
its height perpendicular to the image plane. On the right, we see
that if the labels parameterize the perpendicular distance from
the image plane, different values for any connected quadruplet
may cause the interior quadrilateral to span many image pixels.

In Fig. 4 , the squares represent the discretized locations
corresponding to particular labels on the state vector for any
corner vertex nodes. The intersections with the image plane on
projection are shown as circles. The large numbered squares
inside the image plane are pixels.

The energy function for corner vertex node triangles (Eqn.
7) now becomes:

ψt
ijkl(xi, xj , xk, xl, P,

−→
Y ,
−→
L ) = · · ·

|a(Y, P ·D(xi), P ·D(xj), P ·D(xk), P ·D(xl))− |−→n ·
−→
L || (16)

where P is the camera projection matrix, Y represents the
image data, D(·) is a function which returns the 3D homoge-
neous coordinate of the corner vertex node in its argument, and
a(·) is a function which averages the intensities of pixels inte-
rior to the three given 2D image coordinates, given an image Y .
Similarly, Eqn. 11 for multiple light-sources becomes

ψt
ijkl(xi, xj , xk, xl, P,

−→
Y ,
−→
L ) =

NX
n=1

· · ·

|a(Yn, P ·D(xi), P ·D(xj), P ·D(xk), P ·D(xl))− |−→n ·
−→
Ln||,

where Yn is the nth image and
−→
Ln is the nth light source

direction.

6.1. Smoothing

If we are using a small number of images, and if the energy
terms used is that are simply those shown in Fig. 2 and written
in Eqn. 6, it is likely that the algorithm may converge to a so-
lution (digital elevation map) with undesirable high frequency
components. As in [7], we can use two types of smoothing
terms, viz. smoothing with quadruplets of varying size (see Fig.
5), and smoothing with collinear point triplets (see Fig. 6). A
corresponding energy term for each of these may be added. De-
tails for the energy terms may be found in [7].

7. Results
We tested the algorithm on real and synthetic data: the syn-
thetic data was created by generating random smooth surfaces,

Figure 5: The connectivity of a quadruplet energy term which
spans four pixels and may be used for smoothing.

Figure 6: Energy term topology for first and second order
smoothing on collinear triplets of corner vertex nodes. The
corner vertex nodes are circles and energy terms are squares.
Energy term ”A” enforces smoothing over a small scale, while
energy term ”B” enforces smoothing over a larger scale. The
numbers correspond to pixels (there is one pixel interior to four
corner vertices).

and calculating the image of those shapes under the Lamber-
tian model. For real data we used images of everyday objects,
and some images of individual froth bubbles from a mineral ore
flotation cell (ground truth was unavailable for these).

7.1. Synthetic Data

For this synthetic data, we generate some smooth surfaces and
supply random lighting directions and the camera parameters
for a single projective camera to render the intensity map of the
image under Lambertian assumptions (Fig. 7).

Tables 1 and 2 shows the results of the algorithm run with
spatial multi-resolution, with 3 and 4 reflectance maps. In all of
our trials, the correct boundary conditions along the perimeter
of the surface were given as hard constraints to the algorithm.

Figure 7: An example of a synthetic surface and its correspond-
ing images from the same camera, with different lighting direc-
tions.
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Image Width 40 50 60 70
Num iters

1000 812.3 1551.2 1576.5 5062.7
5000 756.1 1168.8 1500.4 4334.1

10000 676.9 1089.5 1445.2 4049.6

Table 1: Three images given (reflectance maps for 3 light
sources). Three height resolutions, two spatial resolutions. En-
tries in the table indicate the average error between the calcu-
lated and synthesized surfaces.

Image Width 40 50 60 70
Num iters

1000 640.0 1135.5 1199.67 3678.2
5000 587.8 848.8 1125.4 3248.5
10000 525.9 800.5 1049.1 2946.3

Table 2: Four images given (reflectance maps for 4 light
sources). Three height resolutions, two spatial resolutions, 30
labels per node. Entries in the table indicate the average error
between the calculated and synthesized surfaces.

Each of the tables is populated with average error entries which
were calculated as follows:

e =
1

N

NX
t=1

MX
i=1

|(g(i)− c(i))|, (17)

where g(i) is the true height at corner node vertex i, c(i) is the
height calculated for that corner vertex node by the algorithm,
M is the number of corner vertex nodes, andN is the number of
trial runs (we used between 5 and 30 trials per entry). In Table
3, we see the performance of the previous version of algorithm
(GMPM-SFS). In theory, only a coarser approximation may be
reached as the energy function is based on a coarser plane ap-
proximation, although we couldn’t demonstrate this with syn-
thetic data as the time required for convergence of GMPM-SFS
is prohibitive.

7.2. Algorithm running time

The algorithm running times for different numbers of iterations
may be viewed in Table. 4. The running time is roughly of order
O(N ·M ·L ·R), whereN is the number of iterations over each
corner vertex node, for each of R resolutions, if there are M
corner vertex nodes, each with L possible height labels (here

Image Width 8 24 30 40 50
Num iters

8000 12.4 114.3 814.4 938.5 1402.8
12000 11.2 102.8 715.1 852.6 1155.5
20000 9.3 99.9 402.2 603.2 842.4
35000 8.8 85.3 302.1 403.1 650.1

Table 3: GMPM-SFS algorithm run with spatial multi-
resolution: Three reflectance maps were used, four resolutions,
30 labels per node. Entries in the table indicate the average error
between the calculated and synthesized surfaces (these results
taken from [6]).

Image Width 40 50 60 70
Num iters

1000 7 12 16 24
5000 32 58 76 116

10000 68 148 154 219

Table 4: Time taken for multiscale version of GMPM4-SFS, in
minutes, for 3 resolutions per height map, 30 labels per node,
1 energy term, 3 reflectance maps. (Run on AMD Athlon 2.4
GHz).

Figure 8: Two bubbles and the classic vase shape.

we assume a fixed number of energy terms, different energy
terms have different complexity.).

7.3. Real Data

For the real data, we took pictures of some some bubbles from
mineral ore flotation cells (Fig. 8, left, middle). The algorithm
was run at various height resolutions, and the run times at each
of the resolutions is shown. In the real images, noise was ame-
liorated by applying convolution with a Gaussian kernel.

8. Conclusion
The algorithm has been tested in its functioning at a spatial mul-
tiresolution level, and with a projective camera (projective ren-
dering of generated hypothetical surfaces). Like GMPM-SFS
[6], this method can incorporate both hard and soft constraints
on the boundary conditions of the surface and range data at
points on the surface. Larger images can be processed using
this method (in a given time), than with GMPM-SFS. Differ-
ent reflectance models per surface can be easily accounted for
in the energy terms. The algorithm supports a projective cam-
era model, though we have not developed local or global self-
occlusion.

Figure 9: Bubble reconstruction. Note that the bubble is dis-
torted. GMPM4-SFS does not run well when given a single
image, and the distortion is due to the plane approximation nec-
essary for a quadruplet energy term.
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Figure 10: Bubble reconstruction.

Figure 11: Vase reconstruction. Note that the vase is distorted.
GMPM4-SFS does not run well when given a single image, and
the distortion is due to the plane approximation necessary for a
quadruplet energy term.

9. Future Work
We are currently experimenting with using the method here pro-
posed to gain a good initial estimate of the surface, then con-
tinuing refining the surface further using the energy function
(still with Gibbs sampling) described in [6], which is more ex-
act. This method takes us one step closer to incorporating MRF
based SFS for improving dense stereo calculation.
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Abstract
In the face recognition research domain, features-based ap-
proach have been widely used in many works during the recent
years. However, only few of these have used a validation step
to assess whether the detected facial components were those
appropriate for the recognition. In this paper, we present an ap-
proach of detecting and validating facial components from gray
scale images. We first binarize the image. Thereafter, the con-
nected components of the resulting image are detected and la-
belled. An iterative strategy is applied to remove the irrelevant
components. The iteration terminates when the remaining com-
ponents are the targeted components: eyes, nose and mouth.
Afterward, we compute the centroids of the detected compo-
nents. The convex hull of these centroids is computed and the
validity of the detected components are further assessed, by ap-
plying the k-means on the features extracted from the angles
at the two lowest points of the convex hull. Our approach has
the advantage that it is straightforward and fast, and there is no
manual interaction in choosing and extracting face components.
Experiments show that our approach provides promising results
as it performs automatically without any assumption about the
location of face components as well as in different orientations
of face. Furthermore, our work is a great contribution in the
features-based face recognition research domain as the earlier
detection of the wrong detected set of facial components could
increase the efficiency and the speed of the recognition consid-
erably.

Keywords—Binarization, Connected components, Face
Recognition, Validation, Convex Hull, k-means, Nearest
Neighbors.

1. Introduction
Face recognition techniques are classified into three categories:
holistic, feature-based and hybrid techniques. Many works
have been done that show that feature-based approaches are
faster and more robust against variation in face orientation and
illumination than holistic techniques [1, 2, 3, 4]. However,
one of the main problems remains the automatic extraction
and validation of face components without human intervention
as well as any assumptions on the location of facial components.

In [5], a component based face detection system is pre-
sented. It uses two level Support Vector Machines (SVM) to
detect and validate facial components. Training face images
are automatically extracted from 3-D head models that provide
the expected positions of the components. These expected
positions are used to match the detected components to the
geometrical configuration of the face. Loulia and Veikko [6]
propose a method for detecting facial landmarks. In their
method, edge orientations are used to construct edge maps of

the image. The estimation of the orientation of local edges
is done by means of a kernel with maximum response. The
local oriented edges are extracted and grouped into regions
representing candidates for facial landmarks. The detected
candidates are further classified manually into noise or facial
landmark categories. In [7] and [8], facial components are
used to detect the face in an image. The components are either
assumed to be the holes in the detected facial regions, features
computed in given color spaces, or the darkest region of the
face. A geometrical technique is used by Zoltan and Tamas
[9] to detect and extract facial components. They compute
the facial symmetry axis and use it to deduce the nose region
based on the assumption that the region of the nose is the most
vertically detailed region on a face. Afterward, the positions of
the eyes and mouth are estimated from the chosen nose region.
A facial segmentation method based on dialation and erosion
operations is presented in [10]. Facial symmetry and relative
positions among the facial features, are used to locate the face
contour, mouth, nostrils and eyes. Tian and Bolle [11] present
a method of detecting a neutral face. In their approach, six
facial points are chosen as being the most reliable that could be
extracted from a face. Thereafter, the normalized distances be-
tween them are computed and used as discriminating features.
Two preprocessing operations named Skin Color Similarity
Map (SCSM) and Hair Color Similarity Map (HCSM) are
employed in [12] to compute the coordinates of face and head
regions. The SCSM is projected onto the x-axis to determine
the x-coordinate of the facial region. The y-coordinate of the
face and head regions are determined by projecting the SCSM
and HCSM on to the y-axis. Afterward, the positions and the
sizes of the facial features are estimated based on the computed
coordinates of the face. In [13], a method of detecting facial
features such as eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and ears is
presented. Facial features are determined by searching for
minima in the grey value relief of the segmented facial region
based on the assumption that each facial feature generates a
minimum in the projection of the grey value relief or pixel grey
level and the expectation that eyebrows, eyes, nostrils, mouth,
and chin are ranked respectively as the first, second, third,
fourth, and fifth significant minimum on the horizontal relief.
Furthermore, as the number of minima is usually greater than
the number of features, a geometrical technique is employed
to get clues about the relative positions of facials features.
A method for automatically learning face components for
detection and recognition is presented by Heisele et al. [14].
Initially, an object window of fixed size is slid over the input
image. Afterward, 14 referenced points are manually selected
in the object window based on their 3D correspondences from a
morphable model. The learning algorithm then iteratively grew
small rectangles around the manually preselected reference
points. The detection of facial components is carried out
by searching for maximum output within the rectangular
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region around the expected location of the component with
component classifiers of linear SVM. In the successful case,
the result of the approach yields the detection of both eyes
and the mouth. The technique employed in [14] is used in
[15] for face detection. Further, the coordinates of the position
of the maximum output of each component classifier was
recorded along with the value at that position. Then, each
detected component is represented by a triplet formed from x
and y coordinates as well as the value of the related position.
Thereafter, the set of triplets is used as input to the higher
level classifier for classification. The output of the upper-level
classifier is recorded in the final resulting image. The approach
is further applied to detect eyes. The Haar algorithm is applied
on frontal faces in [16]. Each facial image is divided into five
blocks that are further used as feature vectors to a one-class
SVM classification.

The above approaches either involve human intervention
in detecting and extracting facial components, employ geo-
metrical considerations and/or assumptions about the location
of faces components. Furthermore, most of these approaches
perform only with faces taken in the frontal view. We could
further remark that, in some cases, components are not detected
accurately (detected region larger than the component, detected
region includes two components e.g. the eye region includes
nose, the mouth region includes nose, etc.) or the detection
is limited to only certain components (both eyes and mouth
[14], eyes [15], etc.). Beside, the large number of techniques
employed in learning the location of facial components lead to
expensive computational time.
In this paper we propose an approach in which the pixels gray
level of each detected component are used to automatically
learn its location in the facial image. Furthermore, we applied
the k-means clustering classification to validate the set of
detected facial components.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the techniques used to detect region of interest. The
determination of the location of each detected component
is described in section 3 and the validation is carried out as
well. The experimental results are discussed in section 4. A
conclusion is drawn and future works are presented in the last
section.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Description of the system

Our system consists of five main components: facial compo-
nents detection, coordinates computation, bounding box draw-
ing, convex hull extraction, and detected components classifica-
tion. Schematically, the structure of the system is given by the
flowchart in Fig. 1.

2.2. The Binarization Method

The binarization in our work is based on the standard deviation
and the mean of the input image [17]. These parameters are
used to compute a threshold that is used to split the image into
two parts: the foreground and the background.
An image Imn with m rows and n columns, is defined by
equation (1).

Binarization

Input image

Connected

Components

Finding

Face

Components

Detection

Components

Coordinates

Deduction

Bounding Box

Drawing

Input image

with detected

components

Convex Hull

representation

Components center

points calculation

Triplets deduction

Classification

results

Classification

Detected Components Classification

Facial component detection

Coordinates computation

Image/input

image with

Convex Hull

end

begin

Figure 1: Flow chart of the system

Imn =
n

(i, j , xij), xij ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., 255}
0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,

where n, m ∈ N} (1)

The mean of the image is defined as follows:

µ =
1

mn

mX
i=1

nX
j=1

xij (2)

The standard deviation of the image is given by the formula:

σ =

vuut 1

mn

mX
i=1

nX
j=1

(xij − µ)2 (3)

Given σ and µ, the threshold is computed as follows:

τ = k1σ + k2µ (4)

In [17], it is specified that the values of k1 and k2 should
be chosen between 0 and 2, depending on the resolution quality
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needed. In our work, we achieved a good binarization result
with k1 = k2 = 0.5.

Using τ , the obtained binary image can be defined as in
equation (5)

Bmn = {Bij , where , 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1

and 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1} (5)

is extracted from the image Imn and Bij is defined as follows:

Bij =

(
255 if xij > τ

0 otherwise
(6)

The face components then appear on the foreground of the bi-
nary image as shown in Fig 2. b). Thereafter, the algorithm
searches, detects and labels the connected components [18, 19]
of the binary image .

Figure 2: step by step results of the approach. a) Original face
images, b) Binary images, c) Connected components of binary
images, d) Detected Region Of Interest, e) Detected Region Of
Interest with rectangular boundaries, f) Original images with
the detected Regions of Interest

2.3. Connected Components Finding

Once an image has been binarized, both the components on
the foreground and the background could be viewed as a set
of classes of connected and similar pixels. Using this idea,
we applied the 4-connectivity technique to find the connected
components of the binary image Bmn into classes of related
pixels. The pixels of each class are assigned a unique label to
differentiate the class from other classes. It entails partionning
the binary image Bmn into classes c0, c1, c2, ..., ck−1, where k
is the number of connected components. Let’s call the resulting
image Cmn. Cmn is defined as :

Cmn =

k−1[
i=0

ci (7)

where

ci = {(l, k, ylk), where ylk = i,

0 ≤ l ≤ m− 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1} (8)

Fig 2. c) shows some examples of connected components of
binary images. An iterative strategy is used to remove the irrel-
evant components. Our algorithm firstly searches and removes
all the components with pixels touching the outer border of the
image. Then, the remaining components situated in the inner
face space are the most probable face components. Thereafter,
the size of each remaining component is computed as its to-
tal number of pixels. Base on the fact that, in the interior face
space, the biggest components are probable the eyes, the nose
and the mouth, the number of remaining components is tested.
If this number is greater than the number of targeted compo-
nents (which is four in our work), we successively select the
smallest components and set the pixels corresponding to their
labels to the background until reaching the threshold of four re-
maining components. In the successful case, the iteration stops
when these remaining components are the two eyes, the nose,
and the mouth.

2.4. Description of our Algorithm

Our algorithm could be briefly described as follows :
Given the connected components of the binarized image of the
face.

1) Search through the image, detect each connected compo-
nent with pixels region touching the outer border of the
image. Then, set the pixels corresponding to the label of
such components to the background.

2) Localize, compute and save the size of each remaining
components along with its label.

3) If the number of remaining components is greater than
four (the number of targeted components), successively
choose the smallest size and set the pixels of their
corresponding components through the image to the
background until reaching four remaining components.
After this step, the remaining components include the
targeted face components.

In the successful cases, the four remaining compo-
nents are the two eyes, the nose and the mouth.
Fig 2. d) are examples of images with only the detected
face components.
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5) Compute the centroid of each detected components.

6) Apply the convex hull algorithm to the set of centroids to
represent the convex hull polygon of the detected facial
components.

7) Determine the triplet constituted by the angles at the
sides of the two centroids with the lower y-coordinates
and the absolute value of the difference of these angles.

8) Classify the triplet

2.5. Representation of the Regions of Interest

Instead of using a geometrical estimation or an assumption
about the location of face components, our approach exploits
the pixel coordinates of each detected component to determine
its location in the face. In other words, our algorithm searches
for the maximum x and y coordinates and the minimum x and
y coordinates belonging to the component, in the two dimen-
sional space spanned by the image. Fig 3. shows a geometri-
cal representation of the targeted coordinates around a detected
component.

Figure 3: Coordinates of a detected Region Of Interest in the
face image

In this figure, the coordinates Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, and
Ymax are found and used to deduce the coordinates of the four
points at the corners of the rectangular boundary containing the
component. Afterward, these coordinates are used to draw the
rectangular boundary of the region containing the detected com-
ponent as shown in Fig. 2. e). The coordinates are later shifted
to accurately represent the detected regions of interest in the
original image (See Fig. 2. f)), for the purpose of future ex-
traction. By exploiting the coordinates of pixels in the detected
components to determine their location in the face, we make no
assumption nor any geometrical estimation of the location of
components. Then, as shown in Fig 4., our approach is able to
detect perfectly, face components in different orientations.

After the facial components have been detected, it is not
guarantee that they are the correct ones. In the next section we
present a validation model of the detected region of interest.

Figure 4: Facial components detected in different orientations

3. Facial Components Validation
The input to our validation model are the centroids of the de-
tected facial components. Lets consider the finite set of points,
Sn

Sn = {Pi, i = 1, .., n} (9)

where n is the number of detected components, and Pi the cen-
troid of the ith detected component. The convex hull of Sn is
defined as the smallest 2D polygon Ω that contains Sn [20].
After testing our algorithm on the training set we found that, in
the successful components extraction, the output convex hull is
a triangle with the vertices placed at the centroids of the two
eyes and the mouth. It was also noticed that the angle at the two
eyes are most likely between 500 and 950 (See Fig 8). Once
the convex hull have been computed, we determine the triplet
formed by the angles on the sides of the two first centroids with
the lowest y-coordinates and the absolute value of their differ-
ence (Fig 9.). In the successful cases, the two centroids with the
lowest y-coordinates (Fig 3) are the two eyes. The set of triplets
is further used as input to the k-means (with k = 2) clustering
algorithm and the centroids of each class is extracted, one rep-
resenting the class of the set of successful detections, and the
other the set of incorrect detections. Finally, we applied the 1-
nearest neighbor algorithm to validate new detected facial com-
ponents. For a components-based face recognition system, this
classification step is important as the earlier detection of wrong
detected set of facial components could increase the efficiency
and speedup the recognition considerably.

4. Experimental Results
In our study, we assume that the image quality and the reso-
lution is sufficient enough, the illumination is uniform and the
input images are grey scale images. However, we made no re-
strictions on wearing glasses, make-up, hairstyle, beard, etc.
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Figure 5: Histograms of detection rate of face components in
frontal, left, and right view

Figure 6: Histogram of detection rate of the system in different
orientations

Our system was implemented with Java and tested with
images from the Yale database. This database contains 575
face images with 92x112 pixels in size, taken in different
orientations. We carried out our test with 40 images. Fig. 5.
shows the histograms of detection rate of face components
in frontal, left, and right view. In frontal view, the ratio of
detection of the nose and the right eye is nearly 100%, the left
eye 80%, and the mouth over 86%. In left view, the ratio of
detection of the nose, the mouth, and the right eye is over 92%
and the left eye over 57%. The right view presents a ratio of
detection of 70% for the left eye, 90% for the right eye, 80%

Figure 7: Examples of challenging face images with hair cover-
ing a portion of the eye and with beard

Figure 8: Examples of face images with Convex Hull of de-
tected facial components

for the mouth, and nearly 100% for the nose.
The histogram of detection rate in various orientations is shown
in Fig. 6. It appears that the ratio of detection is nearly 92% in
frontal view, 85% in right view and over 83% in left view.

Facial images with hair covering a portion of the eye, or
with a beard are still slightly inaccurately detected by our
system. The detection problems come from the fact that, these
categories of face images merge more than one connected
component by establishing a link between them as shown in
Fig. 7.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a simple and fast approach of detecting
and validating facial components, that overcomes most of
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the drawbacks of the previous works as it is straightforward
and fast as well as it performs automatically in different
orientations without any human intervention . No geometrical
consideration nor any assumption is employed to locate a
component. Thus, our approach yields accurate detection
of facial components. Experimentally, our system performs
on faces taken in different orientations and achieves a good
detection rate. In terms of application, our approach is suitable
for biometric identification in passports, driving licenses, and
identity books, where the detection needs to be as accurate as
possible for better recognition. However, there remain some
challenging cases to be solved: for instance, facial images
partly covered by the hair and some bearded faces. These
particular cases will be thoroughly examined in our future
works.

Figure 9: Examples of face images with the angles (θ0, θ1) at
the side of the two centroids with lowest y-coordinates (as de-
scribe in Fig 3). The absolute value of the difference of these
angles is ∆θ =| θ0 − θ1 | and the triplet is defined as:
(θ0, θ1, ∆θ); (a) face with successful detected components; (b)
face with an undetected component
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Abstract

The current patient positioning system at iThemba Labs makes
use of an accurately calibrated multi-camera stereophotogram-
metry (SPG) setup that is vulnerable to physical disruptions that
invalidate system calibration. We use an unscented Kalman fil-
ter (UKF) based structure from motion (SFM) system to verify
the correct operation of the SPG system. We investigate im-
proving the speed of convergence and reconstruction accuracy
and show our system to be stable and accurate.

1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. From a
total of 58 million deaths worldwide in 2005, cancer accounted
for 7.6 million (or 13% of all deaths [8]). The Medical Radia-
tion Group (MRG) at iThemba Labs has treatment facilities for
neutron, proton and photon radiotherapy.

The current patient positioning system at iThemba Labs
makes use of a motorised treatment chair to which the patient
is fixed with an immobilisation device. The patient is then
moved into position for treatment by a unique system based
on multi-camera stereophotogrammetry (SPG). The patient
wears a custom-made plastic mask that carries radiopaque and
retro-reflective markers. The SPG system accurately calculates
the position of the markers detected by the CCD cameras and
uses this to automatically position the treatment chair. This
positioning system aligns the tumor and treatment beam with
an accuracy of approximately 1mm.

Currently there is no way of verifying the accuracy of
the SPG system at treatment or pre-treatment phase without
using a calibration object. Our task is to develop an indepen-
dent vision system to verify the operation of and the marker
positions calculated by the SPG system.

We make use of the well known Kalman filter (KF) for
our structure from motion system to estimate the structure of
the tracked markers. We propose new methods to improve the
speed of convergence and the performance of the KF by using
pre-calculated initialisation data obtained from the KF and a
projective matrix factorisation (PMF) system.

We discuss the observation model used in our system in
Section 2. Section 3 describes our implementation of the
unscented Kalman filter (UKF). We discuss the PMF system in
Section 4 and present our results in Section 5.

2. Structure from motion
In the fields of computer vision and photogrammetry structure
from motion (SFM) is the estimation an object’s 3-dimensional
structure and motion from a sequence of video images (2-
dimensional motion) [9, 13, 7]. The observation process we
need to model is that of a camera taking an image (or sequence
of images) of a 3-dimensional scene, this is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.

Center of projection
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Image plane
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Figure 1: Linear perspective projection of a point P onto the
image plane Y at focal length−f

The mathematical relationship between the 3-dimensional point
P

ccs and the 2-dimensional projectionY is given by
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wheref is the focal length of the camera. The center of projec-
tion (COP) of the camera, also known as the focus, lies at−f .
We now invert (1) so we are able to retrieveP

ccs in terms of its
projectionY and focal lengthf . This relationship is given by
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From the above equation we see that we only require the ratio
P ccs

z

f
to reconstruct our object up to a scale factor. We assume

that we have knowledge of our focal length and we have the
coordinates on the image plane thus we are left with only one
unknown parameter per coordinate we wish to reconstruct.
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The camera coordinate system (CCS) and the object co-
ordinate system (OCS) are related via an orthogonal rotation
matrixR and translation vectort. This relationship is given by

P
ccs = RP

ocs + t, (3)

or inversely

P
ocs = R−1 (Pccs

− t) , RT = R−1. (4)

By substituting (2) into the above we can write (4) as

P
ocs = RT

2

6

4

Yx(1 +
P ccs

z

f
) − tx

Yy(1 +
P ccs

z

f
) − ty

P ccs
z − tz

3

7

5

. (5)

3. The Kalman filter
The Kalman filter (KF), first introduced in 1960 by Kalman
[6], is a mean squared error minimiser that estimates the state
of a dynamic system from a series of measurements under the
influence of Gaussian noise. Initially the KF could only be
used for linear system estimation but two popular techniques
have been developed to expand the scope of the Kalman filter
to deal with non-linear systems, these are the extended Kalman
filter (EKF) used in [1] and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF)
[5]. We make use of the UKF in our system as it offers higher
statistical accuracy at the same computational complexity as
the EKF [12].

The UKF algorithm follows the following steps :

1. Obtain observations for the first frame

2. Initialise the UKF states

3. Estimate structure, rotation and translation (Predict the
next state)

4. Predict observation using estimated state from 3.

5. Obtain observation for the next frame

6. Correct prediction

7. Proceed to step 3.

For the UKF to estimate the structure and motion of the tracked
object we need to design models for the state and observations.
This is very important as the performance of SFM systems de-
pend greatly on these models. We need a model for the state
transition process that predicts the new state in terms of the old
state, as well as an observation model that transforms the pre-
dicted state into a predicted observation. We can also choose
how to initialise these models using information available to us
about the scene. We discuss our state prediction and observation
models next.

3.1. Predicting structure, rotation and translation

As stated in Section 2 we have one unknown parameter per
tracked feature we need to estimate to recover the structure of
our object. We place the unknown parameter for each tracked
feature in a structure vector

s = [s0, s1, ..., sm] , (6)

wherem is the number of features we are tracking andsk =
P ocs

z,k . The structure state transition equation that governs the
structure estimate is

si|i−1 = si−1|i−1 (7)

which states that the current structure estimate is similar to the
previous structure estimate. This is a valid assumption if we
are tracking a rigid object.

Quaternions [3] are used in our system to represent the
rotation of the tracked object relative to the object’s coordinate
system(OCS). The rotation transition equations act on the
rotation vector

q = [q0, q1, q2, q3] (8)

and rotational velocity vector

ω = [ωx, ωy, ωz] . (9)

The equations for our rotation prediction is

qi|i−1 = qi−1|i−1 + ∆t
1

2
Ω(ωi|i−1)qi−1|i−1 (10)

with

Ω =

2

6

4

0 −ωx −ωy −ωz

ωx 0 −ωz ωy

ωy ωz 0 −ωx

ωz −ωy ωx 0

3

7

5

. (11)

The above equation has the termΩ(ωi|i−1) that is a function of
the angular velocity of the tracked object. We therefore need to
incorporate the angular velocity of the tracked object relative to
the OCS into our model. For this we use the angular velocity
transition equation

ωi|i−1 = ωi−1|i−1 (12)

that states the angular velocity of the tracked object between
frames is constant.

The formulation for the translation transition equations
follow a similar procedure. The translation relates the origin
of the OCS with respect to the origin of the camera coordinate
system(CCS). The translation transition equations act on the
translation vector

t = [tx, ty, tz] (13)

and translational velocity vector

d = [dx, dy , dz] . (14)

We model the translation transition with

ti|i−1 = ti−1|i−1 + ∆tdi|i−1 (15)

whered is the model of the translation velocity given by

di|i−1 = di−1|i−1. (16)

The translational velocityd is related to the translationt via

d =
dt

dt
, (17)

that states the velocity is the time derivative of the translation.

The translation transition equation (15) states that the
translation in the current step is equal to that of the previous
step plus the change in translation and (16) states that the
translational velocity is constant between steps. By assuming
we have a constant velocity in our system (and therefore no
acceleration) any acceleration of the object will be handled
as noise effects. Our final step in the modelling process is to
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combine the state vectors for structure and motion into the full
state vector,

x = [s,q,ω, t, d] . (18)

Our state vector has dimensionsm+13 wherem is the number
of features we are tracking.

We investigate three methods to obtain initialisation val-
ues for the structure and motion models of our system. If no
knowledge of the 3-dimensional scene is available we initialise
the entries in the structure , rotation velocity, translation and
translation velocity vectors to zero and set the rotation vector
to q = [1, 0, 0, 0] (the unit quaternion). The second scheme
we have for obtaining initialisation information is to use the
structure and motion estimate calculated by the UKF from
a previous run on the same sequence. Our last method is to
use a PMF system to batch process a subset of frames from
the sequence of interest to calculate structure and motion
initialisation information for the UKF.

3.2. Predicting the observation from our estimated struc-
ture and pose

The UKF estimates the structure relative to the OCS, for us to
make our prediction we need to orientate it with the CCS using
(3). Once our estimated structure is correctly aligned with the
CCS we take a 2-dimensional projection of it in accordance
with the basic pinhole camera model described in (1).

The observation estimate is then compared to the actual
observation to produce an error that is used by the Kalman filter
to update the state variables and covariances describing their
distributions.

4. Projective matrix factorisation

The matrix factorisation (MF) method batch processes a set of
frames from a video sequence to calculate the structure and mo-
tion of a tracked object. MF was introduced by [10] for the case
of a single object under motion within a single plane using the
orthographic camera model. The orthographic camera model is
a special case of the pinhole (projective) camera model (Section
2) that occurs when the focal length approaches infinity. This
method provides reconstruction of a scene up to an affine trans-
formation. In our system we make use of a projective matrix
factorisation (PMF) algorithm proposed in [11] that provides
reconstruction upto a projective transformation, this algorithm
differs from the original MF method by employing a projective
camera model.

4.1. How it works

At frame f = 0 . . . F in the video sequence the
observed 2-dimensional homogeneous image coordinates,
Yfi = [xfi, yfi, 1], are related to the 3-dimensional real world
homogeneous coordinates,Si = [Xi, Yi, Zi, 1], by a projec-
tive transformationPf and scale factorλfi such that

λfiYfi = PfSi. (19)

The scale factorλfi is referred to as the projective depth. The
observed image coordinates and projective depths of the fea-
tures in each frame are arranged in a measurement matrixW of

the form

W =

2

6

4

λ11Y11 λ12Y12 . . . λ1NY1N

λ21Y21 λ22Y22 . . . λ2NY2N

: : : :
λF1YF1 λF2YF2 . . . λF NYF N

3

7

5

. (20)

Each column ofW represents the trajectory of one feature point
over time and each set of two rows represents the features de-
tected in a particular frame. The structure and camera matrices
are arranged in a structure matrixS = [s1, s2, . . . , sN ] and
concatenated camera matrixP = [P1, P2, . . . , PF ]T such that

W =

2

6

4

P1

P2

. . .
PF

3

7

5

[s1, s2, . . . , sN ] . (21)

The original applications of the MF method were formulated
as the case of a moving camera observing a static object,
we choose to follow [2] and reformulate the problem as a
static camera observing a moving object. This implies that
the camera and camera setup at each frame is the same and
therefore any change in the estimated camera matrices is due to
the motion of the tracked object.

Our concatenated camera matrixP and structure matrix
S have dimensions3F × 4 and 4 × N respectively. This
implies that our measurement matrixW is suppose to have a
maximum rank of 4, this however is not true unless we have the
correct projective depths for each tracked feature. If we obtain
the correct projective depths we will be able to calculate the
projective structure and motion of the tracked object [4].

4.1.1. Estimating the projective depths

Epipolar geometry and the fundamental matrix is used to esti-
mate the unknown projective depths. If we consider each two
consecutive frames in the video sequence as a stereo image pair
(Figure 2) with camera centersCf and Cg observing a point
X, we can calculate the fundamental matrix (Ffg) and baseline
(efg). The calculation of the fundamental matrix implies we
have at least seven point correspondences for each stereo image
pair.

C
f Cg

λ
f

X
f

λgXg

e
fg

× λ
f

X
f F

T

fg
Xg

X
f Xg

X

Baseline

e
fg

Figure 2: Stereo vision camera pair

The area of the epipolar plane (the triangular plane connecting
both camera centers and pointX) is given by1

2
|(efg ×Xf )λf |

with respect to camera centerCf and 1
2
|(F T

fg × Xg)λg| with
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respect to camera centerCg. Usingthis the relation follows

(F T
fg × Xg)λg = (efg × Xf )λf . (22)

Solving this equation in terms ofλg gives

λg =
||efg × Xf ||

2

(efg × Xf ) • (F T
fgXg)

λf . (23)

By choosing an initial value forλ for each feature in the first
frame of the sequence we are now able to recursively estimate
the set of projective depths for all required frames using (22).
As we need to choose initial values for the projective depths we
recover the structure up to an overall scale factor. We choose an
arbitrary valueλ1 = 1 to initialise the process.

4.1.2. Extracting shape and motion

Once we have calculated the correctly scaled projective depths
we make use of singular value decomposition (SVD) to fac-
torise the measurement matrixW into the camera and struc-
ture matrices such thatW = PS. The measurement matrixW
should theoretically have a rank of at most4 but this may not
be the case due to noisy measurements, we therefore truncate
the SVD decomposition to provide the closest rank 4 approxi-
mation ofW . The truncated SVD ofW gives us

W = UF×4Σ4×4V
T
4×N , (24)

with the approximated structure and motion matrices

P = UF×4Σ
1

2

4×4 (25)

and
S = Σ

1

2

4×4V
T
4×N , (26)

5. Tests and results
We propose using pre-computed initialisation data from the
UKF and a projective matrix factorisation system to improve
UKF performance. We present results obtained from running
our system in the standard manner and then using the pre-
computed initialisation data. The real video sequence used in
these tests was captured at iThemba Labs with ground truth
information for marker coordinates provided from computer
tomography (CT) data.

The video sequence is of the marker carrier being moved
by the robotic chair in a treatment vault at iThemba Labs. The
detected markers on the marker carrier are shown in Figure 3.
The marker carrier undergoes three changes in direction, one
occurring before the UKF has time to converge. Each change
in direction of the marker carrier introduces acceleration
components into our system (our motion model assumes a
constant velocity) that cause the Kalman gain to erroneously
adapt the state estimate. If there are many sharp changes
in acceleration during a video sequence or the changes in
acceleration occur very early in the sequence the convergence
of the UKF is greatly effected.

There is also distortion introduced due to the tracking of
markers that are oblique to the camera. This results in the
calculated centroids of the detected oblique markers having a
slight offset. This distortion is not Gaussian and therefore is
not effectively taken into account by the UKF. This distortion
causes a drift in some of the estimated structure parameters of
the UKF over time.

Figure 3: Detected markers tracked during real sequence 2

5.1. Test 1 : UKF

The first test we present is of the UKF run on the real video se-
quence without initialisation information. The estimated struc-
ture parameters of the marker carrier are shown in Figure 4
(a), we do not get the perfectly parallel lines that we associate
with UKF convergence, this is a result of the acceleration in the
marker carrier’s motion and the tracking of oblique markers. On
inspection of the RMS error (Figure 4 (b)) we see that the error
in the structure stabilises after 60 frames at< 2mm with the
varianceσ2

s < 0.03mm. The reconstructed marker carrier is
displayed in Figure 5.

5.2. Test 2 : UKF initialised with UKF data

We use the UKF initialised with data from Test 1 for this test.
On inspection of the structure convergence of the UKF (Figure 6
(a)) we notice the estimated structure parameters are initialised
to the correct values and remain smoother over time if com-
pared to those of Test 1. This is due to the UKF being able to
handle changes in acceleration better after it has converged . On
inspection of the RMS error (Figure 6 (b)) we notice that the er-
ror remains small throughout the sequence. The maximum error
in structure remains under1.4mm for the entire sequence with
structure varianceσ2

s < 0.03mm.

5.3. Test 3 : PMF used for initialisation

We present results from tests using a PMF system to pre-
calculate initialisation data for the UKF. We batch process 50
frames of the real video sequence with the PMF system. The
PMF system returns the structure and motion of the recon-
structed marker carrier over the frames it processed (Figure 7).
Comparing this initialisation structure to the reconstruction
from test 1 (Figure 5) we see it is fairly distorted. We need to
scale and orientate this structure with the UKF to minimise
the correction the UKF needs to perform to correctly align the
initialisation structure during the first couple of frames.

We show the estimated structure parameters of the UKF
over time in Figure 8 (a), the UKF aligns the initialisation data
correctly over the first 50 frames stabilising with an RMS error
(Figure 8 (b))< 1.2mm and structure varianceσ2

s < 0.03mm.
The effect of the offset in the detected centroids of oblique
markers and the acceleration of the marker carrier is more
noticeable in this test if compared to test 2 (initialising the
UKF with UKF data) and causes a small drift in some structure
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Figure 4: Estimated structure parameters and RMS error of
UKF - Test 1

(a) View 1 (b) View 2

Figure 5: Extract from the reconstruction of marker carrier -
Test 1

components.

5.4. Summary of results

The results from Tests 1-3 are presented in Table 1. All the
tests gave accurate results with RMS errors after stabalisation
less that2mm.

6. Conclusion
Our investigation into improving UKF performance by using
pre-computed initialisation information gave interesting and
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Figure 6: Estimated structure parameters and RMS error of
UKF - Test 2

(a) View 1 (b) View 2

Figure7: Reconstructed marker carrier from PMF system -Test
3

Parameters Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
P0 0.001 0.001 0.001
Qs 0.001 0.001 0.001
Qr,t 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
R 0.001 0.001 0.001

Num features 19 19 19
Max RMSE 48mm 1.4mm 13mm
Min RMSE 0.9mm 0.83mm 0.9mm

feats< 2mm out 19 19 19
σ2

s < 0.03mm 0.03mm 0.03mm

Table 1: Summary of test results
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Figure 8: Estimated structure parameters and RMS error of
UKF - Test 3

promising results.

Using pre-computed initialisation information provided
by the UKF gave the best performance. The initialisation
structure was correctly aligned and resulted in a RMS error less
that 1.4mm throughout the sequence. Initialising the UKF in
this manner lessened the effect noise introduced in the system
from acceleration components and lead to a smoother structure
convergence.

There were issues raised with regards to the correct alignment
of initialisation structure when using information from the
PMF system. The incorrect alignment of the initialisation
data increases the time the UKF takes to stabalise and allows
noise in the system to have a larger influence on structure
convergence.

Using pre-computed initialisation information from either
the UKF or PMF systems improved the performance of the
UKF. Correct alignment of the PMF structure and motion
estimates will give similar performance to that of using UKF
initialisation data.
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Abstract— This article describes the implementation of a 

system designed to automatically detect the presence of 

pulmonary embolism in lung scans. These images are firstly 

segmented, before alignment and feature extraction using PCA. 

In total 179 cases were collected from various medical 

institutions. Of the 179 cases, 125 (70%) were used for training 

(49 negative, 56 intermediate, 20 high), while 54 (30%) were 

used for validation (27 negative, 20 intermediate, 7 high). The 

network was trained using the Hybrid-Monte-Carlo method, 

resulting in a committee of 250 neural networks. The best system 

performance is achieved by using a network with 30 inputs, an 

image size of 64x64 and a VR of 90-90% which resulted in an 

AUC of 0.64. This compares favourably with previous work in 

which an AUC of 0.67 was achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ULMONARY embolism (PE) is a potentially 

life-threatening condition, yet it is frequently treatable. 

The diagnosis of PE is based on a number of relatively 

non-specific findings including: presenting signs, shortness of 

breath, electrocardiographic findings, arterial blood gas 

abnormalities and chest X-ray changes [1]. In addition, a 

number of more specific imaging studies such as spiral 

computed tomography, pulmonary angiography and 

Ventilation/Perfusion (V/Q) scanning are employed.  Obvious 

cases such as normal lungs and multiple large pulmonary 

emboli are usually easy to diagnose.  The difficult diagnoses 

are those intermediate between the two extremes. 

 

The accurate diagnosis of PE is a challenging problem, but 

one which radiologists make on a daily basis. The role of an 

automated system should at present not be thought of as a 

decision support system, and not as replacement to an 

experienced radiologist. The intrinsic characteristics of an 

automated tool would allow for a decrease in the 

inter-observer and intra-observer variability. 

 

This paper is organized as follows, in Section II, a brief 

overview of VQ scanning is given. Section III deals with data 
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collection. Sections IV and V deals with the implementation 

and training of the system. The results and conclusion in 

discussed in Sections VI and VII respectively.  

II. V/Q SCANNING 

For a long time V/Q scanning has been the imaging protocol 

of choice for the evaluation of patients with suspected PE. The 

procedure has two parts: Perfusion and ventilation which 

enables visualization the blood and air flow in the lungs. 

1) Perfusion: The patient is injected with 5mCi 

Technetium-99m MAA (macroaggregated albumin). This 

allows the radiologist to visualise the flow of blood in the 

patients lungs. 

2) Ventilation: The patient is asked to inhale 20mCi of 

Technetium-99m DTPA (diethylenetriamine-pentaacetic 

acid) labelled aerosol which indicates airflow in the patients 

lungs. In some instances the patient may swallow the gas 

instead of inhaling it. Due to the deposition of the aerosol in 

the stomach and throat, artifacts in the image appear which 

need to be removed before diagnosis. 

 

The scan consists of capturing images from six difference 

views, name the anterior, posterior, left lateral, right lateral, 

left posterior oblique and right posterior oblique. 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

Retrospective General Hospital, Baragwanath Hospital and 

the Donald Gordon Medical Center. All of these institutions 

are located in the Johannesburg area in South Africa. 

 

Each case consisted of 12 images, six for ventilation and six 

for perfusion which represent the views discussed earlier in 

Section II. All images were exported from APEX View in 

PCX file format. The images were then imported into 

MATLAB© and stored in a single structure. The V/Q scans 

where obtained using the following protocol:  

• Ventilation: 20mCi Tc-99m DTPA 

• Perfusion: 5mCi Tc-99m MAA 

 

In total 179 cases where collected and studied retrospectively.  

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

There are several stages the images need to go through before 

a diagnosis can be made. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram for 

the system. Different sizes of lung images where tested, 

including 64x64, 32x32 and 16x16. 
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Fig. 1. System Block Diagram 

A. Image Segmentation 

All the lung images must at first be segmented. This removes 

unwanted background noise which may include areas of 

radiation in the stomach and trachea. 

 

The registration of medical images can be achieved using 

several methods, such as using iterative processes that 

estimate affine transformations [2] between a reference image 

and a target image. There are two methods which described 

the use of neural networks [3], [4] in image registration. 

Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) methods have been used to find 

the edges of the lung from an MRI image [3]. The 

disadvantage of this method is it semi-automated, so would 

need human assistance. Another method describes the input 

images being represented by Gabor Wavelets to provide 

feature vectors [4]. 

 

Once the images have been registered, relevant features need 

to be extracted, which describe adequately the image 

information. Several methods for this are described in [5], 

such as The Karhunen-Loéve Transform, Principle 

Component Analysis, Discrete Time Fourier Transform 

(DFT), Hadamard Transform, Haar Transform and Discrete 

Time Wavelet Transform (DTWT). 

 

1) Hotspot Removal: Hot spots are generally caused by the 

radiopharmaceutical getting trapped in a small area of the lung 

due to obstructive lung disease or the poor technical quality 

[6] of the radio nucleotides. Hot spot removal provides a 

reduction in areas of high intensity relative to the surrounding 

area in the image. The equation for determining a hotspot is 

given in (1) and is taken from [6]. Generally, hotspot removal 

is only applied to ventilation images. 

q
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2) Full Scale Histogram Stretch: A Full Scale Histogram 

Stretch (FSHS) is applied to each image; this greatly increases 

the contrast in the image and allows for more accurate contour 

detection.  The equation for the FSHS is given below in (2). 
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In this implementation K is set to 256, while A and B are the 

minimum and maximum image intensity respectively. Fig. 2 

shows the effects of performing a FSHS on an anterior lung  

 
Fig. 2. Full Scale Histogram Stretch. The left images represent 

the images before the FSHS is performed, notice the poor 

contrast in the histogram and the lungs are hardly visible. The 

right images represent the images after a FSHS is performed 

showing an increase in contrast. 

 

 

scan. The histogram in the top left is typical of an image 

exhibiting low contrast. This is confirmed in the image in Fig. 

2 in which the lung is barely visible. The histogram on the 

right shows much better contrast, which can be seen in the 

lung image after the FSHS. 

 

3) Filtering and Contour Extraction: The image is then 

filtered to reduce noise in the image and provide smoother 

contours. Iso-contours are calculated and the lung is 

segmented from the background. An example of an anterior 

lung image with overlayed iso-contours can be seen in Fig. 3, 

while Fig. 4 shows the lung images before and after 

segmentation. The views, from left to right, are anterior, 

posterior, left lateral, right lateral, left posterior oblique and 

right posterior oblique. 
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Fig. 3. Anterior lung with iso-contours overlayed. 

 

4) Dethroathing and Destomach: Dethroating involves the 

removal of throat artifacts from the ventilation images. Throat 

artifacts, caused by the radio pharmaceutical getting trapped 

in the patients trachea, leads to areas of high image intensity.  

 
Fig. 4. Images before segmentation. From left to right the 

images are Anterior, Posterior, Left Lateral, Right Lateral, 

Left Posterior Oblique and Right Posterior oblique. Top row 

shows perfusion scans while the bottom row shows ventilation 

scans. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Image dethroating. The left hand image shows the lung 

before dethroating. The right image shows the lungs after a 

automatic dethroating is performed. 

 

 

Stomach artifacts are caused by the patient swallowing some 

the radio pharmaceutical instead of inhaling it. The radio 

pharmaceutical then settles in the stomach and shows up on 

the image. These artifacts must be removed for the image 

alignment and classification to be most effective. The entire 

procedure is show in Fig. 5. The areas shaded in red indicate 

which areas are to be removed from the image. 

 

B. Image Alignment 

As pulmonary embolism is identified by matched defects in 

perfusion and ventilation images, each VQ pair (there are six 

pairs) must be aligned before subtraction. More specifically 

areas where ventilation is present and perfusion absent are 

regarded as probable pulmonary emboli. To reduce the effects 

of lung defects on the alignment, the segmented images are 

converted to binary images. The alignment is accomplished 

using multi-variable (scale, rotation, x-translation, 

y-translation) genetic algorithms. 

 

Fig. 6 shows the results of an image alignment algorithm using 

the GA with Schepp-Logan digital phantom images. The 

reference image represents the image that needs to be 

optimised, in other words the origin of the optimisation  

 
Fig. 6. Result of image alignment using Schepp-Logan digital 

phantoms. Summary of results can been found in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF GA OPTIMISATION 

 

Parameter Actual Found Error (%) 

Scale 0.9 0.88 2.3 

Rotation 6.5o 7.15o 9.1 

X-translation 25 27 7.4 

Y-translation 15 16 6.25 

 

problem. The target image represents the destination of the 

optimisation. The 4 parameters, namely scale, rotation, 

x-translation and y-translation provide a transformation 

between the reference image and the target image. The 

transformation image represents the reference image, after it 

has been transformed with the optimized parameters. Table I 

shows a summary of the parameters found using the GA. 

C. Image Subtraction 

After the images all aligned the ventilation and perfusion 

images are subtracted. The algorithm subtracts the ventilation 

image from the perfusion image, areas with intensity values 

less than 0 indicate that there is more ventilation than 

perfusion in that specific area. The severity of the defect can 
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then be quantified by taking a magnitude of pixel intensity in 

the subtraction image. 

D. Feature Extraction 

PCA (principle component analysis) was performed on the 

images, from 16x16 to 64x64. As the image size gets smaller, 

for the same retained variability (VR), the number of required 

eigenvectors decreases. Conversely, for the same number of 

eigenvectors, the retained variability increases by 

approximately 10% for every half reduction in image size. 

This trend is most likely caused by a certain amount of 

variability being lost when reducing the image size. 

E. Feature Extraction 

After the number of inputs has been reduced, it can be further 

minimised by using input selection methods. For this the 

statistical overlay function (SoF) is employed, taken from [7]. 

The SoF equation is given in (3). 

2

21

21

σσ

µµ
δ

+

−
=                  (3) 

Each input to the system can be said to have a distribution of 

possible values. The goal of input selection is to choose those  

 
Fig. 7. Illustration of the Statistical Overlay Function (δ) 

 

 

inputs whose distributions show the greatest amount of 

separation across the different classes of output. This concept 

is illustrated in Fig. 7. The greater the value of δ, the more 

separation there is between the two inputs. So δ between µ1, σ1 

and µ3, σ3 would be greater than the δ between µ1, σ1 and µ2, 

σ2. The number of selected inputs was varied between 10, 20 

and 30 for comparative purposes. 

V. SYSTEM TRAINING 

The Bayesian MLP was trained in Matlab© using the 

NETLAB toolbox ([8]). The network consisted of a single 

input, hidden and output layer. The number of input nodes was 

varied between 10, 20 and 30. The hidden layer contained 5 

nodes while the output layer contained 1 node. 

 

Of the 179 cases, 125 (70%) were used for training (49 

negative, 56 intermediate, 20 high), while 54 (30%) were used 

for validation (27 negative, 20 intermediate, 7 high). The 

network was trained using the Hybrid-Monte-Carlo method, 

resulting in a committee of 250 neural networks. 

 

The scaled PCA inputs were fed into each of the 250 networks 

and the final classification was based upon the mean value of 

the committee output. Because each member of the committee 

gives an individual output, 95% confidence levels can be 

calculated by taking into account the standard deviations (σ) 

of the output distributions. So outputs that exhibit a small σ 

imply a high confidence, while outputs exhibiting a large σ 

imply a low confidence. 

VI. MAIN RESULTS 

The VR, chosen during the PCA analysis is a parameter which 

was varied. A steep increase in training performance is gained 

between a VR of 70% and 75%. There also appears to be a 

gradual increase in validation performance with increasing 

VR. Validation performance also increased with input size. 

 

Overall the negative cases are shown to be diagnosed with the 

highest degree of accuracy, followed by the high probability 

cases and lastly the intermediate probability cases. This would 

confirm what was mentioned earlier in that the intermediate 

cases are the most difficult to diagnose. The validation 

performance increases with image size, and the number of 

inputs to the neural network. Table II shows the sensitivities, 

specificities, positive and negative predictive values for the 

different output. The specificity and NPV show the highest 

means, indicating that PE can be reasonably excluded if the 

prediction is negative. 

 
TABLE II 

TABLE SHOWING SENSITIVITY, SPECIFICITY, POSITIVE 

PREDICTIVE VALUE (PPV) AND NEGATIVE PREDICTIVE VALUE 

(NPV) USING THE VALIDATION DATA SET 

 

 High Intermediate Negative 

Sensitivity 

[%] 

max 71.43 55.00 70.37 

 min 14.29 0.00 18.52 

 mean 46.83 30.84 48.35 

Specificity 

[%] 

max 95.92 94.44 77.14 

 min 68.11 68.00 61.37 

 mean 81.03 82.01 69.01 

 max 71.43 62.50 61.54 

PPV [%] min 6.25 0.00 33.33 

 mean 25.95 41.24 50.97 

 max 95.92 79.07 77.14 

NPV [%] min 88.68 62.96 55.10 

 mean 92.71 71.44 66.42 

 

 

The best system performance is achieved by using a network 

with 30 inputs, an image size of 64x64 and a VR of 90-90%. 
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In order to compare these results with those of previous 

authors, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is 

needed. As most of the previous works only considered a 

2-class classifier, it was decided that for comparative purposes 

the intermediate probability cases would be grouped together 

with the high probability cases to form a new "positive" class. 

The ROC curve, shown in Fig. 8, was generated from a 

network using an image size of 64x64, 30 inputs and a VR of 

95%. 

 

The area under curve (AUC) is 0.64. This compares to an 

AUC of 0.86 achieved in [9]. An interesting comparison is to 

the work done in [6] where an AUC of 0.85 was achieved 

when the gold standard was angiography, while an AUC of 

0.67 was achieved when the gold standard was the consensus 

opinion of nuclear medicine physicians. This compares 

favourably with the AUC of 0.64 in this study, where the gold 

standard was also the opinion of a nuclear medicine physician. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Although performance is below that of previous works, it has 

been shown that it is feasible to diagnose PE automatically 

using a Bayesian Neural Network. The most critical areas in 

the process are those of image segmentation, feature  

 
Fig. 8. ROC curve for Bayesian Classifier. 64x64 image size, 

using 30 inputs and a VR of 95\%. The AUC is 0.64. 

Intermediate and high probability cases are grouped together. 

 

 

extraction and input normalisation. Without correct scaling of 

the input data, the network simply does not "work". The image 

segmentation routines proved to be very effective in most 

circumstances. There were however a few instances where 

manual touch-up was needed. This was mostly done on 

ventilation images where the scans contained large amounts of 

noise. 

 

From the results, it would appear that the best system 

performance is achieved by having a network with 30 inputs 

using an image size of 64x64 and a VR of 90-95%. 

Intermediate cases were shown to be the most difficult to 

diagnose correctly, while specificity calculations show that PE 

can reasonably be excluded if the prediction is not positive. 

 

This research could be furthered by the collection of more 

cases to provide a more balanced data set including equal 

numbers of each class for both training and validation. It is 

likely that a large increase in available cases will greatly 

improve system performance. 

 

If possible, using a different Gold Standard, angiography for 

instance, may improve the performance of the Bayesian 

classifier. 
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Abstract 
 

Land surface temperatures (LSTs) can be approximated 

from brightness temperatures observed from satellites. 

Estimation errors between observed brightness 

temperatures and a brightness temperature model of a 

given pixel would provide information for a pixel 

concerned. Robust fitting of observed Diurnal 

Temperature Cycle (DTC) taken over a day of a given 

pixel without cloud cover and other abnormally 

conditions such as fire can give a data based brightness 

temperature model for a given pixel. In this paper, diurnal 

brightness temperatures received from the METEOSAT 

Second Generation (MSG) satellite were interpolated for 

missing data based on a model, and a performance test 

was performed by comparing a new approach based on 

robust modelling with previous algorithms implemented 

on MSG data: An algorithm based on pseudo-physical 

modelling of the DTC and an algorithm based on 

Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) interpolator. 

The simulation results show that the new approach 

outperforms the previous used criteria, in the sense that 

the true nonlinear model is more often found.  

 

Keywords: Model selection, Diurnal Temperature 

Cycle, METEOSAT Second Generation. 

 

1. Introduction  
 

Satellite images contain information that can be used in 

assessing different characteristic parameters of the earth. 

Meteorological satellites provide information on the 

meteorological factors of the earth and land surface 

temperature (LST) can be approximated from the 

brightness temperature supplied by these satellites. One of 

the geostationary meteorological satellites, METEOSAT 

Second Generation (MSG) has an instrument, Spinning 

Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) which it 

uses to provide brightness temperature data with a 

temporal resolution of 15 minutes. The data can be used 

as one of the land surface parameters for early detection 

of land surface changes. The detection of the land surface 

changes could then be used for diverse applications such 

as the detection of fires [1]-[4].   

The Diurnal Temperature Cycle (DTC) provides 

brightness temperature variations of a given pixel for a 

full day. Using MSG, it is possible to get 96 brightness 

temperature samples over 24 hours. Mainly, data received 

in the 3.9 mµ  band, which has a saturation level of 335 

K, are used in fire detection, because of the band 

properties in approximately eliminating solar reflection 

from the earth or from the atmosphere to the satellite, and 

this implies a closer correlation between the LST and the 

brightness temperature measured in this band. The DTC 

can have anomalies due to total or partial cloud cover 

over a given pixel which causes the data  contaminated 

with cloud unusable for LST determination. Other 

anomalies which can make a DTC model unstable can be 

the solar reflection, precipitation, different ground 

heights, land surface characteristics (e.g., the diurnal 

amplitude of the surface temperature is larger for dry bare 

soil than for dense transpiring vegetation as reported in 

[5]), land cover, and wind fluctuations. Weather 

fluctuations must also be considered during the derivation 

of a DTC model. The data contaminated with clouds can 

be viewed as missing data, and in this paper, a method is 

implemented to derive a DTC model and this serves in 

interpolating the missing data in DTC. 

Previous work in modelling DTC, includes models 

based on the physical properties of DTC provided in [6] 

and [7] that was improved in [8]-[10]. In [6]-[8], the 

interpolation was automatically performed and 

Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares scheme was used for 

error minimization. The interpolation reduced the effect 

of cloudiness and ensured that the corrected LST was not 

based on outliers. In [8], a new parameter was included to 

the model presented in [6]. This parameter comes from 

the fact that the minimum temperature of a given day 

could be different from the minimum temperature of its 

preceding or following day. This pseudo-physical model, 

named the Cosine DTC model, was improved in [9] with 

the inclusion of a new parameter  which is due to the 

observation of two different harmonics in DTC one for 

the rising edge part of DTC and another one for the 
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falling edge of DTC. The Nelder-Mead simplex 

optimization was used in the robust estimate of the 

parameters. In [10], less prior knowledge on parameters is 

needed for the cosine DTC model than in the work in [8] 

due to their findings that one of DTC parameter can be 

expressed in function of the remaining parameters. A 

model driven approach was implemented in [9] which 

uses Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) 

interpolators to interpolate the missing data. The approach 

results in an improvement to the cosine DTC model in a 

mean square error sense. In modelling DTC, the optimum 

number of parameters must not exceed the number of 

observed data points [7] since the processing of the high 

volume of data obtained would be highly involved.   

In this paper, a new method is proposed to model the 

DTC. The method has been used for robust matching [11] 

and it can be adapted to non-linear time series modelling. 

Brightness temperature time series are one the variety of 

non-linear time series. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the 

RKHS for the DTC modelling. In section 3, the robust 

fitting approach to DTC is described, simulation results 

are the focus of section 4 and section 5 presents a 

conclusion.    

 

2.  Reproducing kernel Hilbert space model 
 

A Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [12] is a 

Hilbert space H  , to which is associated an inner product 

( ),⋅ ⋅  and a kernel ( ), :K ⋅ ⋅ × →� � �  such that 

( ),K t H⋅ ∈  for all t ∈�  and which has the 

reproducing property. This reproducing property is 

expressed as  

( ) ( )( ) ( ), ,F K t F t⋅ ⋅ =  

for all t ∈� . The result of the reproducing property on 

H is that  

   ( ) ( )( ) ( ), , , ,K s K t K s t⋅ ⋅ = . 

Given the input-output training data set { }
1

,
N

i i i
t f

=
=τ  

where ( )i i if F t ε= +  are noisy measurements of some 

unknown function ( ) :F ⋅ →� � , find the minimum 

norm approximation ( )F ⋅�  of ( )F ⋅  in the RKHS H  

subject to the constraints ( ) ( )( ), ,i iF K t f⋅ ⋅ = . In [13] 

is shown that ( )F ⋅�  is of the form   

( ) ( )
1

,
aN

i i

i

F a K t
=

⋅ = ⋅∑� � ,                                   (1)                          

where aN N≤  due to the presence of noise and the 

kernel centres it�  are deduced from τ  by means of data 

reduction scheme in [14] and ia  is an element of a 

column vector a  given by  
†

=a G f  

where f  is a column vector with elements if  and the 

Gram matrix G  is a matrix with elements ( ),i jK t t� . 

The superscript 
†

 denotes pseudo inverse 

For the DTC modelling Dirichlet kernel [14] was used   

and is given by  
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( )

( )

1
sin

2
,

1
sin

2

n u s t

K s t

u s t

  
+ −  

  
=

 
− 

 

,           (2) 

where u  is a dilation parameter and n  is the harmonic 

number. The Dirichlet Kernel is widely used in optimal 

sampling of unknown function with limited number of 

harmonics [15], [16].  

 

3. Robust fitting approach to DTC 

3.1. Singular value decomposition 

The algorithm presented here has been adapted from the 

work in [11] and uses singular value decomposition 

(SVD). Using the SVD of a matrix in computations, 

rather than the original matrix, has the advantage of being 

more robust to numerical error. The SVD also exposes the 

geometric structure of a matrix, an important aspect of 

many matrix calculations. Despite its usefulness, the use 

of the SVD is computationally expensive due to the 

linearly increase of number of computations with
 
the 

number of dimensions. The SVD also operates on a fixed 

matrix; hence it is not amenable to problems that require 

adaptive algorithms.  

SVD has many uses in
 
the field of remote sensing, due 

to the inherent attributes
 
associated with this technique, 

which include: key vector analysis, dimensional 

reduction, robustness and excellent noise reduction. Key 

vector analysis [17] is
 
a technique which is primarily used 

for signal characterization and
 
allows land-cover types to 

be classified. The increasing use and
 
dissemination of 

hyperspectral data is causing many data analysis 

problems,
 
with traditional classification techniques, due to 

the large number of
 
channels. SVD can be used in such 

cases, to significantly reduce the dimensionality
 
of data 

sets. 
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3.2. Algorithm 

The algorithm presented here for robust fitting of DTC 

gives the possibility of modelling a DTC of a given pixel 

based on a set of training DTCs for that pixel. Given a set 

of training DTCs, a small set of basis DTCs can be 

constructed that characterises the variation in the training 

set and can be used to estimate any of the training DTC. 

Each DTC in a training set of  p  DTCs, forms a 1D 

vector and forms the column in 96 p×  matrix A . It is 

assumed that the number of training DTCs, p , is less 

than 96. SVD is then used to decompose the matrix A  as 

 
T

= ∑A U V   

where U  is an orthogonal matrix representing the 

principal component directions in the training set,  ∑  is a 

diagonal matrix with singular values 1 2, , ,
p

σ σ σ…  

sorted in decreasing order along the diagonal. The p p×  

orthogonal matrix 
TV  encodes the coefficients to be used 

in expanding each column of A  in terms of the principal 

component directions. If the singular values k
σ , for 

k K≥ , are small, then, since the columns of U  are 

orthonormal, a new vector e  can be approximated as  

  
*

1

K

i i

i

cU
=

=∑e  

where the i
c  are scalar values and these values are 

calculated by taking the dot product of e  (any input 

DTC) and the column i
U . This is a projection of the 

input DTC, e , onto the subspace defined by the first K  

basis vectors. This approximation corresponds to the 

least-squares estimate of the i
c . i

c ’s give a reconstructed 

DTC that minimizes the squared error ( )E c  between e  

and 
*e  summed over the entire DTC: 
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  To robustly estimate the coefficients c , the quadratic 

error norm in Equation (3) would be replaced with a 

robust error norm ρ  which was reported to have 

successful results in optical flow application [11],  

    ( )
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2 2
,
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x

x
ρ σ

σ
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+
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and minimize  

        ( )
96

,

1 1

,
K

j i i j

j i

E c U

= =

   
  = −  

      
∑ ∑c eρ σ         (4)                   

 

The value σ  is a scale parameter that affects the point 

on the error function at which the influence of outliers 

begins to decrease. From the derivative of the error 

function, ψ -function, the rejection of outliers begins 

where the second derivative of ρ  is zero and this means 

that those residuals where  

 

    ( )* 3j j σ− >e e                                               (5) 

 

The residuals obtained by Equation (5) have reduced 

influence on the model data and can be viewed as outliers. 

DTC outliers are on those points of DTC affected for 

example by cloud.  

The value of σ  can be estimated from the data. The 

computation of the coefficients c  involves the 

minimization of the nonlinear function in Equation (4). 

The minimization was performed using gradient steepest 

descent scheme with a continuation method that begins 

with a high value for σ  and lowers it during the 

minimization. This operation results initially to no 

rejection of data as outliers and as the algorithm continues 

to iterate towards the local minimum, the influence of 

outliers is gradually reduced. 

Given a robust fitting that recovers the principal 

structure in the input DTC, those points that were treated 

as outliers can be detected. If robust fitting results in a 

important number of outliers, then an additional fitting 

would be required by minimizing the error function  

 

    ( )
96

,

1 1

,
K

j j i i j

j i

E m c U

= =

   
  = −  

      
∑ ∑c eρ σ  

 

where 
( )*0 3

1 otherwise

j j
j

e e
m

σ − ≤
= 


 ,  

with m  as an outlier vector, or “mask”. 

In this algorithm, U  is calculated once during training 

and each image pixel on MSG full Earth disc can have its 

own orthogonal matrix U  characterizing its brightness 

temperature variation over a day. Each time an input DTC 
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is observed, an inner product between the DTC and each 

column of U  is calculated.   

Using cosine DTC model and RKHS method, a pixel 

DTC model is obtained by using one observed DTC in the 

training stage. With this new method, the model can be 

trained by more than one observed DTC and this provides 

more information to the pixel DTC model.   

 

4.  Simulation results 
 

The used data set is as reported in [9]: MSG data were for 

six different regions in South Africa and in each region, 

data for 5 different pixels were selected for the 

simulation. For each pixel, brightness temperature 

sequences of between four and six complete days (cycle) 

were collected from 2004-08-01 to 2004-08-29 and some 

segments spanning 4 hours of duration were removed to 

some cycles of a given pixel in order to simulate periods 

of cloud cover over the pixel. The dataset consisted of 

three different sequences for each pixel depending of 

where the removed segment was taken. The segment 

removal was performed either at time between sunrise and 

time of maximum temperature, at time after sunset or at 4 

hours of maximum temperature of the observed DTC. 

Each removed segment consisted of 16 consecutive MSG 

samples. The removal of 16 consecutive samples which 

corresponds to a period of 4 hours was chosen based on 

the results in [8] where it was reported that in case of  

cloud cover less than 4 hours over a pixel, the missed data 

due to the cloud cover can be well interpolated using the 

cosine DTC model reported in [8].  

    The Cosine DTC model reported in [8] and the RKHS 

approach were compared with this new approach. The 

Cosine DTC model in [8] and RKHS model were trained 

using a complete cycle with no missing data. Nelder-

Mead simplex method was used to minimize the error 

between the cosine DTC model and the observed DTC.  

In implementing RKHS, the kernel centres were placed 

at intervals of approximately 105 minutes (7 consecutive 

DTC samples), which gives an order of approximation 

aN =14 in Equation (1). In Equation (2), the number of 

harmonics n =7 and the dilation u  was the approximate 

of half-width of the kernel main lobe. After getting the 

model, the model was scaled and translated vertically to 

obtain the best least squares fit to any DTC of the pixel 

using Nelder-Mead simplex method. In implementing the 

robust fitting method, three DTCs without missing data 

were used in training. 

The interpolation of missing data in DTC with missing 

samples was implemented using the three approaches, and 

the comparison of the approaches is based on mean 

square error (MSE) between the observed DTC and the 

DTC model.     
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Figure 1: Sample MSG DTC with no missing data and fitted 

Cosine DTC model. MSE = 0.7465 and standard deviation of 

error = 2.2796.  
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Figure 2: Sample MSG DTC with no missing data and fitted 

Cosine DTC model. MSE = 0.4727 and standard deviation of 

error = 0.9205. 
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Figure 3: Sample MSG DTC with no missing data and fitted 

RKHS model. MSE = 0.0771 and standard deviation of  

error = 0.1392. 
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Figure 4: Sample MSG DTC with no missing data and fitted 

cycle using robust fitting. MSE is approximately zero. 

 

In Figure 1, the Cosine DTC model does not fit at the 

point of maximum temperature of the observed DTC and 

in Figure 2, the Cosine DTC model does not follow 

humps in the observed data at the exponential decreasing 

part. In Figure 3 and Figure 4, MSG DTCs with no 

missing data and picked from the training set, are fitted to 

the model. As shown from the figures, both RKHS and 

robust fitting give better results at the point of maximum 

temperature and good results are also observed at the 

exponential decreasing part of the DTC where both 

approaches managed to adapt to the humps. The RKHS 

model exhibits a higher MSE compared with the model 

found using robust fitting. With robust fitting, the 

simulation exhibits MSE of close to zero.  
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Figure 5: Sample MSG DTC with missing data and fitted 

cycle using cosine model. MSE = (0.8180, 0.1227). 
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Figure 6: Sample MSG DTC with missing data and fitted 

RKHS model. MSE = (0. 5273, 0.1296). 
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Figure 7: Sample MSG DTC with missing data and fitted 

cycle using robust fitting. MSE = (0.2243, 0.0502). 

 

In Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7, the interpolation of 

missing data was implemented to DTC with partial cloud 

cover and the robust fitting exhibits a low MSE compared 

to other methods and from the figures it can be seen that 

from the sunset, with the robust fitting, the model 

approximately approaches the observed data. The 

deviation of the model to the observations in Figure 7 is 

due to the fact that the DTCs used in training are different 

from the DTC observed. The interpolated curve exhibits 

the characteristic of the DTCs used in training and some 

jumps on the interpolated curve occur because of 

undetected anomalies in the observed DTC. Such 

anomalies are for example fire which could be the cause 

of the hump above the interpolated curve. As shown, 

RKHS model could not curve in the corner after sunset in 

Figure 6 and exhibits a higher MSE compared with the 

MSE found by interpolating using the robust fitting. The 

two MSE values in caption of Figure 5, Figure 6 and 

Figure 7 correspond to the measured MSE over all  
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Table 1: MSE obtained by fitting using cosine DTC 

modelling approach, RKHS approach and Robust fitting 

approach (standard deviation of error in parentheses). 

Method All samples Missing 

samples only 

Cosine DTC 

model 

0.8878 (1.3968) 0.1334 (0.6292) 

RKHS 0.5473 (0.6319) 0.1553 (0.3942) 

Robust fitting 0.2635 (0.2769) 0.0663 (0.2823) 

samples and the measured MSE over only the missing 

samples, respectively.  

Table 1 shows an average in MSE and standard 

deviation of error over all cycles of a given pixel. From 

Table 1, a comparison was made on interpolation of a 

cycle with missing data. There is an improvement of 

above 50% in MSE in missing samples when compared 

robust fitting with other two approaches. Robust fitting 

also improve the time of execution by an average of 48% 

compared with the RKHS approach and compared with 

the cosine DTC model approach an approximately same 

time of execution was recorded 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

The presented results show the robustness of the method 

implemented in interpolating missing data in DTC with an 

improvement of approximately 50 % in MSE compared to 

RKHS interpolator and the Cosine DTC model. Future 

work will concentrate on a design of real time 

implementation of the modelled DTC with reduced 

parameters and in this case kernel methods for recursive 

least squares can be designed for the application. The 

brightness temperature would also be analyzed together 

with other quantities such as Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NVDI), elevation, soil moisture and 

surface emissivity for the study of land changes to 

improve the DTC modelling. 
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Extraction and classification of objects and features from satellite images 
L. P. Abeigne Ella, B. J. van Wyk, M.A. van Wyk, and Frans vd Bergh 
 
Geospatial techniques for the extraction and classification of satellite images are presented. Various techniques like 
the Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), the Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Moran’s I index, Geary’s C index, 
G index, Lacunarity and discrete wavelet transforms are explored. The performances of the different methods are 
compared and the best results are used to achieve classification using the Waikato Environment Knowledge 
Analysis (Weka) toolbox. Tests are performed on the SOWETO area using satellite images from the Quickbird 
satellite. 
 
 
Aspects of automatic continuous speech recognition in Setswana for a medium sized 
vocabulary 
E. H. Choma, H. J Oosthuizen, and J. M. Manamela 
 
This paper investigates the aspects of Continuous Automatic Speech Recognition with respect to Setswana for a 
medium sized vocabulary. For a robust continuous ASR, highly accurate acoustic models and efficient language 
models are essential. Language modeling is very crucial in automatic speech recognition because it reduces the 
search space and resolve acoustic ambiguity. Speech data was collected from Setswana native speakers to construct 
a corpus for training the acoustic model based on Hidden Markov model. This paper outlines the use of Hidden 
Markov Toolkit (HTK) to design a medium sized vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. A text corpus is 
used to generate and train the statistical bigram and trigram language models which are then incorporated into the 
ASR engine to maximize recognition accuracy. 
 
 
Algorithms for the restoration of heat scintillation in images 
R. Abdoola, B. J. van Wyk and M.A. van Wyk 
 
Algorithms and techniques for the restoration of image sequences degraded by atmospheric turbulence are 
investigated. A comparative analysis of these algorithms is performed. Focus is placed on the removal of heat 
scintillation, a special case of atmospheric turbulence, from video sequences. Heat scintillation occurs due to the 
index of refraction of air decreasing with an increase in air temperature, causing objects to appear blurred and waver 
slowly in a quasi-periodic fashion. This imposes limitations on sensors used to record images over long distances 
resulting in a loss of detail in the video sequences. 
 
 
Orthographic based clustering of South Africa’s official languages 
N. Zulu and E. Barnard 
 
Traditional language identification and classification relies on identifying language features which are common. 
Although languages are distinctive at various levels of linguistic analysis, they always include differences in word 
orthography, pronunciation and morphology. Here, we focus exclusively on language orthography, and its use with 
the Levenshtein distance to cluster the 11 official languages of South Africa. Clustering the languages based on their 
Levenshtein distances shows the relationships between the languages in terms of regional groupings and closeness. 
Both multidimensional scaling and dendrogram analysis reveal results similar to wellknown language groupings, 
and also suggest a finer level of detail on these relationships. 
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Detection of land cover change using an Artificial Neural Network on a time-series of  MODIS 
satellite data 
J. C. Olivier, S. T. Araya,  and K. J. Wessels 
 
 
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is proposed to detect human-induced land cover change using a sliding 
window through a time-series of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite surface 
reflectance pixel values. Training of the ANN is performed on data from two pairs of different, but adjacent areas: 
(i) degraded vs. non-degraded and (ii) urban settlements vs. natural grasslands. The close proximity of the sites 
limited natural variability in rainfall, soils and vegetation type. It was therefore assumed that the ANN based its 
classification decisions on human modifications of the land cover, specifically in the form of land degradation and 
urban expansion. Numerical results are presented for locations in the Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces, where 
the non-degraded class was located inside the Kruger National Park. It was found that some 80% of the pixels were 
correctly classified, and simulations demonstrated that change from non-degraded to degraded could be detected 
reliably. In Gauteng 87% of pixels were correctly classified as either urban settlements and natural grasslands and 
the ANN would be able to accurately detect urban expansion. 
 
 
Reduction of the effects of atmospheric turbulence in long range video surveillance 
B.D. Walters, P.E. Robinson, and W.A. Clarke 
 
Long range surveillance systems have numerous advantages within the military and civil fields, however at long 
distances, the atmospheric turbulence caused by the heat of the earth’s surface distorts the received image making 
object identification difficult. There are a number of approaches to mitigating the effect of the turbulent atmosphere 
and various documented algorithms. There are however no clear comparisons between algorithms and which metrics 
to make use of to compare the performance of these algorithms. This paper discusses the cause of atmospheric 
turbulence, two approaches to reduce the effects of atmospheric turbulence on long range video and various metrics 
that could be used to compare the performance of these algorithms. 
 
 
Image segmentation by weighted aggregation with gradient orientation histograms 
R. Neilson, B. Naidoo, and S. McDonald 
 
This paper reviews the Segmentation by Weighted Aggregation (SWA) image segmentation scheme developed by 
Sharon et al in [1] and proposes the incorporation of gradient orientation histograms (GOH) as a higher level 
aggregate statistic to further differentiate between segment textures. The SWA approach uses an Algebraic Multi-
Grid inspired technique to approximate regions that correspond to a minimum in a normalized cuts cost function. It 
is a multi-scale approach, decomposing an image into a hierarchical pyramid structure of graphs, allowing the 
detection of segments of all scales. The SWA algorithm allows the incorporation of a multitude of aggregate 
properties to better discriminate segments. This paper outlines the use of GOH’s in this respect as opposed to the 
traditional shape moments. 
 
[1] E. Sharon, M. Galun, D. Sharon, R. Basri, and A. Brandt, "Hierarchy and adaptivity in segmenting 
visual scenes," Nature Letters, vol. 442, 2006. 
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3D model reconstruction using photoconsistency 
K. Joubert, F. Nicolls, and G. de Jager 
 
A computer model of a real world object is generated using a voxel based method and the concept of 
photoconsistency. A photoconsistency cost measure is used to determine whether a voxel is photoconsistent or not 
by using a preset error thresh-old. The photoconsistency threshold is estimated using an estimation algorithm that 
uses an initial pass through the voxel space to determine the distribution of photoconsistency values associated with 
the states of consistency and inconsistency. A reconstruction process produces a computer model or photohull that is 
an approximation to the real world object. 
 
Dimensionality reduction methods to estimate missing data in a database 
J. Mistry, V. Nelwamondo, and T.  Marwala 
 
In this paper, three new methods on estimating missing data in a database using Neural Networks, Principal 
Component Analysis and Genetic Algorithms are presented. The proposed methods are tested on a set of of data 
obtained from the South African Antenatal Survey. The data is a collection of demographic properties of patients. 
The proposed methods use Principal Component Analysis to remove redundancies and reduce the dimensionality in 
the data. Variations of Autoassociative Neural Networks are used to the further reduce dimensionality of the data. 
The use of a Genetic Algorithm is then used to find the missing data by optimizing the error function of the three 
variants of the  Autoencoder Neural Network. The proposed system was tested on data with 1 to 6 missing fields in a 
single record of data and the accuracy of the estimated values were calculated and recorded. All methods are as 
accurate as a conventional  feedfoward neural network structure however the use of the newly proposed methods are 
computationally less expensive and can be used in systems where missing values have to be estimated in real time. 
 
An investigation into the use of machine learning algorithms in a computer based HIV  
prediction tool for patients on HAART 
Y. Singh, M. Hajek, D. Moodely, and C. Seebregts 
 
Drug resistance testing has been recommended by several expert panels as a tool to aid in the selection of the 
optimal drug therapy for patients with HIV and AIDS. The aim of this study to investigate the use of support vector 
machines, gene expression programming and backpropagation multilayer perceptron as a resistance prediction tool 
for patients on highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART). Each algorithm takes as input part of the HIV gene 
that has infected a patent, and predicts the response of the patient to particular HAART drugs i.e. it aims to find a 
correlation between genotypic and phenotypic data that facilitates classification and regression prediction in such a 
manner, that it aids in the determination of HIV resistance. The most promising algorithms were support vector 
machines’s for reverse transcriptase inhibitors and backpropagation multilayer perceptron for protease inhibitors, 
and together are called the best-implementation. The best-implementation produced an accuracy ranging from 
85.4% to 96.3%, and a correlation coefficient that ranges from 0.673 and 0.947. These two algorithms produced a 
statistically higher accuracy or in the worst case, the same accuracy when compared to many international gold 
standards, including HIV-db, and results reported by various studies employing Retrogram, ANRS, Geno2Pheno 
and AntiRetroScan. 
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Comparison of features for content based medical image retrieval 
M. Da Silva and J. R. Tapamo 
 
Medical image databases have grown over the past decade, contributing to research and diagnosis. With a large 
database of medical images there is an evident need to manage the way images are stored and retrieved from a 
database. Medical experts may have a difference of opinion on certain images, therefore manually labelling the 
images leads to an ambiguous database. To automatically classify and retrieve medical images we investigate the 
use of a content-based image retrieval system (CBIR). With a CBIR system the features that describe an image from 
the dataset are extracted and stored in a database. To improve the image representation different feature extraction 
techniques are considered. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) which is a technique that can be used to extract 
texture features from the image. The Zernike moments is a technique that can be used to extract the shape of a 
feature in the image. In this paper we will compare the two methods of feature extraction with regards to medical 
image classification and retrieval. Experimental results suggest that Zernike moments perform better than the DWT 
when shape features are predominant. 
 
 
Max-Flow Min Cut Volumetric Patient Feature Analysis 
J. Exley and F. Nicolls 
 
This paper illustrates a method for determining the depth maps of 3D objects in stereo images, with the aim of 
estimating the volume containing a person in the images. We investigate stereo images of individuals to demonstrate 
the algorithm presented and create a disparity map from the data. Graph cuts are employed to optimize our solution. 
A 3D graph is prepared from our data and a graph cut is then performed to produce a global optimum solution and 
obtain the volume containing the individual. The results indicate strong accuracy with simple images but bad 
performance limits the quality of patient images which can be processed in a realistic time and the accuracy 
achieved processing larger, more detailed images. 
 
 
Multi-view stereo using graph-cuts and a shape prior 
J. Morkel and F. Nicolls 
 
This paper describes an implementation of volumetric graph-cuts for solving the multi-view stereo problem. An 
inherent limitation of volumetric graph-cuts is that the resulting solution has a minimal geodesic area, leading to a 
minimal surface (or volume) bias resulting in truncation of protrusions on objects. To overcome this limitation, a 
course shape prior in the form of a ballooning force is used. How to select this empirical parameter is unclear at first, 
but we propose quantifying reconstruction error in the image domain by using reprojection error. This provides a 
means to measure the reconstruction accuracy for a particular value. Reconstruction results and RMS reprojection 
errors for varying parameter values are presented. 
 
Non-rigid registration using a composition of locally defined warps 
K. Holliday, B. Naidoo, and S..McDonald 
 
A method to non-rigidly align a pair of images is presented in this paper. The method uses a composition of small 
local warps to create the overall alignment. The warps are chosen (to be diffeomorphisms) so that no unwanted 
artifacts, such as tearing and folding of the warped image, are introduced. The method is demonstrated by applying 
it to facial images. Three possible variations on the algorithm are also investigated. 
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A Knowledge-based system for the detection and classification of Informal Settlements  
C. Parbhoo and D. Moodley 
 
The discovery, access and sharing of suitable geospatial information in current open and distributed Spatial Data 
Infrastructures (SDI) still pose a major challenge. These problems usually stem from a lack of consistent semantics 
(i.e. different interpretations of geospatial concepts), heterogeneity of data formats and systems as well as a 
reluctance to share data, amongst others. The processing and extracting of relevant information from this data and 
building applications that use this information poses a further problem. The Sensor Web Agent Platform (SWAP) 
has been proposed for dynamically discovering and extracting information from sensor data and for building 
dynamic and flexible Sensor Web applications. SWAP is a collaborative ongoing project, proposed by researchers 
from the school of Computer Science at UKZN, the Geoinformatics department at University of Muenster and the 
ICT4EO (Information Communications technology for earth observation) unit at the Meraka Institute, CSIR, 
Pretoria. SWAP uses ontologies to describe data, entities and interactions in the system. There is currently only one 
application, on wildfire detection, that has been developed thus far on SWAP and this by no means proves its 
suitability for the development and deployment of diverse Sensor Web applications. The aims of this research are to 
design, develop and deploy another Sensor Web application on SWAP, for classifying and monitoring the trend of 
unplanned human settlements in South Africa. 
 
 
Oil-Impregnated bushing condition monitoring using extension neural network and Gaussian 
Mixture Model 
W. S. Miya, L.  J. Mpanza, F. V. Nelwamando, and T. Marwala 
 
This paper proposes a comparison between Extension Neural Networks (ENN) and Gaussian Mixture Model 
(HMM) for bushing condition monitoring.  The monitoring process is based on a two-stage implementation of a 
classification method. The first stage detects whether the bushing is faulty or normal while the second stage 
classifies the fault. Experimentation is conducted using dissolve gas-in-oil analysis (DGA) data from bushings based 
on IEEEc57.104; IEC60599 and IEEE production rates methods for oil impregnated paper (OIP) bushings. It is 
found that GMM outperforms ENN in detecting bushing faults with a classification rate of 83.4% compared to 
83.1% of ENN. Also, GMM diagnose bushing faults well than ENN with a classification of 19.3% higher. 
Moreover, GMM trains faster than ENN.  
 
Boundary simplification for Shack Roof Recovery 
S.P. Levitt and B. Dwolatzky 
 
Building extraction from aerial and satellite imagery often involves the regularisation of boundaries delineating 
building roofs in the scene. Here, we present a novel two-stage technique for the regularisation of boundaries 
derived from homogeneous image regions which correspond to shack roofs in informal settlement scenes. The first 
stage involves the removal of digitisation noise while the second stage further simplifies the boundary according to 
an assumed model. Results qualitatively demonstrate that large boundary distortions can be eliminated, aiding the 
recovery of shack roofs. 
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